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Introduction
Ã h; we praise Him, repent to Him, and
Indeed, all praise is for Alla
Ã h from the
seek His forgiveness and help. We seek refuge in Alla
evil of our own selves and of our wicked deeds. Whomsoever
Ã h guides, none can lead astray; and whomsoever Alla
Ã h leads
Alla
astray, none can guide. And I bear witness that none has the right
Ã h alone, and He has no partner; and I
to be worshipped except Alla
bear witness that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger.
Ãh
Alla

(

has sent Prophet Muhammad

|

as a mercy not just to

Ãh
mankind, but to the world of jinns as well. Alla

}W V U T S{

(

said:

``And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not but as a mercy for
the `AlamõÃn (mankind, jinns and all that exists).''
Ã n 21:107)
(Qur'a

Mercy is clemency and forbearance; mercy is the disposition to
forgive or show compassion; mercy means a favor or a blessing;
mercy further denotes the qualities of kindness, sympathy,
generosity, and beneficence. Suffice is to say all of these
qualities were present in abundance in the character of the
Prophet
He

|

|

.

was a mercy not just to believers, but to disbelievers as well,

for he would invite them to come out of darkness and into the
Ãh
light of true guidance. Alla

(

said:
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I H G F E D C B A @ ?{
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``Say (O Muhammad |) : ``O mankind! Verily, I am sent to you
all as the Messenger of AllaÃh Ð to Whom belongs the dominion of
the heavens and the earth. La ilaha illa Huwa (none has the right
to be worshipped but He). It is He Who gives life and causes
death. So believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger (Muhammad |),
the Prophet who can neither read nor write (i.e. Muhammad |)
who believes in AllaÃh and His Words [(this Qur'aÃn), the Taurat
(Torah) and the InjõÃl (Gospel) and also AllaÃh's Word: ``Be!'' Ð
and he was, i.e. `Iesa (Jesus) son of Maryam (Mary)], and follow
him so that you may be guided.''
Ã n 7:158)
(Qur'a

Ãh
And in another verse, Alla

(

said:

v u t s r q p o n m l{
}} | { z y x w

``And (remember) when We sent towards you (Muhammad |)
Nafran (three to ten persons) of the jinns, (quietly) listening to
the Qur'aÃn, when they stood in the presence thereof, they said:
``Listen in silence!'' And when it was finished, they returned to
their people, as warners.''
Ã n 46:29)
(Qur'a

That Prophet Muhammad

|

is clearly stated in this Verse:

is a favor and blessing for mankind

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 / . -{
CBA@?>=<;:
}E D
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``Indeed AllaÃh conferred a great favor on the believers when He
sent among them a Messenger (Muhammad |) from among
themselves, reciting unto them His Verses (the Qur'aÃn), and
purifying them (from sins by their following him), and
instructing them (in) the Book (the Qur'aÃn) and Al-Hikmah
[the wisdom and the Sunnah of the Prophet | (i.e. his legal
ways, statements, acts of worship, etc.)], while before that they
had been in manifest error.''
The Prophet

Ã n 3:164)
(Qur'a

|

was a favor and blessing not just for Arabs, the

people among whom he was sent, but for people of all races and
colors. In a speech he gave during his Farewell Pilgrimage, the

|

n r n n n Cn , l p Ghn r o n Cn fEphn , l p Ghn r o Qn fEp So
n n n n r n p n hn , n n n n p n n p n hn p n r Cn
p nr nn rn nn nn rn
yi p Ep C O p

Prophet

said,

6

"Yk / /
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``O people, your Lord is One, and your father is one (i.e.,
Adam). Lo! An Arab is not superior to a non-Arab, a non-Arab is
not superior to an Arab, a red-skinned person is not superior to a
black-skinned person, and a black-skinned person is not superior
to a red-skinned person Ð except through At-Taqwa (piety,
righteousness, fear of AllaÃh).''
[1]

While today's non-Muslims acknowledge that Islam spread with
lightning-like speed throughout the Arabian Peninsula Ð and
beyond Ð many among them refuse to honestly investigate the
reasons
[1]

why.

Musnad Ahmad

Prejudiced

beyond

reason

Ð

through

their

Ã (12/226). Commenting on the
with the numbering of Al-Banna

level of authenticity of this narration, Al-HaithamõÃ wrote in

Mujma' Az-ZawaÃid

(3/266), ªAhmad related it, and all of the men in its chain (i.e., all of the
narrators) are men of

As-SahõÃh

their narrations were related in

(i.e., are men who were so trustworthy that

As-SahõÃh Ð SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ SahõÃh Muslim
or

).
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upbringing and the lies they hear and read about in all forms of
media Ð many non-Muslims attribute the rapid spread of Islam
th

in the 6

century to utterly false causes: primarily, the sword and

tribal loyalties. To be sure, the Prophet

|

could not have gained

many converts by the sword, since, throughout most of his life, he
was either persecuted or led armies that were inferior in size and
arms to the armies of enemy forces. And tribal loyalties played a
role not in bringing people to Islam, but in turning them away
from it, since the vast majority of people from the Prophet's tribe
initially Ð and for many years afterwards Ð rejected his message.
Then what was the reason why so many people embraced Islam
so quickly? Well, the reasons are many, one of the main ones
being that the Prophet

|

came with the truth, the truth being

something that is appealing to the hearts of, if not most, then at
least a good many men.
Another reason Ð and it is one that is very pertinent to the
subject-matter of this book Ð is the noble qualities with which
Ãh
Alla

(

blessed the Prophet

|

. If one were to study in detail the

Prophet's biography, one would find numerous examples of men
who embraced Islam because they were impressed by at least one
of the many noble characteristics of the Prophet
generosity,

forbearance,

kindness,

|

Ð such as his

compassion,

gentleness,

patience, humbleness, justice, mercy, bravery, or strength.
His staunchest enemies became his closest followers when the
cloud of blind prejudice was removed from their sight, and when
they were able, for the very first time, to see with clarity the true
Ã mah ibn Utha
Ãl
nature of the Prophet's character. Thuma
having been forgiven by the Prophet

|

that was shared by many other former enemies of Islam. He

r n n , n r hn r p
n n r Cn Op p r p fn n
m

said to the Prophet
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``By AllaÃh, throughout the entire earth, no face was more
despised by me than your face; and yet now your face has become
the most beloved of faces to me. By AllaÃh, throughout the entire
earth, no religion was more despised by me than your Religion;
and yet now your Religion is the most beloved of all religions to
me. By AllaÃh, throughout the entire earth, no land was more
despised by me than your land; and yet now your land is the most
beloved of all lands to me.''
[1]

While

Ã mah
Thuma

4

was

deeply

affected

by

the

Prophet's

forgiveness, to the point that it led to his entry into the fold of
Ã wiyah ibn Al-Hakam
Islam, Mu'a

4

was moved by the Prophet's

gentleness and by his kind way of teaching others. So moved, in
Ã wiyah
fact, was Mu'a

4

that he said, ªMay my father and mother

be sacrificed for him; neither before nor after his time have I met
Ã h, he neither
anyone who teaches better than he does. By Alla
[2]

cursed me, nor hit me, nor frowned at me.''

A Bedouin was

similarly moved when, due to his ignorance and uncultured
habits, he made the mistake of urinating in the Masjid. While
others reproached him, the Prophet

|

was gentle with him, all the

while making it clear to him why his act of urinating in the Masjid
Ã h, have mercy on
was wrong. The Bedouin then exclaimed, ªO Alla
me and on Muhammad

|

other than us.'' The Prophet

, and do not have mercy on anyone

|

then pointed out that it was wrong

Ã h's mercy to just two people, since Alla
Ã h's
of him to limit Alla

y k Ghn Jn r n r n n z

mercy is vast and encompasses all things. The Prophet
.cO

[1]

[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ
Muslim

(4372) and
(537).

Muslim

(1764).

6
L?D Jr

|

said,
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``Verily, you have made narrow that which is wide and vast.''

[1]

Later on during the Prophet's lifetime, the last holdouts from the
Quraish were deeply moved by the Prophet's forgiveness and
generosity. These were people who had shown enmity towards
the Prophet

|

for many years. In spite of their past evils, and in

spite of the fact that the Muslims did not need their help Ð for
Islam by that time had many adherents Ð the Prophet

|

not only

forgave them, but acted generously towards them as well. For

|
|

example, the Prophet

Ã n ibn
gave one-hundred sheep to Safwa

Umayyah, one of the bitterest foes of Islam. Then during the same
meeting the Prophet
then he

|

gave him one-hundred more sheep; and

gave him yet another one-hundred sheep. At the time,

Ã n was a polytheist, but he was so moved by the Prophet's
Safwa

4

, o r p k p r n n n r Cn go n r n n hn o n r n k n o o r CnQn n
y p n n n n hn p n n n n hn,

generosity that he embraced Islam. He
8
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``May my father and mother be sacrificed for him; by AllaÃh I have
never seen a better teacher or better teachings before or since ; he
did not rebuke me, hit me or revile me.''
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``By AllaÃh, the Messenger of AllaÃh | gave me a great deal, and
that at a time when he was the most despised of people to me. He
then continued to give me more and more until he became the
most beloved of people to me.''
[3]

[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ
Muslim (537)
Muslim

(6010).

(2313).
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On another occasion the Prophet's generosity led to positive
results for an entire tribe. For while a man from a foreign tribe was
in his company, the Prophet

|

gave him a quantity of sheep that

filled the entire valley that separated two mountains. The man

y n n n r G n r n n Ak n n p r o | G k n o f p n ,G

then returned to his people and said,
7q .l

/SH0 /

6

6
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``O my people, embrace Islam, for Muhammad gives like one who
has no fear of poverty.''
[1]

On yet another occasion, almost an entire tribe embraced Islam as
a result of the Prophet's generosity and forgiveness. That story
began when a

man went

to

the

Ãh
assassinate him with his sword. Alla
Prophet
Prophet

|
|

|

Prophet

(

, intending to

not only protected the

from the man's plot, but also, in the end, gave the
the upper hand over him, so that he could have killed

him had he wished. But instead the Prophet

|

[2]

forgave him,

an

act of mercy that had such a profound impact on the man's heart
that he embraced Islam. What is more, he went back to his people
and conveyed to them the Prophet's message; only a short while
passed before a great many of his fellow tribesmen accepted his
[3]

invitation and became Muslims.

The Prophet's message was universal; the truth he conveyed and
the character he displayed appealed not only to polytheistic
Arabs, but to Jews and Christians as well. When the Prophet

|

first arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, he was visited by the famous Jewish
Ã m. `Abdullah
scholar `Abdullah ibn Sala
first encounter with the Prophet
[of

[1]

[2]

Al-MadõÃnah]

Muslim
BukhaÃrõÃ
Muslim
Fathul-BaÃrõÃ

(along with Ibn Hajar's

HadõÃth

(4/1786) (

Al-Fath

so

later recounted his

that

I

Ð 2/96, 97) (

number: 834).

, by Ibn Hajr (7/428), and

4

: ªI went to where the people

gathered,

(2312).

and

[3]

were

|

could

HadõÃth

Sharh An-NawawõÃ

see

[the

number: 2910),

(15/44).
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Ãh
Messenger of Alla

|

]. When I saw his face, I immediately

knew that his was not the face of a liar. And the first thing I

,en n Qr n G G o p hn ,en n G G o p r Cnhn ,en n G o r Cn !So
y k e n n p n n G G o o r n el n p So Ghn p r
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``O people, spread greetings of peace, feed others [from your]
food, join ties of family relations, pray at night when people are
sleeping, and, as a result of doing all of that, you will enter
Paradise in peace.''
[1]

Another Jewish man, Zaid ibn Sa'yah, wanted to test the
Prophet's patience by doing something harmful to him. The
Prophet

|

not only forgave Zaid

4
4

give Zaid a gift on his behalf. Zaid

4

, but also ordered `Umar

to

, who was an eminent Jewish

Ãh
scholar, said, ªJust by looking at the Messenger of Alla

|

, I

could discern in his face all of the signs of Prophethood, except for
two, which could not be discerned simply through the act of
looking. Those two signs were, first, his mercy precedes and beats
out his ignorance (i.e., when faced with ignorance, and when the
one who wronged him anxiously waits to see whether he shows
forbearance or anger, it is forbearance that he shows); and second,
the more ignorance he is confronted with, the more forbearing he
becomes. I tested the Prophet

|

in order to see whether he

possessed these qualities.'' Answering his own question, Zaid
said

to

`Umar

4

(to

whom

he

was

recounting

the

4

above

Ã h as my
narrative), ªO `Umar, I am indeed pleased with Alla
Lord, with Islam as my Religion, and with Muhammad as my
Prophet. And I make you bear witness that I am giving away half
of my wealth as charity to the Nation of Muhammad

[1]

At-TirmidhõÃ
Ibn MaÃjah
TirmidhõÃ
Al-IsaÃbah Fee TamyõÃz As-SahaÃbah
(2485) and

, by Ibn Hajr (1/566).

[2]

.''

(3251) and its wording; also, refer to

(2/303).

[2]

|

SahõÃh At-
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Another Jewish man, while on his deathbed, said to the Prophet

|

,

ªBy the One Who revealed the Torah, we indeed find in our Books
your description as well as the place in which you were to appear.
Ãh
And I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ãh
and that you are indeed the Messenger of Alla

|

[1]

.''

Some people who did not even meet the Prophet

|

believed in

his message; it was enough for them to learn about the
truthfulness of the Prophet's words as well as news of his noble
characteristics.

Take

for

instance

Ã shõÃ,
An-Naja

the

King

of

Abyssinia: When he heard Muslim delegates inform him about
Ã is the slave and Messenger of
the Prophet's saying, ªVerily, `Eesa
Ã h,'' he said to them, ªWelcome to you and to the one whom
Alla
you came from. I bear witness that he is indeed the Messenger of
Ãh
Alla

|

Ã gave glad
and that he is the one about whom `Eesa

tidings. And were it not for my situation as King [of this land], I
[2]

would have gone to him and kissed his sandals.''

Haraql, the Christian Emperor of the Roman Empire, had a
similar reaction when hearing about the Prophet's message, but
with two important differences: First, he was being informed
about the Prophet

|

Ã n, who at
not by Muslims, but by Abu Sufya

the time was one of the Prophet's fiercest detractors; and second,
although Haraql acknowledged the truthfulness of the Prophet's
Ã n, despite being
message, he refused to embrace Islam. Abu Sufya
a disbeliever, possessed certain noble characteristics, which is
why he could not help but tell the truth to Haraql when he was
describing to him the character of the Prophet
Prophet

|

|

: ªVerily, the

does not act treacherously; he orders others to worship

Ã h alone, without associating any partners with Him and he
Alla
forbids others from worshipping idols. He further commands
others to perform Prayer, to be truthful and to be modest and

[1]

TafsõÃr
Adh-DhahabõÃ

Ahmad (5/411). In his famous

book, Ibn KathõÃr expressed his faith in the

strength of this narration (2/252).
[2]

Siyar A`laÃm An-NubalaÃ

, by

(1/438).
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chaste.'' Just that description alone was enough for Haraql, who
then said in reply, ªVerily, if what you say is the truth, then he
will rule over the piece of land that is beneath these two feet of
mine. Indeed, I knew that he (i.e., the Prophet that has been
foretold in our scriptures) was to appear, but I did not think that
he would be one of your people. Had I known that I would be
able to safely reach him, I would have taken it upon myself to
meet him. And had I been with him, I would have washed his foot
[1]

(as a means of honoring him).''
Ãh
What Alla

(

said, what the Prophet

|

said and what `Aaisha

6

said are enough to gain a general appreciation of the Prophet's
Ãh
lofty manners. Alla

(

}` _ ^ ]{
said:

``And verily, you (O Muhammad) are on an exalted (standard of)
character.''
Ã n 68:4)
(Qur'a

The Prophet

|

ybp n r n G enQp n n n n o p o p o n Epz

said:

6
8
.u# %$8 $ :<c1 .$&

0G $

``Verily, I have been sent only to make complete (in myself and in
others) the noblest of manners.''
[2]

And finally, when asked about the character of the Prophet
`Aaisha

6

said,

yfnB r o G fn n | upG p n n o o f p n z
Lr

.t

8
22& s!G

|

,

6

(k

``Verily, the character of the Prophet of AllaÃh | was the
Qur'aÃn.''
[3]

[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ
Al-BaihaqõÃ
Muslim

(7).
(1/192) and

(746).

Ahmad

(2/381); also, refer to

As-SahõÃhah

Ã nõÃ (45).
, by Al-Alba
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To know the Prophet

|

is of paramount importance in the life of

every Muslim; in fact, it is the second of three principles that all
Muslims must learn about as it is the second question they will be
asked about in the grave.
Therefore, given the importance of gaining knowledge about the
Prophet

|

, we decided to present this simple and summarized

guidebook, a book that provides basic and key information about
the Prophet

|

y| upG do o Qn l n o : n p n n r p l n r Qnz
. We have given it the title,
.O

6
J$E#

)1$ .c!

7$D

``A Mercy to the Universe: Muhammad, the Messenger of
AllaÃh |
.''

And in it, it has been dealt with the topics of his lineage, his
upbringing, his manners, his physical description, his miracles,
and his mission in general. I have divided this work into thirtythree chapters.
Ãh
We ask Alla

(

to bless and make beneficial this humble work; to

make it sincere for Him; to make us benefit from it both during
our life and after we die; and to make it beneficial for all who read
Ãh
it. Verily, there is none better than Alla

(

to ask for help from or

to place one's hopes in; He is sufficient for us, and He is the best of
Ã h,
Guardians. There is neither might nor power except with Alla
Ã h, send prayers and
the Most-High, the All-Mighty. O Alla
salutations upon Your slave and Messenger, Your chosen one
among the creation, the one to whom You have entrusted
revelation Ð our Prophet, Muhammad ibn `Abdullah; and upon
his family, his Companions and those who follow them in
righteousness until the Day of Resurrection.

L

L

L

L

L
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His Lineage: The Best of the Best
The Prophet's lineage is clearly documented in books of history;
Ã n.
every one of his fathers is known all the way back until `Adna
And even though historians disagree about the names of
Ã n's
`Adna

forefathers,

extension the Prophet
Ã hõÃm
Prophet Ibra

they

|

agree

that

Ãn
`Adna

Ð

and

by

Ð was a direct descendant of the

/ Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
. In

, Ibn KathõÃr (May

Ã h have mercy on him) describes the Prophet's lineage all the
Alla
way back until Adam

/

; in

ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd

, however, Ibn Al-

Ã h have mercy on him) pointed out that scholars
Qayyim (May Alla
of genealogy agree about the names of the Prophet's forefathers
Ã n, who was a direct descendant of Ibra
Ã hõÃm
up until `Adna

/

, but

Ã n's forefathers separated
they disagree about how many of `Adna
Ã hõÃm
him from Ibra
[1]

Refer to

HishaÃm

/

.

[1]

Keeping in mind that the word ªibn''

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd

, by Ibn KathõÃr (2/195); and to

Seerah Ibn

Ã n,
(1/1). Having enumerated all of the Prophet's forefathers until Adna

Ibn Al-Qayyim wrote in

(1/71), ªUntil here the Prophet's lineage

is known for certain, and is a point of agreement among genealogists. Who
Ã n is a point of disagreement among scholars, who, however,
comes after `Adna
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means ªson of,'' here then is the Prophet's full name and lineage:
Ã shim ibn
Muhammad ibn `Abdullah ibn `Abdul-Muttalib ibn Ha
Ã f ibn Qusai ibn Kila
Ã b ibn Murrah ibn Ka'ab ibn Luaiy ibn
`Abd-Mana
Ã lib ibn Faihr ibn Ma
Ã lik ibn An-Nadr ibn Kina
Ã nah ibn
Gha
Ã s ibn Mudar ibn Niza
Ã r ibn
Khuzaimah ibn Mudrikah ibn Ilya
[1]

Ã n.
Mu'idd ibn `Adna
The Prophet

HadõÃth

|

was the best from the best, as is made clear in this
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``Verily, AllaÃh chose KinaÃnah from the children of IsmaÃ'õÃl ; He
chose Quraish from KinaÃnah; from Quraish He chose the children
of HaÃshim ; and from the children of HaÃshim He chose me.''
[2]

The Prophet

|

was born during the ªYear of the Elephant,'' or the

year during which Abraha led an army towards Makkah with the
[3]

intention of bringing down the Ka'bah.

More precisely, he
[4]

was born on a Monday, in the month of RabõÃ'ul Awwal,
Ã n is from the children of Isma
Ã 'õÃl
do agree that `Adna

/

Ã 'õÃl
. And Isma

|

in the

/

Ð at

least according to the correct view that is held by scholars from the
Ã bi'oon (the generation that followed the generation of
Companions, the Ta
the Companions), and those that came afterwards Ð is ªThe Slaughtered One
Ã hõÃm
(i.e., the one that Ibra

[1]

Al-BukhaÃrõÃ

/

, during a dream, was commanded to slaughter).''

Ã r's Virtues; chapter, ªThe Sending of the Prophet
the Ansa
number: 3851.

[2]

[3]

Muslim

|

(along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath), the Book of
,'' before

HadõÃth

(2276).

Abraha of course failed in the attempt; the point here is that, because of the
significance of his failed attempt, and because his army was accompanied by
elephants. The year during which he tried to destroy the Ka'bah became
famously known as the ªYear of the Elephant.''

[4]

It is widely and correctly accepted among scholars that the Prophet

|

was born

during the ªYear of the Elephant,'' in the month of RabõÃ'ul Awwal; in fact, some
scholars went as far as saying that there is a consensus on those two points among
the people of knowledge. Refer to

TahdhõÃbAs-Seerah

, by Imam An-NawawõÃ (pg. 20).
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year 571 CE. It is an established fact; in an authentic
Prophet

|

HadõÃth

, while responding to a question about why he

|

, the

fasted

on Mondays, said, ªIt was on this [day] that I was born, and it was
[1]

on this [day] that revelation came down to me.''

The exact date of

the Prophet's birth, on the other hand, is not known for certain;
scholars have put forth a number of views: some say he was born on
the 2

nd

of RabõÃ'ul Awwal; others, that he was born 8 days after the

beginning of the month; others still, that he was born after the
passing of seventeen days; and yet others, that he was born on the
th

12

of the month. Two of these views stand out as being not only the

most widely-held, but also the most likely to be correct. The first is
that the Prophet

|

was born after eight days expired from the

month of RabõÃ'ul Awwal; this view was defended by Ibn `Abdul[2]

Barr,

who said that it was the more clearly established [view] by

way of authentic accounts. The second is that he was born on the
th

12

of RabõÃ'ul Awwal; regarding this view, Ibn KathõÃr said, ªThis is
[3]

the opinion that is held by the majority of scholars.''
famous biography of the Prophet
[4]

that this latter view is correct.
The Prophet

|

|

In his

Ã q stated with certainty
, Ibn Isha

died at the age of 63. Forty of those years took

place prior to his prophethood, and the remaining 23 years he
spent as a Prophet and Messenger. He

Iqra
Al-Muddaththir

the revelation of

|

became a Prophet with

Al-`Alaq'

(i.e., chapter ª

Ã n), and
' of the Qur'a

then he was officially made a Messenger with the revelation of
chapter ª

.'' His hometown was Makkah, but then

later, because of how he was persecuted by his fellow tribesmen,
he

|

Ãh
Alla

was forced to migrate to Al-MadõÃnah.

(

sent the Prophet

|

with a mission that had two primary Ð

and complementary Ð goals: The first was to warn people not to
Ãh
associate partners with Alla
[1]

Muslim

Refer to

[3]

Refer to

[4]

in worship, and the second was to

(2/820).

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
Seerah Ibn HishaÃm

[2]

(

(1/171).

(2/260).
(2/260).
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TawhõÃd

invite people to embrace Islamic Monotheism (

). The first

ten years of his prophethood he spent promoting only these two
goals. Then he was taken on a night journey to the heavens, a
journey during which the five daily Prayers Ð

Maghrib

, and

`Eesha

Fajr, Dhuhr, `Asr,

Ð were made obligatory upon him and the

members of his Nation. The next three years the Prophet

|

prayed

his five daily Prayers in Makkah. At the end of those three years, he

|

was ordered to migrate to Al-MadõÃnah, since living in Makkah

was no longer possible. Years of persecution culminated that year
in a joint effort by the various sub-tribes of the Quraish to
assassinate the Prophet

|

After the Prophet

|

.
[1]

settled down in Al-MadõÃnah,

he

|

was

Ãt
ordered, in stages, to apply the rest of Islam's legal duties: Zaka
(obligatory charity), fasting, Hajj (the greater pilgrimage to Makkah),
Ã d, the call to Prayer, enjoining good, forbidding evil, and so on
Jiha
from the various legislations of Islam. These Islamically obligatory
duties he

|

continued to apply and teach for a period of ten years; or

in other words, until he

|

died. The Religion he

|

taught for so

many years, with all of its detailed legislations, is the Religion that we
are commanded to follow today. Anything that is good and
beneficial, the Prophet
that is evil, the Prophet
The Prophet

|

many Prophets

|
|

has guided us to follow; and anything
has warned us to stay away from.

is the seal of all Prophets

/

and Messengers

/

/

and Messengers

/

;

came before him, but none

will come after him. While other Prophets

/

and Messengers

/

were sent to specific communities or groups of people, Prophet
Muhammad

|

was sent to all of mankind, and to jinns as well. The

simple fact, therefore, is this: Whoever obeys him, will enter
[2]

Paradise; and whoever disobeys him, will enter the Hellfire.
[1]

The Prophet

|

arrived in Al-MadõÃnah on a Monday, in the month of RabõÃ'ul

Awwal; some scholars specified that date as being the 12th of RabõÃ'ul Awwal.
Refer to
[2]

Fathul-BaÃrõÃ
BukhaÃrõÃ

Refer to SahõÃh Al-

(7/224).
Ã thah, by Shaikh
(3851), and to Al-Usool Ath-Thala

Ã b (75, 76).
Muhammad ibn `Abdul-Wahha
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The Lessons and Morals of this Chapter
1) In this world, people pride themselves based on various
factors. Some think that they are superior because of their

|

wealth; others, because of their status; and yet others, because
of their noble ancestry. Well, in all regards, the Prophet

|

the best among all human beings. Even among Prophets
the Prophet

Ãh
is of the highest ranking with Alla

|

(

is

/

,

, and will

have the most followers on the Day of Resurrection. And in

|

terms of lineage, his is unparalleled: he
tribe on earth, and he

was from the best

was then chosen to be the best

tribesman from among them.
th

2) To celebrate the Prophet's birthday every year on the 12

of

RabõÃ'ul Awwal is an evil innovation that should be avoided,

|

not to mention shunned, by all Muslims. We are commanded
to follow the Prophet

|

Companions
Prophet

. And yet we find that, during his lifetime, the

never

Companions
(the

5
5
5

celebrated

his

birthday;

nor

did

the

Ã bi'u
Ãn
do so after he died; and nor did the Ta

generation

Companions

, his rightly-guided KhalõÃfahs, and his

that

followed

the

generation

of

the

) do so during their lifetimes.

Furthermore, given the number of scholarly views regarding the
matter, we cannot even be sure that the 12

th

of RabõÃ'ul Awwal is

the correct date of the Prophet's birth. But even if we were certain
th

was the day on which the Prophet

that the 12

|

was born, we

may not, based on the reasons mentioned above, celebrate it on an

|

yOQ n o n o r p n r n n G n n n p r Cn p Kn n r Cn r n z

annual basis. The Prophet
4
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said,
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``Whoever introduces something new into this affair of ours (i.e.,
the Religion of Islam), then he (and his act of innovation) is
rejected.''
[1]

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ

(2697) and

Muslim

(1718).
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According to the narration of Imam Muslim, the Prophet
4

.,k .&L#

-1!b Q1

|

said:

0$b "$b )#

``Whoever does an act [pertaining to matters of worship] that is
not from our affair (i.e. that is not from the established teachings
of the Qur'aÃn and Sunnah), then he (and his act of innovation) is
rejected.''
[1]

3) As can be appreciated from the focus of the first thirteen years
of his mission, the primary duties of the Prophet

|

were to

invite people to embrace Islamic Monotheism (TawhõÃd), to
save them from the evil of polytheism, to bring them from the
darkness of sins to the light of good deeds, and to steer them
away from ignorance and towards knowledge. In short,
anything that is good and noble, he has ordered us to follow
and embrace; and anything that is evil and wicked, he has
commanded us to avoid and shun. May the peace and
Ãh
blessings of Alla

L

[1]

Refer to

(

be upon him.

L

L

L

L

RisaÃlah At-TahdhõÃr Minal-Bid'ah

, by our noble and esteemed Shaikh,

Ã z (May Allah have mercy on him).
`Abdul-`AzõÃz ibn `Abdullah ibn Ba

His Upbringing
Both of his parents having died by the time he was only six years
old, the Prophet

|

grew up as an orphan. As difficult as the life of

Ãh
an orphan usually is, Alla

(

blessed the Prophet

|

, providing

him with refuge, the love and care of his uncle, and all of his basic
material needs.
His father, `Abdullah, died while he was still in his mother's
womb. After he was born, he was nursed for a number of days by

Thuwaibah

|

[1]

,

who was a servant of Abu Lahab. Then the Prophet

was sent away to be cared for in the pure atmosphere of the

desert, and there he was nursed by HalõÃmah As-Sa'diyyah. The
Prophet

|

remained under the care of HalõÃmah, and in the

company of the Banu Sa'ad tribe, for approximately four years. It
was during his stay with HalõÃmah that he underwent the first
major step towards becoming a Prophet

|

. It was a preparatory

and highly symbolic step, one that involved the literal washing of

[1]

Al-BukhaÃrõÃ

(along with Ibn Hajr's famous commentary,

Al-Fath

) (9/124).
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his heart; and it was a miraculous occurrence that took place in
the presence of a group of children from the Banu Sa'ad tribe. In a
narration that is related in

SahõÃh Muslim

Ãh
ªWhile the Messenger of Alla
boys, JibrõÃl

/

|

Ã lik
, Anas ibn Ma

4

said,

was playing with some other

came to him, took him, forced him to the ground,

and split him open, revealing his heart. JibrõÃl extracted his heart,
removed from it a blood clot, and said, `This is the portion of

ShaitaÃn

(the Devil) in you.' He then washed the heart with

Zamzam

water in a basin made of gold. He then joined the heart together,
and returned it to its place. The children hurried off to his mother
Ð i.e.

nursing suckling mother. They said to her, `Verily,

Muhammad has been killed.' They went to him and found that
his color had changed (though he was otherwise fine).'' Anas
[1]

4

said, ªI used to see the marks of that stitching on his chest.''
HalõÃmah loved the Prophet

|

a great deal; her life changed

Ãh
completely after she took it upon herself to nurse him, for Alla

(

then blessed her with more than sufficient sustenance. Keeping
the Prophet

|

was in HalõÃmah's best self-interest, she loved him

too much to think selfishly about her own comfort and material
well-being. After the above-mentioned incident took place, she
became afraid for the Prophet

|

, and felt that it was no longer

safe for him to stay with her. And so she decided to return the
Prophet

|

Ã minah bint Wahb.
to his mother, A

Ã minah took the Prophet
Later on, A

|

with her to Al-MadõÃnah,

where she was going in order to visit her brothers. During their
Ã minah
Ã, A
return journey to Makkah, at a place called Al-Abwa
died. At the time, the Prophet
days old.

[1]

Muslim

[2]

|

was 6 years, 3 months, and 10

(261) (162). Also, refer to Ibn KathõÃr's

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah

, to the

edition that contains the commentary of Dr. `Abdullah ibn `Abdul-Muhsin AtTurkõÃ (3/413).
[2]

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah

Al-Fusool Fee Seeratir-Rasool |
SahõÃh Muslim

, by Ibn KathõÃr

(4/423);

(pg. 92). Both of the Prophet's parents died while being upon the polytheist
faith of the Quraish Ð refer to

(203).
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Even though the Prophet

|

was an orphan, he never lacked the

love and care that every child needs. Whenever he would lose one
Ãh
loving caregiver, Alla

(

would replace that caregiver with

another who loved him just as much. With the death of his
mother, he

|

was taken and cared for by his grandfather, the

eminent chieftain, `Abdul-Muttalib. For the next two years of his
life, the Prophet

|

enjoyed the healthy and loving atmosphere of

his grandfather's home. `Abdul-Muttalib saw in the Prophet

|

signs of greatness, and he took special care of him; for instance, he
allowed the Prophet

|

, instead of his many sons, to sit beside him

on his mat in front of the Ka'bah. Then, with his death imminent,
`Abdul-Muttalib ordered that his grandson be placed in the
Ã lib. The Prophet
custody of his uncle Abu Ta

|

, who was eight

years old at the time, could not have been placed under the care of
a better guardian Ð a guardian that cared for and protected him
not just as a child, and not just as a young adult, but also during
the difficult early years of his prophethood.
Ã lib loved the Prophet
`Abu Ta

|

deeply, so much, in fact, that

despite remaining a polytheist, he supported the Prophet

|

during the most difficult years of his prophethood Ð the years
during which he faced constant persecution at the hands of the
Ã lib was motivated by avuncular love, and not by
Quraish. Abu Ta
faith in his nephew's mission; that being said, he did know deep
down in his heart that his nephew was preaching the truth. But
even his love for the Prophet

|

and his inner convictions were not

enough to counteract his overriding loyalty to the ways, customs,
and beliefs of his forefathers. As such, despite being a staunch
supporter of the Prophet

|

Ã lib died a polytheist.
, Abu Ta

Ãh
Because of the ultimate justice of Alla

(

, not all polytheists are

the same. Some will suffer more than others in the Hellfire; some
will be in the Hellfire's lowest depths, while others will be in a
shallower, but still horrible, part of the Hellfire. The Prophet's
intercession will decrease, but not cancel out completely, Abu
Ã lib's punishment in the Hellfire. The Prophet
Ta

|

said:
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``He is in a shallow part of the Hellfire. And were it not for me, he
would have been in the lowest depths of the Hellfire.''
HadõÃth
|
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In another wording of the same
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``Perhaps he will benefit from my intercession on the Day of
Resurrection, so that he will be placed in a shallow part of the
Hellfire: The Fire will reach his ankles, and as a result of that, his
brain will boil.''
[1]

|

Although his youthful years were relatively uneventful, various
incidents occurred to show that the Prophet

|

was being

prepared for great things to come in the future; and at least on

|

one occasion, he

was recognized as being the awaited Prophet

|

|

that was mentioned in the revealed scriptures of both Jews and

Christians. When the Prophet

was only 12 years old, he

accompanied his uncle on a business trip to Ash-Sham (Syria and

surrounding regions), a land that was inhabited primarily by
Ã lib saw things that confirmed
Christians. During that trip, Abu Ta
his faith in the bright and great future of his nephew, and as a
result, he tried even harder to protect and take care of him. Abu
Ã sa
Ã Al-Ash`arõÃ
Mu

4

said, ªAlong with a group of QuraishõÃ

Ã lib went to Ash-Sha
Ã m (Syria and surrounding
chieftains, Abu Ta
regions), taking with him the Prophet

|

. When their traveling

party overlooked [the monastery of] a well-known monk, they
descended [towards him] and unpacked their things in order to
make temporary camp there. The monk came out to them, which
was strange since, in the past, he would never come out to them
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ

Muslim
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah

(3883, 3884, 3885, 6208, and 6572), and

KathõÃr's

Al-Fusool

(pg. 93) and to

(209). Also, refer to Ibn
(5/431-434).
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whenever they passed by him; he wouldn't even look in their
direction or pay any attention to them. While they were

|

unpacking their things, the monk walked slowly by each one of
Ãh
them until he reached the Messenger of Alla

. He then took the
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``This is the chief of all created beings; this is the Messenger of the
Lord of all that exists: AllaÃh has sent him as a mercy to all created
beings.'ThechieftainsoftheQuraishsaid,`Andhowdoyouknow
this?' The monk replied, `When you overlooked this spot from the
mountain road, every tree and stone [in this area] fell down to the
ground and performed prostration. And they perform prostration
only for a Prophet. And verily, I recognize him (i.e., as being the
awaitedProphet)bythesealofProphethoodthatislikeanapple[in
shape] and that is situated beneath the soft bone of his shoulder.''

The same narration goes on to describe how, in an empty sky, a
single cloud appeared in order to provide shade for the Prophet

|

; similarly, it describes how a tree near the monastery literally

leaned over in order to provide shade for the Prophet
[1]

At-TirmidhõÃ

(3620). In

Al-FusoolFeeSeeratir-Rasool
HadõÃth
Fiqhus-Seerah
Munkar

have mercy on him) said about this
(3620). Also, in

[1]

.

(pg 94), Ibn KathõÃr (May Allah

HadõÃth
HadõÃth SahõÃh

, ªAll of the narrators of this

Ã nõÃ ruled it to be an authentic
trustworthy''; furthermore, Al-Alba

At-TirmidhõÃ

|

are

in

Ã lõÃ wrote, ªIts chain is
(pg. 68), Al-Ghaza

Ã lõÃ did add, ªThe mention of Bila
Ã l in this narration
authentic''; however, Al-Ghaza
is, as has been mentioned,
the

HadõÃth

Ã r's narration of
(false, strange). In Al-Bazza

Ã l is not mentioned; instead, a man is referred to, but his name is
, Bila

not mentioned: ªAnd his uncle sent with him a man.''
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Ã lib to send the Prophet
The monk ordered Abu Ta

|

back to

Makkah; he had every reason to fear for the Prophet's life, since he
knew that if the Jews were to find out about his existence, they
might try to harm him, angry and bitter because the awaited
Prophet was not one of them, but instead an Arab.
Having returned safely to Makkah, the Prophet

|

worked first

as a shepherd and then later as a businessman under the
employment of a woman, whose hand in marriage was more
sought after than any other member of the Quraish. That woman
was KhadõÃjah bint Khuwailid

6

, and it was because of her honor

and chastity that she was so highly regarded by Makkah's
chieftains. After her last husband died, a number of Arab
chieftains, including the evil Abu Jahl, proposed to her, but she
refused all of their offers. A strong and wise woman, KhadõÃjah

6

herself chose and proposed to the man with whom she wanted
to spend the rest of her life.
At first, the Prophet

|

would simply do business on KhadõÃjah's

behalf. But as their business relationship blossomed, KhadõÃjah
found that the Prophet

|

6

was not only bringing in the most

profits from the various men she employed, but also was
supremely honest and trustworthy. His noble qualities captured
her interest, and she decided to order her servant, Maisarah, to
accompany the Prophet

|

on one of his business trips and to

learn as much about him as possible. Maisarah was amazed by
the wonderful character of the Prophet

|

, and upon returning to

Makkah, he informed his mistress about everything that he had
learned about the Prophet
KhadõÃjah

6

|

while being in his company.

realized that the Prophet

|

was the man she wanted

to marry, and so she proposed to him. Their marriage took place
shortly afterwards; he
[1]

|

Refer to Ibn Al-Qayyim's famous work,
among

Muslim

[1]

was 25 years old, and she was 40.

ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah

s is what Ibn KathõÃr wrote in

(1/105); less known
(3/466):

ªAt the time, she was 35 years old; however, it has also been said that she was
only 25.''
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During his youth, the Prophet

|

did not receive revelation;

nonetheless, he was still protected from the evils of polytheism
and wicked acts, an amazing feat considering the fact that he lived

|

in a society that thrived on evil, wicked, and lewd acts. So
although the Prophet

was not a ªProphet'' at the time, he was

protected from all moral defects.
Ãh
The greatest moral defect of all Ð associating partners with Alla
in worship Ð he

|

was innocent of his entire life. Although he

was asked to do so on numerous occasions, he never worshipped,
glorified, or bowed down to an idol; he never attended a
gathering in which idols were glorified; he never drank alcohol;
and he never perpetrated a vile or lewd act. He knew that his
people were upon falsehood, and were prone to perpetrate
inappropriate acts at any given time, and so he avoided attending
[1]

their parties and celebrations.
That the Prophet

|

|
|

remained innocent of even the most minor of

wrongful acts was a clear indication that he
Ãh
protection from Alla

(

. After all, he

was receiving divine

was not living in an

atmosphere of innocence; to the contrary, the society in which he
lived is best described as one that condoned rampant evil and
Ãh
wicked deeds. Almost everyone associated partners with Alla

(

;

people murdered others without provocation, and often times with
impunity. Prostitution and widespread fornication were the norms
in society; oftentimes, fornication involved a number of participants
Ð with many men fornicating with the same woman. People stole
from and harmed one another on a regular basis. Parents would
bury female infants alive, fearing poverty and the shame and
lifelong stigma that came with having daughters. Gambling and the
drinking of alcohol were rampant, with the latter leading up to
many of the above-mentioned evils. Not every single member of
society perpetrated these evils; that being said, many people were
doing so, and it was not as if significant numbers of people stood up
[1]

Al-Fusool Fee Seeratir-Rasool |
BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
TahdhõÃb Al-AsmaÃ Wal-LughaÃt

, by Ibn KathõÃr (pgs. 91-95); to

Refer to

(3/406-451); and to

NawawõÃ (1/24).

Al-

, by An-
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to protest, for instance, the burying of children alive. That almost no
one protested evil deeds indicates that people condoned, if not

|

|

championed, the status quo in society. Of the few who avoided the
above-mentioned evils, the Prophet

stood out in that he
[1]

was slowly but surely being prepared for greatness.
For his noble qualities, the Prophet

|

|

didn't

perpetrate a single one of them; whether he knew it or not, he

was praised by the other

members of the Quraish; in fact, while he

|

was just a young man,
[2]

they gave him the title, ªMuhammad, the Trustworthy One.''
At the age of thirty-five, the Prophet

|

did his people a great

service, helping to avert inner strife that would have lasted for
many years and would likely have resulted in the demise of the
Quraish. This occurred when the leaders of the Quraish decided
to rebuild the Ka'bah, as it was badly in need of repair. When they
finished rebuilding it, the only task that remained was placing the
famous Black Stone in its place. There was, however, one serious
problem: the people of each sub-tribe wanted the prestige that
came with performing that honorable task. They were on the
verge of fighting when a wise, old man among them suggested
that they allow the first man who would enter the gate of the
Masjid to judge between them. They agreed, and much to their
pleasure and satisfaction, the first man who entered upon them
Ãh
was the Messenger of Alla
knew he
[1]

|

|

. They were pleased because they

was trustworthy and that he wouldn't take sides.

In regard to the Prophet's lofty morals during the pre-Islamic days of ignorance,
many historians have used the phrase, ªAllah refined his character, and He did
so in a beautiful way.'' This phrase is so oft-repeated in books and narrations that
some have speculated as to whether or not it is a

HadõÃth

. Weighing in on the issue,

Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah wrote, ªThe meaning of the phrase is true;
however, it is not related through any authentic chain''; refer to

RasaÃil Al-KubraÃ
Silsilah Al-AhaÃdõÃth Ad-Da'õÃfah
Ahmad
Fiqhus-Seerah
HadõÃth

Majmoo' Ar-

Ã wõÃ and As-Suyootee concurred with Ibn
(2/336). As-Sakha

Taymiyyah's assessment of the matter; refer to
Ã nõÃ (72).
, by Al-Alba

[2]

Kashf Al-KhafaÃ

(1/70) and to

in Al-Musnad (3/425). While grading the narrations that are found in

Ã lõÃ's
Muhammad Al-Ghazza

is Hasan (acceptable).

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
(pg. 84), Al-Alba
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|

|

, fulfilling their expectations, asked them to bring a

garment and to place the Black Stone on it. Then he

ordered the

leader of each sub-tribe to hold and pick up a corner of the

|

garment, and then walk together towards the side of the Ka'bah.
When they finished obeying his command, he

took the stone

and put it with his noble hands in its proper place; as a result,
[1]

everyone was satisfied and fighting was averted.
In the years that followed, the Prophet
Ãh
Alla

(

|

led a more solitary life.

instilled in him love for solitude, not as a random practice

without any real purpose, but so that he could devote himself to the
Ãh
worship of Alla

(

. For many nights at a time, the Prophet

|

would

Ã . At the time, he had no direct link to
seek solitude in the cave of Hira
Ãh
Alla
so he
he

|

(

, in that JibrõÃl

|

/

had yet to come to him with revelation. And

Ãh
would worship Alla

(

as best as he knew how; primarily,

would follow what he knew from the Religion and Shariah of

Ã hõÃm
Ibra

/

, of whom both he and his people were descendants.

|

The Prophet

continued to spend longer and longer periods of

Ã until he reached the age of 40, when Alla
Ãh
time in the cave of Hira

(

blessed him with Prophethood. Scholars agree that he officially

began his mission as a Prophet on a Monday. As for the month,
most scholars say that it was RabõÃ'ul Awwal, of the year 41 (i.e.,
st

the 41

[2]

year after the Year of the Elephant).

One day, while the Prophet

|

Ãh
was busy worshipping Alla

Ã , the angel JibrõÃl
the cave of Hira
The Prophet

|

/

time, JibrõÃl

/

breathe; JibrõÃl

|

said,

embraced him so tightly that he was not able to

/

continued to embrace him thus until he could

for a third time the Prophet

|

/

Al-Fusool Fee Seeratir-Rasool |
ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd

said, ªRead!'' And

said, ªI cannot read.'' JibrõÃl

Ã n:
recited these verses of the Noble Qur'a

[2]

/

said, ªI cannot read.'' This

take it no longer. Then for a third time JibrõÃl

[1]

in

came to him and said, ªRead.''

said, ªI cannot read.'' Again, JibrõÃl

ªRead.'' And again, the Prophet

(

/

then

, by Ibn KathõÃr (pg. 95).

, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (1/78); according to another view, however,

his Prophethood began in Ramadan; and yet another view is that it was the
month of Rajab.
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``Read!IntheNameofyourLord,Whohascreated(allthatexists),
Hascreatedmanfromaclot(apieceofthickcoagulatedblood).Read!
AndyourLordistheMostGenerous,Whohastaught(thewriting)
bythepen[thefirstpersontowritewasProphetIdrõÃs(Enoch)],Has
taught man that which he knew not.''
Ã n 96:1-5)
(Qur'a

With the revelation of this verse, he

|

|

|

became a Prophet

experience was a shock for the Prophet

. The

, and so, with his heart

|

trembling, and his body shivering, he returned to his most trusted
friend, KhadõÃjah

6

, and said, ªCover me, cover me.'' When he

was comfortably wrapped in a garment, and when the terror of his
experience died down to some extent, he told KhadõÃjah

|

6

what had

|

happened. Although the terror of the experience had diminished,
the Prophet
to KhadõÃjah

6

was still confused and unsure of himself. He

said

, ªI fear for myself .'' Faithful, wise, and confident in

her husband's sound character, KhadõÃjah

6

|

responded with words

that at once comforted and reassured the Prophet

: ªNever! By

Ã h, Alla
Ã h will never forsake you, for you join ties of family
Alla
relations, you bear the burdens of the weak, you give to people
what no one else is able to give (in terms of benefits and good
manners), you hospitably entertain your guests, and you help
[1]

people who are afflicted with calamities.''
The Prophet

|

Ãh
then further became a Messenger when Alla

revealed to him chapter

``Al-Muddaththir
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``As I was walking [outside], I suddenly heard a voice in the sky. I
raised my gaze, and there appeared above me the very angel that had
come to me at HiraÃ ; he was seated on a throne (or chair) between the
heavens and the earth. I was terrified of him, and so I returned [to
my home] and said [to the people of my household], `Cover me.'''
Ãh
Alla

(

then revealed to him the Verses,

}E D
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Q

``O you (Muhammad | enveloped (in garments)! Arise and
warn! ...
``And keep away from Ar-Rujz (the
idols).''
until the Verse...

Ã n 74: 1-5)
(Qur'a

Revelation

then

intensified

and

came

to

the

Prophet

[1]

frequently.

The Prophet

|

|

began his mission by secretly preaching to those he

trusted the most; it was during this stage of his mission that the most
eminent of Muslims Ð those known as ª

As-SaÃbiquÃnAl-AwwaluÃn

[The

Ones that Preceded Others (to the Faith), the Ones Who Were First (to
embrace Islam)] Ð embraced Islam. The first person to embrace Islam
was KhadõÃjah

6

followed by Zaid

; she was followed by `Ali

4

4

, who in turn was

. The members of the Prophet's household having

thus become Muslims, the next to accept the Prophet's invitation to
Islam was Abu Bakr

4

. Then people entered into the Faith, one after

another, until Islam spread throughout Makkah; even every had
members that became Muslims.
In the next stage of his mission, the Prophet

|

was ordered to

preach openly to everyone, and not just to those whom he
trusted. The Prophet

|

received this order with the revelation of

Y X W V U T S R Q{
}` _ ^ ] \ [ Z

the following verse:

wv y
Q

wvz
Q

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ

(4).

|
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``Andwarnyourtribe(OMuhammad)ofnearkindred.Andbekind
andhumbletothebelieverswhofollowyou.Theniftheydisobeyyou,
say: ``I am innocent of what you do.''
Ã n 26: 214-216)
(Qur'a

Ãs
Ibn `Abba

4

Muhammad

reported that, when ªAnd warn your tribe (O

|

of near kindred'' was revealed, the Prophet

yj p n p n n , m r p p n n z
ªO children of Fihr, O children of `AdõÃ,''

Ã and began to call,
ascended Mount As-Safa

|

5

Jb 2(1 .0

L,k 2(1 .0

|

these being the various sub-tribes of the Quraish. They gathered
together before the Prophet

, and if a man was not able to go

himself, he sent a messenger on his behalf to find out what was

|

happening. The Quraish, Abu Lahab (The Prophet's uncle)

jOpG n G G n n p r n p r o r n n Lo o r n k r n fCn r o o r n r Cn r n r o o r CnQnCnz
y? p n o r o r o Cn

included, came, and the Prophet

said,
6

.

K+ FlP1 %u1!b

LH8 01G

%u8L2G

.

%u90

8
6
2qJV# %9(t

``Suppose I informedyou that horses (i.e., an army riding on horses)
wereinthevalley(i.e.,behindthismountain),intendingtoattackyou
Ð would you believe me?'' ``Yes,'' they said, ``We have experienced
nothing from you but truthfulness.''
n
n |

y m p n HmG n jr n n n r n r o l p n p n z
the Prophet

said,

8

J0JR

Kb

J0 )11 %u

L0K& 2&(k

``Then I am a warner to you before the time of a severe
punishment.''
[1]

ªWoe to you for the rest of this day!'' exclaimed Abu Lahab. ªIs it
Ãh
only for this that you have gathered us together?'' Then Alla

(

revealed the following verses, making it clear who it was that was
headed for destruction:

}& % $ # " !

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ

(4971) and

Muslim

(808).

v
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``Perish the two hands of Abu Lahab (an uncle of the Prophet | ,
and perish he! His wealth and his children (etc.) will not benefit
him!''
Ã n 111: 1, 2)
(Qur'a

Abu Lahab was not the only Makkan chieftain that rejected the
Prophet's message; in fact, most others did the same. It was not
enough for them to reject the Prophet's message; nor was it enough for
them to hate him, scorn him, and mock him; no, they were not
satisfied until they made clear their enmity to him, persecuting him

|

and his followers with an intensity that grew with the passing of every
day. They wanted to accuse the Prophet

of some defect or evil

quality, so as to turn people away from his message. But they had a
hard time finding the appropriate accusation to level against him,

|

because they knew that, in order to truly turn people away from the
Prophet

, their lies about him had to be at least plausible. Therefore,

they could not call him a liar or an untrustworthy man, for they
themselves had Ð through years of knowing him Ð given him the

|

title ªThe Trustworthy One.'' Furthermore, deep down inside their
hearts they knew that he

was truthful; it was simply a matter of

Ãh
arrogance that prevented them from accepting the truth. Alla

}Q P O N M L K J{

(

said:

``It is not you that they deny, but it is the Verses (the Qur'aÃn) of
AllaÃh that the ZalimuÃn (polytheists and wrongdoers) deny.''
Ã n 6:33)
(Qur'a

Quraish's leaders knew the Prophet

|

for forty years, and they

knew for a fact that his character was impeccable. Therefore, the

|

only accusation that was even remotely plausible in their minds
was to say that he

was a soothsayer or magician. This is

because one of the main practices for which soothsayers and
magicians were known for, was to sow seeds of dissension
between relatives Ð between a father and his son, between two
brothers, and between husband and wife. Islam, in their minds,
was having the same effect on the families of the Quraish: All
families became divided since Islam had spread to every sub-
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|

tribe, and since most, if not all, families had a member that was a
Muslim. Also, they called the Prophet

a madman, since,

according to their twisted logic, one had to be a madman if one
shunned the practice of worshipping idols.

|

In spite of the constant persecution he faced, the Prophet

continued, both patiently and steadfastly, to invite others to
embrace Islam. He

|

faced many disappointments, and even

more hardships, but he

|

was comforted by the fact that, as sure

as day follows night, with every hardship, there is ease. So yes,
when he
Ãh
Alla

(

|

Ã if, he was met by scorn and rejection, but
went to Ta

comforted him, when, during the return journey to

Makkah, a group of jinns embraced Islam at his hands. And when
the situation in Makkah worsened, with the polytheists resorting
Ãh
to crueler and harsher methods of persecution, Alla
the Prophet

|

(

comforted

with the journey of a lifetime: a trip to Jerusalem

and to the heavens and back in a single night.
The Prophet's journey began when JibrõÃl

/

came to him, split

open his chest, and washed it with Zamzam water. JibrõÃl

/

then

took a basin that was filled with wisdom and faith, and poured it
into the Prophet's chest; and then, finally, JibrõÃl

/

closed his
[1]

chest, held him by his hand, and took him on his night journey.

Ã fidh Ibn Hajar (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on him) pointed
As Al-Ha
out, this was the second of three occasions on which the Prophet's
chest was split open by JibrõÃl

/

: ªThe Prophet's chest was also split

open when he first received revelation; this we learn from a
that is related by Abu Na'õÃm in

|

DalaÃil An-Nubuwwah

HadõÃth

. What

distinguished the first splitting of his chest Ð which occurred
when he

was a child living among the people of Banu Sa'ad Ð

was the cleansing process that is described in Anas's account that is
related in

Muslim

: JibrõÃl [extracted his heart,] removed from it a

Ã n (the Devil) in
blood clot, and said, `This is the portion of Shaita
you.' Since, while still a child, the Prophet

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ

(349) and

Muslim

(164).

|

was cleansed from the
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Ã n, he
evil effects of the Shaita

|

|

grew up in the best way possible: He

Ã n (the Devil) at all times. Then his
was protected from the Shaita

chest was split open when he first received revelation, a cleansing
that took place as a way of honoring him, and so that his heart
would be pure, strong, and fully prepared to receive revelation.
Finally, his heart was split open when he undertook a night journey
to the heavens; this cleansing took place so that he could be in a
ready and pure state to speak privately with his Lord [upon
reaching the seventh heaven]. It is also possible that the wisdom
behind the last washing [and splitting of his heart] was so that he
could be completely purified with a third washing, for it is a part of
his

Shari`ah

Ã)
that a complete and well-done purification (Wudu
[1]

involves washing each body part three times.''
During his night journey, the Prophet

|

ascended so high into the

heavens that he was able to hear the sounds of pens being used for
writing above the seventh heaven. Also during his night journey,
the five daily Prayers were made obligatory upon him and the
people of his Nation. In the early stages of his night journey, the
Prophet

|

led the Prophets

1

of past nations in two units of

Prayer; this was just one of the many amazing things that
happened that night.

|

Upon returning to Makkah in the last part of the night, the
Prophet

proceeded to tell others about his miraculous journey.

Disbelievers rejoiced, hoping that the Prophet's account of his
journey would shake the hearts of some believers and turn them
away from their faith; initially, they were pleased to see some

|

Muslims waver in their faith. But then their hopes were crushed
when Abu Bakr

4

stood resolutely beside the Prophet

|

,

informing the Quraish that if he believed, as he most certainly
did, that the Prophet

received news from the heavens in the

passing of an instant, why should he not believe him about his
night journey. This, among other incidents, resulted in Abu Bakr

4
[1]

being given the title ªAs-SiddõÃq (The Truthful One).''

Fathul-BaÃrõÃ

, a Commentary of

204, 205).

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ

3

Ã fidh Ibn Hajr (
, by Al-Ha

) (7/
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The Prophet

|

was not discouraged by the way he was treated by

the Quraish; instead, he patiently continued to preach the

|

message of Islam. Three more years went by, years during
which he
became

|

would perform the five daily prayers, but years that

increasingly

Companions

5

more

difficult

for

him

and

|

his

Ã lib, dead, the Prophet
. With his uncle, Abu Ta

had little protection from his family; thus the Quraish became
even more emboldened in their campaign of persecution and

|

torture against the Muslims. Finally, when thirteen years had
went by since the beginning of his mission, the Prophet
Ãh
granted permission by Alla

(

was

to migrate to Al-MadõÃnah, a city

|

whose inhabitants had embraced Islam and who were eager to
shelter and protect the Prophet
After the Prophet

|

against his enemies.

Ãh
settled down in Al-MadõÃnah, Alla

(

began to

reveal to him the rest of Islam's legislations Ð such as Fasting,
Ã t (obligatory charity), and Hajj. Alla
Ãh
Zaka
laws and legislations to the Prophet

|

(

continued to reveal

for the next ten years, a

}Y X W V U T S R Q P O{

Ã h's saying:
process that culminated with the revelation of Alla

``This day, I have perfected your religion for you, completed My
Favor upon you, and have chosen for you Islam as your religion.''
Ã n 5: 3)
(Qur'a

The more detailed aspects about the Prophet's life after he
migrated to Al-MadõÃnah Ð such as the wars he fought in, the
manners he taught his Companions

5

, the family life he led, the

pilgrimage he performed to Makkah, his return to Al-MadõÃnah,
and then finally his death Ð we will discuss in more detail in the
forth coming chapters,

L
[1]

Refer to

In Sha AllaÃh
L

L

[1]

Ã h Willing).
(Alla

L

L

ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
Al-Fusool Fee Seeratir-Rasool
TahdhõÃb Al-AsmaÃ Wal-LughaÃt
, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (1/71-135);

by Ibn KathõÃr (3/353-563);
330); and

,

, by Ibn KathõÃr (pgs. 91-

, by An-NawawõÃ (1/22-33).

His Physical Description, and a
Description of His (|) Morals
One cannot say enough about the Prophet's character, and so the
following is only a brief summary of his wonderful qualities and
manners. Wise and intelligent, the Prophet
Ãh
company; no one knew more about Alla
Ãh
Alla

(

more than he

|
|

[1]

(

|

was the best of

and no one feared

He was braver, wiser, fairer in

did.

his judgments, and nobler in his dealings than anyone else. No
one strove harder than he

Ãh
did to please Alla

more steadfast or patient. He

|

(

, and no one was

was the epitome of modesty and

he was more merciful than anyone else towards his fellow human
beings.

[1]

Regarding the Prophet's fear of Allah, `Abdullah ibn Ash-ShakhõÃr said, ªI
once went to the Prophet

|

while he

|

was praying. As a result of his fear [of

Allah], the sound of his crying resembled the noise a boiler makes.'' This

HadõÃth

is related by

Abu DaÃwuÃd

(904), and, in

Ã nõÃ ruled that it is authentic (276).
Alba

Mukhtasar Ash-ShamaÃil

, Al-
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|

The Prophet

never became angry on account of being hurt on a

personal level; rather, he

|

Ã h's
became angry only if one of Alla

divinely revealed laws was violated, in which case the Prophet
Ãh
would exact retribution for the sake of Alla

(

|

; in such cases, no

one would be able to appease his anger. The weak and the strong,
relatives and strangers, the noble and the lowly, the rich and the
poor Ð when it came to the truth, these were all equal in the
judgment of the Prophet
The Prophet

|

|

.

had a balanced approach to food: He never spoke

ill of any kind of food; instead, if he liked a particular dish, he
would eat it; if he didn't, he wouldn't eat it, but nor would he say
anything negative about it. Therefore, one would never hear from
him the kind of remarks that are often heard these days by people
who are spoiled with too much food Ð remarks such as, ªThis
kind of food smells,'' or, ªThis food is awful,'' or, ªThis food is
disgusting.'' He would eat of the kind of lawful foods that were
readily available, and he would not go to extravagant lengths to
procure any particular kind of food.
In his dealings with others, the Prophet

|

would accept gifts, and

would reciprocate the giver's generosity with a gift of his own.
While he

|

would accept gifts, he

In his private life, the Prophet

|

|

|

would never accept charity.

was simple and independent: He

would mend his own shoes, patch his garments, milk sheep,

and even help his wives with housework.
Without even an iota of pride in him, the Prophet
epitome of humbleness. He

|

|

|

was the

would not allow people to venerate
[1]

him by walking behind him.

He

would accept people's

dinner invitations regardless of whether they were rich or poor,
noble or lowly in status. In fact, of all people, it was the poor that
he

|

loved the most; he

|

would give them charity, attend their

funerals, and visit their sick. Balanced in his way of viewing

[1]

Ahmad

(3/398),

Ibn MaÃjah
Al-HaÃkim
Al-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah

(2099); also, refer to

(346),

(4/481), and
(1557).

Ibn HibbaÃn MawaÃrid
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others, the Prophet
poor, and he
strength.

|

|

never disparaged a poor person for being

never feared a king because of his power or

Even in his choice of riding animals, the Prophet
He

|

45

|

was not picky:

was equally satisfied to sit on a horse, a camel, a donkey, or

a mule. And even though he

|

was the leader of an entire Nation,

he didn't think of himself as being so important that he had to
have a riding animal all to his own self; in fact, he
a point to have someone ride behind him.

|
|

The Prophet
silver;

he

|

often made it

wore a silver ring whose stone was also made of
would

wear

it

on

his

right

little-finger,

and

sometimes on his left little-finger.
Throughout his life, the Prophet
times, he

|

|

endured many hardships; at

went without food for so long that, in order to reduce

the pangs of hunger, he

|

would have to tie a stone around his

Ãh
stomach. And this, in spite of the fact that Alla

(

offered him the

keys to the treasures of the earth; rather than take those keys, the
Prophet

|

chose the Hereafter.

As for his physical description, the Prophet
nor noticeably tall. He

|

|

was neither short

wasn't brown-skinned; nor was he

|

very white, but instead was white with some redness in his

|

[1]

complexion. His hair was neither very curly nor flowing.
he

And

[2]

had a good-looking face.

His feet were large, and his shoulders were broad. He had a lot of
hair on his forelocks. His hair came down to his earlobes; at times,
until his shoulders; and at times, halfway down his ears. His
fingers and toes were rough; his head was large; he

|

was large-

boned; and the soft hair that came down from his chest until his
navel was long.

[1]

Mukhtasar ShamaÃil
BukhaÃrõÃ

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
, by At-TirmidhõÃ (1); Al-Alba

authentic; furthermore, it is also found in
[2]

(5908).

BukhaÃrõÃ

(3549).

HadõÃth

is
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When he walked, he

|

leaned forward with a purpose, as if he

were walking down a slope. His mouth was large, and he had
very little flesh around his ankles. Overall, looking at him was
better than looking at the moon; in fact, his face has been
described as resembling the moon. The seal of Prophethood was
between his shoulders; in size, it resembled the egg of a pigeon.
The seal of Prophethood was either a spot of some kind or, some
have said, a cluster of hair between his shoulders.

|
|

The Prophet
thick, and he
and he
He

|

called

|

would part his hair and dye it. His beard was
would allow it to grow; he

would not trim it,

would order people to anoint their eyes with a substance

Ithmid

, which is a powder that consists of antimony

sulphide. In a narration that is related in

|

|

ordered others to allow their beards to grow as well.

Ash-ShaÃmaÃil

, the Prophet

y n n G o p o hn n n n G o r n o p n ,ep r G n r p p p r p p r o r n n z

said,

6
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``Use Ithmid before you go to sleep, for it clears one's vision and
causes one's hair to grow.''
[1]

|

y n n G o p r o hn , n n n G o r n , o p r p G o o p n r Cn n r n fEpz

According to another narration, he
6
LcS

said,

6

:2(0

LV2

.!?0

J$;)

%u .Et

L1G

``Verily, the best ointment you can use for your eyes is Ithmid: It
clears one's visions and causes one's hair to grow.''
[2]

Both in his beard and on his head, the Prophet
white hairs. When he

|

be seen upon him; and when he

[1]

|

, in

Ã nõÃ ruled that
, Al-Alba

; in

is authentic. (

, in

this

had very few

wouldn't dye his hair, some

At-TirmidhõÃ Ash-ShamaÃil Mukhtasar Ash-ShamaÃil
HadõÃth
HadõÃth
At-TirmidhõÃ Ash-ShamaÃil
Mukhtasar Ash-ShamaÃil
HadõÃth
HadõÃth
this

[2]

|

would dye his hair, no white hair could

number 43, pg. 45).

; also in

as being authentic (

number 44, pg. 45).

Ã nõÃ graded
, Al-Alba
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white hairs could be seen. He

|

47

had approximately 20 white

hairs, which, according to certain narrations, resulted from the
terrifying events and stern warnings that are mentioned in
Ã n. According to one narration, the
various chapters of the Qur'a
Prophet

|

y n o G n n Cnhn Ol o p r n n z

said,

6
.+ 2(921R

.,8 .G

``[Chapter] `HuÃd' and its sisters (another group of chapters of the
Qur'aÃn) have caused my hair to turn white.''
HadõÃth |

GPnEphn ,fn o An n n n n hn ,Jo n n r o Ghn , o n p G n Ghn ,Ol o
yJrQn o

In another wording of the same
.P90

.

6
%b

, he
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prn n z
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said,
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6
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6
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``These [chapters of the Qur'aÃn] have caused my hair to turn
white: `HuÃd,' `Al-WaÃqi'ah,' `Al-MursalaÃt,' `'Amma YatasaÃaluÃn (i.e., chapter `An-Naba'),' and `Idhashshamsu Kuwwirat
(i.e., chapter `At-Takwir').'''
[1]

When dyed, his hair was red.
The Prophet

|

loved wearing a shirt with a

robe that was common in Yemen; he

|

Habirah

, a kind of

would also wear a turban

and a lower garment, which would reach halfway down his

|

n n n n Ap n G o p hn , o o r n
[2]

calf.

He

L,^ .#

n p n hn o o Qp n n n

8
.P(
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[1]

Mukhtasar Ash-ShamaÃil

authentic (34, 35).
[2]

Mukhtasar ShamaÃil

authentic.

, by

, by

|

n dp n G o p z
y o o Qp n p n hn o o r n

loved wearing perfume, about which he
8
.>L

3 1[

2l G

At-TirmidhõÃ

At-TirmidhõÃ

said,

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
; Al-Alba

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
(97); Al-Alba

-&.

HadõÃth
HadõÃth

is

is
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``The perfume of men should be such that its smell is apparent
while its color is hidden, and the perfume of women should be
such that its color is apparent while its smell is hidden.''
[1]

|

The Prophet

loved cleanliness at all times, but on `Eid and

whenever he would receive foreign delegates, he
look his best. He

|

based on that knowledge, the Companions
[2]

up in his presence.

|

strove to

disliked the arrogant ways of kings, and so

5

would not stand

Cleanliness of the mouth was a particular

matter of concern for the Prophet

|

: He

|

loved to clean his

Ã k (a cleaning stick
teeth and the inside of his mouth with Siwa
for teeth). He

|

Ã k both when
liked to clean his teeth with Siwa

he would enter his home and when he would wake up after
sleeping at night.
As for his night schedule, the Prophet
first part of the night; then he

|

|

would sleep during the

would stand up, pray, and

continue to pray for so long that his feet would swell up. Finally,

Fajr

at the end of the night Ð or in other words, before
he

|

would perform the

Witr

Prayer Ð

Prayer (an odd number of units to

conclude one's prayers during the night).
Ã n being very dear to his heart, the Prophet
The Qur'a
hear it being recited by someone else. The Prophet

|

|

loved to

would visit

the sick, attend funerals, and perform the Funeral Prayer for the
dead. He

|

was very modest, and if he disliked something, one

could see the displeasure on his face.
He

|

loved covering the faults of others. And he

Ãh
trust in Alla
the Prophet

(

|

more so than anyone else. Anas

4

|

placed his

said, ªI served

for 10 years. And whenever he sent me on an

errand that I was not able to complete, he

|

would always say,

`Had it been decreed (i.e., had the completion of the errand been

[1]

Mukhtasar ShamaÃil At-TirmidhõÃ
Ahmad
authentic.

[2]

(3/134).

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
(188); Al-Alba

HadõÃth

is
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Ãh
decreed), it would have happened (i.e., do not worry, for Alla
[1]

has not decreed for that errand to be completed at this time).''
While he

|

Ãh
trusted in Alla

|

(

, the Prophet

also made sure to

take all of the relevant and practical steps that are necessary in
order to achieve his goals.
The Prophet

|

forbade people from acting treacherously. Even

prior to the advent the Islam, the Prophet
honest life: At one time during his youth, he

/

|
|

led a noble and

, like all Prophets

|

before him, worked as a shepherd; and he

, while still a

young man, would receive greetings of peace from a stone, a
strange phenomenon that was a harbinger for great things to
[2]

come.

ªMuhammad
he

|

|

'' was not the only name of the Prophet

|

; in fact,

had many names. This was not strange, for it is a common

feature of the Arabic language that anything or anyone of
significance has many names; hence, for instance, the many
names

of

Ãh
Alla

Resurrection.

(

,

The

and

the

|

Prophet

n Cnhn , o r o G n s r o j p G p
oy p p n G n Cnhn , p p n
6

Llu

21 /E$0

3q .c

.&

was

names
no

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ

narration that is related in
.&

many

K

for

the

exception,

Day

for

|

n r G n Cnhn , o n r Cn n Cnhn , l n o
n n So G o n r o j p G o p
, the Prophet

2D .$

.&

22rb /!b

J$D

6
.(
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n Cnz
nG

6
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6

LSE0

in

said,

K

LR .E

``I am Muhammad; I am Ahmad; and I am Al-MaÃhõÃ (literally
means ``eraser''), for through me disbelief is erased; I am AlHaÃshir (derived from the word Hashr, which means
resurrection), the one after whom all other people will be
resurrected; and I am Al-`AÃqib (the one who comes after others),
the one after whom there is no Prophet.''
[3]

[1]

[2]

[3]

Ahmad
Muslim
BukhaÃrõÃ

(1/352), in an authentic
(2277).
(3532) and

Muslim

HadõÃth

(2354).

.
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a
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In another narration, he
6
71.9

7
22 &

7
22 &

said,

8

LR .E

2lr$

6
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.&

6
7$DL

``I am Muhammad, and Ahmad, and Al-MuqaffõÃ (from the verb
QafaÃ , which means to come after, or to follow in the footsteps
of...; therefore, Al-MuqaffõÃ here means, `The one who comes
after or who follows in the footsteps of the Prophets that came
before him'), and the Prophet of Repentance, and the Prophet of
Mercy.''
Kunyah
Kunyah
[1]

Ã sim. A
was Abu Al-Qa

And the Prophet's

is a title

through which one is attributed, for the most part,

[2]

to one's

children. It follows the pattern of Abu ªso and so,'' with the word
`Abu' meaning `father of.'
Ãh
Alla

(

mentioned the Prophet

|

by name in a number of verses

Ã l-`Imra
Ã n; for instance, in chapter ªA
Ã n,'' Alla
Ãh
of the Qur'a

}M L K J I H G F E{

(

said:

``And Muhammad | is no more than a Messenger, and indeed
(many) Messengers have passed away before him.''
``Al-AhzaÃb,''
(
Ã n 3:144)
(Qur'a

Ãh
Alla

In chapter

said:

{

Q P O N M L K J I H G

}R

[1]

Muslim

(2355) and

version).

[2]

ShamaÃil At-TirmidhõÃ

Ã nõÃ's summarized
(316) (In Al-Alba

I say for the most part, because one can have a
children; or one can have a

Kunyah

Kunyah

without having any

that denotes a figurative meaning. For

instance, a famous Companion who always walked around with kittens was
given the

Kunyah

`Abu Hurairah,' since the word Hurairah means `a small kitten.'
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|
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is not the father of any man among you , but he

is the Messenger of Alla
Ãh and the last (end) of the Prophets .''

K J I H G F E D C B A @}L{
Ã n 33:40)
(Qur'a

Ãh
In chapter ªMuhammad,'' Alla

(

said:

``But those who believe and do righteous good deeds , and believe

in that which is sent down to Muhammad , for them is the truth
Ã n 47:2)
from their Lord .'' (Qur'a

(

}E D C{

Ãh
And in chapter ªAl-Fath,'' Alla

said:

Ã n 48:29)
ªMuhammad is the Messenger of Alla
Ã h.'' (Qur'a

Ã n, the Prophet
In the following verse of the Noble Qur'a

}L K J I H G F{

mentioned by the name, Ahmad:

|

is

``And giving glad tidings of a Messenger to come after me , whose
Ã n 61:6)
name shall be Ahmed .'' (Qur'a

Always in a heightened state of consciousness, the Prophet
Ãh
would remember Alla

(

on a continual basis, he

|

|

|

frequently; with his mind thus focused
would hardly utter an unnecessary

|

word. Prayer also occupied a great deal of the Prophet's time; he
would pray frequently, and he

prayer.

would very often prolong his

|

While his prayers Ð especially his voluntary prayers Ð were
long, his sermons were short. He

loved perfume, and would

not reject it when it would be offered to him. His love for perfume
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was understandable, for he
would he smell good when he

|
|

|

detested foul odors. Not only

|
|

would meet people; he

also smile frequently in their company. At times he

would

laughed,

sometimes to the point that his molars could be seen. Jareer

|

said, ªFrom the day I embraced Islam, the Prophet
barred me entry into his company. And he

4

has never

has never seen me

without smiling in my face. I once complained to him that I was

|

unable to sit firmly on a horse (i.e. I would frequently fall off); he

y p r n k Op n o r n r Ghn , o r n o Gz

then struck me in the chest and said,
3
.0J,# .0 .+ -!c>

6
8
6
-92; %,!

`O Alla
Ã h , make him steadfast , and make him a person who is
guided and is a guide to others .''

The Prophet

|

[1]

|

would joke around with others, but with truthful

words, and never with lies. He

person's apology.
would eat with three fingers, and he

|

|

|

was never cold or dry with

anyone. If someone apologized to him, he

|

would accept that

would lick them in

order to consume any food particles that remained on them.
When he

drank, he

would breathe between sips three

times, each time outside of his drinking cup.
While he

|

was not skilled in composing poetry, he

Ãh
the grace of Alla

|

(

|

was, by

, a master of prose. His words were few, but

their meanings were, to say the least, highly meaningful; in short,
he

was the most eloquent of all people. So careful and well-

chosen were his words that they were, and still are, very easy to
memorize.
The Prophet

|

never spoke unnecessarily. Gentle himself, he

promoted gentleness among his Companions

5

encouraged people to forgive one another.
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3035, 3822, and 6090).

|

and warned

them not to be harsh in their dealings; furthermore, he
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loved starting a task with his right hand, but only if that

|

task was either good or innocent: such as purifying himself for
Prayer, putting on shoes, or combing his hair. His left hand he

|

reserved for touching harmful things and for purifying himself

|

after he

|

would relieve himself. According to one narration, he

forbade people from combing their hair every day; he

instead instructed people to do so every second day, so as to
[1]

avoid becoming vain and self-conceited.
When he

|

would sleep, he

|

|

would lie down on his right side,

with his right hand placed underneath his right cheek. And before
going

to

sleep,

he

would

say

a

|

invocations. And when, during a journey, he
make camp just before morning, he

|

number

of

customary

would stop to

would place his forearm

erect on the ground and rest his head on his hand.
To

sit

with

the

|

Prophet

was

to

take

a

deep,

spiritual,

fulfilling journey. I use the word journey because the minds of
the Companions
as the Prophet

5

|

soared away from the cares of everyday life,
spoke to them about news of the unseen

world Ð the heavens, Paradise, Hellfire, the worlds of Angels

|

and Jinns, certain future events (i.e., the signs of the Hour), and
so

on.

As

Companions

the

5

Prophet

conveyed

knowledge

to

his

, peace enveloped their entire gathering. While

Ãh
they sat together for the sake of Alla

(

, none of them raised

his voice or spoke foolish words. In terms of seating positions,
people were given precedence based on their level of piety.
They were humble and merciful among themselves, with the
young honoring the elderly, and the elderly being kind and
compassionate towards the young. If someone was needy, they
all

[1]

banded

together

to

help

him;

and

once

they

left

the

However, other narrations indicate that combing one's hair everyday is
permissible. Taken together, the various narrations perhaps mean that it is
disliked to comb one's hair everyday if one does so in a conceited manner; and
that one may do so if one's hair, because of its thickness, requires daily
maintenance. And Allah

(

knows best.
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|

Prophet's gatherings, they would go out to spread the message
he

conveyed to them.

|
|

The Prophet
ground. He

would both sit on the ground and eat on the

|

do so in order to fulfill their needs. And if he

|

group of children, he
instead, he

|

walked not in the company of tyrants, but instead

|

in the company of widows, poor people, and slaves; he

would

walked by a

|

wouldn't ignore them or frown at them;

|

would extend greetings of peace to them. He

wouldn't shake the hands of stranger women; rather, he

|

would

only shake the hands of women that were his Maha
Ãrim (i.e.,
women he could never marry and whom he

was, according to

Islamic Law, allowed to be together with in private; e.g., his wives
and his daughters).
He

|

He

|
|

was very sociable and easy-going with his Companions

|

would give each one of them his full attention. He

face the person he

.

|

would

|

was speaking to in such a way as to make

that person know that he

|

|

5

asked after their well-being, and when in their company, he

was paying attention to him; he

dealt in this manner even with wicked people, in the hope that he
could win them over with his good manners.

|

|

Perhaps no one expressed better the easy-going manner of the
Prophet

than Anas

4

, a man who had served the Prophet

|

for ten years: ªHe never said even Uff (the least expression of
displeasure) to me. And regarding something I did, he

|

never

said to me, `Why did you do that.?' And regarding something I
didn't do, he

never said to me, `Why did you not do that?' His

manners were the best among all people. I have never touched

|
|

any Khuzz (a garment made of wool and silk) or silk that was
Ãh
softer than the hands of the Messenger of Alla

. And I never

smelled any Musk (a kind of perfume) or perfume that was better
and more pleasing than the sweat of the Prophet
[1]

[1]

.''

Ã, in Mukhtasar Ash-Shama
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6038); Muslim (2309); and At-Tirmidhõ
Ãil (296).
The wording mentioned above is from At-TirmidhõÃ's narration of the HadõÃth.
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never repaid an evil with another evil; instead, he

|

|

would

forgive and pardon his transgressor, all the while remaining
patient and calm. Never once did he

human

beings

polytheists.

were

And

battles

one

of

in

the

which

truly

|

|

strike a servant or a

|
|

woman; the only occasions during which he
he

fought

beautiful

aspects

Prophet's character was that, whenever he
choice between two options, he

struck other
against
of

the

was given a

would choose the easier one, as

long as it did not involve a sin. If it involved a sin, no one would
remain further from it than him.
In the Prophet

|

were combined the best and noblest of qualities.

No other created being was more blessed Ð in terms of his overall
Ãh
status, ranking with Alla

|

|

(

, level of knowledge, etc. Ð than he

|

|

was, a reality that was made all the more poignant by the facts

that he

|

was born an orphan and that he

could neither read nor write. He
Ãh
not matter, for Alla

(

was illiterate: He

had no teacher, but that did

chose him to be superior to all created

Ãh
beings Ð the first of them and the last of them. And Alla

(

made

the Prophet's Religion one that was meant for all human beings
Ãh
and Jinns, until the Day of Resurrection. May Alla
send

Prayers

Resurrection,

and
for

salutations
indeed,

upon

his

(

continue to

him

until

the

character

was,

simply

Day

of
yet

[1]

Ã n.
comprehensively put, the Qur'a

Above is a brief and summarized description of the Prophet's
character. As Muslims, we must follow him in all of his sayings

|

and deeds, except when we are not able to do a deed, or when a
deed is specific to the Prophet

, and is not meant as a legal

precedent for all Muslims. For instance, to fast two days in a row,

|

|

without breaking fast in between, was a practice that was specific
to the Prophet
[1]

. The Prophet

said,

Ãb Al-Asma
Ã Wal-Lugha
Ã t, by AnAl-Bukharõ
Ã (1970), Muslim (782) and see Tahdhõ
NawawõÃ (1/25, 26; 31-33); and Mukhtasar Ash-Shama
Ãil Al-Muhammadiyyah, by
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, in the version that has been summarized and commentated upon

Ã nõÃ (pgs. 13-194).
by Al-Alba
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``Take from good deeds those that you are able to perform , for
indeed ,

Alla
Ãh
[1]

(

does

not

become

bored

until

you

become

bored .''

|

(To become weary and bored are qualities that are impossible for
Ãh
Alla

(

, given His complete perfection; the Prophet

used this

Ãh
wording in a figurative sense; the HadõÃth therefore means: `Alla

|

cuts off a person's rewards when that person gets bored of doing
good deeds.' So here, in a figurative sense, the Prophet

Ã h cuts off a person's rewards' with the
replaced the words `Alla
Ãh
word `bored.' And Alla

(

knows best.)

|

y r o r n n r G n o r p G o r n p p r o o r n Cn n hn ,go o p n r n o r n r o o r n n n z

In another HadõÃth, the Prophet
%9c\9O

.# -(#

.8 #k -1 %u8L#

said,
.#

.2(9> .k -(b %u91,& .#

``Stay away from all that I have commanded you not to do . As for
the things I have ordered you to do , do what you are able to
perform .''

[2]

L

[1]

L

L

L

L

Refer to TahdhõÃb As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah, by Imam An-NawawõÃ (pg. 56); to
Ã fidh `Abdul-GhanõÃ Al-MaqdasõÃ
Mukhtasar As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah, by Al-Ha
Ã dõÃ `Iya
Ã dh (1/77-215); and Mukhtasar Ash(pg. 77); to Huqooq Al-Mustafa
Ã , by Qa
Ã (pgs. 112-188).
Shama
Ã il Al-Muhammadiyyah, by At-Tirmidhõ

[2]

Bukharõ
Ã (7288) and Muslim (2619).

His Worship
1) To be sure, the Prophet

|

was an ideal leader and example

Ãh
after which all Muslims should pattern their lives. Alla

(

said:

[ Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O{
}_ ^ ] \
``Indeed in the Messenger of Alla
Ã h (Muhammad) you have a
good example to follow for him who hopes in (the Meeting with)
Ãn
Alla
Ã h and the Last Day and remembers Alla
Ãh much .'' (Qur'a
33:21)

A person who wants to be a good example for others must

|

translate his words into actions; one cannot, for instance, preach

|

generosity while being a miser. That is why the Prophet
such an ideal example: In all aspects of his life, he

was

was a role

model through his actions and deeds. This principle applied to
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acts of worship, for the Prophet

|

did not merely tell people to

pray; instead, he prayed himself, so often, in fact, and for such

|

prolonged periods of time, that his feet would be swollen and

|

develop cracks. Someone once asked the Prophet

about why he

would pray so much that his feet would be swollen: ªDo you

Ãh
do this, when Alla

(

|

has forgiven you for your past and future

yGQk o n G k r n fo o Cn n n Cz

sins?'' To this question the Prophet
.uR

J 2b

.t

replied,
0k

[1]

ªAnd shall I not be a thankful slave?''

2) At night, the Prophet
prayer; at times, he

|
|
|

would perform 11 voluntary units of

throughout the day, he

[2]

may have performed 13.

would perform a total of 12 Rawa
Ãtib

(stressed Sunnah) units of prayer;

[3]

at times, however, he may
[4]

have performed 10 Rawa
Ã tib units of prayer.

|

And

Additionally, he

would perform the Duha
Ã (voluntary forenoon prayer)

prayer; this prayer consisted of four units, but at times he
[5]

would perform even more.

It was at night, in the late-night

voluntary prayer, that the Prophet
prayer the most; he
Ã n (i.e. 1/6
Qur'a
[6]

Prayer.

th

|

|

|

would prolong his

would read as much as 5 parts of the

Ã n) in a single unit of late-night
of the Qur'a

So, in total, the Prophet

|

would perform more

than 40 units of prayer on a daily basis Ð with 17 of those units
being a part of obligatory prayers (such as the three units of the
[7]

Al-Maghrib Prayer).

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1130) and Muslim (2819).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1147) and Muslim (737).

[3]

Muslim (728).

[4]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1172) and Muslim (729).

[5]

Muslim (719).

[6]

Muslim (772).

[7]

The Book of Prayer, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (pg. 140).
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|

3) Outside of Ramadan, the Prophet
[1]

from every month.
[2]

Thursday;

also, he

|

He

|

would fast at least three days

strove to fast every Monday and

would fast almost every day from the

Ã n; in fact, it is related that he did, at least on one
month of Sha'ba
[3]

Ã n.
occasion, fast all of Sha'ba

He

|

Ã l.
six days from the month of Shawa

|

encouraged Muslims to fast

[4]

Although the Prophet

|
|
|

followed a general pattern of fasting Ð for instance, fasting every
Monday and Thursday Ð at times he

would fast for so long on

a daily basis that it would be said, ªHe

will not take a day off

from fasting.'' And at other times, he

would not fast for so

many days in succession that it would be said, ªHe
[5]

fast.''

|

|

will not

The only months he fasted in entirety were Ramadan and

Ã n. He
Sha'ba

[6]
Ã shu
Ã rah,
and it is
would also fast the Day of `A

related that he would also fast on the 9

|
|

th

[7]

of Dhil-Hijjah.

In a practice that was specific to him Ð a practice that was given the
Ã l'' Ð the Prophet
name ªAl-Wisa

three days at a time. This practice, however, he

|

others, giving the reason that he
Nation: He

|

would fast continually for two or
made forbidden for

was not like the people of his

would spend the night with his Lord, Who would give

him food and provide him with drink.

[8]

|

According to the correct

interpretation of the Prophet's explanation for why he

|

was

different when it came to fasting, the food and drink he received was
a metaphor for the pleasure and comfort he
Ãh
worshipping Alla

(

derived from

and invoking Him in private. This meaning is

corroborated by the Prophet's saying,

[1]

Muslim (1160).

[2]

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (745), An-Nasa
ÃÃ
õ (4/202), and others.

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1969, 1970) and Muslim (1156, 1157).

[4]

Muslim (1164).

[5]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1971) and Muslim (1156).

[6]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2000-2007) and Muslim (1125).

[7]

An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã (4/205), Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2437), and Ahmad (6/288); refer to Sahõ
Ãh An-

[8]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1961-1964) and Muslim (1102-1103).

Nasa
Ãõ
Ã (2236).
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``O Bila
Ã l , provide us comfort with the Prayer (i .e . by making the
[1]

call to Prayer) ,''

yIp n G p p r n Io o r n p o hnz

and by his saying,

6
0V

2k 2(1b

6
Lq :!c>

``The delight of my eye (i .e . my greatest pleasure) has been
provided for me in Prayer .''

[2]

4) While it is true that the Prophet

|

constantly gave generously

for charitable causes, his generosity reached peak levels in

|

Ramadan. In that most blessed month, when he would meet
JibrõÃl

/

Ã n, the Prophet
in order to review the Qur'a

was
[3]

described as being more generous than ªthe gentle wind.''
The Prophet

|

|

would give others as if he did not have any

material needs himself. On one occasion, when the Prophet

gave a man all of the sheep that filled the valley that separated
two mountains, the man later returned to his people and said, ªO
people, embrace Islam, for indeed, Muhammad gives in the
[4]

manner of a man who does not fear poverty.''
5) The

term

Ãd
Jiha

is

generally

described

as

meaning

ªto

Ã d. First,
struggle.'' In reality, there are various levels of Jiha
Ã d is
there is the struggle against one's own self. This level of Jiha
broken down into four categories: The struggle to learn what
one needs to know about one's Religion; the struggle to apply
the knowledge one learns; the struggle to invite others to

[1]

Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (4986) and Ahmad (5/364).

[2]

An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã (7/61) and Ahmad (3/128); also, refer to Sahõ
Ãh An-Nasa
ÃÃ
õ (3/827).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6) and Muslim (2308).

[4]

Muslim (4/1806) (2312).
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embrace the teachings of Islam, doing so with wisdom and
intelligence; and the struggle to patiently endure the hardships
one faces while inviting others to the truth.
Ã d involves a struggle against the Shaita
Ã n (the
Another level of Jiha
Devil), and this level consists of two categories: One's struggle to
Ã n casts into
ward off the doubts (about one's Faith) that the Shaita
his mind, and the other struggle to ward off the suggestions of
lustful acts.
Ã d involves a struggle against disbelievers,
Yet another level of Jiha
and this level is broken down into four categories: Struggling
against them with one's heart, with one's tongue, with one's
wealth, and lastly, with one's hand.
Ã d involves a struggle against tyrants and
The final level of Jiha
evil-doers, and this level consists of three categories, with the first
being better than the second, the second being better than the
third, and the third being a minimum requirement: First, to
struggle against them with one's hand; second, to struggle against
them with one's tongue; and third, to struggle against them with

|

one's heart (i.e., to despise the evil they perpetrate). So in total,
Ã d. And the Prophet
there are 13 categories, or stages, of Jiha

applied them all, for every moment of his life involved a

|

concerted struggle or sacrifice with his heart, his tongue, his
hand, and his wealth. It is for this reason that he
Ãh
with Alla

(

[1]

than any other human being.

ranks higher

Ã d, many battles took place
Regarding the latter categories of Jiha
between the Prophet

|

|

and his enemies. He

|

Muslims into 27 battles, and he
them. As for armies that he

|

personally led

physically fought in 9 of

sent out but did not lead himself,

|

the battles those armies fought in were given the name Sara
Ãyah,
so as to distinguish them from ones the Prophet

partook in

himself Ð these latter kinds of battles were called Ma'a
Ãrik or
[1]

Za
Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/10, 12).
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|

Ghazawa
Ãt. A total of 56 Sara
Ãyah took place during the lifetime of

the Prophet

[1]

.

6) As with everything else in his life, the Prophet

|

was an ideal

|
|

example when it came to his dealings with others. If, for
instance, someone were to lend him something, the Prophet
would

pay

him

[2]

with

something

better

and

more

On one occasion, a man went to the Prophet

expensive.

|

back

and asked to be paid back for a camel he had lent the Prophet
. That the man asked to be paid back was fine in the mind of

|

the Companions
Prophet

5

; the only problem was that he asked the

in a harsh tone. His attitude and harsh speech

infuriated the Prophet's Companions

5

|

would have physically hurt the man had not the Prophet
stopped them from doing so. The Prophet
Companions

|

, so much so, that they

5

said to his

, ªLeave him, for indeed, a person who is

deserving of a right (i.e., of a loan to be repaid) has the right to

|
|

speak in a demanding tone.'' The Companions
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

5

then said, ªO

, we can find only a camel that is of a

better age (i.e., that is worth more) than the camel he lent to
you.'' The Prophet

said to them, ªGive it to him,'' after

Ãh
which the man said, ªYou have paid me in full, and may Alla

(

|

do the same for you (by giving you full rewards for your

good deeds).'' The Prophet

Ã h's slaves
said, ªThe best of Alla

are those among them who are the best (most easy-going,
[3]

prompt, generous, honest, etc.) at paying back loans.''

[1]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (12/95) and Fathul-Ba
Ã rõ
Ã (7/279 and 8/153).

[2]

The Prophet

|

would do so without any prior agreement; the terms of his

|

loans required him to pay back only what he borrowed. So it was out of his
own generosity that, when it came time to pay back a loan, he

, out of the

kindness of his heart, would pay his creditor back with something that was
better than the thing he borrowed. This form of generosity is clearly different
from transactions involving usury, for usury involves a prior agreement, or
understanding, that the borrower will pay his creditor back more than he
initially borrowed. And Allah
[3]

(

knows best.

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2305) and Muslim (1600).
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On another occasion, the Prophet
Ã bir ibn `Abdullah
Ja
Prophet

|

4

|

purchased a camel from

Ã bir
. And when Ja

4

|

went to give the

the camel he purchased, the Prophet

said, ªDo

4

Ã bir
you think that I was haggling with you over its price?'' Ja
Ãh
said, ªNo, O Messenger of Alla

|

.'' The Prophet

|

said,
[1]

ªTake both the camel and the money (I paid to purchase it).''

7) The Prophet's manners were the best and always will be the
best, and why shouldn't that be the case, for his character, as
`Aaisha

6

Ã n.''
succinctly put it, was, ªthe Qur'a

own words, the Prophet

|

[2]

And in his

said, ªVerily, I have been sent only
[3]

to complete (in myself and others) the noblest of manners.''
8) Of all people, the Prophet

|

desired the least from this world.

Despite being the leader of a Nation, and despite being able to

|

get anything he needed by simply making a gesture to his
Companions

5

, the Prophet

would sleep on a straw mat, a

|

mat that would leave marks on the side of his body. One day,
Ãb
`Umar ibn Al-Khatta

4

|

visited the Prophet

time, was sleeping. When he

|

, who, at the

woke up, he began to rub the

side of his body; upon seeing him do that, `Umar
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

4

m Fp n em r n p Qnn n n m p G n n o Ep n rn
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, would that you took a bed that is better
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(and more comfortable) than this one?'' The Prophet
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said, ªO

6
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7
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7
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said,

2 .#

6
L?R :E8 "_9O .k

``What do I have to do with this world? Verily , the example of me
and this world is nothing save the example of a rider who has
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Al-Fath, the famous commentary that was authored by

Ibn Hajar (4/320)) and Muslim (3/1221) (715).
[2]

Al-Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's authoritative commentary, Al-Fath) (3/320)

[3]

Al-BaihaqõÃ (the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the HadõÃth)

(2097) and Muslim (3/1221) (715).

Ã nõÃ (45).
(10/92) and Ahmad (2/381); also, refer to As-SahõÃhah, by Al-Alba
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traveled on a scorching , hot day ; who seeks shade under a tree for
an hour during the day ; and who then gets up and leaves it .''

|
n
n
n
n
r
n
l
r
n
n
o
n
jp phK
fC p o n n k n Pn m o Co o r p p fn n
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In another HadõÃth, the Prophet
6
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said,
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[1]
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``Had I had gold that was equal in size to Mount Uhud , I would
not be happy if three days passed by while I still had some of it left
with me Ð except for something I kept in order to pay off a debt
(i .e . that amount I wouldn't mind keeping , since I would be
spending it on a noble cause) .''

[2]

When it came to food and drink in particular, the Prophet

|

was, to put it mildly, abstemious. If food was available, he
would eat; but because of the difficult circumstances he

5

his Companions

|

|
|

and

had to frequently endure, it often happened

that there was no food to eat. And, as happened often, even if the
Prophet

and his family had good quality food, they preferred
[3]

to give to others rather than eat it themselves.
Abu Hurairah

4

|
|

said, ªUntil [Prophet] Muhammad

died, it

never occurred that his family became full on food for three
[4]

days in a row.''

`Aaisha

6

said, ªThe Prophet

left this

world without ever having eaten enough bread made from

|

barley to satisfy his appetite (i.e., because of a paucity of food,
he

[1]

only ate it in small amounts, and never enough to feel

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã and others; refer to Al-Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth As-Sahõ
Ãhah (439) and to Sahõ
Ãh AtTirmidhõ
Ã (2/280).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2389) and Muslim (991).

[3]

Ã rõÃ (9/517, 549) (HadõÃth number: 5374), from the HadõÃth of
Refer to Fathul-Ba
`Aaisha

[4]

6

(5416).

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's authoritative commentary, Al-Fath) (9/517

and 549) and Muslim (991).
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|

According to another narration, `Aaisha

family of Muhammad

6

said, ªThe

never ate two meals in a single day,
[2]

unless one of those (two) meals consisted of dates.''

She

6

also said, ªVerily, we once saw three new moons in a span of
two months (the third one they saw at the beginning of the
third month), and during that entire period of time not a single
Ãh
fire (for cooking) was lit in the houses of the Messenger of Alla

|

.'' `Urwah

She

6

4

asked her, ªThen what would nourish all of you?''
[3]

replied, ªThe two black things: dates and water.''

6

y l p go o r n hn emOnCn r p | upG dp o Qn ToG n p fn n z

And in yet another narration of hers, `Aaisha
m1

.SD

)#

``The bed of the Messenger of Alla
Ãh

.O

|

said,

Lk

.t

was made of tanned skin

(or leather) , and it was stuffed with Leef (a kind of fiber that is
[4]

found in the hull of date-palm trees) .''

|

Despite having a little as it was, the Prophet

|

desired no more

y k o m n o dpB bnRrQp r n r G o Gz

than having just enough to live on; he
6
.8.q J$E#

" c>

would say,
6
6
% ,!

``O Alla
Ãh , make Qoot be the sustenance of the family of Muhammad
(Qoot is enough nourishment to fulfill one's hunger but not enough
so as to be in a state of extravagance or excessiveness .''

[1]

[5] [6]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's authoritative commentary, Al-Fath) (9/549)

(HadõÃth number: 5414).
[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (11/282) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 6455).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (11/283) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 6459).

[4]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajr's Al-Fath) (11//282) (6456).

[5]

Refer to Al-Fath (11/293), Sharh An-NawawõÃ (7/152), and Al-AbbõÃ (3/537). It
has been said that having Qoot Ð or just enough food to remain healthy but no
more Ð saves one from the defects that accompany the states of both richness
and poverty. And Allah

[6]

(

knows best.

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (11/283) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 6460) and
Muslim (1055).
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|

9) Most people think it sufficient to avoid clearly evil actions; the
Prophet

, on the other hand, went beyond the bare minimal

|

level of piety, avoiding any deed that was even remotely evil
or harmful. This characteristic of the Prophet
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illustrated in the following saying of his:
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``Verily , I might come home to my family and find a date that had
fallen down on my mattress , or that had fallen down anywhere
else in my home . When this happens , I first lift up the date in
order to eat it , but then a certain fear overcomes me Ð the fear
that the date was meant for charity [and was forgotten and
dropped by accident] . And so [instead of eating it] I toss it [to one
[1]

side] .''

|

On one occasion, Al-Hasan ibn `Ali
Prophet

4

, the grandson of the

Ãh
and put it in his mouth. ªThe Messenger of Alla
to him,

|

, picked up a date that was earmarked for charity,
then said

y? n n n G o o r n n Cn n r p n n Cn , n p epQrGp r n r n z
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6
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It It

``Kakh Kakh (an expression that is spoken to a child in an
imperative tone in order to forbid him from doing something) .
Toss it [to one side] ; did you not know that we (i .e . , the members
of my household) do not eat charity .''

10) The Prophet

|

[2]

|

was a prolific worshipper; his good deeds

|

were blessed and numerous. And while he
follow his way, he

capable of doing. He

|

ordered us to

wanted us to do only that which we are
said,

[1]

Muslim (2/751) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 1070).

[2]

Muslim (2/751) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 1069).
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``Take from good deeds those that you are able to perform , for
indeed , Alla
Ãh

(

does not become bored until you become bored

and most beloved deed to Alla
Ã h is the one that is done regularly
even if it is little . .''

[1]

|

(To become weary and bored are qualities that are impossible for
Ãh
Alla

(

, given His complete perfection; the Prophet

used this

Ã h cuts
wording in a figurative sense; the HadõÃth therefore means: `Alla

|

off a person's rewards when that person gets bored of doing good
deeds.' So here, in a figurative sense, the Prophet

replaced the

Ã h cuts off a person's rewards' with the word `bored.')
words `Alla
At the end of this last HadõÃth, the Prophet
beloved of

deeds to

Ãh
Alla

(

|

are those

said, ªAnd the most
that

one

performs

consistently, even if those deeds are few [or small].''
It is related in both Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã and Muslim that, when the members of
the Prophet's household would perform a deed, they would

|

[2]

perform it on a consistent basis.
when the Prophet

|

[3]

continue to perform it on a consistent basis.

|

based on the fact that the Prophet
units he

|

And in Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã, it is related that

would perform a Prayer, he

would

This we know

had a daily number of Prayer

would perform consistently Ð with seventeen of them

being obligatory units of Prayer; twevle of them being stressed
[1]

Refer to TahdhõÃb As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah, by Imam An-NawawõÃ (pg. 56); to
Ã fidh `Abdul-GhanõÃ Al-MaqdasõÃ
Mukhtasar As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah, by Al-Ha
Ã dõÃ `Iya
Ã dh (1/77-215); and Mukhtasar Ash(pg. 77); to Huqooq Al-Mustafa
Ã , by Qa
Ã (pgs. 112-188).
Shama
Ã il Al-Muhammadiyyah, by At-Tirmidhõ

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (3/213) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 1970), and

(11/294) (HadõÃth number (11/294); and Muslim (1/541) (2/811); HadõÃth
number: 782.
[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (3/213) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 1970). Also,

refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6461-6467).
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Sunnah units of Prayer; four of them being forenoon voluntary

units of Prayer (Duha Prayer); and, finally, eleven of them being
late-night voluntary units of Prayer.
So, whatever good the Prophet

|

did, he

|
|

did on a consistent

basis. This important reality wasn't grasped by a few men who were

|

under the impression that what the Prophet
for them, since, unlike him

did wasn't enough

, their past and future sins were not

forgiven consider revising. Another reality that was lost on them

|

was the fact that we are commanded to follow the way of the
Prophet

|

. Those men said among themselves, ªHow can we

compare ourselves to the Prophet

Ã h has forgiven for
, when Alla

him both his past and future sins.'' Having come to the false
conclusion that he needed to do an exorbitant amount of good deeds
in order to have a chance at entering Paradise, one of them said, ªI
will pray throughout the entire night always.'' Another one among
them said, ªI will fast always, never allowing a day to go by without
fasting it.'' A third member of their group said, ªI will forsake

|
n
, o n r o n r Chn up r o n r nn n Ep upGhn n n Cn ?G n n o hn G n n r o o r o n
n p Qn r n n ,An n G Loh n n Chn , o o QrChn n Chn , o p r Chn eo
y p n rnn

women, and so I will never get married.'' News of what these men
said reached the Prophet
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``Are you the ones who said such and such? Lo! By Alla
Ã h , I fear
Alla
Ã h more than any one of you , and I try to ward off His
punishment (the quality of At-Taqwa) more so than any one of
you ; but still , I fast sometimes , and I don't fast at other times ; I
pray and I go to sleep ; and I marry women . So whoever turns
[1]

away from my way (Sunnah) is not from me .''

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's Al-Fath) (9/104) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 5063); and
Muslim (2/1020) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 1401). According to Muslim's account of this

story, one of the men said, ªI will never eat meat.''
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Being enthusiastic yet consistent, hardworking yet moderate,
Ãh
hopeful in Alla

|

(

yet perseverant as a doer of good deeds Ð

these themes are discussed in the following HadõÃth. The Prophet

y p p n n p r o r p l n Cn n o r n r n o Cn G o n r Ghn ,G o Qp n hn GhOo n z
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``Strive after what is right , do not go into excesses [to the point
that you get tired of worshipping] , and know that not a single one
of you will be saved by his deeds .''

Ãh
ªNot even you, O Messenger of Alla
asked.

|

|

?'' the Companions

y m r n hn o r p m n r n p uoG n p n n n n frCn Ep n Cn n hnz

ªNot even me,'' the Prophet
"Yk
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responded,
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``No , even I (will not be saved) unless Alla
Ãh encompasses me with
His mercy , grace , and favor .''

|

n r n Ghn , p n r G n p k r n hn ,G o hQohn Gh o r Ghn ,G o Qp n hn GhOo n z
yG o o r n n r n G

According to another narration, the Prophet
JVr
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said,
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``Strive after what is right ; do not go into excesses [to the point that
you get tired of worshipping] . Go out in the beginning of the day , in
the middle of the day , and for part of the night (this , some scholars
have said , is a metaphor for worship : For , just as a traveler should
be moderate by not traveling the entire day , but instead only parts
of it , so should a Muslim worship at certain parts of the day , and
not the entire day and night ; after all , it is consistency that counts) .
Moderation! Moderation! It is thus (i .e . through moderation) that
[1]

you will reach [safety , forgiveness , etc .) .''
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6463, 6464) and Muslim (4/2170) (Hadõ
Ãth numbers: 2816-2818).
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(

Ãh
Invoking Alla

|

to make him consistent and steadfast upon the

truth, the Prophet

would say,

y n p Op n n p r n r n Hp o o G n n o n z
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``O One , Who with complete power , changes the state of hearts
(turning them towards guidance at times , towards misguidance
at other times , wakefulness at times , and heedlessness at other
[1]

times) , make my heart steadfast upon your Religion .''

Two Important Lessons from This Chapter
1) The Prophet

|

Ãh
was sincere and truthful with Alla

|

his affairs, and as such, he
Ãh
Muslims. Alla

(

said:

(

in all of

is an ideal example for all

[ Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O{
}_ ^ ] \
``Indeed in the Messenger of Alla
Ã h (Muhammad

|

) you have a

good example to follow for him who hopes in (the Meeting with)
Ãn
Alla
Ã h and the Last Day and remembers Alla
Ãh much .'' (Qur'a
33:21)

2) To be sure, the Prophet

|

is the best of all people in his

character, his morals, the physical appearance upon which
Ãh
Alla

(

created him Ð and in all other aspects of his life as

well.

L

[1]

L

L

L

L

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (5/238) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 3522) and others; refer to Sahõ
Ãh AtTirmidhõ
Ã (3/171).

The Noble Prophet | Ð
a Mercy to Mankind
First: How His Mercy, as a General Phenomenon,
Embraces all Beings Ð Humans, Jinns, Believers,
Disbelievers, and even Animals
Ãh
Alla

(

said:

}W V U T S{

``And We have sent you (O Muhammad

|

) not but as a mercy for

Ã n 21:107)
the `Alamõ
Ãn (mankind , jinns and all that exists) .'' (Qur'a

For someone to be merciful does not necessarily mean that
everyone will benefit from him. Some people might reject his kind
gestures; nonetheless, that does not change the fact that he is
merciful and compassionate towards them. This explains how the
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Prophet

|

|

is a mercy to all created beings: Believers accepted him

and were grateful for the message he

came with; disbelievers,

|

on the other hand, rejected him. The latter category of people took
Ã h's greatest blessings (the Prophet
one of Alla

|

), rejected it, and

replaced it with disbelief. But even still, even though disbelievers
rejected Islam, the Prophet

, merely by being sent to mankind,

|

was a mercy to disbelievers; or in other words, disbelievers, in
spite of themselves, benefited from the Prophet
Ãs
them. How's that so? Ibn `Abba

4

being sent to

explains in a narration that is

Ã h and the Day
related in At-TabarõÃ: ªAs for he who believes in Alla
of Resurrection, written for him is mercy both in this world and in
Ãh
the Hereafter. And as for him who doesn't believe in Alla
His Messenger

|

(

and

, he will be kept safe from the destructive

punishments Ð such as being swallowed by the earth or being
[1]

destroyed by a violent wind Ð that afflicted past Nations.''
While discussing the issue of how the Prophet

3

mankind, Imam At-TabarõÃ (

|

is a mercy for

) wrote, ªThe more correct of the

two views regarding this matter is the one that is explained in a

4

Ãs
narration from Ibn `Abba

(

Ãh
. According to that narration, Alla

sent His Prophet Muhammad

|

as a mercy for all created

beings, those of them that are believers, and those of them that are
Ãh
disbelievers. As for a believer, Alla
Prophet
Prophet

|
|

(

guides him through the

and then admits him Ð because of his faith in the
and because he applies the Prophet's teachings Ð into

Ãh
Paradise. As for a disbeliever, Alla
sending of the Prophet

|

(

protects him, through His

, from the early (worldly) punishment
[2]

that would afflict past Nations that rejected their Messengers.''
That the Prophet

|

is a mercy for everyone is further illustrated

|

by the following HadõÃth: Abu Hurairah
once said to the Prophet

4

reported that someone

Ã h, supplicate [to
, ªO Messenger of Alla

Ã h] against the polytheists.'' The Prophet
Alla

|

replied,

[1]

Related by At-TabarõÃ in his famous TafsõÃr , Ja
Ã mai' Al-Baya
Ãn (18/552).

[2]

Ã (18/552).
Ja
Ãmai' AL-Baya
Ãn, by At-Tabarõ
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``Verily , I have not been sent as a curser ; instead , I have been
sent only as a mercy (to all created beings) .''
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``If there is any man from my Nation that I have sworn at or
cursed out of anger , then that is because I am from the children of
Adam : I become angry just as the other children of Adam become
angry . Nonetheless , Alla
Ãh

(

has sent me only as a mercy to all

created beings ; so (O Alla
Ã h) , make it (the curses I made) a mercy
for them (the Muslims I might have cursed or swore at out of
anger) on the Day of Resurrection .''

|

[2]

According to another HadõÃth that Abu Hurairah
Prophet

said:
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related, the
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``Verily , I am nothing more than a mercy that has been given as a
gift (to all created beings) .''

|
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``I am Muhammad , and Ahmad , and Al-Muqaffõ
Ã (from the verb
Qafa
Ã , which means to come after , or to follow in the footsteps

[1]

Muslim (2599).

[2]

Ã nõÃ ruled that it is authentic (3/134).
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (659), and, in Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d, Al-A'ba
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of . . . ; therefore , Al-Muqaffõ
Ã here means , ``The one who comes
after or who follows in the footsteps of the Prophets that came
before him'') , and the Prophet of Repentance , and the Prophet of
[1]

Mercy .''

Second: Categories of His Mercy,
And its' Practical Implementation

Mercy Extended Towards Enemies
First Example: His Mercy Towards Enemies in Times of War
War is bloody; war is brutal; war brings out the most savage of
qualities in human beings. These realities are attested to by our
collective history as human beings. The annals of history are
replete with stories of slaughter, bloodshed, and the senseless
murder of innocent children and women, often on a mass scale.
Perhaps that is why, in the last century, a time during which man
has supposedly become more civilized, the Nations of the world
have agreed to a set of conventions, that are intended to improve
the situation of belligerents and civilians during times of war.
Needless to say these conventions have been, and continue to be,
ignored by warring Nations, especially by those that are touted as
being the most civilized and the most democratic.
While the Geneva conventions are only a recent phenomenon,
merciful and humane rules governing warfare were established

|

over fourteen centuries ago. Those rules were established in the
Ã n and the Sunnah of the Prophet
Qur'a
became a part of Islamic Law.

, and as such, they

To be sure, just wars have a legitimate place in the life of Muslims.
Nonetheless, those wars must be waged based on a set of humane

[1]

Ã nõÃ's summarized version).
Muslim (2355) and Shama
Ãil At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (316) (In Al-Alba
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and merciful rules that are mentioned in a general way in the

` _ ^ ] \ [ Z Y X}bW Va{

Ã n, and in a more detailed manner in the Sunnah of the
Qur'a
Prophet

``And

|

Ã n, Alla
Ãh
. In the Noble Qur'a

fight

transgress

in

the

not

Way

the

of

Alla
Ãh

limits .

(

those

Truly ,

said:

who

Alla
Ãh

fight

you ,

but

likes

not

the

transgressors . [This Verse is the first one that was revealed in
connection

with

Jiha
Ãd ,

but

it

was

supplemented

by

another

Ã n 2:190)
(9 :36)] .'' (Qur'a

ªBut transgress not the limits'' refers to a myriad of forbidden
crimes of war: mutilating enemy soldiers; stealing from the spoils
of war; killing women, children, and old men that neither fight
nor play a role in forming a strategy for fighting; or killing monks,
sick people, blind people, and people who devote their lives to
worshipping in monasteries. The only people that may be killed
from the above-mentioned categories are those who fight and
[1]

those who play a role in the strategic planning of war.

ªBut transgress not the limits'' further encompasses a number of
other forbidden actions as well, such as killing an animal for no
good reason, burning trees, destroying crops, ruining or polluting
water sources, destroying houses Ð or in a more general sense,
[2]

destroying the infrastructure of enemy territory.

|

During one of the battles the Prophet

|

fought in, a dead

woman was found on the battlefield. Upon seeing her, the
Prophet

made it clear to his Companions
[3]

forbidden to kill women and children.

5

that it was

And whenever the

[1]

Ã mah (13/175-179).
Refer to Al-MughnõÃ, by Ibn Quda

[2]

Refer to TafsõÃr Ibn KathõÃr (1/227) and `Ana
Ãsir Al-Quwwah Fil-Islam (pg. 212).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3014, 3015).
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|

Prophet

fighters, he

|

would appoint a man to lead an army or a unit of
Ãh
would advise that man to fear Alla

(

, to treat his

G o n n hn Gh o r Go ,up p n n n r n G o p n ,upG p p n p upG p r p Gh o r Goz
n p cnh o n n p n GPnEphn ,G k p hn G o o r n n hn ,G o n o n hn ,GhQo p r n n hn
y dm n p Kp n n n Ep r o o Or n n p p r o G

soldiers well, to
7

.!f8 /

)#

6

Me

.1 Llt )#

.!8 .q

%P1

Me

8

Jb :1r

J1

.!9r8 /

@@@

``fight

"12O 2k

in

the

name

of

Alla
Ãh

.VG

and

.!<$8 /

0; /

in

the

Jf8 /

%,b .k )1tLS$

way

of

Alla
Ãh ;

kill

those who disbelieve in Alla
Ãh ; attack , but neither steal from
the spoils of war nor act treacherously ; do not mutilate (the
bodies

of

enemies

fallen
from

enemy

the

soldiers) ;

polytheists ,

and

invite

when
them

you
to

meet

one

of

your
three

[1]

things . . .''

The Prophet

|

then explained the three things, or choices, that his

military leaders were to present to opposing armies:
1) Either the enemy could embrace Islam and agree to migrate, or
they could simply embrace Islam without migrating, thus
becoming like Bedouin Muslims.
2) If they refused to embrace Islam, they could pay the Jizyah tax
to Muslims, a tax that, in effect, would allow them to live in
Muslim lands and would guarantee them both safety and
protection.
3) If the enemy refused to embrace Islam and to pay the Jizyah
tax, Muslim military commanders were to then seek help from
Ãh
Alla

(

Ãh
and begin fighting, until Alla

(

judged between

them and their enemy.

[1]

Muslim, the Book of Jiha
Ãd and As-Siyyar, chapter ªThe Imam Appoints Men to
Lead Military Expeditions'' (3/1357, Hadõ
Ãth number: 1731).
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Second Example: How He | Would Fulfill the Treaties He Made
With His Enemies
One of the most important rules that govern just Islamic warfare
is that Muslims must not be treacherous; or in other words, they
must fulfill the terms of the treaties they agree to with enemy
Ãh
forces. Alla

(

said:

}Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M{

``If you (O Muhammad) fear treachery from any people throw
back (their covenant) to them (so as to be) on equal terms (that
there will be no more covenant between you and them) . Certainly
Ã n 8:58)
Alla
Ã h likes not the treacherous .'' (Qur'a

So, based on the meaning of this verse, if a peace treaty exists
between Muslims and disbelievers, it is strictly forbidden for
Muslims to betray the terms of that treaty. If they wish to resume
hostilities with the enemy, they must wait until the treaty expires.
That being said, the verse further explains that if Muslims fear
that the enemy is planning to violate an existing peace treaty, if
their fear is supported by evidence Ð for instance, they learn from
trustworthy sources that the enemy is planning a surprise attack
Ð they may, as a defensive measure, declare the treaty to be null
and void. In such instances, because the enemy does not openly
declare their treacherous intentions, Muslims may not go ahead
and launch a surprise attack; rather, they must first openly declare
to the enemy that the treaty between them is null and void, so that
both opposing forces can, in

a fair manner, possess equal

knowledge about the resumption of hostilities between them.
The above-mentioned verse alludes to another important legal
ruling: If it is an established fact that the enemy has reneged on
the terms of their peace treaty, Muslims may deem the treaty null
and void, without having to go to the trouble of making an open
declaration of hostilities; therefore, unbeknownst to the enemy,
they may launch a surprise attack on them.
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Finally, the above-mentioned verse makes it clear that if Muslims do
not fear treachery from the enemy Ð or in other words, if there are
no indications that the enemy is plotting treachery Ð it is not
permissible for them to violate the terms of their peace treaty; rather,
[1]

they must honor the treaty until it expires.

Ã mir reported that Mu'a
Ã wiyah
Sulaim ibn `A

4

had agreed to a

peace treaty with the Romans; and that, when the treaty was
Ã wiyah
about to expire, Mu'a

4

set out with an army towards

Roman lands, hoping that his arrival in enemy territory would
Ã wiyah's army
coincide with the expiration of the treaty. As Mu'a
drew nearer to enemy territory, a man appeared before the
Muslim soldiers, a man who was riding either an Arabian or a
Turkish horse. The man yelled out to the advancing Muslim
Ã h is the Greatest! Honor [your treaty] and do not act
soldiers, ªAlla

|

treacherously.'' The man turned out to be `Amr ibn `Abasah
who had been a Companion
Ã wiyah
Mu'a

4

5

Ãh
of the Messenger of Alla

Ã wiyah
two were together, Mu'a

|

4

asked `Amr

he was protesting the invasion. `Amr

n p n r n n , n o n n hn Ik n r o o n n n
yAmG n n

Ãh
Messenger of Alla
6
2Yr(0 /9D

4
4

summoned for `Amr ibn `Abasah

say:

6

.,!E0 /

4

4

,

.

, and when the

to explain why

said, ªI heard the

l r n e r n n r n hn o n r n fn n r n z
n n m r r n E n r o hrCn , n o n Cn
pp p

6
Jrb JS0 0k J,b

.q )11

.O /!b %,1

-(11

K2(0

.t )#

.+J#

`If one has a treaty with a people , he should neither change its
terms nor cancel it ; instead , he must wait until it expires ; or [if
he fears that the enemy is planning treachery] he may throw back
(their covenant) to them (so as to be) on equal terms (that there
[2]

will be no more covenant between you and them).'''

[1]

Refer to TafsõÃr Ibn KathõÃr (2/321) and TafsõÃr As-Sa'dõÃ (3/183, 184).

[2]

Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d, the Book of Jiha
Ãd (3/83); refer also to Sahõ
Ãh Sunan Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (2/

528) and At-TirmihdõÃ (1580). Imam At-TirmidhõÃ said, ªThis HadõÃth is Hasan
SahõÃh.''
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`Amr

4
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was upset about the invasion even though the treaty

4

Ã wiyah
between Mu'a

and the Romans was about to expire; the

Ã wiyah
reason for his anger was that Mu'a

4

had set out for war

while the treaty was still in effect. Therefore, according to `Amr

4

, it mattered not that the treaty would become expired by the

Ã wiyah
time Mu'a

4

arrived in enemy territory; what mattered

Ã wiyah's departure for the invasion
was that an act of war Ð Mu'a
Ð occurred while the treaty was still valid; this, `Amr

4

felt, was

an act of treachery on the part of the Muslims. For his part,
Ã wiyah
Mu'a

4

took heed of `Amr's warning, abandoned his plan

to continue the invasion, and returned with his army to Muslim
lands Ð such was the strictness with which Muslims adhered to
the treaties that existed between them and their enemies. Muslim
commanders had a single goal, and that was to raise the word of
Ãh
Alla

(

above all else; and in achieving that goal, they were

determined to follow the Prophet's Sunnah, by being fair (even
with their enemies), by following the just rules of Islamic warfare,
and by honoring their treaties.

Third Example: The Prophet | Refuses an Offer to Destroy His
Enemies
Disbelievers persecuted the Prophet
derided

him;

and

they

abused

|

; they mocked him; they

him,

not just verbally,

but

|

physically as well. And yet none of those things hardened the
heart of the Prophet

, who remained merciful towards even

those who abused him the most.
One might ask the question, if

one

is weak and

is being

persecuted, how can he show mercy towards those who are
strong and are his oppressors? After all, the weak cannot even

|

defend themselves, never mind help others. The simple answer to

|

this question is that the Prophet
since he

was not weak, but was strong,

Ãh
was receiving help from the All-Mighty, Alla

Many previous Prophets

/

(

.

were made to suffer at the hands of

their people, and a great number of them were even killed Ð and
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Ãh
for their struggles Alla

(

|

will reward them. But something else

altogether was decreed for the Prophet

Ãh
: Alla

|

(

decreed for

him to succeed in his mission and to die with a nation of followers

|
|
|
|

willing to obey his every command. So yes, he
and yes, he

was persecuted;

Á -vis his oppressors; but,
was seemingly weak vis-a
Ã h's help, very strong. In fact, on
was, through Alla

in reality, he

one occasion he
given that he

|

could have had his enemies destroyed, but

was a mercy to mankind, he

their lives spared.

decided to have

The opportunity to have his enemies destroyed occurred when
the Angel of Mountains went to him, extended greetings of peace
Ãh
to him, and said, ªO Muhammad, Alla

(

has indeed heard what

your people have said to you (in terms of their scorn and
derision), and I am the Angel of the Mountains. My Lord has sent
me to you, so that you can order me to do what you want. If you
want, I will make Al-Akhshabain (two huge mountains in

|

between which lies Makkah) fall down upon them [and thus

n
n n
p p co p r o n go n r hn unG o o r n r n r p p n r C r p uoG Ln p r o frC o QrC r n zn
y kr

Ãh
crush them].'' The Messenger of Alla
-1

LS0 /

JD

J2c0 )# %,1 0U

)#

replied,

LH0

.>

"1

.,1R

``No , rather I hope that Alla
Ãh

(

will bring out from their

descendants those who worship Alla
Ãh alone , without associating
[1]

any partners with Him .''

Fourth Example: The Prophet | Wants Good for Others, Be They
Muslims, Jews, Christians, or Polytheists
The Prophet

|

did not want evil to afflict others; rather, he

|

|

wanted good for his fellow human beings. So if a man was a Jew,
for example, the Prophet

[1]

did not want evil to afflict him; rather,

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3231) and Muslim (1795).
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wanted good to befall him. Or in other words, he

|

wanted

that man to come out of the darkness of disbelief and to enter the
light of Ima
Ã n (Faith), so that he could achieve ultimate happiness

|

in Paradise. Such was the Prophet's attitude towards disbelievers:
He

hoped to save them in spite of themselves.

|

|

There was a young Jew who was a servant of the Prophet
day, that young man became sick. The Prophet

. One

, not wanting

his servant to die in the state of disbelief, visited him, sat down
beside his head, and said to him, ªEmbrace Islam.'' The young

|

man turned to his father, as if to plead for guidance. And his
Ã sim (i.e., the Prophet
father said, ªObey Abul-Qa

).'' The young

man, on the verge of dying, then embraced Islam. According to
Ã Ãõ's narration of this story, the young man said, ªI bear
An-Nasa
Ã h and
witness that none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ã h.'' The Prophet
that Muhammad is the Messenger of Alla

yQp G n p go n n r Cn j p G up o r n r Gz

left him, all the while saying:
6
.(

|

then

6

)#

Kr&

K

J$E

ªAll praise is for Alla
Ãh, Who has saved him from the Hellfire.''

Ã wu
Ã d's narration, the Prophet
According to Abu Da

|

said,
[1]

ª...Who has saved him, through me, from the Hellfire.''

And

this was just one of many incidents which attested to the
Prophet's desire for good to befall disbelievers (ªgood'' here
means for them to embrace Islam).

His Mercy Towards Believers
Ãh
Alla

(

said:

E D C B A @ ? > ={
}J I H G F

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1356, 5657); also, refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (3/219).
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``Verily , there has come unto you a Messenger (Muhammad)
from amongst yourselves (i .e . whom you know well) . It grieves
him

that

you

should

receive

any

injury

or

difficulty .

He

(Muhammad) is anxious over you (to be rightly guided , to
repent to Alla
Ãh , and beg Him to pardon and forgive your sins , in
order

that

you

may

enter

Paradise

and

be

saved

from

the

punishment of the Hellfire) , for the believers (he is) full of pity ,
Ã n 9:128)
kind , and merciful .'' (Qur'a

If the Prophet

|

was merciful towards all of mankind, he

was

certainly more so towards believers; in fact, he was more merciful

|

towards them than were their own parents. Supremely sincere
towards believers, the Prophet

|

would strive to do whatever

was in their best interests. If they had good cause to be happy, he

|

would be happy for them; and if they had good cause to be sad,

their sadness would grieve him. More so than anything else, he

|

wanted them to be guided to the truth. Because of how merciful
he was towards believers, he
did any other person.

had more rights over them than

Therefore, as members of the Muslim Nation, we must believe in
him, we must hold him in the highest regard, and we must honor
[1]

him.

Ãh
Alla

(

said:

}^ ] \ [ Z Y X{

``The Prophet is closer to the believers than their ownselves , and
his wives are their (believers') mothers (as with regards respect
Ã n 33:6)
and marriage) .'' (Qur'a

Every thing or asset a person has is considered a part of his
wealth. So, for instance, one's house, one's time, and one's money
are all considered a part of one's wealth. But of all the things and
[1]

Ã (pg. 357).
Taysõ
Ãr Al-Karõ
Ãm Ar-Rahma
Ãn Fee Tafsõ
Ãr Kala
Ã m Al-Manna
Ã n, by As-Sa'dõ
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assets a person has, nothing is more cherished by him than his
Ãh
own self Ð his own life. And yet, as Alla
above-mentioned verse, the Prophet

|

(

made clear in the

is closer to believers than

are believers to their ownselves. This is so because of the degree

|

Ð which we cannot fully appreciate, but for which we should be
thankful Ð to which the Prophet

was merciful towards

|

believers. And it is for that reason that, whenever a Muslim has to

|

choose between what he wants and between what the Prophet
wants for him, he

must choose the latter option. It goes without

|

saying, therefore, that a Muslim must give precedence to the
sayings of the Prophet

[1]

he loves all other people.

|

|

over the sayings of any other human

being; furthermore, a Muslim must love the Prophet

more than

Indeed the Prophet's rights over

believers are great, and why shouldn't they be, considering what
he

Ãh
Alla

has done for each and every Muslim.

(

said:

> = < ; : 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1{
KJIHGFEDCBA@?
}N M L
``And by the Mercy of Alla
Ãh , you dealt with them gently . And
had you been severe and harsh-hearted , they would have broken
away

from

about

you ;

so

pass

over

(their

faults) ,

and

ask

(Alla
Ãh's) Forgiveness for them ; and consult them in the affairs .
Then when you have taken a decision , put your trust in Alla
Ãh ,
certainly , Alla
Ãh loves those who put their trust (in Him) .''
Ã n 3:159)
(Qur'a

Ãh
In one of his supplications to his Lord, the Messenger of Alla
said,

[1]

Taysõ
Ãr Al-Karõ
Ãm Ar-Rahma
Ã n Fee Tafsõ
Ãr Kala
Ãm Al-Manna
Ãn (pg. 659).

|
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``O Alla
Ãh , if one takes on a job related to [taking care of or being in
charge of] the people of my Nation and is then hard upon them , be
hard upon him . And if one takes on a job related to [taking care of
or being in charge of] the people of my Nation and is then gentle
with them , be gentle with him .''

[1]

|

cr o r n r n hn l r On p r n n hn Jn n r n n , r p p o r Cn r p n p p r o p n hrCn n Cnz
y p p n Qn n p n o n k n cn n n r n hn ,goDo n n n r n n n Ak n hn

In another HadõÃth, the Prophet
L90 %
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said,
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``I am closer to believers than they are to their own selves . If anyone
[among them] dies , if he owes a debt , and if has not left behind
enough to pay it off , it is our responsibility to pay it . And if anyone
leaves behind wealth , that wealth shall go to his inheritors (i .e . I
will not take anything from it ; or in other words , I help pay off the
[2]

debts of believers , but will take nothing from them) .''

His Mercy Towards All Human Beings
1) JarõÃr ibn `Abdullah
said:

4

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla

y n hn n uoG o r n r n n Sn G p n r n n r n z
6
6
"> Mb

-$DL0 /

6
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%DL0 / )#

``If one is not merciful towards people , then Alla
Ãh Ð the Possessor
[3]

of Might and Majesty Ð will not be merciful towards him .''

[1]

Muslim (1828).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6731, 2298) and Muslim (1619).

[3]

Muslim (2319).

|
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2) Abu Hurairah

4
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y p n r p E o n r G Yo n r o n z

Ã sim
said, ªI heard Abul-Qa

6
5
2rR )# /

6
7$DL

|

say:

M(8 /

``The quality of being merciful (towards others) is not removed
except from one who is (truly) miserable .''

[1]

To be merciful is to have a soft heart; having a soft heart is a
sign of Ima
Ã n (Faith). Therefore, if one does not have a soft heart,
one does not have Ima
Ã n (Faith). And if one does not have Ima
Ãn
Ã h knows
(Faith), one is truly miserable Ð and this, and Alla
best, is the meaning of the above-mentioned HadõÃth.
3) `Abdullah ibn `Amr

4

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla

r n r o r n r n VpQr n G p r n G o n QrGp , o n r G o o o n r n fn o p G Gz
r n hn uoG o n n hn n n n hn r n n , p n r G n p l n r p o p G ,Ap n G p
yuoG o n n n n n n n

said:
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``As for the merciful ones , the Most-Merciful One (Alla
Ãh) will
have mercy on them . Be merciful towards those who are on
earth , and the One in (i .e . above) the heavens will be merciful
towards you . (The word) Ar-Rahim (relatives by way of the
womb) is derived (as are branches from a tree) from (the word)
Ar-Rahma
Ãn (The Most Merciful One Ð Alla
Ãh

(

) . So if one

joins ties with relatives (by way of the womb) , Alla
Ã h will join
ties with him . And if one cuts off those ties , Alla
Ã h will cut off
ties from him .''

[1]

[2]

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1923); in Sahõ
Ãh At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, Al-Alba
Hasan (acceptable) (2/350).

[2]

Ã nõÃ declared this HadõÃth to
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1924); and in Sahõ
Ãh At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, Al-Alba
be authentic (2/350).
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His Mercy Towards Children
Ã lik
1) Anas ibn Ma

4

with the Prophet

|

said, ªAn old man once came, wanting to meet

|

. The people (in the Prophet's gathering) were

y n n p n r n o hn , n n p n r n r n r n r n p n r n z

slow to give the old man space; as a result, the Prophet
8

.&L12t Lq.0

.&L1fU %DL0 %

said:

6
)# .(# Q1

``Whoever is not merciful towards the young among us and
respectful towards the elderly among us Ð is not from us .''

|

[1]

2) `Amr ibn Shu'aib related from his father, who related on the

y n p p n an n n ar p r n hn , n n p n r n r n r n r n p

n r nz

Ãh
authority of his father that the Messenger of Alla

.&L12t
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said:

6
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``Whoever is not merciful towards the young among us and who
does not recognize the honor of the elderly among us , is not from
[2]

us .''

HisMercyTowardsDaughtersandYoungGirlsinGeneral
1) Abu Sa`eed Al-KhudrõÃ

|

4

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla

hrCn ,fp n r p hrCn ,JmG n n Cn Ko n n hrCn ,Jm n n Ko n n m n n p fo o n n z
y n n G n n On Ep p r n Ep n p r o hn p p unG p n n fp n r Co
said:
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``Whenever a person has three daughters , three sisters , two
daughters , or two sisters ; fears Alla
Ãh

(

regarding them (their

upkeep , and in terms of treating them with honor and kindness) ;

[1]

Ã nõÃ declared this HadõÃth to
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1919); and in Sahõ
Ãh At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, Al-Alba
be authentic (2/348).

[2]

Ã nõÃ declared the
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1920); and in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, Al-Alba
authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/349).
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and does good to them (by being kind and generous towards them)
[1]

Ð then that person enters Paradise .''

4

|

Jn o n hrCn p n n , k n n hrCn p r n r G hpCn , k n n hrCn p r n r p dn n r n z
y p r n n n p n G p n o hn n Cn o r o o r n

2) Anas

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla
6
6
)20 /9D

.$0

.; 0;

)19G

. ; 0;

6
)18 .,t 7(?

said:

)19(1

2k .+

.&

.b )#

6
:(t ),(b

``If a person provides for and looks after two or three daughters , or
two or three sisters , until they separate from him (by getting
married or by dying) or until he dies and leaves them behind , then

|

|

he and I will be like these two in Paradise .'' And to show what he
meant by ``these two ,'' he
[2]

pointed to his index and middle

finger .

His Mercy Towards Orphans
4

y p n r G p p r n n n n o hn n Cn gp p r n p hrCn o n

1) Abu Hurairah
6
7(?

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla

2k )18 .,t .+

.&

L1f

-

pp n G o p n z

%191

|

said:

"k .t

``If one provides for , takes care of , and raises an orphan Ð
regardless of whether that orphan is a relative of his or not Ð then
I and he will be like these two in Paradise .''

Explaining what the Prophet

|

Ã lik,
meant by ªthese two,'' Ma

one of the narrators of the HadõÃth, pointed to his index and
middle fingers.

[1]

[3]

Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (5147) and At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1912, 1916). In Sahõ
Ãh At-Targhõ
Ãb Wat-

Ã nõÃ said regarding this HadõÃth, ªIt is authentic by dint of other
Tarhõ
Ãb, Al-Alba
narrations [that either strengthen it or attest to its authenticity].'' (2/429).
[2]

Ahmad in Al-Musnad (19/481) (Hadõ
Ãth number: 12498); and in Sahõ
Ãh At-Targhõ
Ãb

Ã nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/428).
Wat-Tarhõ
Ãb, Al-Alba
[3]

Muslim (2983); Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã related it as well, by way of the Hadõ
Ãth of Sahl ibn Sa'ad

(605).
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|

2) According to a narration that is related by Abu Hurairah
Ãh
man once complained to the Messenger of Alla

4

, a

, saying

about himself that he had a hard heart; or in other words, he
was complaining that he was a person who was heartless and

|

cold, and who lacked the qualities of mercy and compassion.

y n p r p r G p p r Cnhn , p p n G SnCrQn r n r Gpz

The Prophet

said to him:

)1uP$

% c[

%191

FP#

[1]

ªPat the head of an orphan and feed the poor.''

It was as if the Prophet

|

was saying to him, ªIf you strive to

do the deeds that are performed by people who have soft and
gentle hearts, then you too will develop a soft and gentle
heart.''

His Mercy Towards Women and The Weak
4

yIpCn r n Ghn p p n G : p r n p G n Lo n Cn Ep o Gz

1) Abu Hurairah

L$

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla

%191

6
)1l1cY

6
sD

8
LD

8

2&

|

said:

6
6
%,!

``I indeed give a stern warning to those who do not fulfill the
[2]

rights of the two weak persons : the orphan and the woman .''

[1]

Ahmad (14/558, Hadõ
Ãth number: 9018). In At-Targhõ
Ãb Wat-Tarhõ
Ãb (2/323), Imam

Al-MundhirõÃ said, ªAhmad related it, and the narrators through whom he
related this HadõÃth are all narrators of As-SahõÃh (SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã or Muslim).'' AlÃ nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan (acceptable) by dint of other narrations
Alba
that attest to and strengthen it (refer to SahõÃh At-TarghõÃb Wat-TarhõÃb, 2/676).
The compilers of Al-Mausoo'ah Al-HadõÃthiyyah, however, ruled that this HadõÃth
is weak; they did so in their commentary of Musnad Imam Ahmad (13/21)
(HadõÃth number: 7576). The wording of that narration is, ªIf you want your
heart to soften, then feed the poor and pat the head of the orphan.'' Also in
Musnad Imam Ahmad, there is a narration that contains the same wording as

that which is mentioned above in the text of this work (14/558) (HadõÃth
number: 9018).
[2]

Ã nõÃ ruled that this
Ibn Ma
Ãjah (3678); and in Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Ma
Ãjah (2/298), Al-Alba
Hadõ
Ãth is Hasan (acceptable).
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Ã mir ibn Al-Ahwas
2) `A

4

|
|

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

89

reported that he accompanied the
during his farewell pilgrimage. He

further reported that, at one point during the pilgrimage, the
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

delivered a sermon in which he praised

Ã h, and reminded people about their religious duties. And
Alla
Ãh
during that sermon, the Messenger of Alla

yG k r n Ap n p G o r n r Gpz
L1G

8
.P( .1

|

said:

.U.9O

[1]

ªI strongly advise you to treat women well.''

3) Anas

4

|

reported that, in Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet

would,

with the exception of the houses of his wives, enter no house

|

(on a regular basis) except for the house of Umm Sulaim

y n p n n o Cn n p o , n o n QrCn Epz

Upon being asked why that was so, he

6

.

said:

8

2c# .+.G

"9q

.,$D

2&

``Verily , I have mercy upon her ; her brother died while he was in
my company .''

[2]

His Mercy Towards Widows and the Poor
4

|

hpCn ,upG p p n p p p n o n p p r p Ghn p n n Qr n G
yQn n G p Fp

1) Abu Hurairah
" 12 O

2k

reported that the Prophet
J+ .?$ .t

)1uP$

7!# $

6
. ,(

n n p Gz
G n r G p Fp n G

said:

6
2b .P

/! b

6
% .V

6

"1!

% .r

``A person who strives to take care of the needs of the widow and
the poor man is like one who struggles in the way of Alla
Ãh (a
Muja
Ãhid) , or like one who stands during the night (to pray) and
fasts during the day .''
[1]

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is
Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1851); in Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Ma
Ãjah (2/120), Al-Alba
Hasan (acceptable). An-Nasa
ÃÃ
õ and At-Tirmidhõ
Ã also related this Hadõ
Ãth; refer to
Irwa
Ã Al-Ghalõ
Ãl (1997).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2844); refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã, by Ibn Hajar (6/161).
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According to Muslim's narration of this HadõÃth, the Prophet

,upG p p n p p p n o n p p r p Ghn p n n Qr rn G n n
y o p r o n p Fp Ghn , o o r n n

said:

" 12 O

2k

J+ .?$ .t

)1uP$

7!# $

6
L\l0 / % .V

/!b

p n r n Gz
Fp p hn

|

6
2b .P

L9l0 / % .r .t

``A person who strives to take care of the needs of the widow and the
poor man is like one who struggles in the way of Alla
Ãh (a Muja
Ãhid) ,
or like one who stands during the night (to pray) , without getting
[1]

tired ; and fasts during the day , without breaking his fast .''

2) `Abdullah ibn `Aufa
frequently

4

Ãh
said, ªThe Messenger of Alla

remember

unnecessary

words.

Ã h,
Alla

He

and

would

would

prolong

|

rarely

his

would
speak

prayer

and

shorten his sermon. And he would not deem himself above
walking with the widow and the poor man in order to do them
[2]

some service (in order to take care of one of their needs).''

|

3) Umm Junaid
Ãh
Alla

6

|

reported that she once said to the Messenger of

Ãh
, ªO Messenger of Alla

Ã h send prayers
, may Alla

upon you. Verily, it sometimes occurs that a poor man stands

|

at my door, and I cannot find anything to give him.'' The

ygp p n p p r n Ep p p n Or n , k n r o k r p Ep go Ep o n p r o k r n o n j p p n r n frEpz

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

said to her,
6

J0 2k -1

-1ck .k

.qLE# .l!^ /

6
.0 -(1\c8 .,1R -

J?8 %

``If the only thing you find to give him is the burned foot of a cow ,
then give it to him in his hand .''

Here, the Prophet

|

[3]

explained two important points: first, one

should always help people in need; and second, even if one is
[1]
[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5353, 606, 607) and Muslim (2982).
An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is
(1415); in SahõÃh An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã, Al-Alba

authentic (1/456).
[3]

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (1667); in Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d, Al-Alba
authentic (1/464).
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not rich, one should still help the poor according to one's means.
To be sure, a small amount given sincerely by a person of little
means, is better than a large amount given in a haughty,
disdainful, and insincere manner by a person of great wealth.

His Mercy Towards Students of Knowledge
4

|

r
p k nn n r zn

k n r n :G o o n r o o o r CnQn GPn p n , n r p G fn o o r n elG n r Cn r o
y r o o r Ghn ,| upG dp o Qn p p n p

1) Abu Sa`eed

.2DL#

. .rk

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla

%+.$90

(k

%!c

.2!\0

%+.(q

.q

.O

once said:

%u18 #1O

6
71U.1 .2DL#

``A group of people will come to you in order to seek and gain
knowledge . So if you see them , say , `Welcome , welcome! We are

|

giving you this welcome because we have been instructed to do so
by the Messenger of Alla
Ãh

|

.' And Uqnu
Ã hum (teach them).''

One of the narrators of this HadõÃth asked Hakam what the
Prophet

meant by, ªUqnu
Ã hum.'' He replied, ª(Uqnu
Ã hum
[1]

means,) teach them.''

4

Ã lik ibn Huwairith
2) Ma

|

said, ªI and a group of young men of

similar age went to the Prophet

|

, and we stayed with him for

Ãh
twenty days and nights. And the Messenger of Alla

was

merciful and gentle. So when we began to long for our families,
he asked us about the people we had left behind. We told him

, r o h o o hn , r o o n hn , r p p G o p n n r o p r Cn
r o n frP n o r n Io n G Jp n n n GPn p n , n Co o o r CnQn
y r o o n r Cn r o

about [our loved ones], and he said:
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6
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[1]
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n E G o QrGpz
pn n p n n
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.$t

6
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%tJD

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (2650, 2651) and Ibn Ma
Ã jah (247); and in Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1/98), Al-

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan (acceptable).
Alba
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``Return to your families and stay with them . Teach them and
command them [to follow the teachings of Islam] . And pray as
you have seen me pray . And whenever the time for prayer sets in ,
then let one of you make the call to Prayer , and let the eldest
[1]

among you lead the rest of you in Prayer .'''

His Mercy Towards Prisoners
4

|

y n p n G GhOo o hn , n Fp n G G o p r Cnhn - n p rn G p r n - n p n G G o z

Ã sa
Ã
Abu Mu
Z0L$

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla
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said:
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[2]

ªSet prisoners free, feed the hungry, and visit the sick.''

ªSet prisoners free'' refers to Muslim prisoners that are captured

|

during wartime by the enemy; therefore, in the above-mentioned
Ãh
Hadõ
Ãth, the Messenger of Alla

exhorted Muslims to secure the

release of Muslim prisoners by paying whatever ransom money
was being demanded by the enemy.

His Mercy Towards The Sick

|

1) Abu Hurairah

4

Ãh
related that he heard the Messenger of Alla

y p p p r o G nn p p r o G nz

say:

4
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``There are six rights that a Muslim has over another Muslim .''

Ã h?'' The
Someone asked, ªWhat are they, O Messenger of Alla

|

, o n r n r n n n n r n r G GPnEphn , o r p n n cn n On GPnEphn , p r n n r n n o n p n GPnEpz
y o r p n Jn n GPnEphn ,go r o n Vn p n GPnEphn , o r n n unG n p n n n n n GPnEphn

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

replied:
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- FV& .k vEV(9O
6
-c28 .k
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[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (268, 631).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3046).
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``If you meet him , extend greetings of peace to him ; if he invites you
(to his house , for a meal , etc .) , then accept his invitation ; if he
seeks your advice , then advise him ; if he sneezes and then praises
Alla
Ã h , then ask Alla
Ãh to have mercy upon him (by saying to him ,
`May Alla
Ãh have mercy upon you') ; if he becomes sick , then visit
[1]

him ; and if he dies , then follow his funeral procession .''

4

|

y n p r n n p n G p n r o p dr n n r n k p n On n r n z

Ãn
2) Thauba

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla
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said:

.b )#

``Whoever visits a sick person remains among the Khurfa of
Paradise until he returns [from his visit] .''

Ã h, what is the Khurfa of
Someone asked, ªO Messenger of Alla

|

Paradise?'' He
[2]

fruits.''

replied, ª[The Khurfa of Paradise] is its

ªFruits'' here is a metaphor for the rewards one

earns for visiting his sick Muslim brother.

4
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n
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3) `Ali
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reported that he heard the Messenger of Alla
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``Whenever any Muslim visits a (sick) Muslim at the beginning of
the day , then seventy thousands angels will continue to send prayers
upon him until the evening . And if he visits him in the early evening ,
then seventy thousands angels will continue to send prayers upon
him until the morning , and he will have a garden in Paradise .''
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1240, 2162).

[2]

Muslim (2568).

[3]

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã

[3]

Ã nõÃ declared
(969); in SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ (1/497), Al-Alba

authenticity of this HadõÃth.

the
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n

|

np r G unG do r Cn :QmG n p n r n go n r p dn o o n C r o r n r n k p n On n r n z
yVp n n G n p Psn r p uoG go n n E , n n p r n frC p p n r G Tp r n r G HQn

Ãs
4) Ibn `Abba
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reported that the Prophet
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``Whenever one visits a sick person whose moment of dying has yet
to arrive , and if one then says seven times while in his company , `I
ask Alla
Ã h , the Almighty , the Lord of the glorious throne , to cure
you ,' then Alla
Ãh will cure him of that sickness .''

[1]

Ãh
In each of these Aha
Ã dõ
Ãth, the Messenger of Alla

|

expressed

his compassion and concern for the sick. Wanting to benefit the
sick, he, in each of the above-mentioned Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth, advised
Muslims about what they can do to help and to raise the spirits
of the sick.

His Mercy Towards Animals
1) Abu Hurairah

4

related from the Prophet

|

the story of a

man who found a dog that was so thirsty that it was eating wet
soil. The man gave something to drink to the dog, and as a
Ãh
result of his generous and merciful action, Alla

|

(his sins). Abu Hurairah
Prophet

4

(

forgave him

further related that after the

told this story, his Companions

5

asked, ªO

Ã h, are there rewards for us even in animals
Messenger of Alla

y l r Cn m n r Qn m p n o p z

(i.e. even in helping animals)?'' The Prophet

|

said:
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``There is a reward for each wet liver (i.e., a Muslim will receive

reward for helping anything that has a wet liver Ð or in
other words, anything that is alive and that has a spirit).''

[1]

Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (3106) and At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (2083); and in Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (3160), Al-

Ã nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Alba
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Ã rõÃ's wording of this HadõÃth, the
According to Imam Bukha
Prophet

|

said:

y n n r G o n n Or n n o n uoG n n n n z
6
7(?

-!G #k -
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[1]

ªAlla
Ã h forgave him and admitted him into Paradise.''
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yn
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2) Abu Hurairah
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``An
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adulteress

/!b 3!u1
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said:
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was

|

n r n p Jr n , m n p o ImC n r p n p o z
n n n m , Qp p p o r n n hr o r n n n

reported that the Prophet

forgiven

(for

.+ .$H1 -9r;

her

sins) .

#k .,lG :bM(k

This

occurred

because , one day , she passed by a dog that was seated at the head
of a well , a dog whose thirst almost resulted in its death . The
adulteress removed her shoe , tied it to her veil , and then lowered
the shoe into the well in order to draw out some water for the dog .
As a result of that action , she was forgiven (for her sins) .''

3) `Abdullah ibn `Umar

4

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla

n p r nn nn , k o r n n
o o n n r n n n n p n hn , n r n n n

said:
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``A woman was punished because of a cat that she kept confined
until it died of hunger . As a result of what she did , she entered the
Hellfire . That is because she neither fed the cat nor gave it
something to drink when she confined it ; nor did she leave it [to
[3]

roam free] so that it could eat from the vermin of the earth .''
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (173) and Muslim (2244).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3321).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2365) and Muslim (2243).

|
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4

|

fl n r Ep hrC l r n o r p n o n n , k QrRn YoQn r n hrC k r n So p r n m p r o r p z
y l n n n p p o n fn E l n p n hrC

4) Anas

.P&

related that the Prophet
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said:
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``Whenever any Muslim plants a seed or a crop , after which a
bird , a man , or a beast eats from it , then that will be deemed as an
act of charity for that Muslim (i .e . , he will receive the reward one
[1]

receives for giving charity) .''

Ãs
5) Ibn `Abba
after

4

which

related that a man once made a sheep lie down,
he

proceeded

to

|

sharpen

his

blade.

Upon

y! n n p r o frCn n r n n n n r n JnOr n r Cn n ,Jm n r n n n p o frCn o p o Cnz

witnessing the man do that, the Prophet
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said:
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``Do you want to kill it many times over? Should you not have
sharpened your blade before you made it lie down (so as to make
[2]

its slaughter easier upon it) .''

4

|
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Ã d ibn Aus
6) Shadda

Ãh
related that the Messenger of Alla
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``Verily , Alla
Ã h has written excellence (doing something in a good
and an excellent manner) upon each and every thing . So if you kill ,
kill in an excellent manner (with precision , strength , etc .) . And if
[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2320) and Muslim (1552).
Al-Ha
Ã kim

(4/233), who declared it authentic, stating that it fulfilled the

Ã mentioned this HadõÃth in
conditions of both Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã and Muslim. Al-Haithamõ
Ã nõÃ related it in Al-KabõÃr and AlMujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (4/33) and said, ªAt-Tabara
Ausat, and its narrators are all narrators of As-Sahõ
Ãh Ð (i.e. Sahõ
Ãh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã or

Ã nõÃ declared the
Sahõ
Ãh Muslim). And in Sahõ
Ãh At-Targhõ
Ãb Wat-Tarhõ
Ãb, Al-Alba
authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/552).
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you slaughter (an animal) , then slaughter (it) in an excellent
manner : Sharpen your blade and thus make matters easy and more
[1]

comfortable for the animal you are slaughtering .''

5

|

n hn n uoG ) o n n n Ep( n n p r n p n n r n n n GQk o r o n n n r n z
y p n n p G en r n n r n

7) Ibn `Umar
6
">

Ãh
reported that the Messenger of Alla
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``If anyone kills a sparrow or anything above it (in size or
significance) , without having the right to do so , then Alla
Ãh , the
Possessor of Might and Majesty , will ask him about that (deed) on
the Day of Resurrection .''

Ã h, and what does it
Someone asked: ªO Messenger of Alla

|

y n p n r o n n n CrQn r n r n n hn , n n o r n n n n n r n frCnz

mean to have a right to kill it?'' The Prophet

.,1 /#L1k .,O

d\r8 /

said:

.,!t #9k .,E1K8

``It means for you to slaughter it and eat it , rather than for you to
cut off its head and throw it away .''

[2]

3

Ãz (
I heard our esteemed Shaikh, Ibn Ba
sparrow

for sport

is

), say, ªTo kill a

not permissible; there is

no harm,

however, in killing it with the intention of eating it or giving
[3]

its meat away as charity.''
8) One day, Ibn `Umar

5

passed by a group of QuraishõÃ youths

who had erected (or tied down) a bird or a chicken, after which
[1]

Muslim (1955).

[2]

An-Nasa
ÃÃ
õ (4445)

Ã kim declared the
(2/239) and Al-Ha
Ã kim (3/233). Al-Ha

authenticity of this HadõÃth, and Adh-DhahabõÃ concurred. And in SahõÃh AtÃ nõÃ gave this HadõÃth a Hasan grade (i.e., the HadõÃth, though
Targhõ
Ãb (2/552), Al-Alba
not authentic, is acceptable; Hasan is one grading lower than authentic).
[3]

I heard him say this during his lecture series on Sunan An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã (Hadõ
Ãth
number: 4445).
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they proceeded to shoot at it. Their game involved giving each
arrow that missed its target to the owner of the bird. When
they saw Ibn `Umar

5

approaching, they disbanded their

game and hurried off in various directions (to avoid getting

5

into trouble). Ibn `Umar

, having seen the sad state of the

Ã h curse the
abused bird, called out, ªWho did this? May Alla

y k n n Moh G p p k r n n n G p n n n n z

Ãh
one who did this! Verily, the Messenger of Alla
6
-1k .,1R KH8

7
L

.XLe

|

said:

)# )c

``Cursed is he who takes something that has a spirit (i .e . , a
[1]

human being or an animal) as a target .''

Ãd
9) Ibn Mas`u

4

| |

said, ªOnce, while we were on a journey with

Ãh
the Messenger of Alla

, he

went away (from our travel

party) in order to relieve himself. In the meanwhile, we saw a
small, red bird, and with it were two of its chicks. We then took
the bird's chicks; as a result, the bird came, flapped its wings

|

frantically, and drew near to the ground. The Messenger of
Ãh
Alla

y n r n Ep n n n hn GhOQo ? n p p n p gp p n n n n n n z

then came and said:

.,1

7
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.+J .1

K+ d?k )#

``Who has tormented this bird by [taking] its chicks? Return them
to her .''

And when he

|

|

saw an anthill that we burned, he

yQp G HQn Ep Qp p Hn n o frCn p n r n n o Epz

`Who burned this?' We said, `We did.' He
6
.(

7

6

6
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said:

|

asked,

6
2f2(0 / -&

``Verily , none should punish with fire except for the Lord of the
[2]

fire .''

[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5515) and Muslim (1958).
Abu

Da
Ã wu
Ãd

(2675);

and

in

Sahõ
Ãh

authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/146).

Abu

Da
Ã wu
Ã d,

Ã nõÃ declared
Al-Alba

the
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10)

Ã bir ibn `Abdullah
Ja

4

99

reported that the Prophet

|

passed by

a donkey that had been branded on its face. Branding is the
practice of making a permanent mark on an animals Ð

|

usually to identify it Ð by burning it with a hot iron. Upon

y o n n hn j p G uoG n n n z

Ãh
seeing the donkey, the Messenger of Alla
6

-$O

K

said:

)c

ªMay Alla
Ãh curse the one that branded it.''

11)

Ã bir
Ja

4

[1]

Ãh
also related that the Messenger of Alla

|

forbade

the practices of striking on the face and of branding (an
[2]

animal) on the face.''
12)

|

`Abdullah ibn Ja'far
Ãh
Alla

4
4

said, ªOne day, the Messenger of

|
|

had me ride behind him.'' Further on in his

narration, `Abdullah

Ãh
said, ªThe Messenger of Alla

then entered a garden that belonged to a man from the

|

Ã r, and inside of the garden the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
Ansa

|

came across a camel. When the camel saw the Prophet
eyes swelled up with tears. The Prophet

|

its

went to it, patted

it on the back of its head, and remained silent (for a short
period of time). Finally, he

spoke: `Who is the owner of

this camel? To whom does this camel belong?' A young man
from

the

Ãr
Ansa

came

and

said,

6
2

|

`It belongs

to

n E n n o ? n E uoG n n n p G p n n G gp p s unG p n
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Ã h.' The Messenger of Alla
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Messenger of Alla
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``Will you not fear Alla
Ã h regarding this beast , over which Alla
Ãh

(

has granted you ownership . Verily , it has complained to me that
[3]

you make it go hungry and that you overburden it with work .'''

[1]

Muslim (2117).

[2]

Muslim (2116).

[3]

Ahmad (1/205) and Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (2549); and in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2/110),

Ã nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Al-Alba
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|

All of the examples mentioned in the previous examples establish
Ãh
beyond a shadow of a doubt that the Messenger of Alla

was a

mercy for all created beings: humans and jinns, men and women,
Muslims and disbelievers, friends and enemies, animals and
Ã h send prayers
insects, and much more besides these. May Alla
and salutations upon him until the Day of Resurrection.

TheSoftnessofHisHeart,andtheOccasionsonWhichHe | Cried
When the Prophet

|

would cry, he would not sob, wail, or raise

his voice; conversely, when he would laugh, he would not laugh
loudly, coarsely, or boisterously. The words ªmoderate'' and

|

ªrestrained'' could perhaps best be used to describe the crying
Ãh
and the laughter of the Messenger of Alla
If the Prophet

|

.

neither sobbed nor wept in a loud voice, then

|

how did he cry? Through various accounts that describe the
occasions on which the Prophet

cried, we know that his eyes

would be full with tears, and that a wheezing or humming sound
could be heard from his chest. Furthermore, we know that he
would cry only

when doing so was appropriate;

or more

specifically, in the following instances:
He

|

would sometimes cry when he felt compassion for the

people of his Nation, or when he feared that some evil would
befall them.
He

|

would often cry during moments of deep spiritual

introspection, moments during which he felt an overwhelming
Ãh
sense of fear and awe of Alla

(

.

Perhaps he cried most often while reading or listening to the
Ã n. On such occasions, the tears he shed
recitation of the Qur'a
were prompted by love; by a strong feeling of longing; and by
Ãh
a desire to glorify and exalt Alla
[1]

(

[1]

.

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (1/183).
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The following are a number of accounts that describe specific
occasions during which the Prophet cried:

|

|

1) This account pertains to how the Prophet would cry during
late-night voluntary Prayers. BilaÃl 4 said, ªO Messenger of
AllaÃh, why do you cry when (you know that) AllaÃh has
forgiven you for both your past and future sins?ª The Prophet
replied, ªAnd shall I not be a thankful slave! This night a
verse has been revealed to me, and woe upon those who recite
it but do not contemplate its meanings:

|

}K J I H G F E D C B A{

``Verily! In the creation of the heavens and the earth , and in the
alternation of night and day , there are indeed signs for men of
understanding .''

(Qur'aÃn 3:190)[1]

2) Abdullah ibn Ash-ShakkhõÃr 4 said, ªI once went to the Messenger
of AllaÃh while he was praying; and, as a result of his crying, his
chest was making a wheezing sound, which was much the same as
the wheezing sound that emanates from a boiler.[2]

|

|

3) Abdullah ibn Mas`uÃd 4 said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh once
said to me, `Recite the Qur'aÃn to me.' I said, `O Messenger of
AllaÃh! shall I recite for you, when upon you it was revealed?'
He said, 'Yes, for indeed, I would really love to hear it from
someone other than myself.' Ibn Mas`uÃd 4 later recounted, ªI
then recited from the beginning of Chapter ``An-NisaÃ''; and
when I reached the verse,

% $ # " ! ~ } | { z y x{

}

[1]

[2]

(620). Shu'aib Al-ArnaÃoot said, ªIts chain is authentic and
fulfills the conditions of (Imam) Muslim.'' And in Silsilatul-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah
(68), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ said about this HadõÃth, ªIts chain is good.''
Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (904). In Mukhtasar Shama
Ãil At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (Hadõ
Ãth number: 276), AlAlbaÃnõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is authentic.
Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Hibba
Ãn
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``How (will it be) then , when We bring from each nation a witness
and We bring you (O Muhammad) as a witness against these
people?''

(Qur'aÃn 4:41)

his eyes began to flow with tears.''[1]

|

4) To be sure, the Prophet
became very sad when his son
IbraÃhõÃm died; in fact, tears could clearly be seen flowing down
from the Prophet's eyes. Seeing the Prophet upon that state,
'Abdur-RahmaÃn ibn 'Auf 4 said, ªEven you (cry), O
Messenger of AllaÃh?ª The Prophet replied:
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``O Ibn 'Auf , verily , it is simply mercy . . . . Verily , the eye sheds
tears , and the heart becomes sad ; nonetheless , we do not (with our

|

tongues) say anything other than that which pleases our Lord .`` Then
addressing his departed son , the Prophet

said , ``O Ibra
Ãhõ
Ãm , as a

[2]

result of you having parted from us , we are truly sad .``

5) The following narration describes the Prophet's reaction to the
death of one of his daughters; although that daughter's name is
not mentioned in the narration, some scholars have said that she
was Umm KulthuÃm 6, the wife of `UthmaÃn ibn `AffaÃn 4. Anas 4
said, ªWe attended the funeral of one of the Prophet's daughters.''
Anas 4 went on to say, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh was perched
over (his daughter's) grave, and I saw his eyes shedding tears. He
then said, `Is there anyone among you who has not engaged in
sexual intercourse this night?' Abu Talhah 4 replied, `Me.' The
Prophet said, `Then descend into her grave.' Abu Talhah 4
then descended into her grave and buried her.ª[3]

|

|

[1]

[2]

[3]

(4582) and Muslim (800).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1303) and Muslim (2315).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1285 and 1342).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
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|

6) A different account describes how the Prophet cried following
the death of yet another of his daughters. Ibn `AbbaÃs 4 said, ªThe
Messenger of AllaÃh took hold of one of his daughters as she was
on the verge of dying. He embraced her, and then positioned her
above his hands. She then died while being in his hands. When
Umm Ayman 6 then let out a scream, the Messenger of AllaÃh
said, 'Are you crying in the presence of the Messenger of AllaÃh?'
She said, `But do I not see you crying as well?' He said:

|

|
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``Verily , I am not crying ; what you see from me is nothing more than
mercy . Verily , the believer is in a state of complete goodness in each and
every situation . Verily , even while his soul is being removed from his

[1]

body , he is praising Alla
Ãh , the Possessor of Might and Majesty .'''

|

7) The following account describes how the Prophet
cried
following the death of one of his grandsons. UsaÃmah ibn
Zaid 4 said, ªOne of Prophet's daughters sent this message to
the Prophet : 'Verily, my son is dying, so come to us (now).'
(Rather than go to her in person), the Prophet sent her a
message; in it, he extended greetings of peace to her; and
then he said, 'Verily, what AllaÃh takes belongs to Him, and
what AllaÃh gives belongs to Him. And everything, with AllaÃh
(, occurs according to a predetermined appointment. So be
patient, and seek your rewards from AllaÃh.' His daughter then
sent a second message, insisting that he come to her (as soon as
possible). Upon receiving that second message, the Prophet
stood up (in order to visit his daughter); and he was
accompanied by Sa`d ibn 'UbaÃdah 4, Mu'aÃdh ibn Jabal 4,
Ubai ibn Ka'ab 4 Zaid ibn ThaÃbit 4, and a number of other

|

|

|

|

[1]

Ahmad

(1/268); and At-TirmidhõÃ, in Ash-ShamaÃil (324). And in Mukhtasar Ash, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is authentic (HadõÃth number: 279).

Shama
Ã il
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|

men. When the Prophet reached his daughter, the infant was
given to him, and he placed it in his lap.'' According to one
account, UsaÃmah 4 likened the infant's soul and body,
respectively, to something small that shook about in an old,
worn-out, dry container. What he meant by the analogy was that
the infant was weak and frail. UsaÃmah 4 said, ªThen the
Prophet'seyeswelledupwithtears.''UponseeingtheProphet
in that condition, Sa`d 4 said, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, what is
this?'' The Prophet replied, ªThis is mercy, which AllaÃh has
placed in the hearts of His slaves.'' According to one particular
narration, the Prophet said,

|

|

|
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``This is mercy , which Alla
Ãh has placed in the hearts of whichever
of His slaves He wishes . Verily , Alla
Ãh has mercy on only those of

[1]

His slaves that are merciful themselves .''

|

8) `Aaisha 6 said, ªI saw the Messenger of AllaÃh
kissing
`UthmaÃn ibn Madh'uÃn after the latter had just died. This
continued until I saw tears flowing (from the Prophet's eyes).''
According to At-TirmidhõÃ's narration of the story, `Aaisha 6
said, ªThe Prophet , as he cried, kissed `UthmaÃn ibn
Madh'uÃn after the latter had just died.''[2]

|

|

9) The following account describes how the Prophet
cried
while remembering the martyrs of Mo'tah. Anas 4 related
that while the Battle of Mo'tah was still raging abroad, the
Prophet , through revelation that descended upon him, gave
a live account of what was transpiring during the battle. He
announced to his companions the deaths of Zaid 4 and Ja'far
4. He said,

|

|

[1]

[2]

(1284) and Muslim (923).
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (3163), At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (989), and Ibn Ma
Ã jah (1456). And in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan
Ã nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/289).
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d, Al-Alba
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
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``Zaid took the (army's) banner , after which he was struck (by
fatal hits with arrows and swords) ; then , when Ja'far took it , he
too was struck down (to the ground) . Next , Ibn Rawa
Ãhah took the
banner , and he too was then struck .''

|

As the Prophet
described the deaths of those three noble
Companions, tears flowed from his eyes. He
went on to
mention that the banner was then taken by a sword from the
swords of AllaÃh - and here, he of course was referring to KhaÃlid
ibn WalõÃd 4; and that the Muslim army was then granted victory,
and was given a way out of their dangerous predicament.[1]

|

|

|

10) Abu Hurairah 4 related that, one day, the Prophet visited
his mother's grave. As he stood there, he cried, which caused
those around him to cry as well. Explaining why he was
crying, he then said,
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``I asked my Lord permission to pray for my mother's forgiveness .
Then , when He didn't grant me permission to do that , I asked for His
permission to visit her grave . And for that He granted me permission .

[2]

So visit graves , for doing so will remind you about death .''

11) `Abdullah ibn 'Umar 5 reported that, when Sa`d ibn
`UbaÃdah 4 fell ill, Prophet
visited him, and

|

[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
Muslim

(4262).
(108) (946).
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accompanying him during that visit were 'Abdur-RahmaÃn
ibn 'Auf 4, Sa`d ibn Abi WaqqaÃs 4, and 'Abdullah ibn
Mas`uÃd 4. Upon entering the room in which Sa`d 4 was
resting, the Prophet
saw that his sick companion was
surrounded by a number of relatives who were taking care of
him. The Prophet asked, ªHas he died?'' Sa`d's relatives
replied, ªNo, O Messenger of AllaÃh.'' The sight of his
bedridden companion moved the Prophet
to tears, and
his crying caused everyone else in the room to cry as well. The
Prophet then said, ªDo you all not hear? Verily, AllaÃh does
not punish (anyone) for the tears that the eye sheds or for the
sadness that the heart feels; rather, He punishes for this...''[1]
Upon saying, ªFor this,'' the Prophet pointed to his tongue.
Or in other words, AllaÃh does not punish someone for crying
or for feeling sad when a calamity - such as the death of one's
relative - befalls him. But He does punish someone for
speaking evil words with his tongue - for translating his
sadness into speech that is displeasing to AllaÃh (.
12) Al-BaraÃ ibn `AÃzib 4 said, ªWe were with the Messenger of
AllaÃh at a funeral, when, suddenly, he sat at the edge of
the deceased's grave; he then cried continuously until the
soil underneath him became soaked in his tears. He then
said, `O my brothers! It is on an occasion such as this (that
you should cry, remember death, contemplate the Hereafter,
etc.). So prepare yourselves (for your deaths).'''[2]

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

13) During the night that preceded the Battle of Badr, the
members of the Muslim army enjoyed a peaceful night of
sleep - everyone that is, except for the Messenger of AllaÃh ,
who spent the entire night praying and supplicating to AllaÃh.
`Ali ibn Abi TaÃlib 4 said, ªOn the day of Badr, the only
horseman we had with us was Al-MiqdaÃd 4. And I

|

[1]
[2]

(1304) and Muslim (924).
(4195). Both in SahõÃh Ibn MaÃjah (3/369) and in Silsilatul-AhaÃdõÃth AsÃ nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan (acceptable). Ahmad
Sahõ
Ãhah (1751), Al-Alba
also related it in his Musnad (4/294).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã

Ibn Ma
Ã jah
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remember seeing that every single one of us, with the
exception of the Messenger of AllaÃh , was sleeping: He ,
on the other hand, was underneath a tree, praying and crying
until the morning.''[1]

|

|

14) In the following account, `Abdullah ibn `Amr 4 related what
happened one day during a solar eclipse. Other than the
obligatory, Sunnah, and voluntary Prayers that he performed
on a daily basis, the Prophet would also perform other
Prayers on special occasions - one of those occasions being
the period during which a solar eclipse takes place.
Therefore, one day, after the commencement of a solar
eclipse, the Messenger of AllaÃh stood up to pray. When he
performed prostration on the ground, it seemed as if he
would never raise his head off the ground; then, suddenly, he
began to cry and blow with his mouth. Then he stood up,
praised AllaÃh, and said,

|

|
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``The Fire appeared before me , and I began to blow it (in an
attempt to ward it off or extinguish its flames) ; for I feared that it
would descend upon (or envelop) you .''

In one part of the same narration, the Prophet

y r o n n o Cn p r p n r n Cn HQnz
8
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| said,

8

``O my Lord , did You not promise me that You wouldn't punish

[2]

them .''

[1]

(899) (2/53), and Ahmad (1/125, 2/222). And in SahõÃh Ibn
(2/52), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ and Al-`AzhamõÃ ruled that the chain of this
Hadõ
Ãth is authentic.
Ã nõÃ and Al-'AdhamõÃ said, ªThe chain of this
Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Khuzaimah (901). Al-Alba
Hadõ
Ãth is authentic.'' Refer to Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Khuzaimah (2/53); also, in Shama
Ãil AtÃ nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Tirmidhõ
Ã (278), Al-Alba
Ibn Khuzaimah

Khuzaimah

[2]
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|

15) The Prophet cried when he realized he had made a wrong
decision following the Battle of Badr. After the battle was
over with, and after the prisoners were rounded up, the
Messenger of AllaÃh
turned to his two most trusted
advisers and asked them, ªWhat do you think we should do
with these (prisoners)?'' Abu Bakr 4 spoke first: ªO Prophet
of AllaÃh! They are our cousins and our fellow clansmen.
Therefore, I think you should take ransom money from them
(i.e., rather than kill them, you should allow them to buy
their freedom); for (that wealth) will give us strength over the
disbelievers. And perhaps AllaÃh will guide them to Islam.''
ªAnd what do you think, O son of Al-KhattaÃb?'' the
Messenger of AllaÃh
asked 'Umar 4. `Umar 4 replied,
ªBy AllaÃh, no! O Messenger of AllaÃh, I do not see eye-to-eye
with Abu Bakr 4 on this matter. I think that you should
grant us authority over them, so that we can then strike their
necks (i.e., kill them). Therefore, you should grant authority
to `Ali 4 over 'AqõÃl, so that `Ali 4 can then strike his neck.
And give me authority over so-and-so (here, 'Umar 4
mentioned the name of one of his relatives).'' Or in other
words, 'Umar 4 wanted each disbelieving prisoner to be
killed by one of his Muslim relatives. ªFor indeed, these
(prisoners),'' continued 'Umar 4, ªare the leaders and
chieftains of the polytheists.'' When he later described
what happened next, 'Umar 4 said, ªThe Messenger of
AllaÃh liked, not what I said, but what Abu Bakr 4 said.
When I returned the next day, I saw the Messenger of AllaÃh
and Abu Bakr 4, both of whom were sitting down and
crying. I said, `O Messenger of AllaÃh! Tell me why you and
your companion are crying. If I am able to cry, I too will cry;
if not, I will feign crying as a show of solidarity to (both of
you in) your crying.' The Messenger of AllaÃh said,

|

|

|

|
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``I am crying because of what your companions suggested to me ,
in terms of taking ransom money (from the prisoners) . Their
punishment (for doing so) was presented to me , and was nearer
than this tree .'''

It was a tree that was situated very near to the Prophet
then revealed the verse:
/

E}

...

|. AllaÃh

{

: 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

}R Q P O N{:

- .q

``It is not for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of war (and
free them with ransom) until he had made a great slaughter
(among his enemies) in the land . You desire the good of this world
(i .e . the money of ransom for freeing the captives) , but Alla
Ãh
desires (for you) the Hereafter . And Alla
Ãh is All-Mighty , AllWise . Were it not a previous ordainment from Alla
Ãh , a severe
torment would have touched you for what you took . So enjoy
what you have gotten of booty in war , lawful and good .''

8:67-69)

(Qur'aÃn

Thus, as 'Umar 4 pointed out, ªAllaÃh made war booty lawful for
them.ª[1]
16) 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr 5 reported that the Prophet
once
recited these two verses, the first containing the saying of
IbraÃhõÃm /, and the second consisting of the saying of
'EesaÃ /:

|

}) ( ' & % $ # " ! ~{

``O my Lord! They have indeed led astray many among mankind .
But whosoever follows me , he verily is of me .''

(Qur'aÃn 14:36)

}e d c b a ` _ ^ ] \ [{
[1]

Muslim

(1763).
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``If You punish them , they are Your slaves , and if You forgive
them , verily You , only You are the All-Mighty , the All-Wise .''

(Qur'aÃn 5:118)

Having recited these Verses, the Prophet
said,

| raised his hands and
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``O Alla
Ã h , my Ummah (Nation)! my Ummah!'' And then he

|

crying . When this happened , Alla
Ã h said to the noblest of Angels ,
O Jibrõ
Ãl , go to Muhammad , even though your Lord is Most
Knowledgeable , and ask him , `Why are you crying?''' When
Jibrõ
Ãl
Alla
Ãh

/

|

went and asked the said question , the Messenger of
informed him about what he had said (i .e . he informed

him that he was crying out of mercy and compassion for his
Nation) . And of course , Alla
Ãh knows best about why he was
crying . Alla
Ãh

(

then said , ``O Jibrõ
Ãl , go to Muhammad and say

(as a message from Me) , `Verily , We will please you regarding
your

Ummah ,

and

We

[1]

will

not

give

you

cause

(regarding them) .'''

L

[1]

Muslim

(202).
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His Kindness Towards Children
|

In everything he did, the Prophet reached a level of what could
perhaps best be described as human perfection, or human
completeness. Each and every fathomable noble quality he
possessed in the highest degree possible for human beings. His
manners in general, and his treatment of children in particular,
were certainly not exceptions to that rule.
To be sure, the Prophet was serious - he came with a serious
message upon which hinged the ultimate fate of mankind. And
yet, because of his lofty manners, a smile could frequently be seen
on his face. He cared a great deal for his Companions, and if he
was kind towards adults, he was even more kind and caring
towards children. In fact, in his dealings with children, the
Prophet was not only just merciful and kind, but playful as
well. And while we recognize that no one among us can reach his
level of kindness and mercy, we must strive to emulate his lofty
manners and his kind dealings to the best of our abilities. The

|

|

|

|
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following are examples that illustrate the Prophet's kindness
towards children and his cheerful and playful attitude when
dealing with them.

Example Number One:
Recalling an incident that occurred during his childhood, one of
the Prophet's Companions, Mahmood ibn Ar-Rubai' 4 said, ªI
remember the Prophet
taking water from a bucket and
squirting it from his mouth onto my face; at the time, I was five
years old.ª[1] The Prophet did that either playfully or with the
intention of blessing the child. The latter option is possible
because the Prophet
was truly blessed (which is why, for
instance, the Companions 5 would gather the water he would
use for making ablution), and it occurred on more than one
occasion that he would do something similar as a means of
blessing the children of his Companions.[2] Our esteemed Shaikh,
Ibn BaÃz (may AllaÃh have mercy on him), thought that the former
possibility was more likely: That the Prophet
was simply
playing with the child and giving him a dose of good-natured
teasing.[3]

|

|
|

|

|

Example Number Two:
JaÃbir ibn Samurah 4 said, ªOn one occasion I prayed the first
prayer with the Messenger of AllaÃh , and when the prayer was
concluded, he went out to his family; and I went with him. Along
the way, he was welcomed by a group of children. He began to
pass his hands over their cheeks, one child at a time, and he
continued to do so until he reached the last child. As for me, he
passed his hand over my cheeks, and I felt a coolness or wind-like

|

[1]

[2]

[3]

(77) and Muslim (1/456) (265) (33).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ, by Ibn Hajar (1/172).
I heard him say this during a speech he delivered on SahõÃh Al-BukhaÃrõÃ , HadõÃth
number: 77.
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
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quality to the touch of his hands; it was as if he had just removed
his hand from the basket of a perfume vendor.ª[1] JaÃbir 4 said
this because, when a perfume vendor reaches into his basket of
merchandise, his hands become cool after they come into contact
with the perfume he is carrying with him.

Example Number Three:

|

In this example, we will discuss the kindness that the Prophet
showed to his two grandsons, Al-Hasan 4 and Al-Husain 4. The
following accounts should suffice to show how much the Prophet
loved both of them:

|

1) Abu Hurairah 4 said, ªWhile Al-Aqra' ibn HaÃbis At-TamõÃmõÃ
was seated in his company, the Messenger of AllaÃh kissed
Al-Hasan ibn `Ali 4.Upon seeing him do that, Al-Aqra' 4
said, `Verily, I have ten children, and I have never kissed a
single one of them.' The Messenger of AllaÃh looked at him
and then said,

|

yo n r o n o n r n n r nz

|

%DL0 / %DL0 / )#

[2]

``Mercy is not shown to the one that is not merciful himself .''

|

2) `Aaisha 6 said, ªA Bedouin once went to the Prophet and
said, ªYou kiss your children, but we do not kiss ours.ª The
Prophet replied,

|
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``And can I help you (to be merciful) when Alla
Ãh has removed

[3]

mercy from your heart?''

[1]

[2]

[3]

(2329).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5997).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5998) and Muslim (2317).
Muslim
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3) Ibn `Umar 4 said, ªI heard the Prophet

| say,

y n r G n p jn n n r Qn n o z
7
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``They both (i .e . , Al-Hasan

4

.9& .E0

.$+

and Al-Husain

4

) are my two

Raiha
Ãns of this world .''

The word RaihaÃn literally means basil, which is an aromatic
plant of the mint family. Here is what the Prophet meant by
the above-mentioned statement: They are from the things that
AllaÃh has bestowed on me and honored me with.

|

|

4) Abu Bakrah 4 said, ªOnce while the Prophet
was
(standing) on the pulpit, with Al-Hasan 4 by his side, I
heard him [deliver a sermon]. He alternated between looking
at the people and looking at Al-Hasan 4, and he then said,
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``Verily , this son of mine is a leader (chieftain) ; and perhaps ,
through him , Alla
Ãh will make peace between two huge groups of

[1]

Muslims .''

Years later, this prophecy came true, for it was through AlHasan 4 that AllaÃh ( made peace between two huge groups
of Muslims: Mu'aÃwiyah 4 along with his followers, on the one
hand, and the followers of 'Ali ibn Abi TaÃlib 4 on the other.
Al-Hasan 4 ended the conflict by giving up his claim to the
caliphate, and by thus allowing Mu'aÃwiyah 4 to become the
new KhalõÃfah of the Muslim Nation. It was through this
magnanimous gesture on Al-Hasan's part that AllaÃh ( saved
the Muslim Nation from a prolonged war and from the great
bloodshed that would have resulted from that war.[2]
[1]

[2]

(3746).
Refer to BukhaÃrõÃ (2704).
Bukha
Ãrõ
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|

5) Al-BaraÃ 4 said, ªI once saw the Prophet while Al-Hasan ibn
'Ali 4 was sitting on his shoulder. And he said,
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[1]

ªO Alla
Ã h, I indeed love him, so love him as well.''

Example Number Four:
ShaddaÃd 4 reported that on one occasion, while carrying either
Al-Hasan 4 or Al-Husain 4, the Prophet
went out to the
people in order to lead them in one of the two evening prayers.
Upon entering the Masjid, the Messenger of AllaÃh went to the
front, past the first row of worshipers, and placed the child he was
carrying on the ground. Then he said, ªAllaÃh is the Greatest,ª thus
signaling the commencement of the prayer. In the course of that
Prayer, the Prophet
performed an exceptionally long
prostration. His head remained on the ground for so long that
one of the worshipers, ShaddaÃd's father 4, raised his head to see
what was happening. He saw that the Messenger of AllaÃh was
still performing prostration and that his grandson was sitting
down on his back. Seeing that nothing was wrong, ShaddaÃd's
father lowered his head and resumed his prostration.
When the Messenger of AllaÃh completed his Prayer, the people
said, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh! Verily, during the course of your
Prayer, you performed an exceptionally long prostration - so long,
in fact, that we began to think that something was wrong or that
revelation was descending upon you.'' It was neither of the things
you have said:
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``All that happened was that my son (i .e . , grandson) climbed
onto me , and I disliked the idea of rushing him ; rather , I wanted
to wait until he finished doing what he wanted to do (i .e . , until he
dismounted on his own) .``

[1]

Example Number Five:

|

UsaÃmah ibn Zaid 4 said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh would take
me and place me on one of his legs, and he would seat Al-Hasan
ibn `Ali 4 on the other. Then he would bring his two legs together
and say,
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``O Alla
Ãh , have mercy on them , for indeed , I have mercy on them .''

According to one particular account, the Prophet
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[2]

ªO Alla
Ãh, I indeed love them, so love them as well.''

Example Number Six:

|

Abu QataÃdah 4 reported that the Messenger of AllaÃh would
sometimes pray while carrying UmaÃmah bint Zainab bint
Rasoolullah bint Abul-`AÃs 6, who was one of his grand
daughters. Abu QataÃdah 4 said that, when the Prophet
would perform prostration, he would gently place UmaÃmah 4 on
the ground; and that, when he would then stand up, he would
pick her up and carry her again. This narration confirms that the
Prophet would sometimes pray while carrying a child and that
doing so in no way invalidates a person's Prayer.''[3]

|

[1]

[2]
[3]

|

|

(1142) and Musnad Ahmad 3/493); and in SahõÃh An-NasaÃÃõ (1/246), AlAlbaÃnõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6003, 3747, 3735).
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Ã (516, 5996) and Muslim (1/385) (543).
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Example Number Seven:
Umm KhaÃlid ibn Sa`eed 6, who was originally from Abyssinia,
related that, when she was just a small child, she went with her
father in order to visit the Messenger of AllaÃh . And on that day,
she was wearing a yellow-colored shirt. Upon seeing her, the
Messenger of AllaÃh
playfully said, ªSana Sana.'' The word
Sana in the Abyssinian tongue means ªgood''; thus the Prophet
was playfully building a rapport with the child by saying
something to her in her native language. Then Umm KhaÃlid 6
began to play with the Seal of Prophethood, which was situated
on the Prophet's back. When her father reproached her for doing
that, the Messenger of AllaÃh said to him, ªLeave her (i.e., let her
continue to play).'' Then the Prophet
prayed for her three
times, invoking AllaÃh to give her a long life. That was the meaning
or gist of his Prayer consider revising;

|

|

|

|

|
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``What he literally said was that he hoped she would remain alive
even

after

ragged .''

[1]

the

clothes

she

was

wearing

became

torn

and

The Prophet's Prayer was answered, for Umm KhaÃlid 6 lived a
long and blessed life. In fact, it was later said about her, ªNo
woman lived as long as did Umm KhaÃlid.''[2]

Example Number Eight:

|

When he would hear the sound of a baby crying, the Prophet
, out of mercy for both the mother and her child, would shorten
the length of his Prayer. Abu QataÃdah 4 related from his father
that the Prophet said,

|

[1]

[2]
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(3071).
, by Ibn Hajar (1/184).
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``Verily , I sometimes stand for Prayer , intending to prolong its
length ; but then I hear the crying of a baby , and I quicken the
pace of my Prayer , disliking the idea of making matters difficult

[1]

for that child's mother .''

Example Number Nine:
One day, Anas ibn MaÃlik 4 passed by a group of children and
extended greetings of peace to them. He then explained his
behavior, saying, ªThis is what the Prophet would do.ª[2]

|

Example Number Ten:

|

Anas 4 said, ªOf all people, the Prophet had the best manners.
I had a brother whose name was Abu 'Umair. When the Prophet
once came (to us) - I think that, at the time, Abu 'Umair was just
a newly-weaned child - and said,

|
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ªO Abu 'Umair, what has the Nughair done?''

The word Nughair, which means a small bird, rhymed with
the child's name, Abu 'Umair. The Prophet
used this
rhyming play on words in order to cheer up Abu 'Umair 4,
who was sad because the small bird he would play with had
just died.[3]

|

[1]

[2]

[3]
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(707).
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(6247) and Muslim (1708).
, by Ibn Hajar (10/583).
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Example Number Eleven
Today, it often occurs in various Muslim countries that adults
give little importance to children, treating them as if they are all
spoiled brats that need to be disciplined. To be sure, this is a
cultural, and not a religious, phenomenon. Children who attend
congregational Prayers are often relegated to a corner in the back
part of the Masjid, even if they are one of the first to enter the
masjid for prayer. And when it is dinnertime, they are often the
last to receive their share of the food.
The Prophet
treated children differently. He was certainly
merciful towards them; he was definitely kind in his dealings
with them; and, as we have seen in the above-mentioned
narrations, he would play and joke around with them. But
beyond all of that, he treated them with dignity and even with the
respect that is afforded to adults. Thus in Islam, if a young boy
makes it to the front row of the Masjid, no one has the right especially not those who come late for Prayer - to force him to give
up his spot. Similarly, as is clear from the following account, if a
child is to the right of someone who is serving food, while an
adult is sitting to the left, the child has the right to be served first.
Sahl ibn Sa`d 4 related that, on one occasion, a cup containing
drink was given to the Prophet . To the right of the Prophet
sat a young child, the youngest member of the gathering; and to
Prophet's right were seated a number of well-respected elders.
And so after he drank his share from the cup, the Prophet
turned to the child and said,

|

|

|
|
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``O young boy , do you give me permission to first serve the elders

[1]

(that are present in this gathering)?''

[1]

Bukha
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(2351).
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The child replied, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, in terms of receiving a
favor from you,

y?Ap n o s n p r Co frCn p foPn n Cnz
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ªDo you allow me to give (the rest of the drink) to these people.''

|

The Prophet then handed the cup over to him. According to
another account of the same story, the child replied, ªBy AllaÃh,
no! O Messenger of AllaÃh, in terms of the share that I have to
receive from you, I prefer no one to my own self.'' The Messenger
of AllaÃh then placed the cup in the child's hand.[1]

|

Example Number Twelve:

|

Umm Qais bint Maihsin 6 once visited the Prophet , bringing
along with her one of her sons, who had not yet began to eat solid
food. After the Messenger of AllaÃh placed the baby in his lap,
the baby urinated, thus spoiling a part of the Prophet's garment.
Rather than become angry or upset, the Prophet
simply
sprinkled water over the affected part of his garment, without
actually washing it.[2]

|
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[2]
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His Good Manners
First: How He | Encouraged
Others to Develop Good Manners
During Friday sermons, religious speeches, and study circles
one often hears the statement, ªCountless are the number of
people that entered into the fold of Islam because of the noble
manners of the Prophet .'' Or in other words, a great many
people became Muslims primarily because they were impressed
by the Prophet's good manners. Such a statement is, to be sure,
very true. But the question remains, what is meant by the
words ªgood manners''? One thing is for certain: good
manners, in Islam, do not refer to the proper etiquette of
using knives and forks at the dinner table. That being said, a
number of small etiquettes and proper behaviors are correctly
identified as being individual examples of good manners.

|
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Therefore, when a child is polite and respectful towards his
elders, when one is humble and kind towards the poor and
needy, when one gives others the respect they deserve, when
one does not speak out of turn, one is demonstating good
manners. And the list goes on endlessly.
Therefore, we can correctly conclude that good manners refer, not
to a few simple etiquettes, but to a group of noble characteristics
and praiseworthy actions, such as the following: Generosity,
forbearance, forgiveness, leniency, chastity, fairness, gentleness,
humbleness, justness, mercy, kindness, and bravery. Manners,
therefore, are a number of components that come together to form
a person's character.
On numerous occasions throughout his life, the Prophet
stressed the importance of having good manners. The following
consists of a number of reasons why Muslims should strive to
adopt good manners, both in speech and in deed:

|

1) A principal goal in the life of every Muslim is to have strong
Faith - or in other words, strong ImaÃn. That being the case, we
need to understand that various aspects of Islam are linked
together. That is why, for instance, Abu Bakr 4 decided to
fight the apostates when they refused to pay ZakaÃt. Abu
Bakr 4 did not see their refusal as a minor infraction; rather, he
correctly understood that ZakaÃt is not an Islamic teaching that
is unrelated to other Islamic teachings. To the contrary, it is
closely linked to all of the other pillars of Islam. Therefore,
refusing to pay ZakaÃt is similar to refusing to pray or to fast.
Similarly, other aspects of Islam are linked to each other. And
so in that light, strong Faith (ImaÃn) is indelibly linked to good
manners. The two have a causal relationship: The better one's
manners, the stronger one's Faith. That is because the Prophet
said,

|
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``The believers that will have the most complete Faith (Ima
Ãn) are
the ones that have the best manners .''

[1]

|

2) As Muslims, we all love the Prophet , and on the Day of
Resurrection, we will all want to be as near to him as possible.
But in order to be near to him in the Hereafter, we need to work
hard and prove our worthiness in this world. One of the things
we need to work hard on is improving our manners, for if we
do so, we will, AllaÃh willing, be near the Prophet on that
most difficult of days - the Day of Resurrection. The Prophet
said,
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``Verily , among the most beloved of you to me , and the ones that
will be seated nearest to me on the Day of Resurrection , are those

[2]

among you that have the best manners .''

3) For disbelievers, this life is a competition of sorts, a
competition to see who can acquire the most wealth, who
can enjoy the best lifestyle, and who can achieve the most
power. The believer recognizes these worldly
accomplishments as being fleeting, temporary, and destined
for a quick end. Nonetheless, for the believer this life is also a
competition, but for him it is a competition to see who can
please AllaÃh the most, to see who can achieve the greatest
rewards for the Hereafter. Every competition requires skills
and talents, and perhaps the greatest skill that a believer must
[1]

[2]

(3/437) (1162) and Abu DaÃwuÃd (4/220). And in SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ
(1/340), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan (acceptable).
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã

(3/370) (2019); and in SahõÃh Sunan At-TirmidhõÃ, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared
the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã
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possess in order to outdo other believers is that of having good
manners. For the Prophet said,

|
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``Verily , among the best of you are those of you that possess the
best manners .''

[1]

4) The goal of every nation should be to prosper and survive.
Historically, survival has been an unattainable goal for most
nations. If, while perusing a history book, one of us were to
read about the rise of a country, we can be certain that a few
pages later we would be reading about its downfall. Recently,
many books have been written about the causes that bring
about the fall of nations; and the themes that authors
repeatedly discuss in such books are corruption, decadence,
and evil manners on a widespread scale. An Arab poet once
wrote, A nation's life-support is its manners, if its manners
go, it goes with them. ªOn the Day of Resurrection, each one
of us will wish that his scale of good deeds will be heavy; and
each one of us will want to be high in ranking among the
believers.''
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``On the Day of Resurrection , nothing is heavier in the scale of the
believer than good manners .''

And, with AllaÃh's permission, we can achieve both of these
goals if we improve the quality of our manners. The Prophet
said,
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(10/452) (6029) and Muslim (4/1810) (2321).
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``Verily , through his good manners the believer reaches the level
of someone who (constantly) fasts and stands (up late in the night

[1]

to pray) .''

And in another HadõÃth, he

| said,
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``If you have four things in you , so don't warry about what lost the
worldly things from you . Protection of Amanah (honesty trust etc .)

[2]

truth in speech , good morals and avoiding from anlawful foods .''

|

5) The Prophet
advised Muslims in general, and Muslim
preachers in particular, to have good manners in their dealings
with people. When the Prophet sent Mu'aÃdh ibn Jabal 4 to
Yemen, he made him the governor and judge of that region; he
further expected Mu'aÃdh 4 to preach the message of Islam to
those of Yemen's inhabitants that had not yet become
Muslims. And one of the things the Prophet
said to
Mu'aÃdh 4 before he left was,
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ªAnd show good manners in your dealings with people.''

|

6) In one verse of the Qur'aÃn, AllaÃh exhorted His Prophet to
show good manners; in another, He ( praised the Prophet
for having good manners; in a HadõÃth, the Messenger of AllaÃh
[1]

(3/253) (4799) and At-TirmidhõÃ (4/362) (2002). And in SahõÃh Abu
(3/911), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Ã nõÃ declared the
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (4/252) (4798). And in Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d, Al-Alba
authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Ã nõÃ
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (4/355) (2389); and in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (2/192), Al-Alba
declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Abu Da
Ã wu
Ãd
Da
Ãwu
Ãd

[2]

[3]

|
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| stated that he was sent only to complete good manners in

himself and in others - to be sure, all of these examples attest to
the importance of good manners in Islam. In chapter, Al-'AraÃf,
AllaÃh said:

}} | { z y x w{

``Show forgiveness , enjoin what is good , and turn away from the
foolish (i .e . don't punish them) .''

(Qur'aÃn 7:199)

In chapter Al-Qalam, He ( said:

}` _ ^ ]{

``And verily , you (O Muhammad) are on an exalted standard of
character .''

(Qur'aÃn 68: 4)

In a HadõÃth the Prophet

| said,
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``Verily , I have been sent only to complete good manners [in

[1]

myself and in others] .''

And upon being asked about the character of the Prophet
`Aaisha 6 replied,
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``Verily , the character of your Prophet
Qur'a
Ã n .''

[1]

[2]

[2]

|
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was , simply put , the

Al-Baihaqõ
Ã in Sunan Al-Kubra (10/192) (and the above-mentioned wording is
from his narration of the HadõÃth); Musnad Ahmad (2/381); and Al-HaÃkim, who
ruled that this HadõÃth is authentic. Adh-DhahabõÃ concurred with Al-HaÃkim's
ruling on this HadõÃth (2/613). Refer to Al-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah, by Al-AlbaÃnõÃ (1/
75) (45).
Muslim (1/513) (746).
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7) Good manners results in a greater number of people
appreciating and entering into the fold of Islam. This
principle has been tried and tested throughout the centuries.
Entire nations - Indonesia being often mentioned in this regard
- have entered into the fold of Islam because they became
impressed by the good manners and just dealings of Muslim
preachers, soldiers, and even businessmen.

|

If one were to study the biography of the Prophet , one would
find numerous examples of people becoming Muslims because
they became impressed with Prophet's noble character and
good manners. One convert described to the Prophet
the
effect his character had on him: ªBy AllaÃh, throughout the entire
earth, no face was more despised by me than your face; and yet
now your face has become the most beloved of faces to me.'' A
Bedouin, having been chastised by others but treated gently by
the Prophet , said, ªO AllaÃh, have mercy on me and on
Muhammad, and do not have mercy on anyone other than us.''
The Prophet then pointed out that it was wrong of him to
limit AllaÃh's mercy to just two people, since AllaÃh's mercy is
vast and encompasses all things. The Prophet said, ªVerily,
you have made narrow that which is wide and vast.''[1]

|

|
|

|

Another man who had recently entered into the fold of Islam
said, ªMay my father and mother be sacrificed for him; neither
before nor after his time have I met anyone who teaches better
than him. By AllaÃh, he neither cursed me, nor hit me, nor
frowned at me.ª[2]
And yet another man who had only recently converted returned
to his people and said, ªO my people, embrace Islam, for
Muhammad gives like one who has no fear of poverty.''[3] And
[1]

[2]

[3]

(601).
(537).
Muslim (2312).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
Muslim
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|

a man who had been among the most bitter foes of Prophet
gave this testimony: ªBy AllaÃh, the Messenger of AllaÃh gave
me a great deal, and that at a time when he was the most
despised of people to me. He then continued to give me more
and more until he became the most beloved of people to me.''[1]
And yet another man, having been forgiven by the Prophet
for his crimes, returned to his people and said, ªI have come to
you from the best of people.'' He then preached the message of
Islam to his people, and as a result, a great many of them
became Muslims.
8) In his Prayers, the Prophet would ask for the best from this
world and the Hereafter. Therefore, if he asked for a particular
thing, it behooves us to ask for that very same thing. One of the
things the Prophet frequently asked for was for AllaÃh to
guide him to have good manners. In fact, he would start his
late-night voluntary Prayers with the supplication,
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``And guide me to the best of manners , for none save You guides
[people] to the best of manners .''

And he

[2]

| would also say,
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``O Alla
Ãh , just as You have fashioned me physically upon a good
form , help me make better my manners .''

[3]

9) By improving our manners, we become better liked by others;
in fact, good manners are known to have the effect of turning
[1]

[2]

[3]

(2313).
Muslim (1/534) (770).
Ã nõÃ
Al-Baihaqõ
Ã and Ahmad (6/68); and in Al-Irwa
Ã Al-Ghaleel (1/113) (74), Al-Alba
declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Muslim
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enemies into friends. Therefore, good manners are
indispensable tools for Muslims - particularly for Muslims
who fulfill their duty of spreading the message of Islam to
others. A Muslim who propagates the message of Islam wields
his influence not with money or promises of favors, but with a
smiling face and good manners.
10) If a Muslim tries to propagate the message of Islam to
others but does not have good manners, he will only
succeed in turning people away from the truth. No matter
how much knowledge and experience he has, people will
not benefit from him. This is because people inherently
reject what they hear from a person who is arrogant,
overbearing, disparaging, and rude in his dealings with
others - even if everything he says is the absolute, onehundred percent truth. And that is why AllaÃh said to His
Noble Prophet :

|
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``And by the Mercy of Alla
Ãh , you dealt with them gently . And
had you been severe and harsh-hearted , they would have broken
away

from

about

you ;

so

pass

over

(their

faults) ,

and

ask

(Alla
Ãh's) Forgiveness for them ; and consult them in the affairs .''

(Qur'aÃn 3:159)

Y X W V U T{

In another Verse, He ( said:

}

``And be kind and humble to the believers who follow you .''

(Qur'aÃn 26:215)

In another Verse, He ( said:
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``Verily , there has come unto you a Messenger (Muhammad)
from amongst yourselves (i .e . whom you know well) . It grieves
him

that

you

should

receive

any

injury

or

difficulty .

He

(Muhammad) is anxious over you (to be rightly guided , to
repent to Alla
Ãh , and beg Him to pardon and forgive your sins , in
order

that

you

may

enter

Paradise

and

be

saved

from

the

punishment of the Hellfire) , for the believers (he is) full of pity ,
kind and merciful .''

(Qur'aÃn 9:128)

Elsewhere in the Qur'aÃn, AllaÃh ( said:
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``Indeed Alla
Ã h conferred a great favour on the believers when He
sent

among

them

a

Messenger

(Muhammad)

from

among

themselves , reciting unto them His Verses (the Qur'a
Ã n) , and
purifying

them

(from

sins

by

their

following

|

him) ,

and

instructing them (in) the Book (the Qur'a
Ãn) and Al-Hikmah
(the wisdom and the Sunnah of the Prophet
statements , acts of worship , etc .) .''

i .e . his legal ways ,

(Qur'aÃn 3:164)

}W V U T S{

``And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not but as a mercy
for the 'Alamõ
Ãn (mankind , jinns and all that exists) .''

21:107)

(Qur'aÃn

}L K J I H G F E D C{

``Muhammad is the Messenger of Alla
Ã h , and those who are with
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him

are

severe

against

disbelievers ,

and

merciful

among
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themselves .''

"!
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(Qur'aÃn 48:29)
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``O Prophet

(Muhammad

|

)! Verily , We have sent you as a

witness , a bearer of glad tidings , a warner , - one who invites to
Alla
Ã h [Islamic Monotheism , i .e . to worship none but Alla
Ãh
(Alone)] by His Leave and as a lamp spreading light (through

|

your instructions from the Qur'a
Ãn and the Sunnah - the legal
ways of the Prophet

) . And announce to the believers (in the

Oneness of Alla
Ã h and in His Messenger Muhammad) the glad
tidings , that they will have from Alla
Ãh a great bounty .''

33:45-47)

(Qur'aÃn

It try befits us to try to imitate the Prophet's good manners to the
best of our ability, just as it behooves us to follow his example in
every aspect of his life. AllaÃh ( said:

[ Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O{
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``Indeed in the Messenger of Alla
Ã h (Muhammad) you have a
good example to follow for him who hopes in (the Meeting
with) Alla
Ã h and the Last Day and remembers Alla
Ã h much .''

(Qur'aÃn 33:21)

11) Vis-a-vis our relationship with the teachings of Islam, we
must pass through three stages, and we may not skip to an
advanced stage before we master the one that comes before
it. The stages are, in order: Seeking out knowledge, applying
what we learn, and teaching what we learn to others. As is
made clear in the following verse, we may not skip to stage
three before we apply stage two:
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``O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not do?
Most hateful it is with Alla
Ãh that you say that which you do not
do .''

(Qur'aÃn 61:2,3)

As for the first stage, that of seeking out knowledge, it is the very
first thing that AllaÃh has commanded us to aquire:

}< ; : 9 8 7 6 5 4 3{

``So know (O Muhammad) that La ilaha ill-Alla
Ã h (none has the
right to be worshipped but Alla
Ãh) , and ask forgiveness for your
sin , and also for the (sin of) believing men and believing women .''

(Qur'aÃn 47:19)

And in one of the most important chapters of the Qur'aÃn, AllaÃh
made it clear that performing ªrighteous good deeds'' comes
before calling ªone another to the truth'':

: 9 8 7 6 5 }4>3=2 <1;{
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Q
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``By Al-`Asr (The Time) . Verily! Man is in loss , except those
who believe (in Islamic Monotheism) and do righteous good
deeds , and recommend one another to the truth (i .e . order one
another to perform all kinds of good deeds (Al-Ma`ru
Ã f) which
Alla
Ã h has ordained , and abstain from all kinds of sins and evil
deeds (Al-Munkar) which Alla
Ãh has forbidden) , and exhort one
another

to

patience

(for

the

sufferings ,

harms ,

and

injuries

which one may encounter in Alla
Ã h's Cause during preaching
His Religion of Islamic Monotheism or Jiha
Ãd , etc .) .''

103: 1-3)

(Quran
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Just as following the above-mentioned three stages in order
applies to all of the teachings of Islam in general, it applies to good
manners in particular. Sadly, some of the very people who preach
Islam, and by extension good manners, to others, are found
lacking these teachings themselves. If we, as Muslims, want to
represent the true teachings of Islam to others, we must do so in
practice and not just in speech, take on the same good manners
that the Prophet and his Companions applied in their lives.
After all, it is very true that people pay more attention to what we
do than to what we say.
12) The more righteous, pious, and well-mannered one is, the
more lucid one's thinking becomes, and the more capable
one becomes of judging between right and wrong. Especially
in matters that pertain to right and wrong, to good decisions
and bad decisions, the righteous, well-mannered person is,
with AllaÃh's help, able to see through the thick foggy air of
confusion and doubt, and to see things as they really are.
AllaÃh said:

|
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``O you who believe! If you obey and fear Alla
Ãh , He will grant you
Furqa
Ã n (a criterion) [(to judge between right and wrong) , or
(Makhraj , i .e . making a way for you to get out from every
difficulty)]''

(Qur'aÃn 8:29)

13) Simply put, every intention we make, statement we utter and
action we perform should be done solely for the sake of
pleasing AllaÃh, the Possessor of Might and Majesty.
Similarly, we should, in everything we do, have two other
goals that are in harmony with the above-mentioned goal:
The first is to be saved from the Hellfire, and the second is to
successfully enter Paradise. Therefore, as with all of our other
deeds, we should develop good manners in order to be saved
from the Hellfire and in order to successfully enter Paradise.
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The following narration underscores the importance of those
two goals. The Prophet once asked a man, ªWhat do you
say during Prayer?ª The man answered, ªI make TashaÃhhud
(i.e. when I am in the seated position of prayer, I say the
famous TashaÃhhud supplication, which is thus named
because it contains in it the ShahaÃdah, the testimony that
none has the right to be worshiped but AllaÃh). Then I ask
AllaÃh for Paradise and I seek refuge with Him from the
Hellfire. Lo! By AllaÃh! I do not know well that which you
utter in a low voice, nor do I know well that which
Mu'aÃdh 4 utter in a low voice.ª Or in other words, after
you and Mu'aÃdh 4 recite the TashaÃhhud supplication, I cannot
hear clearly the supplications you both make; therefore, not
having memorized what the both of you say, I make a simple
prayer, asking AllaÃh to save me from the Hellfire and to
admit me into Paradise. Scholars say that the man mentioned
Mu'aÃdh 4 either because he was a member of his tribe or
because he would sometimes pray congregational prayer
behind him. At any rate, the Prophet then said, ª[Not to
worry, for] it is about those matters (i.e. the Hellfire and
Paradise) that we in tone in low voices.ª[1] Or in other
words, as simple as your words are, your prayer represents
the gist of what we ask for in our prayers.

|

|

And we should know that, if Paradise is our ultimate aim,
good manners can help us get there, for the Prophet said,

|
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``I guarantee a house in the outermost parts of Paradise (but ,
obviously , still within Paradise itself) for the one who stops
arguing even though he is in the right ; a house in the middle of
Paradise for one who refrains from lying , even if he is only
joking ; and a house in the uppermost part of Paradise for one who

[1]

develops good manners .''

14) Good manners rank very high among the deeds that help a
Muslim in his goal of entering Paradise. When the Prophet
was asked about the deeds that most often lead to people
entering Paradise, he said,
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ªTaqwallah (the fear of Alla
Ã h) and good manners.ª

Conversely, good manners help save Muslims from the
Hellfire. 'Abdullah ibn Mas`uÃd 4 said,
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``Shall I not inform you about those upon whom the Hellfire is
forbidden? It is forbidden upon every person that is near to the
people , that is calm and flexible , and that is easy-going , cheerful ,
and forbearing .''

[1]

[2]

Ã nõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan (acceptable) both
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (4800). Al-Alba
in SahõÃh Abu DaÃwuÃd (3/911) and Silsilatul-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah (273).
(4/363) (2005). Refer to JaÃmai' Al-Usool (11/694). And in SahõÃh At(2/194), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ ruled that this HadõÃth is Hasan.

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã
Tirimdhõ
Ã

[3]

[3]

(4/654) (2488). Refer to JaÃmai' Al-Usool (11/698). And in SahõÃh At, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
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Ã
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Ã
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Second: The Prophet's Good Manners
In the previous section, we discussed sayings in which the
Prophet exhorted Muslims to develop good manners. But what
about the Prophet himself? How were his manners? To be sure,
the Prophet had excellent, nay, the best of manners. Anything
he said about manners, he practiced himself; and anything the
Qur'aÃn said about manners, he translated into action. In fact,
when asked about the Prophet's character, 'Aaisha 6 said, ªHis
character, simply put, was the Qur'aÃn.ª Or in other words, the
Prophet was a walking, talking manifestation of the Qur'aÃn's
teachings.
To do justice to the topic of the Prophet's manners, we would
require many volumes of print-space. For, as I mentioned earlier,
the topic of good manners is vast, encompassing a broad range of
noble qualities and deeds: such as forbearance; generosity and
nobility; forgiveness; gentleness and leniency; patience;
determination; steadfastness; justice and fairness; truthfulness
and faithfulness; selflessness and mercy; chastity and
humbleness; abstemiousness and enthusiasm; bravery and
trustworthiness; kindness and politeness; and sincerity.
Ã h have mercy on
In Mada
Ãrij As-Sa
Ãlikõ
Ãn, Ibn Al-Qayyim (May Alla
him) pointed out four principal manners: ªGood manners stand
upon four pillars. They cannot stand except upon them: Patience,
chastity, bravery, and justice. All noble manners are derived from
these four.ª[1]
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His | Generosity
Generosity ranks high within the category of good manners. To
fully appreciate the quality of generosity, (the reader would do
well to know the ten stages of generosity:)
1) Generosity with One's Life: This, of course, is the highest level
of generosity. It involves sacrificing one's life for the lives of
others or for a noble cause. This kind of generosity was shown
by 'Ikrimah 4 and a group of wounded soldiers. As they lay
on the ground of a battlefield, water was brought to them.
Although they were all severely wounded, each one of them
preferred passing on the water to his companion, to the man
next to him; in the end, they all died, without any of them
having taken even a sip of the water.
2) Generosity through Authority: A leader can help others in
ways that no one else can. For instance, with the wealth of his
people at his disposal, he can help those of his citizens that are
in need.
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3) Generosity through Time: Rather than seek rest, a person can
use one's extra time to generously help others.
4) Generosity through Knowledge: A knowledgeable person is
generous with his knowledge when he strives to impart it to
others. This is one of the highest stages of generosity, and is
even better than showing generosity with one's wealth.
5) Generosity through Status: If a person is well-respected and
highly-regarded in a community, he can use his influence to
intercede on behalf of the weak and the helpless.
6) Generosity with physical actions: This stage involves a broad
range of actions - such as helping a man put his luggage into
his car, or using one's tongue to speak a kind word. All such
actions are deemed acts of charity.
7) Generosity through Honor: An example of this kind of
generosity is for one to forgive the person who cursed him,
spoke ill of him behind his back, or slandered him in some
way.
8) Generosity through Patience: This stage involves the acts of
putting up with people's mistakes and restraining one's anger.
This stage, like 'Generosity through knowledge,' is better than
the generosity a person shows with is wealth.
9) Generosity through Good Manners: This stage involves being
easy-going and cheerful and showing a smiling face. Patience
in and of itself is good, but patience that is combined with good
manners and kind deeds is even better.
10) Generosity through Contentment: This stage involves being
generous in spirit, by being content with that which AllaÃh (
blesses one with, and by not looking covetously at the things
AllaÃh ( has blessed others with.
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In each of the preceding stages, one has a choice between doing
something for oneself as against doing it for others. Acting on the
latter choice is the meaning of generosity. We would do well to
remember that AllaÃh ( has guaranteed an increase [in wealth,
blessings, happiness, etc.] for those who are generous, and
destruction and ruin for those who hold back what AllaÃh ( has
given them.[1]
The Prophet
applied all of the afore mentioned stages of
generosity. The following are just a few of examples of how the
Prophet was generous with his wealth.

|

|

Example Number One:
Anas 4 said, ªWhenever, based on the ties of Islam, the
Messenger of AllaÃh
was asked for something, he
would
always give it. When a man once went to him, the Prophet gave
him all of the sheep that filled the open space between two
mountains. When he returned to his people, he said, 'O my
people, embrace Islam, for Muhammad gives like one who has no
fear of poverty.'ª[2]
The Prophet gave generously in order to please AllaÃh (, in
order to win over the hearts of others and in order to encourage
others to embrace Islam. One might ask, well, didn't people take
money from him based purely on worldly motives? The answer
is, yes, people did initially take money simply for material gain,
but then - by the grace of AllaÃh, and then because of the noble
actions of the Prophet - very little time went by before such
people underwent a change of heart, developing a sincere
attachment to and belief in Islam. They developed strong Faith,
and were transformed from takers into givers, spending large
quantities of their wealth on noble causes. If they initially sought
material gain, only a short while passed before they began to love

|

|
|

|

|

[1]

[2]

Refer to MadaÃrij As-SaÃlikõÃn, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (2/293-296).
Muslim (2312).
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the Prophet
wealth.[1]

| more than the world and all of the world's

Example Number Two:
In his SahõÃh compilation, Imam Muslim related a narration that
describes how, after the Conquest of Makkah, the Prophet
engaged the last remaining stronghold of the disbelievers in the
region, at a place called Hunain. The early stages of the battle that
ensued were difficult, but in the end, AllaÃh bestowed victory
upon the Muslims. On that day - a day during which the Muslims
gained a large quantity of war booty - the Prophet was most
generous to those members of the Quraish that had just embraced
Islam or that were still uncertain as to whether or not they would
become Muslims.
Here (I am speaking of) people who had shown enmity towards
the Prophet for many years and in spite of their past evils, and
in spite of the fact that the Muslims did not need their help - for
Islam by that time had many adherents - the Prophet not only
forgave them, but acted generously towards them as well. For
example, as he was distributing the spoils of Hunain, the Prophet
gave one-hundred sheep to SafwaÃn ibn Umayyah, one of the
bitterest foes of Islam. Then during the same meeting the Prophet
gave him one-hundred more sheep; and then he gave him
yet another one-hundred sheep. At the time, SafwaÃn was a
polytheist, but he was so moved by the Prophet's generosity that
he embraced Islam. He 4 later said, ªBy AllaÃh, the Messenger of
AllaÃh gave me a great deal, and at that time he was the most
despised of people to me. He then continued to give me more and
more until he became the most beloved of people to me.ª[2]
Anas 4 said, ªIf all a man wanted was worldly benefit (which is
what prompted him to accept generous gifts from the Prophet ),

|

|

|

|
|

|

|

|

|

[1]

[2]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (15/72).
Muslim (2313).
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then no sooner did he embrace Islam that Islam became more
beloved to him than the earth and all that is upon it.''[1] Here,
Anas 4 pointed out a very interesting phenomenon: During the
Prophet's lifetime, some people embraced Islam after being on the
receiving end of the Prophet's generosity. Initially, such people
were motivated by a desire for worldly gain. But then, often in an
instant, their hearts changed: they began to believe sincerely in
Islam. That they became true in their Faith is not mere conjecture
on my part; rather, they proved their sincerity by the great
generosity they then showed for noble causes, and by the great
sacrifices they then made in order to further the cause of Islam.
Some might ask the question, ªWhy did those people undergo
such a quick change in heart?ª First and foremost, the sudden
change they underwent occurred because, through His Grace and
Mercy, AllaÃh guided them to Islam. But I believe there are two
secondary reasons why they so quickly transformed from moneyhungry, greedy people into sincere and strong believers. The first
is that the Prophet was truly blessed; in an instant of unbiased
observation one could see him for what he truly was: a great,
kind, noble, and merciful Prophet . And being on the receiving
end of his generosity gave people the opportunity to forget the
biases and prejudices they held against him - which in turn gave
them the opportunity to see him for what he really was for the
very first time. The second reason was that the Prophet , in
being so generous, and at the same time so disdainful towards
wealth, opened the eyes of people to an important reality: That
the standard of greatness and true nobility is not having,
accumulating, or saving a great deal of wealth; rather, it is
having a noble character, a generous disposition, and lofty
manners.
The Prophet would not give more to those whom he loved the
best; rather, he would give to people who had weak faith, people

|

|

|

|

[1]

Muslim

(2312).
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who, under the wrong circumstances, could easily leave the fold
of Islam. Such people, the Prophet felt, needed encouragement.
He said,

|

|
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[1]

2\c0

``This perhaps explains why he would give 100 camels to certain

[2]

men from the Quraish .''

and very little, if anything, to the people of the AnsaÃr - the native
inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah whom he loved a great deal.

Example Number Three:
Some Muslims are harsh towards non-Muslims, thinking that, in
doing so, they are following the teachings of Islam. To be sure,
they are wrong. While a Muslim hates disbelief, he desires good
for the disbelievers: He wants them to be guided to Islam, so that
they can be saved from the Hellfire. As such, the Prophet was
kind and generous towards non-Muslims.
On one occasion, upon coming across a disbelieving woman, the
Prophet used the water she had in two canteens in order to
provide drink for his Companions 5. Through a miracle from
AllaÃh, the canteens became more filled than they had been when
the Prophet
began to remove water from them. After this
occurred, the Prophet
said to his Companions 5, ªGather

|

|

|

[1]

[2]

|

(1478) and Muslim (1059).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/249) (3143-3349).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
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[food] for her.'' The Companions 5 gathered dates, flour, and
grains. Once they had gathered a large quantity of those food
items, they placed it all in a garment and then loaded it all onto
her camel. The Prophet then said to her, ªGo and use this food
to feed your relatives. You indeed know, by AllaÃh, that we have
not caused your supply of water to decrease at all; rather, it was
AllaÃh Who provided us with drink.''
Upon returning to her homeland, the woman said to her people,
ªI have met someone who is more skilled in magic than all other
people; either that or he is a Prophet , as they claim.'' Through
her, AllaÃh guided her township: First, she embraced Islam, and
then her people did the same.[1]
According to one account, when the woman returned to her
people, they did not embrace Islam immediately. Instead, they
went through a period during which they witnessed units of
Muslim soldiers attacking neighboring townships; oddly, they
did not attack the township in which the woman lived. Then
one day the woman said to her people, ªI think they are
abstaining from attacking you on purpose.'' Or in other words,
I think that because of me, or to honor the good encounter I
had with them, they are leaving us all alone, and attacking
others instead. She then went on to say, ªSo will you not
embrace Islam?'' They obeyed her, and all at once they entered
into the fold of Islam.[2]

|

|

Two things that helped convince the woman that she should
embrace Islam:
First, she was amazed by the miracle she witnessed: Even though
the Prophet
withdrew a great quantity of water from her
canteens, they remained full, as if he had never touched them, or
as if he had actually added water to them. That occurrence was

|

[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã

(6/580) (3571) and Muslim (1/476) (682).
(1/448) (344).
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one of many miracles that proved the truthfulness of the
Prophet's message. And second, she was overwhelmed by the
generosity of the Prophet . They both did not share the same
faith; they were not from the same tribe; in fact, they had almost
nothing in common. And yet he generously helped her, giving
her a large quantity of food.
The examples I mentioned in this section are merely drops from
the ocean of generosity the Prophet showed throughout his life.
In this regard, as in relation to every aspect of his life, we are in
dire need of following the noble example and the true guidance of
the Prophet . And it is from AllaÃh that we ask for help in this
matter, as in all other matters.

|

|

|

|
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The Prophet's Justice
|

In all of his dealings, judgments, and legal rulings, the Prophet
was perfectly just and fair. But he felt that that was not enough,
for he knew, one day, he would be leaving this Nation in the
hands of other men. He therefore deemed it important that, just
as justice prevailed during his lifetime, just laws must also be
applied among the Muslims of ensuing generations. Therefore, in
various AhaÃdõÃth, the Prophet stressed the importance of being
just and fair. For instance, he said:
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``Seven will Alla
Ãh provide shade for in His shade , on a Day
during which there will be no shade save His shade : A just ruler ,

[1]

a young person who grows up in the worship of Alla
Ãh . . .''

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã

(660) and Muslim (1031).
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In another HadõÃth, 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr 4 reported that the
Messenger of AllaÃh said,
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``Verily , with Alla
Ãh the just ones will be on pulpits made of light ;
they will be to the right of the Most-Merciful One - and both His
hands are right . They are the ones who are just in their rulings ,
among

the

families ,

[1]

and

with

all

over

which

they

have

authority .''

To be sure, it is important for a leader to be just; this is obvious,
since a leader is not responsible just for a single person, but
rather for an entire Nation of people. Nonetheless, the quality of
justice is not limited to leaders of countries, to governors, or to
judges. Justice has limitless applications in all aspects of life.
People must be just as leaders; they must be fair and
evenhanded in their judgments; they must apply the legal
rulings of Islam in a just manner; they must be just in their
dealings with other people; they must be just when they try to
make peace between two disputing parties; they must be just
with their children and their wives; and they must even be just
with their enemies.
The following are some examples that illustrate how the Prophet
was just as a leader, and just in his dealings with others.

|

Example Number One:

|

The Prophet treated the rich and the poor equally, something
that, in the beginning, did not go down well with the elite members
[1]

Muslim

(1827).
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of the Quraish, who had for so long been accustomed to special
treatment and special privileges. In fact, during the pre-Islamic days
of ignorance, people of high-ranking in the society felt that they
could wrong others with impunity. But everything changed with
the advent of Islam, and perhaps no example better illustrates that
change than the story of the MakhzuÃmõÃ woman.
The narrator of the story, `Aaisha 6, reported that the leaders of
the Quraish became greatly distressed when, during the conquest
of Makkah, a female member of the MakhzuÃmõÃ clan was caught
stealing. She belonged to the noble class of the Quraish, and she
was a woman of high-standing within her clan. The leaders of the
Quraish, having only recently embraced Islam, still held notions
of elitism that were foreign to Islam. Thus they did not think that
it was fitting for a woman of such high ranking to be punished by
having her hand cut off. But that was precisely what was about to
happen, since she was clearly guilty of the crime of stealing, and
since what she stole was worth more than the minimum amount
that was required for a thief to be punished with the severing of
his hand.
None of the leaders of the Quraish dared to intercede on behalf of
the MakhzhmõÃ woman; they knew that they did not have a leg to
stand on, for the woman was obviously guilty. Furthermore, after
years of fighting against and persecuting Muslims, they did not
now want to incite a confrontation of the Prophet . And so they
came up with a plan that at once protected them from the Prophet's
anger and gave them hope regarding the fate of the MakhzuÃmõÃ
woman. According to their plan, they would not speak to the
Prophet
directly about the matter; instead, they would send
someone to intercede on their behalf, someone the Prophet loved
a great deal, and whose request was not likely to be denied by the
Prophet . That someone was UsaÃmah ibn Zaid 4.The leaders of
the Quraish said among themselves, ªWho other than UsaÃmah ibn
Zaid will dare speak to him (regarding this matter), for he is `The
Beloved One' of the Messenger of AllaÃh.''

|

|

|

|
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Reluctantly, UsaÃmah 4 agreed to intercede on behalf of the
MakhzuÃmõÃ woman. When he finally brought up the matter to the
Prophet , the color of the Prophet's face turned. In an angry
tone, the Messenger of AllaÃh
said, ªAre you interceding
regarding one of AllaÃh's decreed laws (or punishments)?''
Immediately realizing the mistake he had made, UsaÃmah 4
said, ªAsk forgiveness for me, O Messenger of AllaÃh!''
That same evening, the Messenger of AllaÃh stood up to deliver
a short speech to the people. He began his speech, as usual, by
praising and exalting AllaÃh (. He then said,

|

|

|
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``O people , what destroyed the people who came before you was
that , if a person of high-ranking among them stole , they would
leave him (and not punish him) ; and if someone who was deemed
weak among them stole , they would apply the divinely decreed
punishment upon him . By the One Who has my soul in His
Hand , were Fa
Ãtimah the daughter of Muhammad to steal , I
would cut her hand off .''

|

He then gave the order, and the MakhzuÃmõÃ woman's hand was
cut off. `Aaisha 4 later said about her, ªShe afterwards, through
reforming her character, made a good repentance. She even got
married, and she would come to me (for help), and I would discuss
her need for help with the Messenger of AllaÃh .''[1]
Justice is the opposite of all things unjust: wrongdoing, tyranny,
oppression, and transgression. AllaÃh ordered us to be just in our
speech, in our judgments, and in our dealings. He ( said:

|

[1]

(6786, 6788) and Muslim (1688). Also, refer to both Sharh An-NawawõÃ
(11/186) and to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (12/95, 96).
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}q p o n m l k{
``And whenever you give your word (i .e . judge between men or
give evidence , etc .) , say the truth even if a near relative is
concerned .''

(Qur'aÃn 6:152)

And in another verse, He ( said:

}K J I H G F E{

``and that when you judge between men , you judge with justice .''

(Qur'aÃn 4:58)

Without a doubt, it is incumbent upon every Muslim to be just
and fair in everything he says, in every judgment he makes, and in
all of his dealings - even, as the next example illustrates, in the
treatment of his children.

Example Number Two:
One day, while standing on the pulpit, An-No'maÃn ibn BashõÃr 4
told the story of how his father had once given him a gift. AnNo'maÃn 4 said, ªWhen my father gave me a gift, `Umrah bint
'Atiyyah (his mother) said (to my father), `I will not be satisfied
until you make the Messenger of AllaÃh a witness (over this
gift).' My father then went to the Messenger of AllaÃh and said,
'Verily, I have given my son a gift, but his mother, `Umrah bint
`Atiyyah, ordered me to make you a witness over it, O Messenger
of AllaÃh.' The Prophet asked, `Have you given each of your
sons a similar gift?' He said, `No.' The Prophet said, `Then fear
AllaÃh, and be just and equitable in your treatment of your
children.' My father then returned and took back his gift.''
According to another narration of the same story, the Prophet
said, ªDo you have any sons other than him?'' An-Nu'maÃn's
father replied, ªYes.'' The Prophet then said, ªDo not make
me bear witness upon injustice.'' According to a third narration,

|

|

|

|

|

|
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|

the Prophet
said, ªI will not bear witness upon injustice.''
And according to yet another wording of the story, AnNo'maÃn's father said, ªVerily, I have given this servant-boy to
my son as a gift.'' The Prophet
asked, ªHave you given a
similar gift to each of your sons?'' An-No'maÃn's father replied,
ªNo.'' The Prophet then said, ªThen take him back.'' Finally,
according to Imam Muslim's narration of this story, the Prophet
said, ªDo you not want your other sons to be dutiful to you,
just as you want that particular son to be dutiful to you?'' AnNo'maÃn's father replied, ªYes.'' The Prophet
said, ªThen,
verily, I will not bear witness (over the giving of this gift).''[1]
This HadõÃth highlights the importance of giving equal treatment
to one's children. During a discourse, I heard our esteemed
Shaikh, Imam 'Abdul-'AzõÃz Ibn BaÃz (May AllaÃh have mercy on
him), make this commentary on the above-mentioned story: ªIt
is clearly prohibited to give any kind of preferential treatment
to certain of one's children, to the exclusion of the rest.
Preferential treatment from parents breeds enmity, hatred, and
jealousy among children. Incidentally, the correct opinion is that
in everyday life, just as in inheritance law, parents should give
each son twice as much as they give each daughter. Also,
parents should give equal treatment to both their obedient and
disobedient children (by giving them similar gifts, for instance);
at the same time, however, they should admonish and advise
those of their children that are disobedient.ª[2]

|

|

|

|

Example Number Three:

|

`Aaisha 6 said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh would distribute (his
time, his money, etc.) fairly among his wives.'' And knowing that
he had done his utmost to divide his time and his wealth fairly
among his wives, the Prophet said,

|

[1]

[2]

|

(2586, 2587, 2650) and Muslim (1623).
I hear him say this during a lecture he gave on HadõÃth number 2586 of SahõÃh AlBukha
Ãrõ
Ã.
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã
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``O Alla
Ãh , this is how I distribute the things over which I have
control (such as his time and wealth) , so do not blame me
regarding that over which You have control and I have no control
(i .e . , the feelings in my heart) .''

[1]

Ã z (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on him),
I heard our Shaikh, Ibn Ba
explained this HadõÃth, ªThe phrase 'so do not blame me regarding
that over which You have control' refers to the heart, and to that
which relates to the heart. For indeed, love and attraction are
affairs of the heart: A husband cannot love and be attracted
towards all of his wives to the same degree. That is just not
possible. There are factors that contribute to the degree to which a
man loves his wife - such as her Religion, her age, and (her
physical appearance (the important thing is that these things, and
the effect they have on a husband's heart, are not in the power of a
husband to control or change.). What a husband does have
control over (and what he will be held accountable for) is the
amount of time he gives each wife during both the day and the
night; the amount of money he spends on each wife; the way he
treats each wife; and the manner in which he speaks to each wife.
As for attraction and matters that pertain to his heart, he has no
control (and is therefore blameless, for instance, for feeling more
[2]

attracted towards one wife than towards another).''
Abu Hurairah

4

reported that the Prophet | said:
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Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2134), At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1140), An-Nasa
Ãõ
Ã (7/64), and Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1971).

Ã z (May Allah have mercy on
And during one of the speeches Shaikh Ibn Ba
him) delivered on the book Bhuloogh Al-Mura
Ãm, I heard him say about this
Hadõ
Ãth, ªIts chain is good.''
[2]

This I heard the Shaikh say during a lecture he delivered on Buloogh AlMara
Ã m, on Hadõ
Ãth number 1084.
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``Whoever has two women (i .e . , wives) and leans towards one of
them (by favoring her over the other) , will come on the Day of
Resurrection , with one side of his body leaning (or falling to the
[1]

ground) .''

This HadõÃth proves that, regarding those things over which one
has control - time, money, manner of treating her- it is forbidden
to treat one's wife better than another. But as for that over which

(

Ãh
he has no control, Alla

}

said:

v u t s r q{

Ã n 2:286)
``Alla
Ãh burdens not a person beyond his scope .'' (Qur'a

xwvu

}

{

``So keep your duty to Alla
Ãh and fear Him as much as you can .''
Ã n 64:16)
(Qur'a

LKJ IHGFEDCB
ONM
{

}

``You will never be able to do perfect justice between wives even if it
is your ardent desire , so do not incline too much to one of them (by
giving her more of your time and provision) so as to leave the other
Ã n 4:129)
hanging (i .e . , neither divorced nor married) . '' (Qur'a

The above-mentioned HadõÃth indicates that a person will be
punished if he is intentionally unfair; in such cases, one of the
punishments he will receive is appearing deformed - with one of
his sides leaning or falling to the ground - in front of all who will
[2]

be present on the Day of Resurrection.
[1]

Ahmad (2/347), Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2133), At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1141), An-Nasa
ÃÃ
õ (7/63); and

Ã nõÃ declared
Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1969). And in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (1/593), Al-Alba
the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
[2]

This too I heard during a lecture that the Shaikh delivered on the subject of the
famous HadõÃth book Buloogh Al-Mara
Ãm.
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Also, it is from the Sunnah of the Prophet | that, if a person is
already married, and if one then marries a virgin, he should spend
seven consecutive nights with her. Upon the completion of those
nights, he should return to his normal routine, whereby he rotates
nights between his wives. Anas
6 o
%
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``It is from the Sunnah that if a man marries a virgin while already
having a wife who is not a virgin , he should spend seven nights with
the former , and then begin to rotate (between his wives) . And if he
marries a woman who is not a virgin (while already being married to
one or more wives) , then he should spend three nights with her , after
which he should rotate (nights between his wives) .''

Umm Salamah

6

[1]

4

was married to Abu Salamah

, and when he

Ã h provided her with even a better husband - none other
died, Alla
Ã h |. She related that, when the
than the Messenger of Alla
Prophet | married her, he spent three consecutive nights with
her, after which he | resumed his rotation with his other wives.
This was based on the above Islamic ruling. And yet the Prophet
| wanted to honor Umm Salamah

6

, which is why he | said to

her, ªYou are certainly not a disgrace to your family, in other
words, I am giving you only three nights not because you are a
disgrace to your family, and not because I do not desire you, for
you are indeed honorable, and I do desire you; I am giving you
only three nights simply because that is the Islamic legal ruling
regarding your situation. He | went on to say,
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Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5214) and Muslim (1461), and the above-mentioned wording is from
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã's narration of the Hadõ
Ãth.
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``If you want , I will give you seven nights . But if I give you
seven nights , I will have to give the rest of my wives seven
[1]

nights .''

Saudah bint Zam'ah

6

donated her day to `Aaisha

6

; therefore,

while each of the other Prophet's wives got one day in his
rotation, `Aaisha

6

got two: one that was her own, and one that

was donated to her by Saudah

6

, who therefore did not spend

any more nights with the Prophet |.
`Aaisha

6

said, ªIn terms of the time he would spend with us, the

Ã h | would not give preferential treatment to
Messenger of Alla
any of us. Few were the days that he would not visit all of us. He
would come near each of his wives (in order to spend a little time
with them, to ask how they were doing, and so on), without
engaging in sexual intercourse with any of them, until he reached
the one whose day it was on his rotation; and he would then
spend the night with her. When Saudah bint Zam'ah

6

became

Ã h | would
old and became afraid that the Messenger of Alla
Ã h, I give my day to
divorce her, she said, `O Messenger of Alla
`Aaisha
[2]

her.ª

6

Ã h | accepted that from
.' And the Messenger of Alla

`Aaisha

6

then said that it was regarding that situation

Ãh
and other similar situations that Alla

}

(

revealed the verse:

*)('&%

{

``And if a woman fears cruelty or desertion on her husband's
Ã n 4:128)
part , .'' (Qur'a

Ã z (may Alla
Ã h have mercy on
I heard our esteemed Shaikh Ibn Ba
him) say, ªThe Prophet | married Saudah
but before `Aaisha

6

. Saudah

6

6

after KhadõÃjah

6

lived many years with the

Prophet |, and when she became old, she feared that he |
Ã h, I
would divorce her. That is why she said, 'O Messenger of Alla
[1]

Muslim (1460).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5212) and Muslim 1413).
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give my day to 'Aaisha

6

Ã wu
Ã d related this HadõÃth, and
.' Abu Da

the chain of his narration is good. This HadõÃth proves that there is
no harm in a woman giving up her day (in her husband's rotation
of days with his wives) to one of her co-wives. She may do so as
long as the husband is satisfied with the new arrangement. The
beneficiary of her gift then gets two days (in her husband's
[1]

rotation), while each other wife gets one day.''

Following `Asr, the late afternoon prayers, there was a period of
the Prophet's time that was shared among all of his wives. We
know this based on the above-mentioned HadõÃth, in which `Aaisha

6

said, ªHe would come near each of his wives (in order to spend

a little time with them, to ask how they were doing, and so on),
without engaging in sexual intercourse with any of them, until he
reached the one whose day it was on his rotation.'' I heard Shaikh
Ã z (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on him) say about this HadõÃth,
Ibn Ba
ªThis highlights the good and kind manner in which he | dealt
with his wives. Indeed, no man has ever been better to his family
than the Prophet | was to his: He would visit them all in the late
afternoon, asking them how they were doing and whether or not
they needed anything. During such visits, he would not engage in
sexual intercourse with his wives - at lease not for the most part,
for, as the HadõÃth of Anas

4

indicates, on occasion he might have

had sexual intercourse with all of them, and then he would take a
single bath afterwards. Based on both `Aaisha's HadõÃth and Anas's
Hadõ
Ãth, we can conclude that, for the most part, the Prophet |

would not have sex with his wives during his late afternoon visits
to them; and yet on occasion, he might have done so, as is made
clear by the HadõÃth of Anas
[1]

4

.''

[2]

Ã nõÃ said that this HadõÃth
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2135). In Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d (1/594), Al-Alba
is ``Hasan SahõÃh.'' (To state this in an oversimplified manner: This HadõÃth is
somewhere between acceptable and authentic.) The
mention how Saudah

6

gave her day to 'Aaisha

and SahõÃh Al-Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5212).
[2]

6

main sources that

are SahõÃh Muslim (1463)

I heard him say this while he was delivering a lecture on HadõÃth number 1089
of Buloogh Al-Mara
Ãm.
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Ã z (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on
Anas's HadõÃth, which Shaikh Ibn Ba
him) referred to above, is worded thus: ªThe Prophet | would
visit all of his women within the timeframe of a single hour (by
this, he meant a period of time, and not a precise 60-minute
hour), and he would do so either during the day or during the
night. In total, there were eleven of them.'' This HadõÃth indicates
that the Prophet | would have intercourse with all of his wives,
one after another only with a brief period of rest in between. This
sounded strange to the narrator who heard the HadõÃth from
Anas

4

, and so he asked, ªAnd was he able to do that (i.e. was

he able to have intercourse so many times in so brief a period of
time)?'' Anas

4

said, ªWe used to say among ourselves that the

Prophet | (when it came to having marital relationship) was
given the strength of thirty men.'' In another narration, (one that
Ã dah from Anas
was related from Sa`eed from Qata
[1]

said, ªNine women (wives).''

4

), Anas

So in one narration, he

4

4

said

eleven women, and in another he said nine. Explaining this
Ã fidh Ibn Hajr (May Alla
Ã h have
apparent contradiction, Al-Ha
mercy on him) said that, in counting eleven wives, Anas

4

added to the Prophet's nine wives his two female servants:
Ã riyah
Ma

6

Ã nah
and Raiha

6

. That is because they all - the
[2]

Prophet |'s wives and female servants - were his `women.'

At any rate, Anas's HadõÃth proves that, if a man has two or more
wives, he may have intercourse with them during the lateafternoon, a period during which his time is generally shared
among all of them.
Anas

4

said, ªThe Prophet | had nine wives, and when he

would divide his time between them, he would not return to the
woman who was first on his rotation (or schedule) until nine days
had passed. And each night, they would all gather in the house of

[1]

I heard the Shaikh say this during a lecture he gave on Buloogh Al-Mara
Ã m,
Hadõ
Ãth number: 1089.

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (268, 284, 5068, 5215).
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[1]

the woman with whom he was to spend the night.''

Regarding

the nightly gathering of the Prophet's wives that is mentioned in
Ã z (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on
this narration, our Shaikh, Ibn Ba
him), said, ªThis is in addition to the visits he would make to each
one of them every day, late in the afternoon. Their late-night
meetings helped them to get to know one another, and helped
[2]

remove barriers (of jealousy and mistrust).''

The Prophet | treated his wives equally in every way possible.
Even when he would embark upon a journey, he would not take
along with him the wife he loved the most; rather, he drew lots
between them, and, as `Aaisha

6

mentioned in a narration, the

wife whose lot was drawn would be chosen to accompany him on
[3]

his journey.

Perhaps no story better encapsulates the Prophet's patience and
fairness in dealing with his wives than the following account,
which was related by Anas

4

. One day, while the Prophet | was

with one of his wives, another of his wives sent him a tray of food,
and it was brought to him in the hands of a servant. In a fit of
anger and jealousy, the wife he was with, struck the hand of the
servant causing the tray to fall to the ground and split into pieces.
The Prophet | did not become angry; he did not yell or, for that
matter, frown at his wife. He understood that among co-wives
there

naturally

exists

a degree of

mutual competition and

jealousy, and when one wife becomes overwhelmed by a fit of
jealousy, she, in her blind rage, cannot distinguish between right
and wrong. Therefore, the Prophet | calmly picked up the
broken pieces of the tray, after which he began to pick up the
scattered pieces of food from the floor. And to the others that were
present, he | said, ªYour mother has become jealous.'' He

[1]

Fathul-Ba
Ã rõ
Ã (1/389) .

[2]

I heard the Shaikh say this during a lecture he delivered on Buloogh Al-Mara
Ã m,

[3]

Muslim (1462).

Hadõ
Ãth number 1089.
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referred to her as ªyour mother'' because each of his wives is, in
Islam, deemed a mother to all believers. The Prophet | asked the
servant to stay until an unbroken tray was brought from the
house he was in - the house of the wife who broke the tray. Then
he sent that tray to the wife who had sent the food - the wife
whose tray had been broken. And he kept the broken tray in the
house of the wife that caused it to break - as a means of punishing
[1]

her for her rash behavior.

All of the above-mentioned narrations point to the greatness of
the Prophet |, to his gentleness, to his just and fair dealings with
his wives, and to the lengths he would go to in order to fulfill their
rights. These realities should be fore most in the mind of any man
who plans to marry more than one wife - lest he arrives on the
Day of Resurrection, with one side of his body falling to the
[2]

ground.

L

L

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2593) and Muslim (2770).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (5225, 2481).

L

L

L

His Humbleness
As a Muslim, you become humble when you abjure such negative
qualities

as

pride,

arrogance,

and

haughtiness;

when

you

recognize your place in the universe and give up delusions of
grandeur; and when you avoid giving any indication to people
that you are superior to them. Since human beings are inherently
boastful and think well of themselves, humbleness is an elusive
quality for many of us: If we wish to adopt it, we must struggle
and act contrary to our souls' inherent inclinations; we must, if
you will, swim against the current. Because humbleness is a

(

j i h g f e d c blak

Ãh
quality that comes through effort and struggle, Alla

praised

those of His slaves that are humble:

{

}

``And the slaves of the Most Beneficent (Alla
Ãh) are those who walk
on the earth in humility and sedateness , and when the foolish
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address them (with bad words) they reply back with mild words of
Ã n 25:63)
gentleness .'' (Qur'a

To walk ªon the earth in humility and sedateness'' means to walk
with dignity and with a demeanor that discharges the qualities of
peace, tranquility, and decency. Therefore, in order to be humble,
one must not walk with a strut, with a swagger, or in a
vainglorious manner.
The very word ªhumbleness'' suggests the idea of lowering
oneself in the presence of others. And while that may literally
be true, in reality one actually raises oneself above others. For
Ãh
whenever a Muslim acts in a humble manner, Alla

(

raises

him both in this world and in the Hereafter. The Prophet |
said,
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``The giving of charity never causes the wealth (of the giver) to
decrease . And whenever a slave (of Alla
Ãh) forgives (someone for
wronging him) , Alla
Ã h increases that slave in nothing save honor .
And whenever one is humble for the sake of Alla
Ã h , Alla
Ã h raises
[1]

him (in ranking) .''

Ãh
It is through the quality of humbleness that Alla

(

Ãh
Muslim loved by people. So if one is humble, Alla

makes a

(

opens

people's hearts towards him, causing them to love him and hold
Ãh
him in high esteem. That is how Alla
[2]

ranking in this world.
Ãh
proud, Alla

(

(

raises a humble person's

Conversely, when one is arrogant and

punishes him with shame and humiliation both in

this world and the Hereafter. Here, it is important to note the

[1]

Muslim (4/2001) (2588).

[2]

Refer to the famous commentary of SahõÃh Muslim , Sharh An-NawawõÃ (16/142).
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difference between sincere admiration and obsequiousness that
stems from fear and worldly motives. The entourage of a dictator,
for instance, do not really love him, but instead fear him and hope
to gain some worldly favors from him. A practicing Islamic
scholar, on the other hand, is surrounded by students who love
him because of his knowledge, his humility, and his noble
manners. Abu Sa`eed
Ãh
said about Alla

(

4

Ãh |
reported that the Messenger of Alla

,
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``Honor and Might are His lower garment , and Glory is His robe .
(And He

(

says) 'So I will punish anyone that vies with Me

regarding these qualities (i .e . anyone who claims that he is
mighty , glorious , deserving of praise , etc .) .''

[1]

To be sure, the Prophet | was the epitome of humbleness, a fact
that is made clear by the following examples:

Example Number One:
Anas

4

Ã h | was
said, ªThe riding-camel of the Messenger of Alla

Ã . In races, it was never beaten (but instead always
called Al-'Adba
came in first-place). One day, a Bedouin came with his ridingÃ . The Bedouin's camel
camel and made it race against Al-'Adba
won the race, which came as a great shock to the Muslims.
Overwhelmed and (literally) grief-stricken by the results of the
Ã has been beaten!' The Messenger of
race, they lamented, 'Al-Adba
Ã h | then said,
Alla
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``Verily , it is Alla
Ãh's way that He never raises anything in this
[2]

world without (sooner or later) lowering it .''
[1]

Ã) (16/173) (2620).
Muslim (along with the commentary of An-Nawawõ

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (11/340) (6501).
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Example Number Two:
Ãd
Abu Mas`u

4

related that, one day, a man went in order to meet

Ã h |. The man was in
with and speak to the Messenger of Alla
complete awe of the Prophet |; in fact, he was so nervous that he
was shaking. Noticing the man's nervousness, the Messenger of
Ã h | put him at ease, saying to him,
Alla
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``Calm down , for I am not a king . I am nothing more than the son
of a woman who would eat Al-Qadõ
Ãd (salted meat that has been
dried in the sun ; i .e . simple food) .''

Ã kim's narration of this HadõÃth, which he related
According to Al-Ha
from JarõÃr ibn 'Abdullah

4

, the Prophet | said, ªof a woman who

would eat Al-QadõÃd in this rocky, barren land.'' After he
mentioned this HadõÃth, JarõÃr

4

Ãh
recited the saying of Alla

XWVUTSRQP

}

(

:

{

``And you (O Muhammad |) are not a tyrant over them (to force
them to Belief) . But warn by the Qur'a
Ã n , him who fears My
Ã n 50: 45)
Threat .'' (Qur'a

To be sure, it is our duty to follow the Prophet's example by being
as humble as we can; furthermore, we must be humble not just in
the presence of people we want to impress, but in our dealings
with everyone - with children, with our elders, and with the ones
we deal with on a daily basis, our families. When the Prophet |
would pass by a group of children, he | would extend greetings
of peace to them. When a slave woman needed help, the Prophet
| would walk with her as far as necessary in order to do what he
could to help her. He | never took revenge for a wrong that was
perpetrated against his own self, and when at home, he would
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serve his family. He | would mend his shoes, patch his garments,
milk sheep for his family, and feed his camel. He | would eat
with servants, and he | would sit in the company of the poor. He
| would walk side-by-side with orphans and widows, helping
them in any way that he | could. And when he | would meet a
person, he |, as is the way with humble people, would initiate
greetings of peace. If someone invited him for a meal, he | would
accept the invitation, regardless of whether a rich man was
inviting him to partake in a feast or a poor man was inviting him
for a simple, humble serving of inexpensive food. He | was
humble without being lowly or servile, and he was generous
without being excessive or extravagant. His heart was soft and
merciful towards all Muslims, and he | was easy-going and
[1]

gentle in his dealings with them.

Example Number Three:
Even though the Prophet | was categorically the best human
being to ever walk the earth, he | was always deferential when
speaking of his fellow Prophets

/

, deeming some of them to be

better than him. For instance, when a man called out to the
Prophet |, saying, ªO best of mankind,'' the Prophet | replied,
Ã hõÃm
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And on another occasion, he | said,
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[3]

``No one should say that I am better than Yu
Ã nus ibn Mattah .''

The

Prophet

|

said

the

two

above-mentioned

statements

because he was humble, but the fact remains that he | was
truly the best of all Prophets

/

and Messengers

/

; in fact, he

| is the chief of all of mankind. According to a HadõÃth that is

[1]

Refer to Mada
Ãrij As-Sa
Ãlikõ
Ãn, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (2/328, 329).

[2]

Muslim (1369).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (4630) and Muslim (4/1846) (2376).
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Ã ree and SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet
related both in Saheeh Bukha
| said,
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ªI am the chief of all people on the Day of Resurrection.''

[1]

In another HadõÃth, he | said, ªI am the chief of the children of
Adam, and the first for whom the earth will crack open (on the
Day of Resurrection). I will be the first to intercede, and I will be
Ãh
the first to have his intercession granted (by Alla

(

[2]

).''

For various reasons, most leaders are inaccessible to the common
people. But that was not the case for the Prophet |: Even though
he was the leader of an entire nation, he never kept guards to
[3]

prevent the common masses from coming to meet him.

He |

would visit the sick and supplicate for them, and he would, upon
meeting a child, gently pass his hand over his head and pray for
[4]

him.

The Prophet | was even humble towards people who performed
[5]

menial tasks. A black woman

who would sweep the Masjid

died one night. Not wanting to disturb the Prophet |, the
Companions

5
5

buried her that very same night. The next day the

Prophet | did not see her, and so he inquired about her. His
Companions

said, ªShe died.ª The Prophet | said, ªShould

you not have informed me (about her death).'' It was almost as if
they didn't think she was important enough to announce her
death, and so the Prophet | admonished them. He | said to
them, ªDirect me to her grave.'' They

5

pointed out her grave to

him, and he | prayed for her. Then, still not having left the
graveyard, the Prophet | said,
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3340, 3361, 4712) and Muslim (194).

[2]

Ã nõÃ ruled that it is an authentic HadõÃth (3/138).
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (4763), and Al-Alba

[3]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1823).

[4]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7210).

[5]

Or a man; we will use the narration that identifies the person as a woman.
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``Verily , these graves are filled with darkness for their dwellers .
And verily , through the Prayers I make for them , Alla
Ãh , the
Possessor of Might and Majesty , illuminates their graves for
[1]

them .''

Ã lik
Anas ibn Ma

4

Ã h | for
said, ªI served the Messenger of Alla

ten years, and he never once said to me, `Uff (a word denoting the
slightest degree of anger or dissatisfaction).' And he never said
about anything I did, `Why did you do that?' And he never said
about anything I didn't do, `Why didn't you do that?' And of all
[2]

Ã h | had the best manners.''
people, the Messenger of Alla

L

[1]

[2]

L

L

L

L

Muslim (956).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6038) and At-Tirimidhõ
Ã. The above-mentioned wording is taken from
At-Tirmidhõ
Ã's narration in Ash-Shama
Ã il.
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A Forgiving and Forbearing Leader
When people crossed the line of decency and propriety, the
Prophet | would repay their bad manners with forgiveness. In
fact, he | never sought revenge against someone who insulted
him personally; his anger and retribution were reserved for those
Ãh
who showed open enmity to Alla
examples

of

the

Prophet's

(

. The following are just a few

readiness

to

forgive

those

who

wronged him.

Example Number One:
Ãd
bn Mas`u

4

reported that, on the Day of Hunain, the Prophet |

did not distribute the spoils of war among Muslims equally.
Instead, he | gave most of the spoils to people who had weak
Faith, hoping in the process to encourage them to become better
Muslims. As for those whose Faith was strong, those who needed
[1]

no encouragement, the Prophet | gave them little or nothing,
[1]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã Sharh Sahõ
Ãh Al-Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (8/49).
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in short, he | trusted them to their Faith, hoping that they
would understand his motivation for giving some people more
Ã bis
than others. And so he | gave Al-Aqra' ibn Ha
camels, and he | gave an equal amount to `Uyainah
|

similarly

gave

large

amounts

of

wealth

to

4

4

100

; and he

other

Arab

chieftains.
After the Prophet | distributed the war booty, a man said behind
Ã h, justice was not done in this distribution (of
his back, ªBy Alla
Ã h's Countenance (i.e., His Pleasure) was
the war booty), and Alla
not sought in it.'' The man was accusing the Prophet | of being

4

Ãd
unjust, a lie that aroused the anger of Ibn Mas`u

, who said,

Ã h, I will inform the Prophet | (about what you just
ªBy Alla
Ãd
said).'' When Ibn Mas`u
man

had

said,

the

4

told the Prophet | about what the

Prophet

|

neither

became

angry

nor

vindictive; instead, he | calmly said,
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``And who will be just if Alla
Ãh and His Messenger will not be
just! May Alla
Ãh have mercy on Moses , who was harmed with
more than this , but still remained patient .''

[1]

Example Number Two:
Abu Sa`eed Al-Khudree
Ã lib
Abi Ta

4

4

reported that, while in Yemen, `Ali ibn

Ã h | gold nuggets
sent to the Messenger of Alla

wrapped in leather. Upon receiving the gold, the Prophet |
divided it among four men: 'Uyainah ibn Badr

[1]

4

[2]

,

Aqra' ibn

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (6/251) (3150)

and Muslim (2/739) (1062).
[2]

His full name was `Uyainah ibn Hisn ibn Hudhaifah; refer to Al-Fath (8/
68).
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[1]

, Zaid ibn Al-Khail,

and the fourth man was either

Ã mir ibn At-Tufail.
or `A

[2]

`Alqamah

A man - whose name is not mentioned in the narration - said, ªWe
were more deserving of this (gold) than those four.'' When this
statement was conveyed to him, the Prophet | said,
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``Shall you not trust me , when I am the trusted one of the One
Who is in the heavens? News from the heavens comes to me both
in the morning and in the evening .''

Among the Prophet's audience was a man whose eyes were
deeply set in their sockets, whose cheeks protruded outwards,
and whose forehead was prominent. The man had a thick, full
beard; his head was shaven; and his lower garment was raised up
Ã h,
above the ground. He stood up and said, ªO Messenger of Alla
Ã h!'' Foolish and ignorant as he was, the man had the
fear Alla
Ã h and
temerity to insinuate that the Prophet | did not fear Alla
was not being fair in distributing the gold that `Ali

4

had sent to

him. Without a doubt, the man deserved to be punished; and
many of the Companions

5

felt - and rightly so - that he deserved

to be killed.
The Prophet | did not order his Companions

5

to kill or

physically harm the man; instead, he simply said to him, ªWoe

[1]

His full name was Zaid Al-Khail ibn Muhalhal; the Prophet | gave him the
name, ªZaid Al-Khair,'' or ªZaid, the Good.'' Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (8/68).

[2]

His

full

name

was

embraced

Islam

caliphate,

`Umar

Ã
`Alqama

4

and

4

`Alqamah
became
appointed

a

ibn

Ã thah
`Ala

good,

Al-`AamirõÃ.

practicing

`Alqamah

4

as

Muslim.

governor

`Alqamah
During
of

4

his

Ã n.
Haura

carried out his duties as governor for a while, and then, still

during his tenure, and still during `Umar's caliphate, he
Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (8/68).

4

Ã n.
died in Haura
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upon you! Am I not the most worthy of Earth's inhabitants to fear
Ã h?ª Rather than apologize or express the least bit of guilt for
Alla
his rude and unacceptable behavior, the man turned his back and
Ã lid ibn Albegan to walk away. It was at that point that Kha
WalõÃd

4

Ã h! Should I not strike his
said, ªO Messenger of Alla

Ã h | replied, ªNo. Perhaps he
neck?'' The Messenger of Alla
Ã lid
prays.'' Kha

4

said, ªAnd how many people pray, saying with

their tongues that which is not in their hearts?'' The Messenger of
Ã h | said, ªI have not been commanded to penetrate the
Alla
hearts of people or to cut open their stomachs (in order to find out
what they truly feel and think).'' Then, watching the man as he
walked away, the Prophet | said,
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``Verily , from the descendents of this (man) will come a people
who will recite the Book of Alla
Ãh with fresh (sweet) voices , and
yet that which they recite will not go beyond their bow . They
will exit from the Religion , just as an arrow exits from the
target (at which it is fired) . If I am alive when those people
appear , I will kill them with the same intensity that the people
Ã d were killed .''[1]
of `A

Because of his forgiving and forbearing nature, the Prophet | made
it clear that he judged people based not on what they concealed, but
on what they outwardly displayed. Also, we learn from this
narration that the Prophet | was especially forgiving towards
anyone who performed Prayer and outwardly claimed to be a
Muslim.

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (8/67) (4351)

and Muslim (2/741) (1064).
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Example Number Three:
It was in Makkah, prior to the Prophet's migration to Al-MadõÃnah,
that At-Tufail ibn `Amr Ad-DausõÃ

4

embraced Islam. Having

learned the core teachings of Islam, At-Tufail

4

returned to his

native Daus tribe as a preacher. He began by inviting the members of
his household to Islam; he

4

enjoyed some early success, for both his

father and his wife embraced Islam. But from then on everything
went downhill. He began to invite his more distant clansmen and the
rest of his tribe to Islam, but they rejected his invitation.
At-Tufail
Hurairah

4
4

- as is reported in a narration on the authority of Abu
Ã h | and
- then went back to the Messenger of Alla

said, ªVerily, the people of Daus have disobeyed and refused (to
Ã h's wrath upon them.''
enter into the fold of Islam), so invoke Alla
Ã h | then turned in the direction of the
The Messenger of Alla
Ka'bah and raised his hands. That very gesture made it clear to
those around him that he was praying, and considering the
circumstances, they assumed that the Prophet | was answering
At-Tufail's request. As they watched the Prophet | pray, they
said, ªThe people of Daus are surely now destroyed (by dint of
the Prophet's supplications against them).'' But the people were
wrong, for the Prophet | was not praying against them; rather,
he | was praying for them, saying,
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``O Alla
Ãh , guide the people of Daus and bring them (to me) ; O
[1]

Alla
Ã h , guide the people of Daus and bring them (to me) .''

During the days of previous nations, when people refused to
Ãh
embrace Islam, Prophets often supplicated to Alla

[1]

(

, asking

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/107) (2938), (8/101) (4392), and (11/196) (6397); Muslim (4/1957)

(2524); and Ahmad (2/243) (448), and the above-mentioned wording is from
his narration of the HadõÃth. Refer to Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (6/337) and
Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (1/407).
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Him to destroy them. But that was certainly not the case with the
Prophet |. He | did not invoke the destruction of his enemies,
Ãh
but instead prayed to Alla

(

, asking Him to guide them. And as

a reward for the Prophet's patience, and for his willingness to
Ãh
wait for positive results, Alla
Tufail

4

(

answered his prayers. When

then returned to his people and, in a gentle way, invited

them once again to embrace Islam, a great many of them
answered his invitation. Thus the first part of the Prophet's
Ã h, guide the people of Daus'' - was
supplication - ªO Alla
answered; the second part - ªand bring them [here (or to me)]'' was also answered, for while the Prophet | was in Khaibar,
Tufail

4

visited Al-MadõÃnah, bringing along with him 80 or 90

households from the Daus tribe. Finding that the Prophet | was
absent from Al-MadõÃnah, they went to meet him in Khaibar.
Their arrival in Khaibar coincided with the Prophet's resounding
mil itary

victory

over

Khai bar's

inhabi tants.

And

in

a

magnanimous gesture that showed his pleasure with the people
of Daus, the Prophet | gave them shares of the war booty that was
won in Khaibar, even though they didn't participate in the battle.
To be sure, the people of Daus were won over not through force or
harsh words, but rather through patience, forbearance, gentleness,
and kindness. Thus we see how forbearance was a key element in
the Prophet's efforts to bring people into the fold of Islam.

Example Number Four:
In a narration that is recorded in both SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã and Sahõ
Ãh
Ã bir ibn `Abdullah
Muslim, Ja

4

described how he and others once

Ã h | on a military expedition
accompanied the Messenger of Alla
[1]

in the direction of the lands of Najd.

Ã bir
Ja

4

said, ªWe met up

Ã h | in a valley that was filled with
with the Messenger of Alla
[1]

In Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã's narration of the Hadõ
Ãth, the target destination of the mission was
Ã tAr-Riqa
Ã '; refer to SahõÃh Bukha
explicitly mentioned as being Dha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with
Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (7/426) (4136).
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large, thorny trees.'' It was there that the Prophet | decided to
make camp and rest for a while. Since it was a hot day, the
Prophet | sought shade under a tree; having chosen a tree to rest
under, the Prophet | hung his sword on one of the tree's
branches. Meanwhile, the other members of the army sought their
own trees in the valley, in order to find proper shade in which
they could rest their weary bones. Because the trees were
dispersed throughout the valley rather than being gathered in
clusters, the Prophet | was left all alone under his tree.
The Prophet | described what happened next:
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``While I was sleeping , a man came to me and took the sword (that
I left hanging on one of tree's branches) . I woke up just in time to
see him standing over my head , with the sword unsheathed in his
hand . He said to me , `Who will protect you from me?' I said ,
`Alla
Ãh .' A second time he said , `Who will protect you from me?' I
said , 'Alla
Ãh .' He then returned the sword to its sheath , and then
there he was seated (before me) .'''

Ãh
It was Alla

(

who made the man abandon his attempt to kill the

Prophet |. The Prophet | then had the upper hand over the
confused and distraught man, but the Prophet | decided not to
harm him or punish him for his evil intentions.
To say the least, the chain of events that occurred had a profound
impact on the would-be-assassin. He had had the upper hand - or
Ãh
at least, so it seemed - over the Prophet |; next, Alla
Ãh
the Prophet | from him; then Alla

(

(

protected

gave the Prophet | the
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upper hand, so that, had he wanted to, he could have killed the
man; and then finally, the Prophet |, rather than kill or even
Ãh
punish him, forgave him. True indeed are the words that Alla
said to the Prophet |:

}

`_^]

(

{

``And verily , you (O Muhammad) are on an exalted standard of
Ã n 68:4)
character .'' (Qur'a

The Prophet's ªexalted standard of character'' influenced the
would-be-assassin to embrace Islam. He became not only guided,
Ãh
but also a source of guidance, for later on, Alla
[1]

(

guided many

people to Islam at his hands.

Example Number Five:
When he | was afforded the opportunity to exact revenge
against his enemy, the Prophet | would show forgiveness; when
he | became angry, he | would display a forbearing attitude;
and if someone wronged him, he | would not only forgive that
person, but also show him kindness and generosity. Such are the
ingredients of a truly great man; why then, should anyone
become surprised upon learning how great crowds of people
became Muslims because of the Prophet's noble character.
Consider his treatment of Zaid ibn Sa'nah, a man who was
deemed among his fellow Jews a great rabbi and religious
[2]

scholar.

One day, Zaid ibn Sa'nah went to the Messenger of

Ã h | in order to demand the repayment of an outstanding
Alla
loan. Zaid
pulled
[1]

the

4

roughly grabbed the Prophet's shirt and robe and

Prophet

|

towards

him

in

a

rude

and

highly

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (7/428) and to Sharh An-Nawawõ
Ã (15/44). Both Ibn Hajar and
An-NawawõÃ (May Allah have mercy on them) mentioned that the would-beÃ rith
assassin was a Bedouin whose name was Ghaurath ibn Al-Ha

[2]

4

.

Refer to Hadhal-Habeeb Ya-Muhibb (pg. 528) and to Hida
Ãyatul-Murshidõ
Ãn (pg.
384).
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aggressive manner. Then, looking upon the Prophet | with a
disparaging and angry expression, Zaid said, ªO Muhammad,
will you not pay me back what is rightfully mine. O sons of
`Abdul-Muttalib, you indeed delay (paying back loans).'' He
continued to speak roughly, and as he did so, `Umar

4

looked on

furiously, with his eyeballs going in circles like planets do in their
orbits. When 'Umar

4

could not take Zaid's rude behavior any

Ã h, am I
longer, he said in a threatening tone, ªO enemy of Alla
Ã h?
correctly hearing what you are saying to the Messenger of Alla
And am I correctly seeing what you are doing (with him)? For
indeed, by the One Who has sent him with the Truth, were it not
for the blame that would result (from my actions), I would have
struck your head with my sword.'' Meanwhile, with a smile on
Ã h | was calmly looking at 'Umar
his face, the Messenger of Alla

4

; and he | then said, ªO `Umar, both he and I are more in need

from you of something other than what you have said. O `Umar,
what we needed was for you to order me to pay him back in a
good manner, and for you to order him to demand payment of his
loan in a good manner. Go with him, O 'Umar, and pay him back
what is rightfully his. And beyond that amount, give him an
additional 20 Sa'a's (a single Sa'a is equivalent to four handfuls of
something) of dates.'' This incident resulted in Zaid ibn Sa'nah
embracing

Islam,

for

his

response

to

the

above-mentioned

Prophet's words was, ªI bear witness that none has the right to
Ã h, and I bear witness that Muhammad is
be worshipped but Alla
His slave and Messenger.''
As a matter of fact, Zaid ibn Sa'nah

4

did not mean any of the vile

things he had said to the Prophet |. His intention was to test the
Prophet | - to see whether he | truly was the awaited Prophet
| that was mentioned in the Torah. Prior to the above-mentioned
incident, Zaid

4

studied the Prophet | from a distance, noticing

that he | possessed every characteristic that was mentioned in
the Torah about the awaited Prophet. Only a few signs remained,
and those Zaid

4

had to test in person, and in an aggressive
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manner. Those signs, as Zaid

4

mentioned himself, were as

follows: ªHis (i.e., the awaited Prophet's) forgiveness precedes his
anger (the literal word used is ignorance; what this phrase means
is that when confronted with two competing choices, that of
showing forgiveness and that of showing anger, it is the former
that always wins out), and the more ignorance he is faced with (by
an enemy, for instance, or by a foolish person), the more
[1]

forbearing he becomes.''

To ascertain whether the Prophet | possessed these qualities,
Zaid

4

tested him in the above-mentioned manner - by being

mean, ignorant, and spiteful towards him. When Zaid

4

saw for

himself that the Prophet | possessed the two said qualities, he

4
4

embraced Islam. Zaid

became a good, practicing Muslim,

accompanying the Prophet | in every military expedition he
participated in. Zaid

even - enthusiastically, mind you, and

without the least bit of hesitation - accompanied the Prophet |
[2]

Ã k Expedition.
during the difficult and tiring Tabu

Example Number Six:
During his ten years in Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet | dealt not just
with external foes, but with internal enemies as well - a group of
people

who

were

appropriately

called

hypocrites.

They

outwardly embraced Islam, but inwardly they disbelieved in
Ã h |. Through revelation, the Prophet |
the Messenger of Alla

[1]

Ibn Hajar mentioned this story in his book Al-Isa
Ãbah Fee Tamyõ
Ãz As-Saha
Ãbah,
Ã nõÃ; to Abu Ash-Shaikh, in his book Akhla
and he ascribed it to At-Tabara
Ãq AnNabõ
Ã |; to Ibn Sa'ad; and to others. After he mentioned the narration for this

story, Ibn Hajar said, ªIts narrators are all trustworthy. Muhammad ibn AsSarõÃ, one of the narrators of this story, was graded as trustworthy by Ibn
Mu'een. And Al-WalõÃd, another narrator, explicitly stated that he heard this
narration [from the narrator that comes before him in the chain of the
narration). (1/566). Ibn KathõÃr mentioned this story in Al-Bida
Ãyah WanNiha
Ãyah, and he ascribed it to Abu Na'eem's famous work Ad-Dala
Ãil; refer to
Al-Bida
Ãyah

Wan-Niha
Ãyah

(2/310). And in Majma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (8/240), Al-

Ã nõÃ related it, and its narrators are all trustworthy.''
HaithamõÃ said, ªAt-Tabara
[2]

Refer to Al-Isa
Ãbah Fee Tamyõ
Ãz As-Saha
Ãbah (1/566).
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was informed about their identities, and yet he | took no steps to
punish them, for as we came across earlier in this work, the
Prophet | judged people by their outward behavior, and not
based on their true feelings and intentions. Also, the Prophet |
did not want to create an atmosphere of suspicion among his
Companions

5

; furthermore, he | did not want it to be said that

he killed his own followers. And finally, he | hoped that,
through his

forbearance

and good

manners,

at least some

hypocrites might see the folly of their ways and embrace Islam
sincerely. Therefore, as long as hypocrites did not go too far in
their plots to

harm Muslims, as long as

they prayed and

ostensibly performed their Religious duties, and as long as they
remained a negligible influence in society, the Prophet | avoided
open confrontation with them.
The most evil of the hypocrites was their leader, `Abdullah ibn
Ubai. And as evil as Ibn Ubai was, the Prophet | had reason to
pity Ibn Ubai and to patiently try to win him over: For the
Prophet's arrival in Al-MadõÃnah drastically changed Ibn Ubai's
life and prevented him from achieving his life-long goal, that of
becoming king of Al-MadõÃnah.
Al-MadõÃnah - or Yathrib as it was known prior to the advent of
Islam - was a city that was known for its constant wars, wars that
were waged not with outsiders, but among the three factions that
inhabited Al-MadõÃnah: The Aus tribe, the Khazraj tribe, and the
three Jewish tribes of Al-MadõÃnah. Loyalties constantly changed,
with the Jews siding with the Aus at times, and with the Khazraj
at other times. Thus Yathrib remained in a constant state of
disunity; never once did it have a central leader who ruled all of
its inhabitants. But that changed prior to the advent of Islam. The
people of the Aus and Khazraj agreed to appoint a single king to
rule them all, and that king, they agreed, would be `Abdullah ibn
Ubai. He was an easy choice, for no one could find fault with his
noble lineage.
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Even while they were putting together beads to make Ibn Ubai's
Ãh
crown, and to thus officially crown him as king, Alla

(

sent to

Ã h |. The
the people of Al-MadõÃnah the Messenger of Alla
inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah turned away from Ibn Ubai, thus
greatly diminishing his role among them; and instead, they
Ã h | with open
turned to Islam and to the Messenger of Alla
hearts. Now isolated and forlorn by his people, Ibn Ubai became
bitter and resentful; his heart swelled with hatred for Islam,
Ã h | had literally stolen his
feeling that the Messenger of Alla
throne.
If Ibn Ubai was evil, he was also a realist. When he saw that the
vast majority of his people embraced Islam, he realized that it was
futile to fight against Islam from the outside, and so he decided to
[1]

outwardly embrace Islam and fight it from within.

From that

time onward, his single obsession in life was to do harm to the
Religion of Islam - by sowing seeds of dissension among its
adherents and by secretly aiding and abetting its enemies.
Ibn Ubai was different from other hypocrites. The very nature of a
hypocrite is to be subtle in his attempts to inflict harm upon
others; Ibn Ubai, however, was not always subtle, even though he
did rely a great deal on secrecy. As such, his reputation grew as
time went on, and he became widely known as the leader of AlMadõÃnah's hypocrites.
On various occasions, Ibn Ubai did something that made him
deserving of a harsh punishment - certainly, of death itself. And
yet on each of those occasions the Prophet | forgave him, as is
clear from the following examples:
1) When the Prophet | arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, he | signed a
comprehensive peace treaty with the three native Jewish tribes
of Al-MadõÃnah. According to the terms of that treaty, the Jews
of Al-MadõÃnah were considered citizens of the Muslim Nation;

[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (2/216) and Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (4/157).
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as such, they enjoyed many rights - such as full protection from
outside enemies and the freedom to practice their Religion. But
along

with

rights

came

responsibilities,

such

as

the

responsibility to be loyal to the leader of the Muslim Nation,
and the responsibility to fight side-by-side with Muslims
against foreign attackers. Following the conclusion of the
Battle of Badr, one of the three Jewish tribes of Al-MadõÃnah, the
Ã ' tribe, clearly violated the terms of their treaty
Banu Qainuqa
with the Prophet |. They did so in a vile manner, one that
made them deserving of death by reason of betrayal. First, they
pulled off the garment of a Muslim woman in the marketplace,
thus exposing her private areas. And if that was not enough,
[1]

they killed the Muslim man who tried to defend her honor.

After this blatant act of aggression and betrayal took place, the
Ã ' district; this
Prophet | marched towards the Banu Qainuqa
took place on a Saturday, halfway through the month of
Ã l, approximately twenty months after the Prophet's
Shawwa
migration

to

Companions

5

Al-MadõÃnah.

The

Prophet

|

and

his

besieged the district for fifteen days. The

Ã ' shut themselves up in their fortresses,
people of Banu Qainuqa
and with the passing of every day, they became more and
more terrified of the fate that was about to befall them. Finally,
they surrendered, agreeing to accept the Prophet's judgment
against them. In total, seven handerd soldiers from the Banu
Ã ' tribe were tied up, as they awaited the Prophets'
Qainuqa
judgment upon them. It was widely felt that, because of Banu
Ã 's blatant betrayal of their peace treaty with the
Qainuqa
Muslims, the Prophet | would order the execution of every
Ã ' tribesman.
male, adult Banu Qainuqa
Fearing that eventuality, `Abdullah ibn Ubai stood up and said,
ªO Muhammad, be kind to my allies,'' referring to the people of
[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (2/427), to Al-Bida
Ã yah Wan-Niha
Ã yah (4/4), to ArRaheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 228), and to Hadhal-Habeeb (pg. 246).
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Ã ' as such because they had been his allies during
Banu Qainuqa
the pre-Islamic days of ignorance. The Prophet | remained
silent, perhaps weighing his options before he openly announced
his judgment. This delay agitated Ibn Ubai, who stood in front of
the Prophet |, blocking his way. Ibn Ubai repeated his request,
ªO Muhammad, be kind to my allies.'' Ibn Ubai then had the
temerity to place his hands in a pocket or hole of the Prophet's
Ã h, I will not let go of you until
armor, and to then say, ªBy Alla
you show kindness to my allies, four-hundred of whom are
without armor, and three-hundred of whom are donned in
armor. In past days they protected me from both red-skinned
and black-skinned enemies, and yet now you wish to harvest
Ã h, I am indeed a
(i.e., kill) them in a single morning. By Alla
person who fears calamities (i.e. I fear that a calamity will befall
us and we will again be in need of becoming allied to the Banu
Ã ' tribe).'' Hoping to effect some change in Ibn Ubai's
Qainuqa
heart, the Prophet | granted him his request - for his sake
Ã 's men. So rather than kill Banu
sparing the lives of Banu Qainuqa
Ã 's men, the Prophet | merely expelled the entire tribe
Qainuqa
from Al-MadõÃnah. Furthermore, the Prophet | seized much of
their wealth and divided it into five parts, treating it as war
Ã ' left Albooty. Shortly thereafter, the people of Banu Qainuqa
MadõÃnah, never to return, and settled themselves in the lands of
Ã m.
Ash-Sha

[1]

Despite Ibn Ubai's rude behavior and aggressive approach, the
Prophet | did not punish him; to the contrary, he forgave him
and even rewarded him, hoping thereby to influence him to
reform his character.
2) On the Day of Uhud, a day during which a crucial battle was
about

to

occur

between

the

Muslims

and

the

Quraish,

`Abdullah ibn Ubai not only deserted the battlefield, but also

[1]

Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ã d (3/126) (190).
Refer to Za
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left with one-third of the Muslim army. As he and his followers
were leaving Uhud and returning to Al-MadõÃnah, `Amr ibn
Ãm
Hara

4

Ã bir
- the father of Ja

4

- followed them, calling out to

them and exhorting them to return. He yelled out to them,
Ã h, or at least defend
ªCome and fight in the way of Alla
(yourselves and your fellow Muslims).'' Ibn Ubai and his
followers replied, ªHad we known that you were going to
fight, we would not have left.'' They were obviously lying.
Seeing that he could not reason with such evil men, `Amr

4

stopped following them, cursed them, and returned to the
[1]

Muslim encampment.

The Muslims suffered great losses during the battle that
ensued. And yet, in spite of the fact that Ibn Ubai abandoned
his Muslim brothers in a time of great need, the Prophet | did
not punish him.
3) One day, the Prophet | mounted his riding animal with the
Ã dah
intention of visiting Sa`d ibn `Uba

4

. Along the way, he |

passed by `Abdullah ibn Ubai, who was surrounded in a
gathering by his fellow clansmen. The Prophet | dismounted
from his riding-animal, extended greetings of peace to the
members of the gathering, and sat down for a short while. He
Ã n and invite the members
| then proceeded to recite the Qur'a
of the gathering to Islam. In turns, he reminded them about
Ãh
Alla

(

, warned them about the punishment of the Hereafter,

Ãh
and gave them glad tiding of Paradise if they obeyed Alla

(

.

When the Prophet | finished his short talk, `Abdullah ibn
Ubai said to him in a rude manner, ªO this one (he did not even
have the politeness to mention the Prophet | by name), there
is nothing better than this speech of yours. Nonetheless, if it is
the truth, you should sit in your home. Then, if someone comes
to you, convey to him this speech of yours. But if someone does
[1]

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd Fee Hadye Khairil-`Iba
Ã d (3/194), to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ã m (3/
8, 3/57), and to Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (4/51).
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not come to you, do not torture him (with your speech) and do
[1]

not come to him in his gathering and say what he dislikes.''

The Prophet | did not punish Ibn Ubai for his rude words, but
instead forgave him, hoping that he or, some of his followers
would have a change of heart- through his good manners.
4) When the Jewish tribe of Banu An-Nadeer violated their peace
treaty with the Prophet |, Ibn Ubai took their side, promising
even to fight alongside them if a battle erupted between them
and the Muslims of Al-MadõÃnah. The leaders of the Banu AnNadeer tribe did not commit a venial offence that could
quickly be forgotten and forgiven; to the contrary, they
attempted to assassinate the Prophet |. Such a betrayal they tried to kill the Prophet | when they were supposed to
protect him from enemies - made them deserving of a severe
punishment. But rather than order for their deaths, the Prophet
| merely ordered for their expulsion, sending Muhammad
ibn Muslimah

4

to them in order to give them notice that they

had only a short time to gather their belongings and leave AlMadõÃnah for good. Meanwhile, the leader of the hypocrites,
`Abdullah ibn Ubai, sent them an altogether different message:
He told them to ªStand your ground and defend yourselves,
for we will never surrender you (to the Muslims). If you are
fought against, we will fight alongside you. And if you are
expelled, we will go out with you.'' This promise of help - an
empty promise, as it turned out - strengthened the resolve of
Banu An-NadõÃr's tribesmen. They openly declared hostilities
with the Prophet | and made it clear that they would fight
until the very end; they were confident because they thought
Ibn Ubai and his followers would help them. In response to
their declaration of war, the Muslims besieged their district.
And when help did not come from Ibn Ubai, the people of
Banu An-NadõÃr became terrified, realizing that they had no
choice but to surrender. The Prophet | then expelled them
[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ã m (2/218, 219).
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from Al-MadõÃnah. Some of them settled in Khaibar, and the
[1]

Ã m (Syria and surrounding regions).
rest went to Ash-Sha

Ibn

Ubai's wicked role in the betrayal of Banu NadõÃr soon became
known to all, and yet still, the Prophet | left him alone and
decided not to punish him.
5) Al-MuraisõÃ' Expedition showed `Abdullah ibn Ubai true color,
for throughout the expedition he openly flaunted his hypocrisy
and his disdain for Islam and Muslims. His evil plots became
less subtle and less secretive, which in the end exposed him for
what he truly was. As a result, people began to distance
themselves

from

him,

and

his

influence

in

Al-MadõÃnah

diminished greatly, leaving him a bitter and resentful man.
Impotent and unable to do any more harm to Muslims, Ibn
Ubai could do nothing more than seethe on the inside. But this
all happened after the Al-MuraisõÃ' Expedition; during and
immediately after it, he did a great deal of mischief and caused
Muslims - especially the members of the Prophet's household

5

- much harm.

Here, in summary, are some of the evil deeds that Ibn Ubai
performed during and immediately

after the Al-MuraisõÃ'

expedition:
a) He orchestrated a slander campaign in which he, his followers,
and some unsuspecting Muslims maligned the good name of
the Prophet's wife, `Aaisha
Ãh
When Alla

(

6

, accusing her of wicked deeds.

declared `Aaisha's innocence in the Noble

Ã n, Ibn Ubai became exposed as the ringleader and chief
Qur'a
[2]

fomenter of the slander campaign.

[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (3/192), to Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (4/75), and to
Za
Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/127).

[2]

For more details about this story, refer to Al-Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's
famous commentary, Al-Fath (7/431) (4141), (8/452) (4750); to Muslim (4/
2129) (2770); and to Za
Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/256-268).
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Ãh
b) In the following verse, Alla

(

exposed what `Abdullah ibn

'&%$#"!~}

Ubai said during the Al-MuraisõÃ' Expedition:

}

{

``They (hypocrites) say : ``If we return to Al-Madinah , indeed the
more honourable (`Abdullah bin Ubaiy bin Salul , the chief of
hypocrites at Al-Madinah) will expel therefrom the meaner (i .e .
Ã n 63:8)
Alla
Ã h's Messenger) .'' (Qur'a

Ãh
c) And in the following verse, Alla
comment

that

Ibn

Ubai

made

(

exposed yet another vile

during

the

Al-MuraisõÃ'

tsrqponml

Expedition:

}

{

``Spend not on those who are with Alla
Ã h's Messenger , until they
Ã n 63:7)
desert him .'' (Qur'a

After reading the past few pages of this book, someone who is
ignorant about the Prophet's wisdom might be led to say that
too much leniency was shown to `Abdullah ibn Ubai, and that
he should have been punished early on for his mischiefmaking. In the end, however, the Prophet's wisdom paid off,
for rather than confront Ibn Ubai, a man who had many
followers, the Prophet | kept him in check, at the same time
allowing him to expose himself for the great wicked-doer that
he truly was. Through the Prophet's patience and forgiveness,
Ibn Ubai lost influence over others with the passing of every
day, until in the end, he was reduced to a level of insignificance
and impotence.
There was also another more profound wisdom in not punishing
or killing Ibn Ubai, a wisdom that can be understood in the
context of modern-day societies. Today, many countries in the
world are ruled by authoritarian governments, rulers, kings,
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presidents, or leaders who have absolute control over their
people. The one thing all such rulers have in common is the fear of
an uprising or a coup; as such, they focus most of their energies on
domestic

spying;

on

persecuting,

torturing,

and

setting

an

example of anyone that is suspected of wanting the overthrow
of the ruling government. In such countries, which are often
described as police states, people do not truly love their leaders,
but instead are terrified of them. Most people will have a relative
or friend who has been picked up by the secret police, tortured,
and perhaps even killed. Consequently, the vast majority of
citizens inwardly despise their leader; and among foreigners,
their leader is known by the title ªdictator.'' ªDictator'' and
similar epitaphs are appropriate, for what good is a leader when
even his own people are not safe from him.
The

Prophet

|

understood

this

reality.

The

problem

with

punishing Ibn Ubai was that he was a citizen of the Muslim
Nation; after all, he outwardly claimed to be a Muslim. Therefore,
to harm him meant harming a member of the Muslim Nation.
And the Prophet | didn't want either Muslims or foreigners to
think that he | persecuted his own people. And so when `Umar

5

Ã h, allow me to strike the neck of this
said, ªO Messenger of Alla

hypocrite,'' the Prophet | replied,

o n n r n
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``Leave
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should
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/

6
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9D

Muhammad

o r n
,-bOz
kills

his

[1]

companions .''

The Prophet | showed a great deal of wisdom in his treatment
of Ibn Ubai, for had he | killed the hypocrite, people would
have been put off from the idea of embracing Islam. Many
people, not knowing any better, would have seen Ibn Ubai as a
Muslim,
[1]

and

they

would

have

said

in

their

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (8/648) (8/652) (6/546) (4905) and Muslim (4/1998) (2584).

minds,
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ªMuhammad kills Muslims.'' A great deal of turmoil would
then have ensued.
In his dealings with Ibn Ubai and other hypocrites, the Prophet |
remained focused on the greater good: It was better to allow Islam
to flourish with Ibn Ubai around, than to kill Ibn Ubai and face the
consequences

of

internecine

strife

among

Al-MadõÃ nah's

inhabitants. Furthermore, the Prophet | could afford to be
patient with hypocrites, for since he, and not they, had authority
in Al-MadõÃnah, he could keep them in check and prevent them
from achieving their wicked goals.
In the end, `Umar

4

also saw the wisdom of not killing `Abdullah

ibn Ubai. Commenting on how he wanted to kill Ibn Ubai and
how the Prophet | forbade him from doing so, `Umar

4

said, `By

Ã h, I knew that the affair (or decision) of the Messenger of
Alla
[1]

Ã h | was more blessed than my affair (or decision).''
Alla

Example Number Seven:
Ã rõÃ and
According to a HadõÃth that is recorded in both Bukha
Muslim, Abu Hurairah

4

reported that, on one occasion, the

Ã h | sent a number of horsemen in the direction
Messenger of Alla
of Najd. The horsemen carried out their mission and later
returned with a prisoner from the Banu HanõÃfah tribe; this
Ã mah
particular prisoner was no ordinary catch, for he was Thuma
Ã l, grand chieftain of the people of Yama
Ã mah.
ibn Utha
Once in Al-MadõÃnah, the prisoner was tied to a column of the
Ã h | later went to him and said,
Masjid. The Messenger of Alla
Ã mah, what is it that you have with you?'' Thuma
Ã mah
ªO Thuma
replied, ªO Muhammad, what I have with me is good. If you
kill me, you will be killing a man of blood. (This statement has
two possible interpretations: First, I am a man of noble lineage;
my blood is valuable, and because of my standing among my

[1]

Ibn KathõÃr mentioned this quote in Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (4/185). Also refer to
Sharh An-NawawõÃ (12/139) and to Hadhal-Habeeb Ya
Ã-Muhibb (pg. 336).
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people, my death will be avenged. And second, I am a man
who has a lot of blood on his hands, so there is no blame upon
you if you kill me.) If you show me kindness, you will be
showing

kindness

to

a

thankful

person.

And

if

you

want

wealth, all you have to do is ask, and you will be given
whatever you desire.''
Ã h | left and did not visit the prisoner again
The Messenger of Alla
for the rest of the day. On the following day, however, he did
Ã mah the same question: ªO
return, and he | asked Thuma
Ã mah, what is it that you have with you?'' For his part,
Thuma
Ã mah gave the same reply: ªI have what I told you: If you
Thuma
kill me, you will be killing a man of blood. (This statement has
two possible interpretations: First, I am a man of noble lineage;
my blood is valuable, and because of my standing among my
people, my death will be avenged. And second, I am a man who
has a lot of blood on his hands, so there is no blame upon you if
you kill me.) If you show me kindness, you will be showing
kindness to a thankful person. And if you want wealth, all you
have to do is ask, and you will be given whatever you desire.''
Ã h | left him, and again, he did not
Again, and Messenger of Alla
visit him for the rest of the day. Then, on the following day, the
Ã h | returned and asked for a third time, ªO
Messenger of Alla
Ã mah, what is it that you have with you?'' Thuma
Ã mah
Thuma
replied, ªI have what I told you about: If you kill me, you will be
killing a man of blood. If you show me kindness, you will be
showing kindness to a thankful person. And if you want wealth,
all you have to do is ask, and you will be given whatever you
desire.''
Ã h | did not leave him; instead, he
This time, the Messenger of Alla
said

to

the

Companions

5

that

were

with

him,

ªRelease

Ã mah.'' Having been untied, Thuma
Ã mah was now a free
Thuma
man; he could go about freely as he chose. In a move that must
Ã mah showed
have come as a surprise to nearby onlookers, Thuma
no hesitation in what he wanted to do: He went to a date-palm tree
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that was situated near the Masjid, took a bath, entered the Masjid,
and exclaimed in a clear and resolute voice, `I bear witness that
Ã h, and that Muhammad
none has the right to be worshiped but Alla
is His slave and Messenger.' He then said, ªO Muhammad, by
Ã h, throughout the lands there was no face that was more
Alla
despised by me than your face, and yet now your face has become
Ã h, there was no religion
the most beloved of all faces to me. By Alla
that was more hated by me than your Religion, and yet now your
Religion has become the most beloved of all religions to me. And
Ã h, there was no city that I despised more than your city, and
by Alla
yet now your city is the most beloved of all cities to me. Verily,
when your horsemen apprehended me, I was on my way to
perform `Umrah (the lesser pilgrimage to Makkah). So what do you
Ã h | gave him glad
think I should do?'' The Messenger of Alla
tidings and commanded him to carry out his previous intentions that of going to Makkah in order to perform `Umrah. When
Ã mah arrived in Makkah, someone said to him, ªHave you
Thuma
Ã h, I simply
abandoned your religion?'' He replied, ªNo, by Alla
Ã h |. And
embraced Islam in the company of the Messenger of Alla
Ã h, not a grain of wheat will come to you from Yama
Ã mah
no, by Alla
Ã h |.'' Here,
without the prior permission of the Messenger of Alla
Ã mah spoke rather bluntly with his questioner. In spite of his
Thuma
blunt answer, and in spite of the fact that he had become a Muslim,
the people of Makkah did not raise a finger to harm him. This is
because they feared him, and they had every reason to do so, for he
was the chief of a rather large and powerful tribe. Most of all, they
became afraid because of his threat. Makkah was a business hub,
but its inhabitants did not grow their own food; instead, they relied
on

food

shipments

that

came

from

other

parts

of

Arabia,

Ã mah, the homeland of Thuma
Ã mah.
particularly from Yama
Ã mah meant what he said, for when he returned to his
Thuma
native land, he issued a decree, ordering the stoppage of all
food shipments to

Makkah. When food shipments stopped

arriving in Makkah, the leaders of the Quraish thought that the
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Ã h | was responsible for the embargo. As
Messenger of Alla
such, they wrote him the following letter: ªVerily, you order
people to join ties of family relations, and yet you have cut off
relations from us. You have killed the fathers (of our tribe) with
the sword, and you are now killing the sons (of our tribe) with
Ã h | then wrote a
the weapon of hunger.'' The Messenger of Alla
Ã mah, ordering him to end the embargo and to
letter to Thuma
cease blocking the shipments of food that traveled from his
[1]

lands to Makkah.

Ã bah, Ibn Hajr (May Alla
Ã h have mercy on him) said that
In Al-Isa
Ãs
Ibn Mandah related from Ibn `Abba
Ã mah
Thuma

4

embraced

Islam,

of

7

how

the story of how

he

returned

to

Al-

Ã mah and blocked all food shipments that were headed
Yama
Ãh
towards Makkah, and of how Alla

(

, in regard to those events,

revealed the verse:

xwvutsrq

}

{

``And indeed We seized them with punishment , but they humbled
not themselves to their Lord , nor did they invoke (Alla
Ãh) with
Ã n 23:76)
submission to Him .'' (Qur'a

Ã mah
Thuma

4

enjoyed great success in his efforts to spread Islam

among his people; however, upon the death of the Prophet |, the
inhabitants

of

Ã mah
Al-Yama

apostatized.

Ã mah
Thuma

4

was

saddened by the sudden evil that overcame his people, but he
was in the minority and was unable to effect any significant
change among them. And yet in spite of the dangers that
Ã mah
surrounded him, Thuma

4

remain steadfast upon Islam. He

gathered those of his people who still followed him, and led them
Ã mah. He then joined up with Al-'Ali ibn Alaway from Al-Yama
HadramõÃ

4

and fought alongside him against the apostates of

[2]

Bahrain.
[1]

[2]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (3/317); and to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (8/88).
Refer to Al-Isa
Ãbah Fee Tamyõ
Ãz As-Saha
Ãbah (1/203).
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Ã mah
Thuma

4

was living proof that forgiveness and mercy are

powerful weapons in the hands of a believer. Sure, the Prophet |
Ã mah; but he did nothing of
could have killed or punished Thuma
Ã mah certain noble qualities and the
the sort, discerning in Thuma
Ã mah was no
potential for positive change. Furthermore, Thuma
ordinary man: he was the leader of a great number of

people.

Thus the Prophet | understood that if he succeeded in winning
Ã mah, he would, in effect, be winning over his
over Thuma
followers as well.
And

so,

without

any

strings

attached,

the

Prophet

|

set

Ã mah free, asking for nothing in return, and allowing him
Thuma
to go anywhere he pleased. This magnanimous gesture on the
Ã mah, for in
part of the Prophet | had a profound effect on Thuma
an instant his hatred of Islam and of the Prophet | transformed
[1]

into pure and unadulterated love.

Example Number Eight:
Ã lik
Anas ibn Ma

4

reported that one day, while he was walking

with the Prophet |, a Bedouin approached the Prophet | and
proceeded to pull violently at his robe. At the time, the Prophet |
was wearing a robe whose borders were rough and coarse.
Anas

4

later remarked, ªThe Bedouin tugged at his robe so

violently that I was able to see the surface of the Prophet's
shoulder, and I saw how, because of the roughness of the man's
pulling, the border of the robe left a mark on the Prophet's
shoulder.'' The Bedouin then said, ªO Muhammad, give the order
Ã h's wealth, which you
that I should be given something from Alla
have in your possession.'' The Prophet | showed no sign of being
irritated or upset by the Bedouin's rude behavior; to the contrary,
he was amused and even laughed. And he | then granted his
request, ordering his Companions
[2]

5

to give him what he asked

for - a generous gift of wealth.
[1]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (12/89) and to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (8/88).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/251) (3149) and Muslim (2/730) (1057).
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Example Number Nine:
Ã h's wrath against his
The Prophet | avoided invoking Alla
people, even against those of his people who physically and
verbally abused him. He could very well have supplicated against
Ãh
them; in fact, he knew that, if he prayed against them, Alla

(

would answer his prayer and destroy them. For instance, as the
Ã if, the Angel of the Mountains
Prophet | was returning from Ta
went to him and offered to crush his people with two of Makkah's
mountains. The Prophet | refused the Angel's offer, hoping that
if they did not embrace Islam, then at least their offspring would.
Ãd
`Abdullah ibn Mas`u

4

once recalled, ªIt is as if I can see the

Ã h |, as he spoke about one of the Prophets
Messenger of Alla

/

Ã h sent to previous Nations). The Prophet | described
(that Alla
how his people beat him, causing him to bleed; and how he wiped
the blood off his face and said
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``O Alla
Ãh , forgive my people , for indeed , they do not know (what
[1]

they do) .''

The Prophet | loved the quality of forbearance. He | once said
to Al-Ashajj `Abdul-Qais

4

:
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``Verily , in you are two qualities that Alla
Ãh loves : forbearance
and carefulness (or deliberateness) .''

According to one narration, Al-Ashajj then said, ªO Messenger of
Ã h, did I adopt those qualities (i.e., were they of my own
Alla
Ã h fashion me upon them (i.e. did He instill them
doing), or did Alla
Ã h fashioned you
in me)?'' The Prophet | said, ªYes, indeed, Alla

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/514) (3477) and Muslim (3/1417) (1792).
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upon them.'' Al-Ashajj
fashioned

me

4

Ã h, Who has
said, ªAll praise is for Alla

Ã h and His
upon two characteristics that Alla
[1]

Messenger love.''

Example Number Ten:
The Prophet | was forgiving not just towards his own people,
but towards others as well. He | even forgave a Jewish man who
tried to do him great harm. The man tied a string, placed it in a
well, and cast an evil spell on the Prophet |. Through revelation,
the Prophet | learned about what he had done; he then ordered
for the string to be extracted from the well, and shortly thereafter
he | became completely cured from the spell that the Jewish man
had cast upon him. The Prophet | knew that the Jewish man was
responsible for the magic spell, and yet he afterwards said
[2]

nothing to him, and did nothing to harm or punish him.

L

L

L

L

L

[1]

Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (4/357) (5225) and Ahmad (4/206) (3/23).

[2]

Ahmad (4/367) (19286).

His Carefulness and Deliberateness
|

One achieves success only when he is deliberate and careful in all
of his affairs. A wise man weighs his options and considers all of
the facts pertaining to any given situation before taking any
decisive action. A fool, on the other hand, rushes his decisions,
without taking into consideration the ramifications of his actions.
To be sure, the Prophet | was deliberate and careful, studying a
situation from every possible angle before arriving at a decision.
This in no way meant that he was irresolute or indecisive, for once
he studied a situation and arrived at a final decision, he executed
it with resolve and determination. The following are just a few
examples

that

point

to

the

Prophet's

deliberateness

and

carefulness.

Example Number One:
Ã mah ibn Zaid
Usa

4

Al-Huraqah

tribal

(a

Ã h | sent us to
said, ªThe Messenger of Alla
leader,

who

was

known

for

his

ruthlessness) from the Juhainah tribe. We attacked the enemy
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in the morning, and defeated them. At one point, both I and a
Ã r were standing over an enemy soldier. When
man from the Ansa
we had the upper hand over him, he said, `None has the right to
Ã h.' The Ansa
Ã ri man held back, but then I
be worshiped but Alla
stabbed him with my spear and killed him. When we returned
(from that mission), news of what I did reached the Prophet |.
He then said to me,
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``O Usa
Ãmah , did you kill him after he said : None has the right to
be worshiped but Alla
Ãh?''

Ã h, he was only trying to save himself.'
I said, `O Messenger of Alla
The Prophet | said,

o
y?u G
``Did

you

kill him
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said :

None

has

the right

to

be

worshiped but Alla
Ãh?''

He continued to repeat that question until I wished that I had not
[1]

embraced Islam before ªthat days.''

Ã mah
According to another narration, Usa

4

said, ªI said, `O

Ã h, he only said that (i.e., the Testimony of Faith)
Messenger of Alla
because he was afraid of (our) weapons.' The Prophet | said,
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``Should you not have split him open and lay bare his heart , so
that you could know whether or not he said it (sincerely)?''

He | continued to repeat that phrase until I wished that I had
[2]

embraced Islam only that very day.''

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/517) (12/191) (4269) and Muslim (1/97) (159).

[2]

Muslim (1/96) (97).
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And according to yet another narration, the Prophet | said to
Ã mah
Usa

4

:
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``What will you do with `None has the Right to be worshipped but
Alla
Ã h' when it comes (to defend the man you killed) on the Day of
Resurrection?''

Ã mah
Usa

4

said, ªPray for my forgiveness.'' The Prophet | said

Ã mah
nothing else to Usa

4

, but instead continued to repeat the

above question,
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``What will you do with `None has the Right to be worshipped but
Alla
Ã h' when it comes (to defend the man you killed) on the Day of
[1]

Resurrection?''

Ã mah's mistake and other
It was because of the implications of Usa
similar mistakes that the Prophet | was himself very careful and
slow to take any action that could possibly have serious, and adverse
consequences. When he | would set out for military expeditions, he
would not fight against opposing tribes until he made certain that
Ã lik
they were not Muslims. Anas ibn Ma

4

said, ªWhen the Prophet

| would lead us in an attack against a people, he would not carry
out the attack with us until the morning, and then he would wait and
see. If he heard the call to Prayer (in the city he was about to attack),
he would hold back and not attack the people (of that land). And if
[2]

he didn't hear the Call to Prayer, he would attack them.''

Example Number Two:
The Prophet | trained his Companions

5

to avoid rushing into

war. He | ordered them to refrain from launching surprise attacks
[1]

Muslim (1/97) (97).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2/89) (610) and Muslim (1/288) (382).
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on foreign populations that might be altogether unaware of his
message.

After

all,

unlike

the

Mongols,

Muslims

were

not

plunderers whose purpose it was to conquer lands, kill people,
and steal the wealth of others. To the contrary, their mission and
chief aim was lofty in nature: It was to spread justice and the
message of Islam as far and wide as possible. Therefore, rushing
into a war with new enemies was not the way of the Muslims. First,
they sought to ascertain whether or not the people of a given foreign
land had the right and the means to learn about Islam, so that they
could choose for themselves whether or not they wanted to become
Muslims. Then, they would give those people the choice to embrace
Islam. If they refused, Muslims gave them the option of paying
Jizyah, a tax that gave them a few responsibilities and many rights:

They would have the right to freely practice their Religion, and,
among other rights, they would have the right to be protected by
Muslims from foreign enemies. Then, if the people of that land
refused to pay the Jizyah tax - and only then - the Muslims would
seek

help

from

Ãh
Alla

(

and

wage

war

against

them.

The

aforementioned are the three steps the Prophet | taught his
Companions

5

[1]

to follow before they attacked a foreign country.

Example Number Three:
The Prophet | taught his Companions

5

the value of being

deliberate even in certain matters that pertained to worship. For
instance, he | said to them,
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``When the Prayer is established (when it begins) , do not come to
it racing ; instead , come to it walking . And there should be upon
you an air of peace and tranquility . Then , whatever part (of the
[1]

Refer to Muslim (3/1357) (1365) and to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (3/
100).
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you

catch ,

pray
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it .

And

whatever

part

you

miss ,

complete it (after the rest of us exit from the state of Prayer) .''

[1]

On another occasion, he | said,
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``When the Prayer is established (i .e . when the final call for
Prayer is made) , do not stand up until you see me come out (for
Prayer) .''

[2]

Also, the Prophet | made it clear to his Companions

(

5

Ãh
that Alla

loves the qualities of carefulness and deliberateness. He | once

said to Al-Ashajj

4

,
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``Verily , in you are two qualities that Alla
Ãh loves : forbearance
and deliberateness .''

[3]

Example Number Four:
As we learned earlier on in this book, the Prophet | would attack
an enemy tribe in the morning, and he | would not attack
immediately; rather, he | would first wait to hear whether or not
the people of that tribe performed Prayer - which would be a clear
indication that they were Muslims. If he | heard the Call to
Prayer, he | would not attack; but if he | didn't hear it, he |
Ãh
would attack. On one occasion, he | heard a man call out, ªAlla
Ã h is the Greatest.'' The Messenger of Alla
Ãh |
is the Greatest, Alla
then said, ª(He is) upon Islam.'' Then the Prophet | heard the
man say the next part of the Call to Prayer: ªI bear witness that
Ã h, I bear witness that
none has the right to be worshipped but Alla

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (2/390) (908) (1/420) (602).

[2]

Muslim (1/422) (604).

[3]

Muslim (1/48) (18).
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Ã h.'' The Messenger of
none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ã h | then addressed the man, saying,
Alla
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``You have (by being a Muslim who prays) been emancipated from
[1]

the Hellfire .''

`Abdullah ibn Sarjas Al-MuzanõÃ

4

reported that the Prophet |

said,
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``Having a good appearance (i .e . , being clean , well-groomed ,
etc .) , deliberateness , and moderation are together one of twentyfour parts of prophethood .''

[2]

The quality of being deliberate and careful is good in everything
except for matters that pertain to the Hereafter; after all, we are, as
Muslims, commanded to race towards good deeds. And yet still,
we must adhere to certain Islamic guidelines even while we race to
perform good deeds (remember the HadõÃth in which the Prophet |
forbade

people

from

running

towards

Prayer

after

it

has

commenced, teaching them that they should instead walk, and
[3]

have about them an air of peace and tranquility).

L

L

L

L

L

[1]

Muslim (1/288) (610).

[2]

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (4/366) (2010); also, refer to Sahõ
Ãh Sunan At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (2/195).

[3]

Refer to Sharh As-Sunnah, by Al-BaghawõÃ (13/177) and to Tuhfatul-AhwadhõÃ
Sharh Sunan At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (6/153).

His Gentleness and Softness
First: How He | Would
Encourage Muslims to be Gentle
`Aaisha
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reported that the Prophet | once said to her,
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``Verily , whoever is given his share of gentleness , has indeed been
given his share of this world's and the Hereafter's goodness .
Joining

ties

of

neighborliness

-

family
these

relations ,
qualities

good

cause

manners ,

houses

(of

and

people

good
who

adopt them) to flourish with dwellers , and they also cause an
[1]

increase in the lifespan (of people who adopt them) .''

[1]

Ahmad (6/159), and the chain of this Hadõ
Ãth is authentic. Also, refer to Al-

Ã nõÃ (519).
Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth As-Sahõ
Ãhah, by Al-Alba
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The Prophet | stressed the importance of being gentle in all
affairs. Preachers and Islamic educators must particularly be
gentle and easy-going, for the success of their mission hinges
Ã dõÃth.
upon those qualities - as we will come across in various Aha
And while the Prophet | exhorted Muslims to be gentle, he
warned them not to be harsh, even praying against those who,
while in authority, are unnecessarily harsh with and hard upon
Muslims. `Aaisha

6

Ã h | say
said, ªI heard the Messenger of Alla

in this house of mine,
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``O Alla
Ãh , if anyone is put in charge of a matter that pertains to
the people of my Nation and is then hard upon them , be hard upon
him . And if anyone is put in charge of a matter that pertains to
the people of my Nation and is then gentle with them , be gentle
[1]

with him .''

When the Prophet | would send some of his Companions

5

to

lead a mission or to govern the people of a foreign land, he |
would order them to make matters easy for people, and would
forbid them from repelling people or driving them away by acting
Ã sa
Ã
harshly with them. Abu Mu

4

said, ªWhen the Messenger of

Ã h | would send one of his Companions on a mission, he |
Alla
would say,
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``Give glad tidings and do not drive people away (from the truth
by being harsh with them) ; make matters easy (for the people) ,
and do not make matters difficult (for them) .''

`Aaisha

6

[2]

Ã h | said,
related that the Messenger of Alla

[1]

Muslim (3/1458) (1828).

[2]

Muslim (3/1358) (1732).
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``If Alla
Ã h - the Possessor of Might and Majesty - wants good to
befall the people of a household , he brings gentleness into their
lives .''

[1]

Ã sa
Ã Al-Ash'arõÃ
And upon sending both Abu Mu

4

Ã dh
and Mu'a

4

to Yemen, the Prophet | said to them,
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``Make matters easy (for people) , and do not make matters difficult
(for them) . Give glad tidings , and do not drive away (and repel
people by being harsh with them) . Obey one another (cooperate
with one another) , and do not differ with one another .''

Ã lik
Anas ibn Ma

4
8

Ã h | said,
reported that the Messenger of Alla

8
n
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``Make

matters

[2]

easy

(for

8

n n

o n o
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people) ,

and

80
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o n
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do

not

make

matters

difficult (for them) ; give glad tidings , and do not drive away (and
[3]

repel people by being harsh with them) .''

Ã dõÃth, the Prophet | mentioned both an act and
In each of these Aha
its opposite, not deeming it sufficient to mention one to the exclusion
of the other. This is because, had the Prophet | said, ªMake matters
easy,'' without saying, ªAnd do not make matters difficult,'' one
would be obeying the Prophet's command by making matters easy
for people only on occasion. By adding the prohibition, ªAnd do not
make matters difficult,'' the Prophet | made it clear that it is
prohibited at all times to make matters difficult for people.

[1]

Ã nõÃ said, ªThis HadõÃth is
Ahmad (6/71). In Silsilatul-Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth As-Sahõ
Ãhah, Al-Alba
authentic in the narration that is related by way of `Aaisha

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (8/62) (4344, 2345) and Muslim (3/1359) (1733).

[3]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/164) (69) and Muslim (3/1359) (1732).

6

.'' (3/219) (1219).
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the

above-mentioned

Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth,

the

Prophet

|

encouraged

preachers, Religious teachers, and Muslim leaders to give glad
tidings to people, to remind them about the rewards they will receive
Ãh
if they obey Alla

(

, to make matters easy for them, to encourage

them to change their ways not all at once but in manageable, easy-tofollow stages. In short, the Prophet | encouraged Muslim leaders to
send a positive message to people in order to get from them a positive
change. Therefore, when teaching others, a Muslim should not be
harsh; he should not focus solely on warnings of a severe torment in
the Hereafter. And when he does warn about the Hellfire, he should
couple that message with a promise of hope, a promise of Paradise
for those who obey their Lord

(

.

Especially with people who are not spiritually strong - such as
teenagers, newly reverted Muslims, or people who have only
recently repented from serious sins - a spiritual guide should be
gentle, helping them progress slowly and in manageable steps.
One should remember that, in the early days of Islam, Religious
duties and obligations were legislated not all at once, but in stages.
When a person tries to make spiritual advances in stages, he is
likely to achieve his goal. But when one, all of a sudden and
without any prior experience, takes it upon himself to fast every
other day, perform late-night voluntary Prayers every night, and
spend all of his time in the Masjid, he will likely fail, perhaps - and
Ãh
we seek refuge in Alla

(

- returning to a stage wherein he

becomes negligent regarding even his obligatory Prayers.
Especially when dealing with the common masses, a spiritual
guide should teach slowly and in stages, not giving a great deal of
information in a single sitting, and not demanding that his
students sit with him every day. The Prophet | would give
speeches to his Companions

5

on certain days only, fearing that

teaching them on a daily basis would result in their becoming
[1]

bored.
[1]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (1/162, 163).
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Second: The Prophet's | Gentleness
The Prophet | not only encouraged others to be gentle, but was
gentle himself, as is made amply clear in the following examples.

Example Number One:
Abu

Ã mah
Uma

Prophet

|

4

and

reported
said,

ªO

that

a

young

Messenger

of

man

went

Ã h,
Alla

to

the

grant

me

permission to fornicate.'' Those who were present censured
the

young

man,

saying

to

him,

ªSilence! Silence!''

But

the

Prophet | reacted differently, seeing that, in spite of the evil
request, the young man was a sincere person who simply did
not know any better. And so the Prophet | asked the young
man to come nearer to him, and when he did, the Prophet |
asked him, ªWould you love that for your mother?'' Or in other
words, would you like it if someone fornicated with your
Ã h. May Alla
Ãh
mother? The young man replied, ªNo, by Alla
cause me to be sacrificed for you.'' The Prophet | said, ªNor
would people love that for their mothers. And would you like
Ã h.
that for your daughter?'' The young man replied, ªNo, by Alla
Ã h, may Alla
Ã h cause me to be sacrificed for
O Messenger of Alla
you.'' The Prophet | said, ªNor would people like that for their
daughters. And would you like that for your sister?'' He replied,
Ã h. May Alla
Ã h cause me to be sacrificed for you.''
ªNo, by Alla
The Prophet | said, ªNor would people like that for their
sisters. And would you like that for your paternal aunt?'' He
Ã h. May Alla
Ã h cause me to be sacrificed for
replied, ªNo, by Alla
you.'' The Prophet | said, ªNor would people like that for their
paternal aunts. And would you like that for your maternal
Ã h. May Alla
Ã h cause
aunt?'' The young man replied, ªNo, by Alla
me to be sacrificed for you.'' The Prophet | said, ªNor would
people like that for their maternal aunts.'' The Prophet | then
Ã h,
placed his hand upon the young man and said, ªO Alla
forgive his sins, purify his heart, and protect his private area
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(from wrongdoing).'' From that moment onward, the young
[1]

man never again thought of fornicating.

The Prophet | is the best human being to ever have walked the
earth, and yet he was gentle and kind to a man who asked him
permission to commit fornication, a shameful and major sin. Then
who are we to put on airs of superiority and to speak roughly with
people that we deem sinners. Too often, one hears about stories
similar to this one: A woman, with her hair uncovered, walks into
the Masjid and asks questions about Islam. Then a group of people,
with frowns on their faces, gather around her menacingly and
scorn her for leaving her hair uncovered. Perhaps this is an extreme
example, but such things do happen. The people who scorned her
did not know her background or her level of faith. But even if they
did know something about her, they should have been gentle, and
they should have spoken to her encouragingly and with a positive
tone. After all, we are commanded to obey and follow the Prophet
| not just in matters that pertain to worship, but also in our
dealings with others.
We do not have the right to separate between acts of worship and
social dealings, and yet too often such a separation, whether
knowingly or not, exists in the minds of people who think of
themselves as religious simply because they perform numerous
units of voluntary prayers. And so they do not realize that, while
they are following the Sunnah of the Prophet | by performing latenight voluntary Prayers, they are not following the Sunnah when
they are harsh in their dealings, and when they are mean to people
who need, not to be driven away, but to be encouraged with kind
words. If the best human being ever to walk the earth was not selfrighteous and harsh, not even the most religious or the eldest
among us today has the right to adopt those qualities.

[1]

Ahmad

Ã mentioned this
(5/256, 257). In Mujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid, Al-Haithamõ

narration, ascribed it to At-Tabara
Ã nõ
Ã, and said, ªIts narrators are all narrators of
As-Sahõ
Ãh (Sahõ
Ãh Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã or Sahõ
Ãh Muslim) (1/129); also, refer to Silsilatul-

Ã nõÃ (370).
Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth As-Sahõ
Ãhah, by Al-Alba
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Example Number Two:
`Aaisha

6

reported that a group of Jews once visited the Prophet |

Ã m `Alaikum.'' The
and extended to him these greetings: ªAs-Sa
Ã m sounds very similar to the word that is used in a
word As-Sa
Ã m.'' The two words may
Muslim's greetings of peace: ªAs-Sala
Ã m is a
sound the same, but their meanings are very different. As-Sa
Ã m is an Arabic
Jewish word that means death; meanwhile, As-Sala
word that means peace. The Jews who visited the Prophet |
muffled their voices, giving the impression that they were saying,
Ã m `Alaikum,'' or, peace be upon you; but in reality, they
ªAs-Sala
Ã m `Alaikum,'' or, death upon you. `Aaisha
said, ªAs-Sa

6

, who was

present at the time, later said, ªI understood what they said, and so
I said to them, `And upon you death, and in addition to that, may
Ã h | said,
you be cursed.' The Messenger of Alla
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``Take it easy , O `Aaisha , for indeed , Alla
Ã h loves gentleness in
every matter .''

Ã h, did you not hear what they said?'
I said, `O Messenger of Alla
Ã h | said,
The Messenger of Alla
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[1]

`I indeed replied: And the same upon you.'''

What the Prophet | meant here was that he managed to achieve
the same effect that `Aaisha

6

was gunning for - that of

responding to the curse of his Jewish visitors in a like manner without resorting to indecent or inappropriate language. Simply
by saying, ªAnd the same upon you,'' the Prophet | managed to
at once be polite and put his visitors in their proper place. For if
they truly said, ªPeace be upon you,'' the Prophet |, by saying,
ªAnd the same upon you,'' was wishing peace upon them. But if
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/449) (6024).
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what they really said was, ªDeath upon you,'' the Prophet |, by
responding the way he did was, in an oblique and polite way,
wishing the same upon them.
In another narration, the Prophet | said,
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``O `Aaisha , verily Alla
Ã h is gentle and loves gentleness . He gives
for gentleness that which He does not give for roughness , and that
which He does not give for anything else .''

[1]

The Prophet | also said,
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``Verily , whenever gentleness is found in something , it adorns
that thing . And whenever gentleness is removed from something ,
that thing becomes tainted (or sullied , or dishonored) .''

[2]

According to yet another narration, the Prophet | said,
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[3]

``Whoever is deprived of gentleness is deprived of goodness .''

Ã
Abu Ad-Darda

4

reported that the Prophet | said,
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``Whoever is given his share of gentleness has indeed been given

[1]

Muslim (4/2004) (2593).

[2]

Muslim (4/2004) (2594).

[3]

Muslim (4/2003) (2592).
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his share of goodness and whoever is forbidden his share of
gentleness has indeed forbidden his share of goodness .''

Ã
According to a HadõÃth that Abu Ad-Darda

4

[1]

reported as well, the

Prophet | said,

o
o
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r
6
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``Whoever has been given his share of gentleness has indeed been
given his share of goodness . And there is nothing heavier in the
[2]

Scale (on the Day of Resurrection) than good manners .''

Example Number Three:
Ã lik
Anas ibn Ma

4

reported that, while he and a number of other

Ã h | in the Masjid, a
Companions were with the Messenger of Alla
Bedouin entered and proceeded to urinate inside of the Masjid. In
a state of panic, the Companions

5

exclaimed, ªWhat is this!

Ã h |, on the other hand, remained
Stop!'' The Messenger of Alla
perfectly calm; and rather than say anything to the Bedouin, the
Prophet | addressed his Companions, saying to them, ªDo not
stop him from urinating; instead, leave him alone (for now).''
Then everyone remained silent, as the Bedouin continued to
urinate. It was only when he was finished that the Messenger of
Ã h | called him and said,
Alla

n nr
n
r
r
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6
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n
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``Urine and filth matter are not appropriate for these Masjids .
These Masjids are meant only for the remembrance of Alla
Ã h , for
Prayer , and for the recitation of the Qur'a
Ã n .''

[1]

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (4/367) (2013). Commenting on the authenticity of this narration,

Imam At-TirmidhõÃ said, ªIt is Hasan SahõÃh.'' Refer to SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ (2/195).
[2]

Ã nõÃ (876).
Ahmad (6/451). Refer to Al-Aha
Ãdõ
Ãth As-Sahõ
Ãhah, by Al-Alba
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At least that, the narrator of this HadõÃth pointed out, is the gist of what
the Prophet | said. The Prophet | then ordered a man to bring a
[1]

bucket of water and to pour it over the sullied part of the Masjid.

Ã rõÃ that the Bedouin
It is established in other parts of SahõÃh Bukha
from the above-mentioned story is the same man who said, ªO
Ã h, have mercy on me and on Muhammad, and do not have
Alla
mercy on anyone else.'' He said this in reaction to what happened
to him in the Masjid: For while the Companions

5

were harsh

Ã h | corrected his mistake in a
towards him, the Messenger of Alla
kind and gentle manner.
Thus the Bedouin made two serious mistakes. First, he urinated in
a place of worship; and second, he said something false about
Ã h: He asked Alla
Ã h to have mercy on just two of earth's
Alla
Ã h's mercy encompasses all
inhabitants, when, in reality, Alla
things. The Bedouin did not intentionally act inappropriately; his
heart was in the right place, but he simply did not know any
Ã h | neither
better. And that is why the Messenger of Alla
chastised nor punished him, but instead corrected him in a gentle
manner, saying to him, ªYou have made narrow that which is
Ã h's mercy to be
vast.'' Or in other words, you have deemed Alla

hgfe

[2]

limited, when, in reality, it is vast and embraces all things.
Ã h's mercy does embrace all things. Alla
Ãh
Truly, Alla
said:

}

(

Himself

{

Ã n 7:156)
``And My Mercy encompasses all things .'' (Qur'a

The Bedouin was stingy with that which was not his to give. He
Ãh
made a prayer against Muslims by asking Alla

(

not to have

mercy on them, and so the Prophet | admonished him in a gentle
[1]

Muslim (1/236) (285) and Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/322) (219). Also refer to other parts of
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (1/223), (10/

449), and (1/525).
[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (10/438) (6010).
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(

B A @ ? > = < ; :D9C

Ãh
way. And in the following Verse, Alla

praised those who do

the opposite of what the Bedouin did, those who pray, not
against, but for their Muslim brothers.

{

}

``And those who came after them say : ``Our Lord! Forgive us and our
brethren who have preceded us in Faith , and put not in our hearts
Ã n 59:10)
any hatred against those who have believed .'' (Qur'a

Other narrations shed further light on the chain of events that
took place when the Bedouin entered the Masjid that day. For
Ã rõÃ, Abu
instance, in a narration that is also related in SahõÃh Bukha
Hurairah

4

said, ªA Bedouin entered the Masjid, performed two

Ã h, have mercy on me and on
units of Prayer, and then said, `O Alla
Muhammad, and do not have mercy on anyone else.' Then,
Ã h | said, `You have
turning towards him, the Messenger of Alla
limited that which is vast.' Then only a short while passed before
the Bedouin urinated in the Masjid. People rushed towards him
(in

order

to

chastise

him),

but

the

Messenger

of

Ãh
Alla

|

prevented them from doing so, saying to them, `Verily, you
have been sent only to make matters easy (for people), and you
have not been sent to make matters difficult. Pour a bucket of
[1]

water upon it (i.e., upon the affected area of the Masjid)''

Some time later, when he became knowledgeable about the
teachings of Islam, the Bedouin recalled, ªThe Prophet | - may
my mother and father be sacrificed for him - stood up and came to
[2]

me, but he neither cursed me nor scolded me nor hit me.''

Ã h's created beings. His
The Prophet | was the wisest of Alla
wisdom became apparent in everything he said and did. And
through his wisdom, he | had the uncanny ability to make
matters better, not worse, and to come up with a good solution for
[1]

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (1/275) (147); Ahmad (12/244) (2754) and (20/134) (10540); and
Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (along with its commentary, Al-'Aun Al-Ma'bood) (2/39).

[2]

Musnad Ahmad (20/134) (10540) and Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1/175) (529, 530).
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the most difficult of problems. Yes, the Prophet | could have
chastised the Bedouin, as many adults do when they discipline a
misbehaving child. But by placing wisdom before zeal, the
Prophet | was able to have a profoundly positive impact on the
Bedouin's life. The Prophet's gentle treatment of the Bedouin was
also predicated on the principle of avoiding the greater of two
evils. For had the Companions

5

attempted to stop the Bedouin

mid-stream, urine would have sprayed all over the place, spoiling
the Bedouin's garment, spoiling the clothing of the Companions

5

, and sullying various parts of the Masjid. But by leaving the

Bedouin alone, the Prophet | made sure that only a small part of
[1]

the Masjid would be sullied by his urine.

Perhaps the greatest lesson we should take away from this story is
the methodology the Prophet | followed in correcting the
mistakes of ignorant people. It is a methodology that we must
certainly follow in our lives, if we hope to succeed in spreading
the message of Islam. Therefore, when faced with an ignorant
person who means no harm, but who knows no better, we should
not be harsh with him; we should not scold him; we should not
curse him; and we should not do anything that will drive him
away from the truth. This in no way means that we should refrain
from correcting his mistake. To be sure, we should correct his
mistake, but we should do so in a gentle and encouraging manner
- in a way that is likely to win him over.

Example Number Four:
Ã wiyah ibn Al-Hakam As-SalamõÃ
Mu'a

5

recalled an incident that

occurred only shortly after he embraced Islam. He

5

said, ªWhile

Ã h |, a man sneezed. I
I was praying with the Messenger of Alla
Ã h have mercy on you.' When the people then shot
said, `May Alla
angry gazes at me, I said, `May my mother be bereaved of her
child. What is the matter with you all? Why are you all looking at
me?' They began to hit their legs with their hands. And when I
realized that they were trying to silence me, I became quiet (rather
[1]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (1/325) and to Sharh An-Nawawõ
Ã (3/191).
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Ã h | - may my
than argue with them). As for the Messenger of Alla
mother and father be sacrificed for him - I never saw anyone,
neither before his time nor after his time, who taught better than
Ã h, he didn't scold me, hit me, or curse me. When he
he did. By Alla
completed his Prayer, he | simply said to me,

6
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6
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``Verily , the speech of people is not appropriate during Prayer .
Prayer should be restricted to At-Tasbõ
Ãh (glorifying Alla
Ãh) , to AtTakbõ
Ãr (magnifying Alla
Ãh by saying , `Alla
Ãh is the Greatest') , and
for the recitation of the Qur'a
Ãn .''

Or such, the narrator pointed out, was the gist of what the
Prophet | said.
After the Prayer was concluded and the Prophet | finished
correcting

Ã wiyah's
Mu'a

mistake,

Ã wiyah
Mu'a

4

said,

ªO

Ã h, just very recently I was still in a state of
Messenger of Alla
ignorance (i.e., I embraced Islam only a short while ago). When
Ãh
Alla

(

brought Islam to us, some men among us were still going

to soothsayers.'' The Prophet | said, ªDo not go to them.''
Ã wiyah
Mu'a

4

Ã n.'' Or in
said, ªAmong us are men who Yatatayyaru

other words, among us are men who see negative omens, and who
then act based on those omens. So for instance, if one of them saw
an evil omen about a journey he was about to undertake, he would
cancel that journey. The Prophet | said, ªThat (i.e., negative
feelings that can be misconstrued as negative omens) represents
things they feel in their heart, but they should not let that prevent
(them from doing what they had previously planned).'' So, for
instance, if the person planning a journey saw a negative omen or
felt

negative

understand

feelings
that

such

about

impending

negative

doom,

feelings

occur

he
at

should
times;

nonetheless, they should not prevent him from doing what he
had previously planned to do - namely, embark upon that journey.
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Ã wiyah
Mu'a

4

also asked about a particular kind of soothsaying,

and the Prophet | forbade him from that as well. At the end of the
Ã wiyah
above-mentioned narration, Mu'a

4

said, ªI had a servant-

girl who would graze sheep for me in the area near Mount Uhud
Ã niyyah (A place in northern Al-MadõÃnah).
and Al-Jawwa

[1]

One

day, I saw that a wolf took off with one of the sheep (she was
grazing for me). I am merely a man from the children of Adam, and
I became angry as do other people from the children of Adam. And
Ã h | (and
so I struck the servant-girl. I went to the Messenger of Alla
told him about what I did), and he made me understand that I had
Ã h, shall I
committed a serious mistake. I said, `O Messenger of Alla
not then free her (in order to make up for what I did to her).' He |
said, `Bring her to me.' When I returned with her, the Prophet |
Ã h?' She replied, `In the heavens.' The
asked her, `Where is Alla
Prophet | then asked, `Who am I?' She said, `You are the
Ã h.' He | said (to me),
Messenger of Alla
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[2]

ªFree her, for she is indeed a (true) believer.''

In the previous examples - especially with the man who asked
permission

to

fornicate,

the

Bedouin

Ã wiyah ibn Al-Hakam
Masjid, and Mu'a

who

4

urinated

in

the

- we see how the

Prophet's gentleness transformed people who were ignorant
about their Faith into people who became determined to learn
about Islam and put their knowledge into action. Those people
always remained thankful to the Prophet |, more for how he
treated them than for what he taught them. And this is the key
to educating people and motivating them to become better
Muslims. Human beings inherently dislike someone who acts as
if he is better than them or is rough in his dealings with them;
conversely, they love a person who is gentle and kind towards
[1]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (5/23).

[2]

Muslim (1/381) (537); also refer to Sharh An-Nawawõ
Ã (5/20).
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them. To benefit from this lesson, you, reader, simply have to
look back into your life and ask yourself the question, who had
the most positive influence on your life? Or, which of your
teachers do you remember with the greatest fondness? I am
certain that you will find that you will recall with fondness not
the person or teacher who had the most knowledge, but the
person or teacher who had the best manners. It is for this
Ã wiyah ibn Al-Hakam
reason that Mu'a

4

said about the Prophet

|, ªNeither before nor after his time have I seen a teacher who
teaches better than him.''

Example Number Five:
`Umar ibn Abu Salamah

4

said, ªWhen I was a young boy, living

Ã h |, my hand would
in the household of the Messenger of Alla
roam around the (main) dish (from which everyone ate). The
Ã h | said:
Messenger of Alla
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``O young child , mention Alla
Ã h's name , eat with your right
hand , and eat from the food that is nearest to you (i .e . do not put
your hand all over a plate ; instead , eat from that part of the plate
that is nearest to you) .''

When teaching this simple etiquette, the Prophet | did not speak
in a raised or angry voice with the child; instead, he gently taught
him proper table manners. The few words the Prophet | used had
a more profound effect on the child than any long, angry lecture
possibly could have had, for, when he was an adult, `Umar ibn Abu
Salamah

7

said, ªFrom that moment until this very day, that is

how I have continued to eat (i.e. from that moment onward,
Ã h's name, eat with my right hand,
whenever I eat, I mention Alla
[1]

and eat from the food that is nearest to me on my plate).''
[1]

Muslim (3/1599) (2022) and Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (9/521) (5376).
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Example Number Six:
Ã rõÃ
Salamah ibn Sakhr Al-Ansa

4

related an interesting account

about how he once got into serious trouble, and about how the
Prophet | helped him find an exceptionally easy way out of his
predicament. Salamah

4

described how he was a man who was

stronger than most men when it came to sexual relations; he could
go for a very long time, and he lacked patience, not being able to
hold himself back from having sex. So one Ramadan, Salamah

4

became very afraid for himself: He feared that if he were to have
sex with his wife late in the night, he would go on so long that he
would still be having sex in the beginning of the day, without
having the patience to stop and wait until the next evening; after
all, during Ramadan, food is not the only thing that is prohibited
in the daytime; sex is as well.
Salamah

4

was determined not to commit the serious sin of

having sex during one of the days of Ramadan, and so he made a
strange oath, saying that, until the end of Ramadan, his wife was
just as unlawful for him as was his mother. This oath is unlawful
in Islam and requires an act of atonement, as will be made clear
later on in this narration. Thus, through his own doing, Salamah

4

made his wife unlawful for himself, during both the days and

nights of Ramadan. At any rate, during one of the nights of
Ramadan, Salamah

4

saw a part of his wife's body that caused

him to feel lustful for her, and not being able to control himself, he
immediately threw himself upon her.
Now Salamah

4

really found himself to be in a pickle. He had no

choice but to inform the Prophet | about the sin he had perpetrated.
But first he went to his people and explained his situation. He

4

asked them to accompany him when he went to the Prophet | for
moral support. They refused, saying that they feared that a Verse of
Ã n would be revealed not just about him, but about all of his
the Qur'a
relatives, and it would put them to shame until the end of time.
Having thus been abandoned by his relatives, Salamah
himself to the Prophet | and explained his situation.

4

went by
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The Prophet | asked him three times whether he had really
perpetrated that sin, and each time Salamah

4

only solution was for Salamah

4

confessed. The

to atone for his sin. Salamah

4

was prepared to do whatever was necessary to make atonement,
and he made that clear to the Prophet |, saying to him, ªYes, here
I am. Pass any judgment upon me, and I will patiently accept it.''
The Prophet | said to him, ªFree a slave.'' Salamah

4

said that

he had no slave to free. The Prophet | said, ªFast two months.''
Salamah

4

Ã h, and did I not get into
replied, ªO Messenger of Alla

this situation as a result of fasting.'' The Prophet | said, ªThen
give charity (to atone for your sin).'' Salamah

4

said, `By the One

Who has sent you with the truth, we spent last night hungry,
without any dinner to eat.'' The Prophet | said,
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``Go to the person who is responsible for giving charity on behalf
of the Banu Zuraiq tribe (Salamah's very own tribe) , and instruct
him to give you (food) to give away as charity and then feed a
wasq of it on your behalf to sixty poor people . Then help yourself
and your dependants with the remainder of it .''

The Prophet | told Salamah

4

to take a single Wasq of food; one

Ã s, and one Sa
Ã was equivalent to four
Wasq was equivalent to 60 Sa
handfuls of food. Therefore the Prophet | was bestowing upon
Salamah

4

a significant amount of food. The Prophet | then

instructed Salamah

4

to feed 60 poor people with that food, and

to use the rest for himself and his family. When Salamah

4

finished feeding 60 people, his atonement would be complete.
What clearer example can there be of the Prophet's gentleness and
kindness. For here was a man that went to him, thinking that he
would have to pay a heavy price for his sin; and then in the end,
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the Prophet | not only helped solve his problem of making
atonement, but also gave him food that could help feed himself
and his family.
When Salamah

4

returned to his people, he said to them, ª(When

I came to you for help) I found near-sightedness and poor
Ã h | I found ease,
opinions. But with the Messenger of Alla
openess, and blessedness. He ordered me to take your charity
money, so hand it over to me.'' They did so, after which
Salamah

4

proceeded to finish expiating for his sin.

[1]

Example Number Seven:
Anas

4

reported that on one occasion, when the Prophet | passed

by a woman who was crying beside a grave, he | said to her, ªFear
Ã h and be patient.'' She retorted, ªGo away from me. Verily, you
Alla
have not been afflicted with my calamity, and you do not even
know my situation.'' Afterwards, she was told that she had spoken
in that rude manner with none other than the Prophet |. She

6

went to the Prophet |, and not finding any guards to prevent her
from seeing him, she went inside and told him that she had not
recognized him when they met in the graveyard. The Prophet |
[2]

said, ªVerily, true patience is shown at the initial shock.''

Or in

other words, true patience is shown when one initially receives
news of a calamity. The point here is that, rather than scold the
woman for her rude behavior towards him, the Prophet | focused
on doing what he had tried to do in the graveyard - namely, exhort
her to be patient and teach her something that could benefit her in
her Religion. Her verbal abuse was erased from his memory, as he
| thought only of helping her.

L
[1]

L

L

L

L

Related by Ahmad, Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d, At-Tirmidhõ
Ã, and Ibn Ma
Ãjah. Refer to Sahõ
Ãh AtTirmidhõ
Ã (1/352) and Irwa
Ã Al-Ghaleel (7/179).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (3/148) (1283).

His Patience
An impatient person, early on in his life, gives up on his hopes,
dreams, and goals. A person with some degree of patience might
persevere for a while, but if the doors of opportunity are closed
before him, or if his enemies threaten to take away his life, he will
eventually either give up or compromise his principles. I can go
on listing the various degrees of patience a person can have, but
the simple point I want to make here is that the Prophet | was
endowed with the highest degree of patience that is possible for
any human being. The doors of opportunity were seemingly
closed before him when most of his own relatives rejected his
message, when he and his Companions

5

were being persecuted

by the leaders out of Quraish, when he could find no suitable safehaven for his Companions

5

, when certain leaders of the Quraish

physically assaulted him, or when he and his Companions

5

were besieged in one of Makkah's mountain-passes for three
years. And yet through all of that, and a great deal more, the
Prophet | remained steadfast upon his Religion, refusing to
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make any compromises regarding his Faith. Throughout all of the
trials and tribulations he endured, his sight was set on a single
Ãh
overriding goal - that of pleasing Alla

(

. He patiently strove

after that goal until his very last breath, when he returned to his
Lord, being pleased with Him, and with his Lord being pleased
with him. There are innumerable examples of the Prophet's
patience, but for the purposes of this work are sufficient with the
following few.

Example Number One:
Ãh
In the early stages of the Prophet's mission, Alla

(

ordered the

YXWVUT SRQ
`_^]\[Z

Prophet | to invite his relatives to Islam, saying to him:

Q

{

wv y

Q

}

wvz

``And warn your tribe (O Muhammad) of near kindred . And be
kind and humble to the believers who follow you . Then if they
Ã n 26:214disobey you , say : ``I am innocent of what you do .'' (Qur'a
216)

The Prophet | then stood up and answered his Lord's command.
Ãs
Ibn `Abba

4

SRQ

reported that, when

}

{

ªAnd warn your tribe (O Muhammad |) of near kindred''

Ã and
was revealed, the Prophet | ascended Mount As-Safa
began to call out, ªO children of Faihr, O children of `Adee,''
these being the various sub-tribes of the Quraish. They all
gathered together before the Prophet |, and if a man was not
able to go himself, he sent a messenger on his behalf to find out
what was happening. The Quraish, Abu Lahab included, came,
and the Prophet | said,
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``Suppose I informed you that horses (i .e . , an army riding on
horses) were in the valley (i .e . , behind this mountain) , intending
to attack you - would you believe me?''

ªYes,'' they said, ªWe have experienced nothing from you but
truthfulness.''
ªThen I am a warner to you,'' said the Prophet |,
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(The Prophet (|) then went on to say : ``Verily! I'm a warner
before the time of a severe punishment .''

ªWoe to you for the rest of this day!'' exclaimed Abu Lahab. ªIs it
Ãh
only for this that you have gathered us together?'' Then Alla
[1]

revealed the following verses,

making it clear who it was that

was headed for destruction:

& % $ # " !Q

}

(

v

~}|{z

{

``Perish the two hands of Abu Lahab (an uncle of the Prophet |) ,
and perish he! His wealth and his children (etc .) will not benefit
Ã n 111: 1, 2)
him!'' (Qur'a

According to one narration, the Prophet | invited them one subtribe at a time, saying to the members of each sub-tribe,

o r n
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o
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y

ªSave yourselves from the Hellfire.''

[1]

Sahõ
Ãh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã, ªThe Book of Tafsõ
Ãr.'' Hadõ
Ãth number: 4770.
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To make the situation of his relatives crystal-clear, the Prophet |
also called out to his daughter, saying,

n n
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o
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n
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k
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n
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``O Fa
Ãtimah , save yourself from the Hellfire , for I have no
authority from Alla
Ãh

(

to avail you in the least (in the Hereafter) ,

except that you have ties of relation (with me) , which I will join
[1]

(by being good to you in this world) .''

In his determination to further the cause of Islam, the Prophet |
was willing to endure every conceivable hardship; he was even
willing to endure persecution at the hands of his closest relatives.
Ã timah
And he | even made it clear to his beloved daughter, Fa

6

,

that, although he would always remain a dutiful parent to her, he
would not be able to save her from the Hellfire if she were to
refuse to embrace Islam. In the above-mentioned narrations, the
Prophet | informed his family members that their true relation to
one another hinged on Faith, and that the blind clan-based
loyalties

of

the

pre-Islamic

days

of

ignorance

had

now

disappeared and melted in the heat of his message, which he |
Ãh
came with from Alla

(

. These words of the Prophet | were not

empty, but instead were backed up by a life of action, for never
once did the Prophet | compromise his principles.
In response to what the Prophet | said in the above-mentioned
narrations, his relatives responded with scorn, derision, and
rejection. Had the Prophet | came with a religion that concerned
itself solely with ritualistic acts of worship, the leaders of the
Quraish would have reacted differently: They perhaps would
have humored or indulged the Prophet's wishes, for after all, the
Prophet | was one of Makkah's favorite sons. But they knew that

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (8/501) (4771), (5/382), and Muslim (1/192) (206) and its wording.
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the reality was otherwise; they knew that Islam was challenging
their customs, their beliefs, and their authority. Thus from the
very outset they made it clear to the Prophet | that he would
have to make some serious compromises, or that otherwise he
should prepare for an all-out war. Despite the fact that he was
greatly outnumbered, the Prophet | paid no heed to their
Ã h on a mission, a mission
requests, for he had been sent by Alla
that was so crucial to the fate of mankind that he was not
prepared to surrender or compromise, even if he was opposed by
[1]

everyone on earth.
And

so,

with

patience

and

perseverance,

the

Prophet

|

continued to invite people to the truth, both by day and by
night, as well as openly and secretly. No one was able to turn him
away from his mission - and that is not to say that many people
did not try. He didn't wait for people to come to him; rather, he
went to them wherever they gathered, thus exposing himself to
their derision and ridicule. He | was not deterred, for he
remembered the patience of past Prophets who fared much worse
in their efforts to save others than he did. He remembered
Prophets who were killed by their people; Prophets, such as
Moses

/
/

as Noah

, who were harmed by their people; and Prophets, such
, who patiently and dutifully performed the duties of

their mission for long periods of time - in the case of Noah

/

, for

950 years. The Prophet | invited every person he met - the free
man and the slave, the strong and the weak, the rich and the poor,
the young and the old and the male and the female. When it came
to spreading the message of Islam, everyone in his eyes was equal.
The Islamic principle of equality infuriated the leaders of the
Quraish, some of whom had slaves who had become Muslims.
Those leaders proceeded to persecute Muslims regardless of their
status in society; nonetheless, it was slaves and weak Muslims
[1]

Refer to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 78); to Fiqhus-Seerah, by Muhammad AlÃ lee (pgs. 101, 102); and to As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah: Duroos Wa-'Ibar, by
Ghaza
Ã As-Siba
Ã 'õÃ (pg. 47).
Mustafa
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who bore the major brunt of the polytheists' abuse. Some Muslims
suffered verbal abuse; others suffered physical abuse; yet others
Ã sir's parents,
suffered both; and then there was some, such as Ya
who suffered death at the hands of their QurashõÃ tormentors. And
yet even though the Prophet | was himself a victim of both
verbal and physical abuse - on one occasion, a leader of the
Quraish almost choked him to death - he | refused to give up his
mission.
Not only did the Prophet | refuse to give up, he also took the
hard road, avoiding shortcuts that might bring short-term success
but that would ultimately have serious and long-lasting negative
effects. By this, I mean that, for 13 long and hard years, the
Prophet | refused to retaliate, making it binding on both himself
and his followers to patiently endure the onslaught of the Quraish
without raising a finger to fight them back. This was asking a lot
of both himself and his Companions

5

, but, the Prophet |

understood, patience was an integral component to long-term
success.
It would have been very easy for the Prophet | to retaliate. He
had very capable followers whom he could have ordered to carry
out

political

assassinations.

The

main

targets

of

those

assassinations would have been the most vocal and active of
Islam's enemies - the likes of Al-WalõÃd ibn Al-MughõÃrah AlÃ s ibn Wa
Ã mõÃ, Al-`A
Ã il
Makhzu

As-SahmõÃ, Abu Jahl `Amr

ibn

Ã m, Abu Lahab `Abdul-'Uzzah ibn `Abdul-Muttalib, AnHisha
Ã rith, `Uqbah ibn Abi Mu'eet, Ubai ibn Khalaf, and
Nadr ibn Al-Ha
Umayyah ibn Khalaf. But the Prophet | understood that, while
killing such men might bring positive short-term results, the longterm results would have been disastrous for Muslims - the leaders
of the Quraish would probably have intensified their persecution
campaign to the point of ordering for the wholesale destruction of
Muslims. Only patience and steadfastness, therefore, could lead
to long-term positive results; as such, the Prophet | maintained a
stance of passive resistance throughout his stay in Makkah.
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|

was

should

peaceful
go

not

because

unpunished

for

evil-doers

their

crimes,

and
but

because it was the wise thing to do. Muslims at all times need
to keep this point in mind. Whenever they are faced with a crisis,
they must not adopt the easiest solution, the first one that comes
to mind, or the one that will bring only immediate short-term
success. They must rather take the wisest course of action, which
often does not mean immediate victory; instead, often it means
[1]

pain, suffering, patience, and sacrifice.

Example Number Two:
When threats and aggressive persecution tactics did not work, the
leaders of the Quraish decided to try another approach, a twotiered approach that involved both promises of reward and
threats of destruction. As for the former, they promised the
Prophet | whatever worldly pleasure he desired if he gave up his
Ã lib - the
mission; and as for the latter, they threatened Abu Ta
Prophet's uncle who, as long as he remained alive, protected the
Prophet | from his enemies - with all-out war.
For instance, one day the leaders of the Quraish went to the
Ã lib, among us you are
Prophet's uncle and said, ªO Abu Ta
deemed aged, honorable, and a man worthy of high-ranking.
Verily, we asked you to put a stop to your nephew (and his
Ã h, we will not
activities), but you have not done so. By Alla
patiently stand by and watch our fathers being cursed, our wise
ones being derided, and our gods being impugned. So either you
stop him or we will fight against him and you, until one of the two
sides (of our dispute) is destroyed.''
By saying these words, the leaders of the Quraish knew that they
Ã lib; after all, he was still a polytheist
had struck a nerve of Abu Ta
who followed the idol-worshiping ways of his forefathers. A man
who honored tradition and tribal loyalties above all else, Abu
[1]

Ã kir (2/65).
Refer to Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ãmõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
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Ã lib was loath to the idea of going to war with his own relatives.
Ta
And yet he did not want to abandon his nephew, whom he loved
more than any other person on earth. Hoping he could convince
Ã lib went to him and
his nephew to give up his mission, Abu Ta
informed him about what the leaders of the Quraish had said to
him. He then said, ªSo save the both of us, and do not place upon
me a burden that neither I nor you can bear. Stop saying to your
people the things they dislike hearing from you.''
The threat of war loomed ominously over the Prophet's head.
Most of his people opposed him, and his uncle, his last protector
from the Quraish, seemed on the verge of caving in to his enemies'
demands. Despite all of that, and Prophet | remained as
steadfast and determined as ever. Even if every human being
on earth opposed him, he would still refuse to give up, for he
believed with certainty in two things: First, that he was upon the
Ã h would raise His Word
truth; and second, that, in the end, Alla
and grant victory to Islam and to His Prophet |. As such, he
made it clear to his uncle that he would never give up his mission.
Ã lib realized that he would never be able to
It was then that Abu Ta
convince his nephew to make compromises in his Faith by
Ã lib was now left
capitulating to the terms of the Quraish. Abu Ta
with no choice save that of taking sides, and he quickly made up
his mind: He told his nephew that he could be as vocal as he
wanted in spreading his message, for, as a loving uncle, he would
continue to defend him until the very end.

Example Number Three:
Even though the leaders of the Quraish became more merciless in
their campaign to persecute Muslims, Islam continued to spread
throughout Makkah. In fact, two of Quraish's strongest members
became Muslims: Hamzah ibn `Abdul-Muttalib
Ãb
Al-Khatta

4

4

and `Umar ibn

. The conversion of these two men emboldened

Muslims, for those that had kept their Islam secret for years now
openly declared their Faith; and the rest openly flaunted their
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Faith, showing that they cared little about the enmity that was
shown to them by the Quraish.
This new turn of events gave pause to the leaders of the Quraish,
who now began to think that it was time to turn to untried tactics namely, that of trying to negotiate with the Prophet | and offer
him as much worldly treasures as he desired. To negotiate terms
on their behalf they sent `Utbah ibn Rabee'ah, a well-respected
and honored chieftain whom they knew they could trust.
Ã h |, sat down beside him,
`Utbah went to the Messenger of Alla
and said, ªO my nephew, you know that among us you are
deemed a person of high-ranking, a person of noble lineage. And
yet you have brought to your people a tremendously serious
matter, one through which you have managed to divide the ranks
of your people, to deride the wise ones among them, to find fault
with their gods and religion, and to label as disbelievers those that
have passed on from their forefathers. Now listen to me as I
present to you a number of offers; perhaps you will accept some
of them.''
Ã h | replied, ªSpeak, O Abul-WalõÃd, and I
The Messenger of Alla
will listen.''
`Utbah said, `O my nephew, if, through what you have come
with, all that you want is wealth, we will gather for you our
wealth, until you become the richest man among us. If all that
you desire is honor, we will make you our leader, after which we
will make no decision without your approval. If all that you
desire is a kingdom, we will make you our king. And if the one
who comes to you (i.e., the angel JibrõÃl) is nothing more than an
imagined apparition, which you are not able to ward off, we will
seek out the best medicine and spend as much of our wealth as is
necessary to cure you.'' Throughout `Utbah's talk, the Prophet |
remained patient, saying not a word, even though `Utbah, with
his rude speech, deserved to be silenced. Finally, when `Utbah
stopped talking, the Prophet | calmly asked, ªAre you done, O
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Abul-WalõÃd?'' `Utbah replied, ªYes.'' And the Prophet | said,
ªNow you listen to me.'' `Utbah replied, ªI will do so,'' upon
which the Prophet | proceeded to recite these verses of the

4 3 2 1 0Q / . - ,Q +
? >Q = < ; : 9 8 7Q 6 5
MLKJIHGFEDCBA@
N

Ã n:
Noble Qur'a

w

{

v

y

x

}

``Ha
Ã -Mõ
Ãm (These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'a
Ãn , and
none but Alla
Ãh (Alone) knows their meanings .) A revelation from
Alla
Ã h , the Most Beneficent , the Most Merciful . A Book whereof
the verses are explained in detail ; - A Qur'a
Ã n in Arabic for people
who know . Giving glad tidings (of Paradise to the one who
believes in the Oneness of Alla
Ã h (i .e . Islamic Monotheism) and
fears Alla
Ãh much (abstains from all kinds of sins and evil deeds)
and loves Alla
Ã h much (performing all kinds of good deeds which
He has ordained) , and warning (of punishment in the Hellfire to
the one who disbelieves in the Oneness of Alla
Ãh) , but most of them
turn away , so they listen not . And they say : ``Our hearts are
under coverings (screened) from that to which you invite us , and
in our ears is deafness , and between us and you is a screen , so
work you (on your way) ; verily , we are working (on our way) .''
Ã n 41:1-5)
(Qur'a

`Utbah listened attentively throughout the Prophet's recitation of
these Verses. When the Prophet | reached the Verse of Sajdah
(when one reads such a Verse, one should perform prostration),
the Prophet | stopped reciting and performed prostration. He |
then said,
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``O Abul-Walõ
Ãd , you have heard what you needed to hear , and
now the choice is yours .''

[1]

According to another narration, `Utbah listened attentively until
Ã h | reached the Verse:
the Messenger of Alla

}

ZYXWVUTSR

{

``But if they turn away , then say (O Muhammad) : ``I have
warned you of a Sa'iqah (a destructive awful cry , torment , hit , a
thunderbolt) like the Sa'iqah which overtook `Ad and Thamud
Ã n 41:13)
(people) .'' (Qur'a

When the Prophet | finished reading this Verse, `Utbah stood
up, panic-stricken and terrified. He placed his hand on the
Ã h and by our family
Prophet's mouth and said, ªI ask you by Alla
relations (to stop immediately).'' He then turned around and left,
hurrying back to his people, nay, sprinting back to them as if he
was being chased by bolts of lighting. So terrified was `Utbah by
the warning in the above-mentioned verse that he suggested to
the Quraish that they leave Muhammad | alone. He insisted that
they not stand in his way, shrewdly telling them that, if others
defeated him, the problems of the Quraish would be solved; and
that if he defeated all others in Arabia, his honor would mean
their honor, and his victory would mean their victory. But his
astute analysis fell on deaf ears, for the leaders of the Quraish
remained as determined as ever to oppose the Prophet |.

[1]

[2]

Ã q mentioned this story in Al-Magha
Ibn Isha
Ãzõ
Ã (1/313), having taken it from
Seerah

ibn

Hisha
Ã m.

Ã nõÃ said,
Al-Alba

ªThe

chain

of

this

story

is

Hasan

(acceptable), Allah willing.'' Refer to the following sources: Fiqhus-Seerah,
Ã lee (pg. 113), TafsõÃr Ibn KathõÃr (4/61), Al-Bida
by Al-Ghaza
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (3/
62), and Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 103).
[2]

Refer

to

Al-Bida
Ãyah

Wan-Niha
Ã yah

(3/62);

to

Ta
Ã rõ
Ãkh

Al-Isla
Ãm,

by

Adh-

DhahabõÃ; to Qism As-Seerah (pg. 158); to Fiqhus-Seerah, by Muhammad AlÃ lee (pg. 114); to Hadhal-Habeeb Ya
Ghaza
Ã-Muhibb (pg. 102); and to Tafsõ
Ãr Ibn
Kathõ
Ãr (4/62).
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Ã h's grace, and then through the wisdom Alla
Ãh
By Alla

(

bestowed

upon him, the Prophet | chose the best Verses for the occasion,
Verses that made clear to `Utbah the reality of his message and
Ã h, and his
mission. The Prophet | came with a book from Alla
mission was to invite people to the truth. Now, if he | expected
others to obey their Lord, he | certainly had every reason to
expect the very same from himself. It was his duty to seek out
Ã h's pleasure, without going after power, wealth, status, or
Alla
any of the transient things and pleasures of this world. And he |
lived up to that duty, refusing `Uqbah's offer, desiring instead the
eternal rewards of the Hereafter.

Example Number Four:
The leaders of the Quraish tried everything at their disposal to
turn the Prophet | away from his mission. They sent `Utbah to
offer the Prophet | wealth, status, and power, and he refused all
of those things. They even were willing to make compromises in
Ãh
their own religion, offering to worship Alla

(

for a year, if the

Prophet | would be willing to worship their gods for a year.
When all of their efforts failed, they turned to that most effective
tool of people who are at once false and desperate: Slander. They
[1]

accused the Prophet | of being mad, and of being a sorcerer.

But as their desperation grew, so did their propensity to resort to
vile and violent means. For instance, Abu Jahl once asked other
members of the Quraish, ªDoes Muhammad cover his face with
dust (by performing prostration) right in your midst?'' Someone
Ã t and Al-'Uzza! If I
answered, ªYes.'' Abu Jahl then said, ªBy Al-La
see him doing that, I will indeed tread on his neck, or I will cover
Ã h | was
his face with soil.'' Soon thereafter, the Messenger of Alla
praying in the Masjid, when Abu Jahl saw him and proceeded to
fulfill his pledge. But no sooner did Abu Jahl approach the
[1]

Ã lee (pg. 106); Ar-Raheeq AlRefer to Fiqhus-Seerah, by Muhammad Al-Ghaza
Ã kir (2/85, 88, 91,
Makhtoom (pgs. 80, 82); At-Ta
Ã reekh Al-Isla
Ãmõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
93, 94); and Hadhal-Habeeb Ya
Ã-Muhibb (pg. 110).
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Prophet | then he began to tread backwards, warding something
off with his hands, but what it was that he was warding off no
other member of the Quraish that was present could discern.
Seeing this strange occurrence and the terrified expression on Abu
Jahl's face, someone asked him, ªWhat is the matter with you?''
Perhaps it was the terror of the moment that made Abu Jahl give
an uncharacteristically honest response: ªVerily, between me and
him are a trench of fire, terror, and wings (the wings of angels).''
Ã h | later shed light on what had happened:
The Messenger of Alla
ªHad he come near me, the angels would have snatched him,
[1]

limb by limb.''

Ãh
Alla

(

}

then revealed the Verse:

ponm

{

``Nay! Verily , man does transgress all bounds (in disbelief and
Ã n 96: 6)
evil deeds , etc .)'' (Qur'a

Ãh
Alla

(

protected the Prophet | from Abu Jahl and from other

QurashõÃ leaders who wanted to hurt him. He | always remained
patient, sacrificing his wealth, his time, and his own well-being Ãh
all because he desired nothing more than to please his Lord, Alla

(

.

Example Number Five:
Ãd
Ibn Mas`u

4

Ã h | was
narrated: ªWhile the Messenger of Alla

standing up, praying beside the Ka'bah, and the Quraish were
together in their gatherings, one of them said, `Will you not all
look at this person who is performing for show? Which one of you
will go to the Jazoor (a camel that is prepared for slaughter) of
such and such family, take its entrails, its blood, and the remains
of its womb, and bring it all here - then wait until he performs
prostration, and then place it all on his back between his
shoulders?' The most wretched of them left (to do this most vile
[1]

Sahõ
Ãh Muslim, the book, ªDescription of the Resurrection, Paradise, and Hell.''

(4/2154) (2797). Also, refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (17/140).
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deed).

Then,

when

the

Messenger

of

Ãh
Alla

|

performed

prostration, he (i.e., the one who had volunteered) placed it all
between

his

shoulders.

The

Prophet

|

remained

fixed

in

prostration, while they laughed so uncontrollably that they
Ã timah
began to lean (or fall) over one another. Someone went to Fa

6

, who was still a child. She came hurriedly (towards the Masjid),

and the Prophet | remained in prostration until she removed
(the filth) from his (back). She

6

then approached the congregated

polytheists and cursed them. When the Prophet | had completed
Ã h, destroy (the infidels of) the
his Prayer, he | said, `O Alla
Ã h, destroy (the infidels of) the Quraish; O Alla
Ã h,
Quraish; O Alla
destroy (the infidels of) the Quraish.' Then he | mentioned
(specific) names:

n
6
n n
n n
n n
n
n
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``O Alla
Ãh , destroy `Amrun ibn Hisha
Ãm , `Utbah ibn Rabõ
Ã'ah ,
Shaibah ibn Rabõ
Ã'ah , Al-Walõ
Ãd ibn `Utbah , Umayyah ibn Khalaf ,
`Uqbah ibn Abi Mu'ait .''

Ã h, I saw them all (each of the men named above) struck
By Alla
dead on the Day of Badr; then they were dragged to Al-QalõÃb (an
Ã h | then said,
old well) - the QalõÃb of Badr. The Messenger of Alla
`The people of Al-QalõÃb have been followed by a curse (perhaps
this refers to the realization of the Prophet's supplication against
[1]

them).'''

Other authentic narrations establish that the person who threw
the entrails and filth of the camel onto the Prophet's back was
`Uqbah ibn Abi Mu'eet, and that the person who goaded him on
to do that most despicable deed was Abu Jahl.

[2]

Those narrations

[1]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/349) (240) and Sahõ
Ãh Muslim (2/1418) (1794).

[2]

Sahõ
Ãh Muslim (1794).
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further indicate that the Quraish were greatly perturbed when the
Prophet | supplicated against them, for they believed that
supplications made in Makkah were answered.

Example Number Six:
Among the most despicable things that were done to the Prophet
| was a cruel act that is described in SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã. `Urwah ibn
Az-Zubair

4

Ãs
said, ªI asked `Abdullah ibn `Amr ibn Al-`A

4

,

`What is the worst thing that the polytheists did to the Messenger
Ã h?''' To this question `Abdullah ibn `Amr
of Alla

4

replied, ªOnce,

Ã h | was praying in the Hijr of the
while the Messenger of Alla
Ka'bah (a famous part of the Ka'bah), `Uqbah ibn Abu Mu'eet
approached him, took hold of him by his shoulder, and wrapped
his garment around his neck. `Uqbah then proceeded to violently
choke the Prophet |. Abu Bakr

4

hurried towards them, held

;:987654321

`Uqbah by his shoulder, pushed him away from the Messenger of
Ã h |, and recited:
Alla

}

{

``Would you kill a man because he says : My Lord is Alla
Ãh , and he
has come to you with clear signs (proofs) from your Lord?''
Ã n 40: 28).
(Qur'a

Just

as

the

Companions

[1]

Prophet

5

,

|

was

particularly

tortured,

those

among

so

too

them

were
who

his

were

deemed weak and powerless. When this latter category of
Muslims began to suffer more and more at the hands of the
Ãb
Quraish, Khabba

4

Ã h | and said,
went to the Messenger of Alla

Ã h for us?''
ªWill you not ask help for us? Will you not invoke Alla
Ã h |, who had been resting his head on his
The Messenger of Alla
robe underneath the shade of the Ka'bah, sat up. His face turned
red and he | said,

[1]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/165) (3856), (8/553), and (7/22) (3678).
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``Among those who came before you , a man would have (a pit)
dug for him in the ground ; he would be placed inside of it , and
then a saw would be brought and placed over his head . Then he
would be split into two (halves) , yet that did not turn him away
from his Religion . What is beneath his flesh (i .e . , beneath the
flesh of a man from those who came before you) , in terms of bone
and nerve , would be combed (off) with combs of iron , yet that did
not deter him from his Religion . By Alla
Ã h , He (i .e . , Alla
Ãh

(

) will

indeed complete this matter (i .e . , will make Islam supreme) until
a rider will travel from Sinai to Hadramoot , and fear no one
(along the way) but Alla
Ãh , or (he may also fear an attack of) a wolf
upon his sheep ; but you indeed are in a rush (for matters to
[1]

improve before the appointed time comes for that to happen) .''

Commenting on this HadõÃth, one famous Shaikh said:
Ã h! What happened that made the
How perfect indeed is Alla
Prophet's face turn red, that made him sit up (in that state) from his
lying down position, and that made him speak to his Companions
Ãb
(for Khabba

4

did not go alone) in such a strong and powerful

tone? Was he | reproaching them because they asked him to
supplicate for them? Of course not! Far be it from him to do that, for
he was kind and merciful to the people of his Nation. The tone of
(their) request - `Will you not supplicate for us? Will you not ask
help for us?' - suggested the reality that was behind it: that it was
coming from hearts that were worn out by punishment, overcome
[1]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/619) (3612), 7/164) (3852), and (12/315) (2943).
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by fatigue, and crushed by affliction. They were searching out for
quick relief from their travails, and they felt that help was too slow
in coming. But the Prophet | knew that for each matter there is an
appointed time and that before help, comes affliction. Messengers

/

were put to trial, but then the final good outcome was

theirs....The Prophet | was aware of the precarious position his
Companions

5

were in, and he | knew how worn out they had

become from constant torture; their very faith was being tested Just
by reading the text of the (above-mentioned) narration, it is hard
for one to understand the reality of the situation that led them to
Ãh
ask the Prophet | to supplicate for them and invoke Alla

(

to

help them; only if one has experienced something similar to what
they experienced can one understand the feelings and emotions
that

overwhelmed

Companions

5

their

souls.

The

Prophet

|

trained

his

to do the following:

1) To follow the way of previous Prophets

/

, Messengers

/

,

and their followers, in terms of how they patiently endured
Ãh
punishment and torture in the path of Alla

(

.

Ã h prepared in
2) To be attached not to this world, but to what Alla
Paradise, in terms of bliss and reward for patient believers; and
to not be deceived by the material pleasures that are in the
hands of the disbelievers.
Ãh
3) To be positive about the future, knowing fully well that Alla

(

will make Islam reign in the life of this world and humiliate

in it wrongdoers and the people of disbelief.
Furthermore, the Prophet | constantly strove to improve the
situation

of

his

Companions

5

,

to

protect

them

from

the

polytheists, to establish for them their own country, within
Ãh
which they could freely worship Alla

(

without having cause to
[1]

worry about being punished or tortured for doing so.
[1]

Refer to The Noble Life of the Prophet |, Vol. 1, by Dr. `Ali Muhammad AsÃ bõÃ, Darussalam Publications. (pgs. 406, 407)
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Example Number Seven:
If the leaders of the Quraish did not have the decency to refrain
from slandering the Prophet |, they were certainly not above
name-calling. Out of jealousy and strong feelings of hatred,
certain members of the Quraish changed the Prophet's name,
using a made-up, fabricated name as a way of insulting the
Prophet |.
In Arabic, many names have meanings, a linguistic feature that is
rarely found in the English language. So while the English names
John and Bob convey no meaning, Faisal and Hasan do (the
former comes from the root word Fasala, which, in general, means
to distinguish, separate, or decide between two matters; and the
latter comes from the root word Hasuna, which, in general, means
to be good). As for the Prophet's name, it, coming from the root
word Hamida (to praise), means `The Praised One.' So in order to
insult the Prophet |, certain members of the Quraish called him
by a name that conveys the opposite meaning: They called him
Mudhammam,

which

means

the

disparaged,

lowly,

or

blameworthy one. Consequently, the Prophet | said,
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`Are you not amazed by how Alla
Ã h diverts away from me the
cursing and swearing of the Quraish? They curse the `Lowly
One ,' and they swear at the `Lowly One ,' and yet (that does not
affect me for) I am Muhammad `(The Praised One') .''

[1]

When Umm Jameel, the wife of Abu Lahab, heard about the
Ã n that were revealed about her husband, she
Verses of the Qur'a
Ã h |, who, at the time, was sitting
went to the Messenger of Alla
beside the Ka'bah in the company of Abu Bakr
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/554) (3533).

4

. With a stone in
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her hand, Umm Jameel stood over them and said, ªO Abu Bakr,
where is your companion? It has been conveyed to me that he
Ã h, had I found him (now), I would have
satirizes me. By Alla
struck his mouth with this stone!'' She continued to say, ªBy
Ã h, I am a poet (so now listen to these Verses): The Lowly One
Alla
we disobey, his affair we reject, and his Religion we truly
despise.'' She then left. Bewildered by what had just happened,
Abu Bakr

4

Ã h, do you suppose that
said, ªO Messenger of Alla

Ãh
she did not see you!'' The Prophet | said, ªVerily, Alla
[1]

prevented her from seeing me.''

The more Muslims increased in number, the more the polytheists
increased the intensity of their brutal and evil tactics. They were
as active with their hands as they were with their tongues, losing
no opportunity to abuse Muslims with insults and physical
Ã h | saw that the situation
beatings. When the Messenger of Alla
was getting worse and that he could do nothing to stop the
Quraish, he | granted his Companions

5

permission to migrate

to Abyssinia. Consequently, a group that consisted of twelve men
and fourteen women left Makkah with their lives and Religion
intact, and made their way to Abyssinia, a land that was ruled by
a just and fair Christian king. No sooner did this group, which
Ã n ibn `Affa
Ãn
was headed by `Uthma

4

, reached the seaside, then

they were met by the crew of two ships, who agreed to take them
to the land of Abyssinia. This took place in Rajab, in the fifth year
of Muhammad's prophethood. The Quraish gave chase, but by
Ãn
the time they reached the seaside, `Uthma

4

and the others had

already made sail.
Ãn
A short time later, and while in Abyssinia, `Uthma

4

and the

other migrants heard news that gave them great joy; they heard
that the leaders of the Quraish stopped persecuting the Prophet
Ã shõÃ,
|. And as nice and kind as the king of Abysinnia, An-Naja
was to them, they longed for their homeland and decided to

[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (1/378).
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return immediately. Sadly, however, just before they reached
Makkah, they found out that they had been misinformed, that
nothing had changed in Makkah, and that, if anything, the
Quraish treated Muslims more harshly than ever before. It would
not be easy to travel back to Abysinnia, so some of them entered
Makkah, after first gaining protection from a Makkan nobleman;
Ã d. The
among those who returned in this fashion was Ibn Mas`u
others who re-entered Makkah did so secretly.
When the situation in Makkah worsened even more, the Prophet
| gave his Companions

5

permission to migrate to Abyssinia

Ã r ibn
for a second time. This time around, 83 men (83 if `Amma
Ã sir
Ya

4

was among them) and 19 women migrated. The king of

Ã shõÃ, welcomed his guests, allowing them to
Abyssinia, An-Naja
safely and freely live in his realm and practice their Religion. While
his hospitality pleased his Muslim guests, it had an opposite effect
on the leaders of Quraish in Makkah. They were furious when they
found

out

about

Consequently,

they

the
sent

situation
two

of

Muslims

delegates,

in

providing

Abyssinia.
them

with

expensive gifts for the king, and instructing them to convince the
Ã shõÃ found
king to expel Muslims from his kingdom. When An-Naja
out about the beauty of the Religion of Islam, and about the
wonderful things it had to say about Jesus

/

and Mary

0

, he

returned the gifts of the delegates and stated to them in no
uncertain terms that he was not willing to expel his honored guests.
For a number of years thereafter, the Muslim migrants remained in
Abyssinia, living in peace and freely practicing their Religion. They
finally left Abyssinia and returned to their homeland (or near their
homeland, going not to Makkah but to Al-MadõÃnah) during the
[1]

year of the Khaibar Conquest.

[1]

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd, by Ibn Al-Qayyim (3/23); to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom
(pg. 89); to Hadhal-Habeeb Ya
Ã Muhibb (pg. 120); to Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (1/343); to
Ã kir
Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ã yah (3/66); to At-Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ãmõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
Ã (pg. 183).
(2/98, 109); and to Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ã m, by Adh-Dhahabõ
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Example Number Eight:
Despite the best of Quraish's efforts, they could not stop Islam
from spreading nor, for that matter, could they stop Muslims
from leading a peaceful and safe existence in Abyssinia. All of this
infuriated Quraish's leaders, whose rage was directed not just at
Muslims, but also on the non-Muslim members of the Banu
Ã shim, Banu `Abdul-Muttalib, and Banu `Abd-Mana
Ã f tribes;
Ha
Ã lib,
after all, these tribes provided, on the order of Abu Ta
protection to the Prophet |.
The rest of Quraish's sub-tribes gathered together and agreed
among themselves to boycott each of the aforementioned tribes by not intermarrying with them, doing business with them,
sitting down with them, and speaking to them. They further
agreed that this boycott was going to continue until the leaders of
the aforementioned sub-tribes handed over the Messenger of
Ã h | to the leaders of the Quraish.
Alla
The terms of the boycott were set down on a scroll, which was
then hung up inside of the Ka'bah. With the exception of Abu
Lahab, whose loyalty was completely with the leaders of the
Ã shim clan and the Banu
Quraish, every member of the Banu Ha
`Abdul-Muttalib clan was affected by the boycott, regardless of
his or her religious affiliation.
Ã h |, physically
They were all, including the Messenger of Alla
Ã lib.
enclosed in what was known as the mountain-pass of Abu Ta
They first entered that mountain-pass on the night of the newmoon of Muharram, during the seventh year of the Messenger of
Ã h's prophethood. The blockade that ensued was cruel and
Alla
Ã lib's mountain-pass, the Prophet |
shameful. Inside of Abu Ta
and his fellow clansmen were deprived of every worldly comfort
for three long, hard years. From hunger and deprivation, the
sounds of their children crying could be heard on the other side of
the mountain in Makkah.
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(

then sent news to the Prophet |, informing him about the

Ãh
scroll that contained the terms of the boycott. Alla

(

informed

the Prophet | that every shameful and unjust part of the scroll
Ã h's name. When the
had been eaten up by insects, leaving only Alla
Ã lib about what he had just learned, the
Prophet | told Abu Ta
latter went to the Quraish and informed them about what the
Prophet | had told him. He then said, ªIf Muhammad was lying
(to me), then we will no longer stand between you and him (i.e.,
you can do with him whatever you want). But if he was truthful,
then you will stop cutting off family ties with us, and you will stop
wronging us.'' They said, ªYou have spoken justly (i.e., we accept
your terms).'' They then entered the Ka'bah, took down the scroll,
Ã h | had spoken the truth. That,
and saw that the Messenger of Alla
in addition to a noble effort on the part of Mut'im ibn `Adi and
[1]

others, who began a campaign to end the blockade,

- an event

which coincided with the tenth year of the Prophet's mission.
The boycott took its toll on the members of the Prophet's clan, for
they went without food for long periods of time. It especially took
its toll on two of the most important people in the Prophet's life:
Ã lib; and second, his wife and
First, his uncle and protector, Abu Ta
true companion, KhadõÃjah

6

. The latter died three days after the

end of the boycott, and the former died six months after the
boycott (although the exact dates of their deaths remain a point of
[2]

disagreement among historians).

Their deaths were heavy blows for the Prophet |. With Abu
Ã lib gone, it was not only the noblemen of the Quraish who tried
Ta
to harm the Prophet |; they were joined by foolish people who,
Ã lib's lifetime, never could have even imagined
during Abu Ta
giving the Prophet | a hard time. The Prophet | began to lose
hope, not of his mission, but of seeing a change in his fellow
[1]

[2]

Ã m.
For further refrence see Ibn Seerah Hisa
Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/30); Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (1/371); Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah
Ã kir (2/109, 127, 128); Ta
(3/64); At-Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ã mõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
Ãreekh AlIslam , by Adh-Dhahabõ
Ã (pgs. 126, 137); and Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 112).
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Ã if, hoping to
tribesmen. As such, he set off on a trip to At-Ta
convince its leaders to embrace his message, to protect him, and to
provide him with sanctuary. Even there, however, he found no
helper; instead, he found rejection, scorn, and ignorance. In fact, it
Ã if treated the
can perhaps be correctly said that the people in At-Ta
[1]

Prophet | worse than did anyone from the Quraish.

Example Number Nine:
In

the

month

of

Ã l,
Shawwa

during

the

tenth

year

of

his

Ã h | set out for At-Ta
Ã if,
prophethood, the Messenger of Alla
hoping to find there tribal leaders who would respond positively
to his message, and, more importantly, who would be willing to
help and protect him. The latter goal was crucial because life in
Makkah was no longer tenable for Muslims in general, and for the
Ã lib dead, it was no
Prophet | in particular - since, with Abu Ta
longer inconceivable that the leaders of the Quraish would try to
kill the Prophet | (which is exactly what they tried to do shortly
Ã if).
after he returned from At-Ta
Accompanying the Prophet | on his journey was the everÃ rithah
trustworthy and faithful companion Zaid ibn Ha

4

. On the

Ã if, whenever the Prophet | passed by a tribe, he |
way to At-Ta
invited its members to embrace Islam - but not a single positive
reply did he | receive. The situation looked bleak, but the
Prophet | was determined to go on until the very end.
Upon arriving at his destination, he | went straight to the leaders
Ã if, knowing that if they embraced Islam, their people
of At-Ta
Ã if rejected the Prophet's
would follow suit. The leaders of At-Ta
message, and to add insult to injury, they treated the Prophet |
with utter scorn and derision. For the next ten days the Prophet |
Ã if's leaders individually, hoping to convince at least
visited At-Ta
some of them to embrace Islam. But they all gave the same reply:
ªLeave our lands.'' Furthermore, they goaded on their children
[1]

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/31) and to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 113).
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and foolish ones to inflict harm upon the Prophet |. For when the
Ã if, two rows of children and
Prophet | intended to leave At-Ta

4

fools chased him and Zaid

, hurling insults at them, and pelting

them with stones. Consequently, the skin on the Prophet's ankles
was cut open, and his sandals became soaked in blood. Zaid

4

did his best to act as a shield for the Prophet |, and as a result of
his heroic behavior, he suffered a fracture on his head.
Ã h | escaped the physical attack, but that
The Messenger of Alla
did not ease the pain he felt: He | was heart-broken and sad.
Nonetheless,

his

Faith

Ãh
furthermore, Alla

(

remained

as

strong

as

ever;

and

sent to him the Angel JibrõÃl and the Angel

of the Mountains, ordering them to obey the Prophet's wishes if
he wanted the destruction of the people who had disbelieved in
him for so many years. The Prophet | refused their offer, saying
that, if the people he invited did not believe, he still held onto
hope that their children and descendants would. `Aaisha

6

, the

Mother of the Believers, related that she once asked the Messenger
Ã h |, ªHas a day come upon you that was harder than (the
of Alla
day of) Uhud (i.e., the Battle of Uhud)?'' The Prophet | said,
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``I had to face what I faced from your people , and the worst
treatment I received from them took place on the day of Al`Aqabah , when I presented myself to Ibn `ceg Abd Ya
Ã-Lail ibn
`Abd Kula
Ã l (fom Thaqõ
Ãf , from the people of At-Ta
Ãif) . He did not
accept what I invited him to , and so I left in the direction that
faced me in a distressed state . I did not come back to myself (i .e . , I
did not realize where I was or where I was going , so sad was I)
until I was at Qarn Ath-Tha'a
Ã lib (It is a place that is today called
As-Sail Al-Kabõ
Ãr ; it is the Meeqa
Ã t - place to stop and enter into
the inviolable state of being a pilgrim - for the people of An-Najd) .
I then raised my head , only to see that a cloud was giving me
shade . I looked and saw in it (i .e . , in that cloud) Jibrõ
Ãl , who then
called me and said , `Alla
Ãh has indeed heard what your people said
to you , and what they responded to you (when you invited them
to

Islam) .

Alla
Ãh

has

indeed

sent

to

you

the

Angel

of

the

Mountains (i .e . , the Angel whom Alla
Ã h appointed over the
mountains) so that you can order him to do whatever you want to
them (i .e . , if you want , the Angel of the Mountains will crush
them with mountains) .' The Angel of the Mountains then called
me and extended greetings of peace to me . He then said , `O
Muhammad ,' after which he said , `It is as you please . If you want
me to make Al-Akhshabain (two mountains in Makkah) fall upon
them (i .e . , upon the people of Makkah) (then that is what I will
do) .'''

The Prophet | said to him,
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``I instead hope that Alla
Ãh will bring out from their progeny those
who will worship Alla
Ãh alone , without associating anything
(i .e . , any partner) with Him .''
[1]

[1]

Refer to Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (2/312) (3231) and Muslim (3/1420) (1795).
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This response points to the wonderful and merciful character of
the

Prophet

|.

That

the

Prophet

|

was

merciful

and

compassionate is further corroborated by Verses of the Noble
Ã n. Alla
Ãh
Qur'a

}

(

said:

>=<;:987654321

{

``And by the Mercy of Alla
Ãh , you dealt with them gently . And
had you been severe and harsh-hearted , they would have broken
Ã n 3:159)
away from about you .'' (Qur'a

}

WVUTS

{

``And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not but as a mercy for the
Ã n 21:107)
`Alamõ
Ãn (mankind , jinns and all that exists)'' (Qur'a

Ãh
May the peace and blessings of Alla

(

[1]

be upon him!

The Prophet | decided to enter Makkah, even though the
prevailing

circumstances

indicated

that

re-entry

into

his

homeland was going to be neither easy nor safe. certainly, news
Ã if reached Makkah's leaders.
of what took place in At-Ta
Knowledge of the Prophet's Da'wah (propagation) activities in
Ã if was going to have two potentially dangerous effects on the
At-Ta
already volatile situation in Makkah. First, Quraish's leaders were
surely going to be furious and frustrated, for the Prophet | was
now looking for a safe haven outside of Makkah. If he | were to
find one, they surely felt, he | would potentially gather forces to
attack them. Fear of that eventuality was certainly going to cause
panic among Quraish's leadership, panic that would incite them to
make an assassination attempt on the Prophet |. Second, the
Ã if as a great defeat of the
Quraish probably saw the events of At-Ta
Prophet |, which would possibly have the effect of making them
even more brazen in their persecution of Muslims. Concerning the
Prophet's return to Makkah, Zaid
[1]

4

said, ªHow can you enter

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã, by Ibn Hajar (6/316); and to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 124).
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upon them after they forced you to leave.'' It is related that the
Ãh
Prophet | replied,ªO Zaid, concerning our predicament, Alla

(

Ã h will
will provide us with a solution and a way out. Indeed, Alla
[1]

help his Religion and grant victory to His Prophet |.''

Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ã d, Ibn Al-Qayyim wrote, ªAfter the people of AtIn Za
Ã if refused to believe in and help the Prophet |, and after he left
Ta
Ã if, the Prophet | went to Hira
Ã . From there, he | sent for AlAt-Ta
Akhnas ibn Shareeq, asking that he grant him protection. AlAkhnas replied, `I am an ally (of the Quraish, and not one of its
official members), and an ally cannot grant protection.' The
Prophet | then sent for Suhail ibn `Amrun (with the same
Ã mir (of which
request). Suhail answered, `Verily, the children of `A
he was a member) cannot grant protection over the children of
Ka'ab.' Next, the Prophet | sent for Mut'im ibn `Adi, chief of the
Ã f tribe (i.e. a sub-tribe); to Mut'im, the
Banu Naufal ibn `Abd Mana
Ã 'ah, with the
Prophet | sent a messenger, a man from the Khuza
message, `Shall I enter into your protection?' Mut'im replied,
`Yes,' after which he summoned his children and his people. He
said to them, `Attire yourselves in armor and station yourselves
around the corners of the House (i.e. the Ka'bah), for indeed, I
have granted my protection to Muhammad.' The Messenger of
Ã h | and Zaid ibn Ha
Ã rithah
Alla

4

entered (Makkah), heading

straight for the Inviolable Masjid. (There in front of the Ka'bah)
Mut'im ibn `Adi sat up straight on his mount and called out, `O
people of Quraish, I have indeed granted my protection to
Muhammad, so let no one among you make a move to harm him.'
Ã h | went to Ar-Rukn (one of the corners of the
The Messenger of Alla
Ka'bah) and embraced it. He | prayed two units of Prayer, and then
he returned to his home. Throughout (those tense minutes or hours),
Mut'im ibn `Adi and his children surrounded him, with their
[2]

weapons (in hand), until he | entered his house.''
[1]

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/33).

[2]

Refer to Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/33); Seerah Ibn Hisha
Ãm (2/28); Al-Bida
Ãyah WanNiha
Ãyah (3/137); and Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 125).
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The Prophet | was patient and never gave up hope. Even the
most hardy of men would have given up hope after the heartÃ if; but as saddened as the
breaking events that took place in At-Ta
Prophet | was, he | was patient and remained positive. So
faithful was the Prophet | in the long-term success of his mission
that he | counted on the help not of his people, but of their
descendants - a sentiment that indicated his willingness to
patiently endure even more hardships.
Beyond being patient, the Prophet | was determined to succeed,
which meant that, rather than head straight into danger without a
care for consequences, he | wisely took the practical steps he
needed to take in order to increase the chances of his success. As
such, he | didn't go randomly from tribe to tribe, or from person
to person; rather, he | headed straight to the leaders of a large
tribe, knowing that if they accepted his message, their people
would do the same, and he would find a safe-place for himself and
his followers. Furthermore, the Prophet | did not carelessly and
rashly re-enter Makkah; rather, he | first made sure that it would
be safe to do so, by seeking the protection of one of Makkah's
chieftains. After all, he | understood that staying alive today
meant that he | would have a chance to fight and succeed
tomorrow. Therefore, his was not a blind patience, but was instead
a patience that was accompanied by determination, resolve, and the
ability to make wise decisions.

Example Number Ten:
While the Prophet | succeeded in safely re-entering Makkah, he
knew that a long-term stay in his hometown was not possible; and
that, sooner rather than later, the Quraish would resort to more
desperate and brutal tactics. Consequently, he | decided to
Ã if: To work hard to
continue what he had set out to do in At-Ta
find a tribe that would embrace his message, provide him and his
followers with a safe-place outside of Makkah, and protect him
from his avowed enemies.
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In Dhil-Qai'dah, during the tenth year of his mission, the Prophet
| began to attend the yearly gatherings that took place in the
Ã dh, Majinnah, and
major trading centers of Arabia - such as `Ukka
Ã z. Arab tribes would convene at those trading centers to
Dhu-Maja
do business and to entertain themselves with poetry selections; the
Prophet |, on the other hand, went to present his message to
various tribal delegates. Also, during the Hajj season of the same
year, the Prophet | visited pilgrims one tribe at a time; this
practice was not new, but was one that the Prophet | followed
every year starting with the fourth year of his prophethood.
Accompanying the Prophet | during his visits to various tribes
was Abu Bakr As-SiddõÃq

4
4

4

, who was especially useful, since he

was perhaps the most knowledgeable man alive regarding the

genealogy and history of Arab peoples; with that knowledge, he
knew the strong and weak points of each tribe.

Their mission was not simply to invite people to Islam, but also to
gain the protection of militarily formidable tribes. And so they
sought out the leaders of the strongest tribes in Arabia. Since they
were asking for help and protection, they needed to know
something about each tribe and its military capabilities, so before
asking for help, Abu Bakr

4

would ask them a number of

questions: How many people are in your tribe? What are your
defensive capabilities? How skilled are you at fighting?
As the Prophet | went from tribe to tribe, in order to invite
delegates to Islam, he | was followed and stalked by Abu Lahab.
Ã d said, ªWhile I was still a non-Muslim, I saw the
RabõÃ'ah ibn `Iba
Ã z, and he | was
Prophet | in the marketplace of Dhul-Maja
saying, `O people, say, none has the right to be worshipped but
Ã h, and you will achieve success.' People gathered around
Alla
him, but behind him was a who would say (about him), `Verily,
he has abandoned his religion and is a liar.' That man would
follow the Prophet | wherever he would go. I asked about that
man, and I was informed about the lineage of the Messenger of
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Ã h |; and I was told, `That is the Prophet's uncle, Abu
Alla
[1]

Lahab.'''

The Prophet | tried over and over again to convince the leaders
of various tribes to embrace Islam; for the most part, he was met
with rejection, but on occasion he did meet with tribal leaders that
were interested in Islam. But none of them were willing to
provide

the

comprehensive

protection

that

the

Prophet

|

required - none of them, that is, except for the native Aus and
Khazraj tribes of Al-MadõÃnah.
Prior to the advent of Islam, the city of Al-MadõÃnah was known by
the name of Yathrib. Yathrib was a city whose inhabitants were
divided among themselves, and were in a constant state of civil
strife. That is because Yathrib was inhabited by three separate
factions: The Aus tribe, the Khazraj tribe, and the Jews of Yathrib.
The

latter

group,

which

consisted

of

three

tribes,

would

constantly threaten the Aus and Khazraj tribes with destruction,
informing them that a Prophet was to appear in Arabia, that they,
Ã h's chosen people, would follow that Prophet, and that
being Alla
that Prophet would help them destroy their enemies. On one
hand, the Jews of Yathrib were right, and on another hand they
were wrong: The awaited Prophet, as they said, did appear in
Arabia, but, contrary to what they said, he was not one of them,
but was instead a member of the Quraish tribe in Makkah.
Now, unlike the Jews of Yathrib, the Aus and Khazraj tribes did
join the rest of the Arabs in the region by performing Hajj once a
year to Makkah. They heard about a man who claimed to be a
Prophet; upon further investigation, and upon listening to what
he had to say, they realized that he truly was the Prophet that the
Jews of Yathrib had been warning them about for so long.
[1]

Ãn
Ahmad (4/341), (3/492). The chain of this Hadõ
Ãth is authentic, and Ibn Hibba
Ã riq ibn `Abdullah Al-Muha
Ã ribõÃ) that attests
mentioned a narration (by way of Ta
Ã kim
to the strength of this narration (1683). And in Al-Mustadrak, Al-Ha
mentioned this story by way of two chains. And regarding the first chain, he
said, ªIt is authentic and fulfills the conditions of both Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã and Muslim; also,
all of the narrators are established and trustworthy narrators.'' (1/15)
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Therefore, they decided to beat the Jews to him by being the first
to embrace his message. Many of them showed interest in the
Prophet's message during the Hajj season that took place in the
tenth year of Muhammad's prophethood; however, they made no
pledge of allegiance to him, but instead simply returned to Al[1]

MadõÃnah to give the matter further thought.

The following year - during the eleventh year of the Messenger of
Ã h's prophethood - the Messenger of Alla
Ã h | met with six
Alla
delegates from Yathrib, each of whom was from the Khazraj tribe.
He | invited them to Islam, and they heeded his call by becoming
Muslims. They returned to their people, taking back with them
the message of Islam. As a result of their efforts to preach the
message of Islam to their people, only a short while passed before
Ã h | and his Religion were being discussed
the Messenger of Alla
[2]

in every single household in Yathrib.

During the next Hajj season, another delegation from Yathrib
came, one that consisted of twelve men, ten from the Khazraj and
two from the `Aus. Five of those twelve members were the very
same delegates that met with the Prophet | the year before. That
ten members of the Khazraj came while two members of the `Aus
came indicates two points: First, the Da'wah efforts of the
previous year's delegates were concentrated mainly among the
Khazraj; and second, Muslims among the Khazraj made a
breakthrough by convincing some members of the `Aus to
embrace Islam; and thus a new phase of harmony and unity
between the two tribes had begun in earnest.
Again, the delegates met the Prophet | at Al-`Aqabah, but this
time around, they made a pledge, one that is remembered as the
[1]

Ã kir (2/
Refer to Za
Ã d Al-Ma'a
Ãd (3/43); At-Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ãmõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
136); Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 129); Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ãyah (3/149); and
Ibn Hisha
Ãm (2/31).

[2]

Ã kir (2/137); Hadhal-Habeeb Ya
Refer to At-Ta
Ãreekh Al-Isla
Ãmõ
Ã, by Mahmood Sha
ÃMuhibb (2/145); Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 132); Za
Ãd Al-Ma'a
Ã d (3/45); Seerah
Ibn Hisha
Ãm (2/38); and Al-Bida
Ãyah Wan-Niha
Ã yah (3/149).
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4

Ã dah ibn As-Sa
Ã mit
First Pledge of Al-`Aqabah. `Uba

, a member

of the Khazraj tribe, later said,
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`Come along and give me the Bai`a (pledge) that you will not
worship anything besides Alla
Ãh , will not steal , will not commit
illegal sexual intercourse , will not kill your children , will not
utter slander invented by yourself , and will not disobey me if I
order you to do Ma`ru
Ã f (Isla
Ã mic Monotheism and all that Isla
Ãm
has ordained) . Whoever among you will respect and fulfil this
pledge , will be rewarded by Alla
Ã h . And if one of you commits any
of these sins and is punished in this world then that will be his
expiation for it , and if one of you commits any of these sins and
Alla
Ã h screens his sin , then his matter will rest with Alla
Ãh . If He
[1]

will , He will punish him and if He will , He will excuse him .'''

The articles of the above-mentioned pledge are the very same that
are found in the pledge that women would give later on, which is
why it became known as ªThe Pledge of Women.''
The

Prophet

`Umair

4

|

sent

one

of

his

Companions

5

,

Mus'ab

ibn

, back with the delegates, instructing him to teach them

Ã n as well as the laws and legislations of Islam. Mus'ab
the Qur'a

4

executed his duties in Al-MadõÃnah with wisdom, enthusiasm, and a
positive attitude. His efforts paid off, for during the following Hajj
season, a large delegation from Yathrib visited Makkah; it consisted
of 73 men and 2 women, and all of them had embraced Islam.

[1]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/219) (3892), (1/64) (18) and Sahõ
Ãh Muslim (1709).
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Ã bir ibn `Abdullah
Ja

4

, a native of Yathrib, described what

happened prior to and during that Hajj season: ªWe (i.e. the
Muslims of Al-MadõÃnah) said: `For how long will we leave the
Ã h | to go around and be driven away in the
Messenger of Alla
mountains of Makkah! For how long will we leave him to be
terrified over there?' And so seventy of our men left to meet him
and

reached

him

during

the

(Hajj)

season.

We

made

an

appointment to meet him in the mountain-pass of Al-`Aqabah.
(To ensure secrecy,) we went to him one or two men at a time,
until we were all gathered with him. We said, `O Messenger of
Ã h, upon what conditions shall we make a pledge to you?' He
Alla
| said,
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``Pledge that you will listen and obey , both when are active and
lazy ; that you will spend (for the cause of Islam) , both in poverty
and in richness ; that you will enjoin good and forbid evil ; that
you will speak for the cause of Alla
Ãh , fearing not , when you do
something for Alla
Ãh , the blame of a blamer ; and that you will
support me and protect me when I come to you , in the same way
that you protect yourselves , your wives , and your children . And
(if you fulfill these conditions ,) you will have Paradise .''
[1]

We stood up before him and made the (said) pledge to him.''
[1]

Ã kim, who
Refer to Musnad Ahmad (3/322); Al-BaihaqõÃ (9/9); and Al-Ha
declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth, and was seconded in that judgment by
Ã fidh Ibn Hajar ruled that the
Adh-DhahabõÃ (2/624). And in Al-Fath, Al-Ha
chain of this HadõÃth is Hasan (i.e., acceptable) (7/117).
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Ã h | appointed
Once this pledge was made, the Messenger of Alla
over the delegates twelve leaders, leaders that would act as
representatives on behalf of their people. Nine of those delegates
were from the Khazraj tribe, and the remaining three were from
the Aus tribe. When the delegates returned to Yathrib, they
openly proclaimed their Islam and invited others to become
Muslims. Their efforts bore fruit as more and more of Yathrib's
inhabitants embraced Islam. For the people of Aus and Khazraj,
Islam became the official Religion of Yathrib; for in spite of the
presence of a small minority of non-Muslims, it was agreed
among Yathrib's leaders - as per the terms of the Pledge of
`Aqabah - that Yathrib, for all intensive purposes, was now under
Ã h |.
the leadership of the Messenger of Alla
The foundations for an Islamic state were now established in
Yathrib, and news thereof spread rapidly throughout Makkah,
among both Muslim and non-Muslim circles. Upon learning that
the people of Yathrib pledged to follow the Prophet |, the leaders
of the Quraish responded in a typically characteristic manner:
They increased the intensity with which they persecuted and
tortured Muslims. But now the Prophet | had a way out for his
followers: He | ordered them to migrate to the city that formerly
was known as Yathrib, and that now took on the new name of AlMadõÃnah.
The Muslims of Makkah migrated individually and in small
groups; soon, a good number of them had migrated, but the
Prophet | still remained in Makkah, waiting for the most
appropriate time to leave. That time came when, on the 26th of
Ã h's prophethood, the
Safr, in the 14th year of the Messenger of Alla
leaders of the Quraish united in their resolve to break into the
home of the Prophet | and assassinate him. Unbeknownst to
Ãh
them, Alla

(

revealed news of their plot to the Prophet |.

The night before the appointed time of the assassination, the
Prophet

|

ordered

his

cousin

`Ali

4

to

sleep

in

his

bed;
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meanwhile, the Prophet | left his home without being seen by his
enemies, and began his migration journey to Al-MadõÃnah in the
company of his closest friend and companion, Abu Bakr AsSiddõÃq 4. Throughout the night, the would-be-assassins looked
through a crack in the door of the Prophet's home, and they were
content to see the Prophet | sleeping in his bed. But under the
covers of that bed lay, not the Prophet |, but `Ali 4, a fact that
the assassins realized only when they stormed the Prophet's
house on the following day. `Ali 4 remained in Makkah for a
short while; returned to people, as per the Prophet's instructions,
the wealth they had entrusted with the Prophet |; and then
migrated himself to Al-MadõÃnah.[1]
Example Number Eleven:

In the latter stages of the Battle of Uhud, Muslims began to fall
down as martyrs on the battlefield; and to exacerbate the
situation, Muslim soldiers had no idea where the Messenger of
AllaÃh | was. Every Muslim the polytheists came across they
killed. They penetrated the ranks of Muslim fighters, reaching
very close to the Prophet | and even inflicting him with wounds.
Pelting him with stones, they broke his noble nose and one of his
teeth, and they slashed his face, which resulted in blood gushing
forth from it.
Abu HaÃzim reported that he asked Sahl ibn Sa`d 4 about the
Prophet's wounds and that he then heard Sahl 4 respond, ªLo!
By AllaÃh, I indeed know who it is that washed the Messenger of
AllaÃh's wound, who it is that poured water (over it), and what
was used to treat him. FaÃtimah 6, the daughter of the Messenger
of AllaÃh |, would wash him and `Ali 4 would pour water using
a shield. And when FaÃtimah 6 noticed that the only effect the
[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (2/95); Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (3/175); ZaÃd Al(3/54); As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah : Duroos Wa-`Ibar, by MustafaÃ AsSibaÃ'õÃ (pg. 61); At-TaÃreekh Al-IslaÃm, by Mahmood ShaÃkir (2/148); and
Hadhal-Habeeb YaÃ-Muhibb (pg. 156).
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water was having on the blood was causing more of it to flow
forth, she 6 took a piece of a straw mat, burned it, and applied
it
[1]
to (his skin), and as a result, the blood stopped flowing.''
Despite being inflicted with so much harm by his own people, the
Prophet | prayed not against them, but for them - for their
guidance and salvation. `Abdullah ibn Mas`uÃd 4 once recalled,
ªIt is as if I can see the Messenger of AllaÃh |, as he spoke about
one of the Prophets / (that AllaÃh sent to previous nations). The
Prophet | described how had beaten him and caused him to
bleed, he had wiped the blood from his face and said,
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``O AllaÃh , forgive my people , for indeed , they do not know (what
they do) .'''[2]

Prophets /, with Prophet Muhammad | at the forefront of their
list, were abundantly blessed with the qualities of forgiveness,
compassion, and mercy. What the Prophet | suffered on the Day
of Uhud should serve as an example for Muslim preachers, for no
matter how much pain they are afflicted with, their hardships are
insignificant in comparison to those that were endured by the
Messenger of AllaÃh |. So yes, he | was harmed, both physically
and with verbal assaults; yes, he | was persecuted for his beliefs,
once even being violently choked by one of his enemies; and yes,
his people fought against him for many long years; and yet
throughout it all,[3]he | remained patient, content - and hopeful
for AllaÃh's help.
L
[1]

[2]

[3]

L

L

L

L

Refer to BukhaÃrõÃ (6/96) (2911) and Muslim (3/1416) (1790).
BukhaÃrõÃ (6/514) (3477) and Muslim (3/1417) (1792).
Refer to As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah: Duroos Wa-`Ibar (pg. 116).

His | Bravery
Bravery is most often associated with the patience and
steadfastness one shows on the battlefield; in a more general
sense, it denotes the ability to face and withstand pain or danger.
Without a doubt, the Prophet | was the epitome of bravery; he |
never backed down from his enemies, and he | fought against
them with his heart, his tongue - and his sword. Throughout the
MadanõÃ period of his biography, he | sent out fifty six military
units on missions. He | personally led twenty seven
military
[1]
expeditions, and he fought himself in nineth battles. And when
I say he fought in nineth battles, I do not mean that he | was
merely present on the battlefield; I mean that he | was in the
front rows, being in closer proximity to enemy soldiers than any
other Muslim. The following are just a few examples of the
Prophet's bravery.
[1]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (12/436).
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Example Number One:

When the polytheists of Makkah headed towards Badr, the
Prophet | was eager to go out and fight them. It did not frighten
or bother him that, if he were to lead his men into battle, they
would most likely be outnumbered. After all, they had left AlMadõÃnah not to fight an oncoming army, but merely to overtake a
trading caravan. Therefore, they did not come out in great
numbers, and they were not ideally equipped for battle. As eager
as he | was himself, he needed to make sure that the native
Muslims of Al-MadõÃnah felt the same; after all, when they made
the final pledge of Al-`Aqabah, they promised to defend the
Messenger of AllaÃh | within the boundaries of Al-MadõÃnah, but
not to go out and fight elsewhere.
Since the Muslims had not left Al-MadõÃnah to fight a war, and since
they had consequently not made adequate preparations for battle,
some Companions 5 expressed their discomfort with the idea of
fighting the Quraish. They tried to convince the Prophet | to accept
their viewpoint; the leaders of the MuhaÃjiruÃn, however, argued that
they should proceed forward to meet the enemy. When the Prophet
| askedfor the counsel of his Companions 5, Abu Bakr 4 stood up
and spoke well, and then `Umar 4 did the same. And in this regard,
Al-MiqdaÃd ibn Al-Aswad 4 displayed an extraordinary degree of
steadfastness.`AbdullahibnMas`uÃd 4 said,ªIwitnessedsomething
fromAl-MiqdaÃdibnAl-Aswadthatmadememoredesirousofbeing
his companion than of having anything else in comparison (here,
exaggeration is used to emphasize the significance of Al-MiqdaÃd's
positive attitude and contribution to the tense situation). He went to
the Prophet | and said, `We do not say as the people of MuÃsaÃ said:
Go, you and your Lord, and both of you fight. Rather, we will fight
from your right, from your left, from before you and behind you.' I
then saw that his words pleased the Prophet | and made his face
glow (with happiness).''[1]
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (3952).
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After this occurred, the Messenger of AllaÃh | said, ªGive me
your counsel, O people.'' With these words, it was as if the
Prophet | was asking for counsel from the AnsaÃr, for the
MuhaÃjiruÃn had already expressed their view in the matter. Also,
the AnsaÃr represented the majority of the military contingent, and
they were not, based on the apparent terms of the Second Pledge
of Al-`Aqabah, obligated to protect the Messenger of AllaÃh |
outside of Al-MadõÃnah. The bearer of the AnsaÃr's banner, Sa`d ibn
Mu'aÃd 4, realized that the Prophet | wanted to hear from the
AnsaÃr, and so he said, ªBy AllaÃh, it is as if you want us (to speak
our minds), O Messenger of AllaÃh?'' The Prophet | said, ªYes.''
Sa`d 4 said, ªWe have indeed had Faith in you and believed in
you. We have borne witness to the fact that what you have come
with is the truth. And based upon that, we have given you our
covenants and pledges to listen and obey. So go forward, O
Messenger of AllaÃh, to that which you have intended, for we are
with you. And by the One Who has sent you with the truth, were
you to cross this sea, we would cross it with you, and not a single
man among us would remain behind. And we do not dislike for
you to meet the enemy with us tomorrow. Indeed, we are patient
in war and true when we meet (our enemy) in battle. Perhaps
AllaÃh will show you from us that which will be the delight[1] of your
eye. So travel onward, upon the blessing of AllaÃh.'' These
words of Sa`d 4 had the twofold effect of encouraging the
Messenger of AllaÃh | and motivating the Companions 5 to
fight. Also, in this instance, as in many other instances, the
Prophet | showed the importance of mutual consultation in all
matters in general, and in matters that pertain to war in particular.
The Prophet | was greatly pleased by Sa`d's words. He | said,
ªGo forth and rejoice, for indeed AllaÃh has promised me (victory
over) one of the two parties (i.e., the QurashõÃ trading caravan or
[1]

Related by Ibn HishaÃm with this wording in ªIstõÃthaÃq Ar-Rasool Min-AmrilThis HadõÃth, with a similar wording, is related in SahõÃh Muslim
(1779).
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the army of the Quraish). Right now, it is as if I am looking at the
fallen corpses of the enemy.''
Having made all necessary preparations for battle, the Prophet |
placed his complete trust in AllaÃh (, knowing fully well that victory
comes not with numbers or weapons, but with help from AllaÃh (
that is accompanied by good planning and well-preparedness.
`Umar ibn Al-KhattaÃb 4 said, ªOn the Day of Badr, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | looked at the polytheists and at his
Companions 5; the former came with one thousands men, and
the latter, all in all, numbered three handerd nineteen men. The
Prophet of AllaÃh | then faced the Qiblah, extended his hands,
and began to ardently supplicate to his Lord, saying:
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``O AllaÃh , carry out for me that which You have promised me . O
AllaÃh , bring forth that which You have promised me . O AllaÃh , if
you destroy this group from the people of Islam , you will not be
worshipped on earth .''

With his hands extended, and facing the Qiblah, the Prophet |
continued to invoke his Lord until his robe fell down from his
shoulders. Abu Bakr 4 went to him, took his robe, and placed it
back on his shoulders; he then embraced the Prophet | from
behind and said, ªO Prophet of AllaÃh, you have sufficiently
invoked your Lord (regarding this matter), for He will
indeed
[1]
carry out for you that which He has promised you.'' AllaÃh (
then revealed the verse:
[1]

Refer to Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (2/253); Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (7/287); ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd (3/173);
Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 200). Also, Imam BukhaÃrõÃ related parts of the
story: Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, AlFath) (7/287) (3952), (8/273). Imam Muslim also related parts of the story:
Refer to SahõÃh Muslim (3/1403) (1779); and finally, refer to At-TaÃreekh Al-IslaÃmõÃ,
by Mahmood ShaÃkir (2/194).
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``(Remember) when you sought help of your Lord and He
answered you (saying) : ``I will help you with a thousand of the
angels each behind the other (following one another) in
succession .''

The Prophet | then went out, saying:

}Y X W V{

``Their multitude will be put to flight , and they will turn their
backs .'' (Qur'aÃn 54:45)

On the Day of Badr no one was braver than the Prophet |. Prior
to the commencement of the battle, he | prayed to AllaÃh ( with
all of his strength; then, when the battle began in earnest, he came
down from the command center that was built for him, and
encouraged his men to fight. And then he | himself joined the
fighting. `Ali ibn Abi TaÃlib 4 said, ªOn the Day of Badr, I
remember seeing us seek refuge with the Messenger of AllaÃh |,
and of everyone among us, he | was positioned closest to the
enemy. And on that day, he was braver
and achieved greater feats
than anyone else on the battlefield.''[1]
`Ali 4 also said, ªWhen fighting intensified, with one side
clashing with the other (on the battlefield), we sought refuge
with the Messenger of AllaÃh |. And there was[2]no one among us
who was closer to the enemy than he | was.''
[1]

[2]

Muslim (3/1383) (1763); also, Imam BukhaÃrõÃ related this story in truncated
form: refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, AlFath) (7/287) (3952). Refer as well to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 208).
Ahmad (1/86) and Al-HaÃkim (2/43). Al-HaÃkim ruled that this HadõÃth is
authentic, and Adh-DhahabõÃ seconded his ruling.
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Example Number Two:

On the Day of Uhud, things did not go so well for Muslims; but
they would have fared much worse had not the Prophet | shown
so much bravery, fighting fiercely, and showing little care for his
own well-being.
In the early stages of the battle, the Muslims had the upper hand.
They went on the offensive, forcing polytheist soldiers to turn
around and retreat, with some of them running all the way back
to where their women made camp.
In front of Mount Uhud there was a hill, upon which were
stationed Muslim archers whose job it was to prevent enemy
horsemen from going around the hill and attacking the Muslim
army from the rear. The Prophet | told the archers that under no
circumstances were they to leave their positions. But when it
became obvious to the archers that the Muslims were winning the
battle, many among them decided to go down and gather the
spoils of war, fearing that, if they stayed where they were, the
other Muslim soldiers would take everything for themselves. At
least one archer warned the others not to leave their positions, but
they did not listen, since their attention was focused on gathering
war booty. And so, disobeying the Prophet's command, they left
their positions. They did so in the plain sight of KhaÃlid ibn AlWalõÃd, who at the time was a disbeliever who was in charge of a
group of QurashõÃ horsemen.
Seeing that the hill was no longer guarded, KhaÃlid shrewdly led
his men around the hill, made his way to Mount Uhud, and
attacked the Muslims from the rear of their army, causing
widespread panic and confusion among Muslim soldiers. The
rest of Quraish's army were suddenly pleased to see that the
Muslim army no longer pursued them. With renewed energy,
they attacked, causing Muslims to be sandwiched in between
two groups of enemy soldiers. During the chaos that ensued, 70
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Muslim soldiers achieved martyrdom. Most Muslim soldiers
began to flee from the battlefield, with each man trying to save
his own life. The Prophet |, however, remained steadfast on
the battlefield. And with him was a small group of brave
fighters. The polytheists penetrated through their ranks,
reaching very close to the Prophet | and even inflicting him
with wounds. Pelting him with stones, they broke his nose and
one of his teeth, and slashed his face, which resulted in blood
gushing forth from it.
The Companions 5 who were
with the Messenger of AllaÃh |
[1]
fought hard to protect him. At one point during the battle, the
Prophet | was surrounded by two men from the Quraish, and
seven from the AnsaÃr (the native inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah).
When enemy fighters advanced, the Prophet | said, ªWho will
repel their attack for us, for whoever does so will have Paradise
(or will be my companion in Paradise).'' One of the seven men
from the AnsaÃr came forward to volunteer himself; he then fought
bravely until he was killed.
The enemy then advanced again, and again the Prophet | said,
ªWho will repel their attack for us, for whoever does so will
have Paradise.'' Another AnsaÃrõÃ man came forward to volunteer,
and he too fought bravely until he was killed. This pattern
continued until the last of the seven AnsaÃrõÃ men was killed. Up
until this point neither of the two QurashõÃ men that were with
the Prophet | volunteered to fend off the oncoming attackers.
And so that prompted the Messenger of AllaÃh | to say to both
of them, ªWe have not done justice to our companions (of the
AnsaÃr by letting [2]them volunteer, without either of you two
doing the same).''
[1]

[2]

(2/143). Al-HaÃkim ruled that this HadõÃth is authentic, and AdhDhahabõÃ seconded his ruling. And in Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah, Ibn KathõÃr
ascribed this HadõÃth to An-NasaÃÃõ (3/279).
Refer to ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd (3/196, 199) and Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pgs. 255, 256).
Al-HaÃkim
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The Muslims gathered once again and climbed, along with the
Prophet |, towards a mountain pass. Among those that were
with the Prophet | at the time were the likes of Abu Bakr 4,
`Umar 4, `Ali 4, and Al-HaÃrith ibn As-Summah Al-AnsaÃrõÃ 4.
When they reached a mountain pass in Mount Uhud, the Prophet
| crossed paths with Ubai ibn Kalaf, who was mounted on his
riding animal.
It was a meeting of two long-time enemies. For when he used to
meet the Messenger of AllaÃh | in Makkah, Ubai ibn Khalaf
would say to him, ªO Muhammad I have a horse that I feed
twelve handfuls of corn every day; I will kill you while I am riding
upon it.'' And the Messenger of AllaÃh | would respond, ªRather,
it is I who will kill you, In Sha AllaÃh (AllaÃh willing).'' said, ªO
Muhammad, I will not be safe if you are saved (i.e., this will be a
fight to the death).'' The Muslims that were with the Messenger of
AllaÃh | said, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, should a man among us go
to him (and fight him)?'' The Messenger of AllaÃh | said, ªLeave
him (and let him approach).'' When Ubai came closer, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | took a spear out of the hands of Al-HaÃrith
ibn As-Simah 4. Once he had the spear in his hand, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | began to shake violently. He | then
approached Ubai and stabbed him in his neck, through a tiny hole
in his armor. Ubai, still alive, began to fall off his horse.
Ubai returned to his people most probably to assess the severity
of the wound; he found that the Prophet's blow had left only a
small cut on his neck. From all apparent signs on his neck, Ubai
was okay; but he knew better: he knew that the Prophet | was
truthful and that the ostensibly small wound on his neck was
somehow in fact fatal. He began to yell out, ªBy AllaÃh,
Muhammad has killed me.'' Thinking that cowardice was
Ubai's only affliction, his fellow polytheists tried to soothe him
by saying, ªBy AllaÃh, your heart (and courage) are all that are
gone. By AllaÃh, there is nothing (else) wrong with you.'' Ubai
said, ªVerily, he said to me in Makkah, `I will kill you.' By
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AllaÃh, had he merely spit on me, he would have killed me.''
And of course, Ubai was right; he died in a place called Saraf which is situated about six miles outside of Makkah - as the
Makkan army was returning from Uhud.
The Prophet | was not only a brilliant military strategist; he
| was also brave and courageous on the battlefield. Ubai ibn
Khalaf was almost completely covered in armor, and he was
riding on horseback; meanwhile, the Prophet | was not
wearing nearly as strong armor, he was on foot, and he had
in his hands nothing but a spear. Notwithstanding the
apparent mismatch, the Messenger of AllaÃh | was able to
stab Ubai with his spear through a small opening between his
armor and his helmet. That the Prophet | delivered such a
precise blow attests both to his bravery and to his superior
fighting abilities.
To be sure, The death of Ubai was yet another miracle that
occurred by the blessing of AllaÃh ( and at the hands of the
Messenger of AllaÃh |. When he | was still in Makkah, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | informed Ubai that his death would occur
not if the Prophet | willed it to occur, but if AllaÃh ( willed it to
occur, showing his complete trust in AllaÃh (. By the permission
of AllaÃh (, the miracle then occurred on the Day of Uhud.
Interestingly, the story of Ubai's death contains yet another
example of how the polytheists believed deep down in their
hearts that the Prophet | was truthful and of how they
disbelieved out of pride and arrogance. Ubai knew that if the
Prophet | said that some event was going to take place, it was
definitely going to take place, which is why he was certain that
the tiny wound on his neck was not as harmless as it seemed to be;
in fact, he knew that he was going to die because of it.
Nonetheless, he still refused to enter into the fold of Islam,
choosing to continue to worship his desires and to adhere to his
arrogant ways.
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Example Number Three:

For a number of reasons, the Battle of Hunain, at least during its
initial phase, did not go as well as was hoped for Muslims. Not a
single one of those reasons had to do with numbers, for the
Prophet | was accompanied by a sizeable army, one that
consisted of approximately twelve-thousand soldiers.
At any rate, when the two armies met, Muslims turned their backs
and began to flee from the battlefield. The Messenger of AllaÃh |,
however, did not run away; nor did a small group of men who
remained with him. They fought off the onslaught of the enemy to
the best of their ability. Al-`AbbaÃs 4, the Prophet's uncle, later
recounted: ªI was with the Messenger of AllaÃh | on the Day of
Hunain; both SufyaÃn ibn Al-HaÃrith and I remained close to the
Messenger of AllaÃh |; we did not leave him (for even a moment).
The Messenger of AllaÃh | was riding on a mule that belonged to
him and that was white in color. When the Muslims and the
disbelievers met (on the battlefield), the Muslims turned their
backs to run away; meanwhile, the Messenger of AllaÃh | began
to spur his mule onwards in the direction of the disbelievers. I was
holding on to reins of the Messenger of AllaÃh's mule, and so I tried
to restrain it, hoping that it would not move forward too quickly.
The Messenger of AllaÃh | said, `O `AbbaÃs, call out to the people
of As-Samurah (As-Samurah was the name of the tree under
which many Muslims made the pledge of Ar-RidwaÃn during the
Al-Hudaibiyyah Expedition).' I called out as loudly as I could
(and Al-`AbbaÃs was known to have a powerful voice), `O people
of As-Samurah,' and by AllaÃh, it was as if they returned, upon
hearing my voice, as quickly as a cow returns to (respond to the
needs of) its children (this expression, which was meant to explain
the rapidity with which the Muslim soldiers returned, proves that
they had not gone far in the first place). They were calling out in
response, `Here we are, responding to your call! Here we are,
responding to your call!' The fighting between them and the
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disbelievers then began in earnest. The call that was made among
the AnsaÃr (during the fighting) was: `O people of the AnsaÃr! O
people of the AnsaÃr!' And then the call was limited to the Banu
HaÃrith clan from the Khazraj tribe. The Messenger of AllaÃh |
looked on, while he | was still mounted on his mule; it was as if
he | was extending his neck to have a clearer view of the
fighting, [1]and he | said, `This is when the fighting becomes
intense.'''
A man once asked Al-BaraÃ, ªO Abu `AmmaÃrah, did you all flee
(from the battlefield) on the Day of Hunain?'' Al-BaraÃ said, `No,
by AllaÃh, the Messenger of AllaÃh | did not turn around and flee
(but instead held his position).'' Al-BaraÃ 4 went on to explain
that some Muslims did flee, and they were met by skilled archers
from the enemy - archers from the HawaÃzin and Banu Nasr tribes.
Those very same Muslims later returned to the Messenger of
AllaÃh | and resumed fighting under his command. The
Messenger of AllaÃh | then dismounted from his riding mule which was being steered by Abu SufyaÃn ibn Al-HaÃrith 4 - and
supplicated to AllaÃh (, saying, ªI am the Prophet, and that is no
lie; I am
the son of `Abdul-Muttalib; O AllaÃh, send down Your
[2]
help.'' Al-BaraÃ 4 also said, ªBy AllaÃh, when the fighting
would intensify, we would seek protection with him. A person
was deemed brave among us if he stood beside the Prophet
|
(since the Prophet | was the main target of the enemy).''[3]
According to a narration that is recorded in SahõÃh Muslim,
Salamah ibn Al-Akwa' reported how, as he was fleeing from the
battlefield, he passed by the Messenger of AllaÃh |, who was
seated on his riding mule. The Messenger of AllaÃh | said to
Salamah, ªIbn Al-Akwa' has seen something that has terrified
him.'' When the enemy had the Messenger of AllaÃh |
[1]

[2]

[3]

Muslim (3/1398) (1775).
Muslim (3/1400) (1776) and BukhaÃrõÃ (6/150), (8/27) (2930).
Muslim (3/1401) (1776).
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surrounded, he | descended from his riding mule, picked up a
handful of pebbles or dirt from the[1]ground, faced the enemy, and
said, ªMay your faces turn ugly!'' As he | said this, he threw
what was in his hands in the direction of the enemy. Pieces of
what he | threw entered into the eyes of every single person
from the opposing army. Al-`AbbaÃs 4 later recounted, ªThe
Messenger of AllaÃh | took pebbles and threw them towards the
faces of the disbelievers...''[2] The individual members of the
opposing army were greatly affected by the pebbles; at the very
least, each one of them felt irritated in his eyes; this divine miracle
greatly influenced the end result of the battle. The tide of the battle
changed, as the Muslims went on the offensive. Now it was
enemy soldiers who began fleeing from the battlefield. When the
battle was over with, the Messenger[3]of AllaÃh ( began distributing
the spoils of war among Muslims.
Example Number Four:

In a HadõÃth that is recorded in both SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ and SahõÃh
Muslim, Anas ibn MaÃlik 4 said, ªThe Prophet | was the best of
people, the most generous of people, and the bravest of people.''
Focusing on the last of these three qualities, Anas 4 went on to
describe how, one night, the inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah heard a
loud noise. They all panicked, fearing that some unknown enemy
was attacking their city. Many brave men headed out in the
direction of the loud noise. When they arrived at the location from
which the noise emanated, they were met by the Prophet |: He
| had arrived at the scene before any other person. He | was
riding on a borrowed horse that was known for its slowness, but
through the Prophet's blessedness, it rode swiftly that night,
taking the Prophet | to the scene of potential danger before
[1]

[2]

[3]

Sharh An-NawawõÃ (12/122).
Refer to Muslim, the Book of JihaÃd
Hunain'' HadõÃth number: 1775.
Muslim (3/1402) (1777).

and As-Siyyar, chapter, ªThe Battle of
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anyone else could get there. The Prophet | eased the people's
fears, informing them that nothing serious was amiss and that
they did not have any reason to be afraid. The point here, of
course, is that, in times of danger, the Prophet | was always the
first to risk[1] his life, doing so in order to ensure the safety of his
followers. Al-BaraÃ 4 said, `By AllaÃh, when fighting would
intensify (during times of battle), we would seek protection with
the Prophet |. And a person would be deemed brave among us if
he stood beside the Prophet | (since the Prophet | was the chief
target of enemy soldiers).''[2]
Example Number Five:

The previous examples show that the Prophet | had a brave
heart and that, in times of danger, he | would never back down
or run for safety. But he | would exhibit another kind of bravery
as well, one that had to do with strategy and the mind: He |
would bravely take risks, showing a willingness to suffer shortterm losses, knowing that his seemingly risky decisions would
ultimately lead to long-term success. Consider the negotiations
that took place between the Prophet | and Suhail ibn `Amr prior
to the Treaty of Al-Hudaibiyyah. As per Suhail's request, the
Prophet | agreed to the removal of the phrase `In the name of
AllaÃh, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful' from the treaty's
document. He | further did not object when Suhail demanded
that, instead of reading `Muhammad the Messenger of AllaÃh,' the
document should read `Muhammad, the son of `Abdullah.' And
most importantly, the Prophet | accepted Suhail's stipulation
that no member of the Quraish should be allowed entry into AlMadõÃnah. This meant that, if a Muslim was to migrate from
Makkah to Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet | had to forbid him from
entering Al-MadõÃnah. This was a harsh stipulation, and yet the
[1]

[2]

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (10/455) (6033) and Muslim (4/1802) (2307).
Muslim (3/1401) (1776).
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Prophet | accepted it. Suhail seemingly had the upper hand, but
the Prophet's brave decision to accept harsh terms paid off in the
end, eventually paving the way to the conquest of Makkah.
As Muslims, we must follow the example of the Prophet | in all
aspects of his character, and in this regard, his bravery is no
exception. After all, it is only by following the Prophet's example
that we can achieve success and happiness in both this world and
the Hereafter. AllaÃh ( said:

[ Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O{
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``Indeed in the Messenger of AllaÃh (Muhammad) you have a good
example to follow for him who hopes in (the Meeting with) AllaÃh
and the Last Day and remembers AllaÃh much .'' (Qur'aÃn 33:21)
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His Wisdom, and His | Ability to Unite
People and Make Peace between Them
The city of Al-MadõÃnah was far from being united when the
Messenger of AllaÃh | first entered it. Its inhabitants were divided
into factions, and each faction had a different set of beliefs,
separate places of gathering, and different goals and aims. The
following were the three main factions of Al-MadõÃnah:
1) The Muslims: This group consisted of people from the native
Aus and Khazraj tribes of Al-MadõÃnah, as well as of the
Muslims who had migrated to Al-MadõÃnah from Makkah.
2) The polytheists: This group consisted of those people from the
Aus and Khazraj tribes that had not yet embraced Islam.
3) The Jews: There were three Jewish tribes that lived in AlMadõÃnah. The first was the Banu QainuqaÃ' tribe, and during
the pre-Islamic days of ignorance, the people of Banu QainuqaÃ'
were allied to the members of the Khazraj tribe. The other two
Jewish tribes were the Banu An-Nadeer and the Banu
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Quraidhah; these two tribes, during the pre-Islamic days of
ignorance, were allied to the Aus tribe.
The people of the Aus and Khazraj tribes were deeply divided, a
state of affairs that stemmed naturally from years of warfare
between the two tribes. It was not long before the Prophet's
migration to Al-MadõÃnah that the two tribes fought a bitter war
that became known as Yaum Bu'aÃth. The war was over with, but
feelings of bitterness and resentment still lingered
in the hearts of
[1]
people from both the Aus and Khazraj tribes. And then there
were the Jews of Al-MadõÃnah, who, to be sure, were certainly not
thrilled by the idea that almost everyone other than them was
uniting around the Prophet |.
In the early days and months following his migration to AlMadõÃnah, the Prophet | focused his energies on building the
foundations of a stable country, on uniting the hearts of AlMadõÃnah's inhabitants, and on developing a working, peaceful
relationship with the non-Muslim inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah particularly, the members of the Jewish tribes of Banu QainuqaÃ',
Banu An-Nadeer, and Banu Quraidhah. And to achieve the
aforementioned goals, the Prophet | took the following steps:
1) Building His | Masjid
One cannot underestimate the effect the building of Masjid AnNabawõÃ had on Al-MadõÃnah's inhabitants. For one thing, every
Muslim - regardless of whether he was from the Aus, Khazraj,
Quraish, or any other tribe - participated in the building of the
Masjid. It was the very first communal project that was
undertaken in Al-MadõÃnah, and it had the effect of uniting the
hearts of all Muslims.
[1]

Refer to Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (3/214); Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (2/114); ZaÃd AlMa'aÃd (3/62); At-TaÃreekh Al-IslaÃmõÃ, by Mahmood ShaÃkir (2/159); Ar-Raheeq
Al-Makhtoom (pg. 171); Hadhal-Habeeb YaÃ-Muhibb (pg. 174); Fiqhus-Seerah,
by Muhammad Al-GhazaÃlõÃ (pg. 188); SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's
famous commentary, Al-Fath) (1/524) (428); SahõÃh Muslim (1/373, 374) (524).
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This was important because, prior to the advent of Islam, each
sub-tribe in Al-MadõÃnah had its own meeting place, where its
members would gather to meet socially and to hear poetry
recitals. But when the Prophet's Masjid was built, it became a
gathering place for all sub-tribes, for all Muslims. There people
would gather
to learn from the Prophet | and to benefit from his
[1]
guidance. Thus the members of the various sub-tribes of AlMadõÃnah became as one people, united by the same Religion,
inspired by the same beliefs, and gathered under a single leader the Messenger of AllaÃh |.
TheProphet'sMasjidwasnotjustaplaceinwhichpeopleperformed
theirfivedailyPrayers.Muslimsalsogatheredthereto learn;tomeet
one another, and to thus put an end to past differences; to discuss
societal issues; to provide consultation to the Prophet | regarding
matters of war and of relations with other tribes.
Thus, due to the importance of a Masjid in any society, no sooner
would the Prophet | arrive in a place than he | would build a
Masjid there. That is what he | did, when upon arriving in a
district of Al-MadõÃnah, he | built Masjid QubaÃ. And that is also
what he | did in Al-MadõÃnah, building his Masjid before tackling
any other societal issue.
2) Inviting the Jews of Al-MadõÃ nah to Islam

The Prophet | hoped that the Jews of Al-MadõÃnah would follow
him. They had every reason to do so, for they themselves had told
the people of Aus and Khazraj for so many years that, in their
scriptures, it was mentioned that a Prophet would appear in the
region; and that, when he did appear, they would follow him.
Furthermore, the Messenger of AllaÃh | matched exactly the
description that was given, in the Torah, of the awaited Prophet.
But beyond all reason and logic, the vast majority of Jews of AlMadõÃnah refused to believe.
[1]

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath)
(7/239, 240) (3906).
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Those Jews that did embrace Islam became the victims of slander
at the hands of their former co-religionists. When a Jewish scholar
named `Abdullah ibn SalaÃm heard about the arrival of the
Messenger of AllaÃh | in Al-MadõÃnah, he 4 went to him and said,
ªI will ask you about three matters, concerning which none (i.e.,
no human) has knowledge
save a Prophet: What is the first of the
signs of the Hour?[1] What is the first food that the people of
Paradise will eat? What draws a child to his father (so that he
resembles him), and what draws a child to his uncles from his
mother's side of the family?''
The Messenger of AllaÃh | said, ªJibrõÃl / has just informed me
about these matters.'' `Abdullah 4 said, ªAmong the angels, he is
the one who is the enemy of the Jews.'' The Messenger of AllaÃh |
proceeded to answer his questions, saying,
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``As for the first sign of the Hour , it is a fire that gathers the
people from the east to the west . As for the first food that the
people of Paradise will eat , it is ZiyaÃdah (a separate piece that is
attached within the liver) of a whale's liver . And as for the
resemblance of a child , when a man copulates with his wife and
his water precedes hers , the child will resemble him . If it is her
water that comes first , then the child will resemble her .''

ªI bear witness,'' `Abdullah ibn SalaÃm 4 said, ªthat you are
indeed the Messenger of AllaÃh,'' after which he 4 said, ªO
Messenger of AllaÃh, the Jews are a people of great lies. If they
[1]

It appears that he was not referring to the commonly known minor signs or
major signs, but to that particular sign that begins the process of this world
coming to an end.
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know that I have embraced Islam before you, ask them (about my
status among them), they will speak vulgar lies about me to you.''
The Jews (of Al-MadõÃnah) then came, and `Abdullah 4 entered
the house so as to avoid being seen by them.
When they drew near to the Messenger of AllaÃh |, he | asked
them, ªWhat kind of man do you deem `Abdullah ibn SalaÃm to
be?'' They said, ªHe is the most knowledgeable person among us,
and the son of the most knowledgeable person among us. He is
the most learned person among us, and the son of the most
learned person among us.''
ªWhat would you think if `Abdullah were to embrace Islam?'' the
Messenger of AllaÃh | asked them.
ªMay AllaÃh protect him from that,'' they said, at which point
`Abdullah 4 came out to them and declared, ªI bear witness that
none has the right to be worshipped but AllaÃh, and I bear witness
that Muhammad is indeed the Messenger of AllaÃh.'' Then, without
hesitation, they said about him, ªHe is the most evil person among
us, and the son of the most evil[1]person among us,'' after which they
continued to attack his honor. `Abdullah ibn SalaÃm 4 was not
unique in this regard, for the Jews of Al-MadõÃnah would attempt to
harm and vilify any Jewish scholar who embraced Islam.
In Al-AsbaÃb An-NuzuÃl, Al-WaÃhidõÃ related that Ibn `AbbaÃs 4 and
MuqaÃtil (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) said, ª'Abdullah ibn
SalaÃm 4, Tha'labah ibn Sa`eed 4, Usaid ibn Sa'yah 4, Asad ibn
`Ubaid 4 - when these and other Jews embraced Islam, the
scholars among the Jews said, `Only the most evil among us have
embraced Islam. Had they been the best among us, they would
not have forsaken the religion of their fathers.' Also, they said to
them (i.e., to those among them who embraced Islam), `You have
betrayed (us, your religion, your forbears)
when you exchanged
your religion for another religion.''[2]
[1]

[2]

Refer to BukhaÃrõÃ (6/326) (3329).
AsbaÃb An-Nuzool, by Al-WaÃhidõÃ (Pg. 114).
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3) Establishing Ties of Brotherhood Between the MuhaÃjiruÃn
(Muslims Who Migrated to Al-MadõÃ nah) and the AnsaÃr (The
Native Inhabitants of Al-MadõÃ nah)

With the building of the Prophet's Masjid, a new era of harmony
between the native inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah had begun. They
truly became as one people, no longer being known as members of
the Aus or Khazraj tribes, but instead collectively becoming known
as the people of the AnsaÃr. Also, the Prophet | had done
everything in his power to convince the Jews of Al-MadõÃnah to
embrace Islam. Finally, the Prophet | decided that it was necessary
to establish strong ties between the native Muslims of Al-MadõÃnah the AnsaÃr - and the Muslims who migrated to Al-MadõÃnah.
The latter group had left behind their homeland, their homes,
their families, and, in many instances, their wealth. They left
everything behind for the sake of AllaÃh (. Based on their
situation, and in order to strengthen relations between them and
the natives of Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet | established ties of
brotherhood between many Muslims.
In the house of Anas ibn MaÃlik 4, the Prophet | convened a
gathering of ninety men, half of them from the MuhaÃjiruÃn (people
who migrated to Al-MadõÃnah), and the other half from the AnsaÃr.
He | paired them up in groups of two, so that each member of
the AnsaÃr had a brother from the MuhaÃjiruÃn. So strong were the
ties that the Prophet | established between them that, in the
months that followed, it was decreed that if a person from the
AnsaÃr died without leaving behind any relatives from his father's
side, his MuhaÃjir brother would inherit from him, taking
precedence over all of his relatives from his mother's side of the
family. This legislation continued until the Battle of Badr, when
AllaÃh ( revealed this verse from the Noble Qur'aÃn:

v u t s r q p o n m l{
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``And those who believed afterwards , and emigrated and strove
hard along with you , (in the Cause of AllaÃh) they are of you . But
kindred by blood are nearer to one another regarding inheritance
in the decree ordained by AllaÃh . Verily , AllaÃh is the All-Knower
of everything .'' (Qur'aÃn 8:75)

With the revelation of this verse, once again relatives from the
mother's side of the family were given precedence in matters of
inheritance over those who were joined together by ties of
brotherhood
that had been established by the Messenger of
AllaÃh |.[1]
The blind loyalties of pre-Islamic ignorance were now erased and
forgotten. No longer of any significance were differences based on
lineage, native country, or skin color; all that remained were the
ties of Islamic brotherhood. A person was promoted or demoted
in society based solely on his character and At-Taqwa (fear of
AllaÃh). A country was formed in which the ideals of equality and
justice were not theoretical principles written down in a
constitution; rather, they
were applied throughout society, both
in speech and in deed.[2]
Perhaps the most beautiful example of true Islamic brotherhood is
the story that is related by `Abdur-RahmaÃn ibn `Auf 4 and that is
recorded in SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ. `Abdur-RahmaÃn ibn `Auf 4 said,
ªWhen we arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, the Messenger of AllaÃh |
established bonds of brotherhood between me and Sa`d ibn ArRabõÃ' 4. Sa`d ibn Ar-RabõÃ' 4 said (to me), `I am the wealthiest
person among the AnsaÃr. I will give you one-half of my wealth
and you may see which of my two wives you desire, and I will
give her up for you (i.e., I will divorce her, so that you can marry
her). When her period of waiting (during which she cannot
marry) ends, marry her.'''
[1]

[2]

ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd (3/63) and Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 180).

by Mahmood ShaÃkir (2/165); and to Fiqhus-Seerah, by
Muhammad Al-GhazaÃlee (pg. 192).
At-TaÃreekh Al-IslaÃmõÃ,
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`Abdur-RahmaÃn 4 said, ªI have no need of any of that. Is there any
marketplace in which there is (good) business?'' Sa`d 4 said, ª(Yes,)
the marketplace of QainuqaÃ'.'' QainuqaÃ' was the name of a Jewish
tribe, and the said marketplace was ascribed to them because it was
situated in their district. `Abdur-RahmaÃn 4 went there and came
back with cheese and (cooking) fat. He 4 then went there on a
consistentbasis.Notmuchtimepassedbefore`Abdur-RahmaÃncame
with traces of yellowness (i.e., from colored perfume) upon him.
Seeing him, the Messenger of AllaÃh | asked, ªHave you gotten
married?'' `Abdur-RahmaÃn 4 said, ªYes.'' ªWith whom?'' the
Messenger of AllaÃh | asked. `Abdur-RahmaÃn 4 said, ªWith a
womanfromtheAnsaÃr.''TheProphet | askedhimhowmuchdowry
hegaveher,andheanswered,ªTheweightofaNawaÃt(thenamethat
was given to a quantity of gold, which was equal in worth to five
Dirhams).'' The Prophet | then said, ªHave a marriage[1]banquet,
even if it is a single sheep (that you serve to your guests).''
Upon reading this story, one should gain an appreciation not only
of Sa`d's generosity, but also of `Abdur-RahmaÃn's dignity,
decency, and self-reliance. He was not the only MuhaÃjir who
wanted to stand on his own two feet; to the contrary, all of them
did, and many of them spent only a short while as guests in the
homes of their AnsaÃrõÃ brothers. As soon as they were able to earn
enough money, they bought their own homes and worked for
their own upkeep; some prominent examples in this regard are
Abu Bakr 4, `Umar 4, and `UthmaÃn 4.
4) Providing Muslims with Proper Training and Guidance

Uniting the inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah was certainly an
impressive accomplishment, and yet more work needed to be
done in order to increase the level of mutual love and harmony
among Al-MadõÃnah's inhabitants. With that in mind, the Prophet
|, when giving advice to others, focused on the following
themes: making sacrifices, brotherly love, charity, good[1]

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (2/112) (3780, 3781).
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neighborliness, good manners, fair and
honest dealings, brotherly
behavior, and mutual compassion.[1] He | would say,
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``O people , spread greetings of peace , feed food (to others) , pray
during the night when people are sleeping - and you will enter
Paradise in peace .''[2]

He | would also say,
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``He whose neighbor is not safe from his evil will not enter Paradise .''[3]
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``A Muslim is he whose fellow Muslims are safe from (and not
harmed by) his tongue and hand .''[4]

He | would also say the following:
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``None of you believes until he loves for his brother what he loves
for himself .''[5]
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Refer to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pgs. 179, 181, 208) and to At-TaÃreekh AlIslaÃmõÃ, by Mahmood ShaÃkir (2/165).
At-TirmidhõÃ (4/652) (2485), Ibn MaÃjah (2/1083) (3251); Ad-DaÃrimõÃ (1/156); and
Ahmad (1/165) (2/391). Imam At-TirmidhõÃ wrote, ªThis HadõÃth is SahõÃh.'' Refer
also to SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ (2/303).
Muslim (1/68) (46).
BukhaÃrõÃ (1/54) (11) and Muslim (1/65) (41), and the above-mentioned wording
is taken from Imam Muslim's narration of the HadõÃth.
BukhaÃrõÃ (1/56) (13) and Muslim (1/67) (45).
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``A believer together with another believer is like a building , each
part of it strengthens the rest of it .''

To illustrate what he meant, the Prophet | then clasped his
fingers together.[1]
The Prophet | would say as well:
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``Do not be jealous of one another ; do not raise prices so as to deceive
one another ; do not hate one another ; do not show enmity towards
one another ; and do not make a purchase over the purchase of
someone else among you (i .e . , when your Muslim brother concludes
a business transaction , whereby the sale is concluded , with both
seller and buyer agreeing to a final price , do not stand between them
and make an offer , thereby hoping to cancel their transaction) . And
be slaves of AllaÃh , brothers unto one another . A Muslim is a brother
of his fellow Muslim : He does not wrong him , forsake him , or scorn
him . And At-Taqwa (righteousness , the fear of AllaÃh () is here ,''

and upon saying that the Prophet | pointed to his chest three
times. He | went on to say,
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``It is sufficient evil for a person to scorn his brother Muslim .
Every Muslim has three things that are inviolable (and sanctified)
for every other Muslim : his blood , his wealth , and his honor .''[2]
[1]

[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ (1/565) (481) and Muslim (4/1999) (2585).
Muslim (4/1986) (2564).
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According to a HadõÃth that is recorded in both SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ and
SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet | said,
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``It is not permissible for a Muslim to cut off ties from his brother
(Muslim) for more than three nights , whereby they meet , with
this one turning his back (to that one) , and with that one turning
his back (to this one) . And the better of the two is the one who
initiates greetings of peace .''[1]

In a HadõÃth that is related in SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet | said,
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``The gates of Paradise are open on Mondays and Thursdays .
Every slave (of AllaÃh) who does not associate any partner with
AllaÃh (in worship) is forgiven , except for a man who between
himself and his Muslim brother there is enmity . It is said (about
both of them) , `Delay these two until they make peace between
themselves . Delay these two until they make peace between
themselves . Delay these two until they make peace between
themselves .''[2]

In another HadõÃth, the Prophet | said,
[1]

[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ (6077) Muslim (4/1986) (2560).
Muslim (2565).
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``Deeds are presented every Thursday and Monday . And AllaÃh the Possessor of Might and Majesty - forgives on those days every
person who does not associate any partner with AllaÃh (in
worship) , except for a man who between himself and his brother
there is enmity . It is said (about them) , `Delay these two until
they make up ; delay these two until they make up .'''[1]

The Prophet | said,
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``Help your brother , regardless of whether he is the oppressor or
the one who is the oppressor .''

Someone asked, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, I know how to help a
person who is the oppressor, but how can I help someone who is a
oppressor?'' The Prophet | said,
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``Prevent him from wrongdoing ; doing that is helping him .''[2]

The Prophet | once said,
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ªA Muslim has six rights over another Muslim.''
[1]

[2]

Muslim (4/1988) (2565).
Muslim (4/1997) (2584); Ahmad (3/99); and BukhaÃrõÃ (5/98) (2443, 2444), (12/

223) (6952).
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Someone asked, ªWhat are they, O Messenger of AllaÃh?'' The
Prophet | replied,
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``If you meet him , extend greetings of peace to him . If he invites
you , answer his invitation . If he asks you for advice , advise him
(sincerely) . If he sneezes and then says , `All praise is for AllaÃh ,'
say to him , `May AllaÃh have mercy on you .' If he becomes ill ,
visit him . And if he dies , follow his funeral (procession) .''[1]

Al-BaraÃ ibn `AÃzib 4 said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh | ordered us
to do seven things, and he | forbade us from seven things.
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``He ordered us to visit the sick ; to follow funeral processions ;
to say to someone who has sneezed , `May AllaÃh have mercy on
you' ; to answer a person's invitation ; to spread greetings of
peace ; to help a person who is oppressor ; and to help fulfill
someone's oath . And he forbade us from wearing gold rings ;
from drinking from silver (cups)'' Or he said , ``From a silver
cup ; from saddles that are made of silk ; from garments that are
embroidered with silk ; from wearing silk ; from DeebaÃj , and from
Al-Istabrak (these are two kinds of silk) .''[2]

|

|

In a HadõÃth that is recorded in SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet | said,
[1]

[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ (3/112) (1240) and Muslim (4/1705) (2162).
BukhaÃrõÃ (5635).
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``You will not enter Paradise until you believe ; you will not
believe until you love one another . And shall I not point you
towards something that , if you do it , you will love one another?
Spread greetings of peace among yourselves .''[1]

Someone once asked, ªWhich Islam is best?'' The Prophet | replied,
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``Feed food (to others) and recite greetings of peace both to those
you know and to those you don't know .''[2]

The Prophet | famously said,
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``The example of believers in their mutual love , mercy , and
compassion is that of a body : If one of its limbs complains of
sickness , the rest of the body calls out in response with
sleeplessness and fever .''[3]

The Prophet | said,
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``Mercy is not shown to the one who is not merciful (towards
others) .''[4]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Muslim (1/74) (54).
BukhaÃrõÃ (1/55) (12) and Muslim (1/65) (39).
BukhaÃrõÃ (10/438) (6011) and Muslim (4/2000) (2586).
BukhaÃrõÃ (10/438) (6013) and Muslim (4/1809) (2319).
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According to another narration, he | said,
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``If one is not merciful towards people , AllaÃh - the Possessor of
Might and Majesty - is not merciful towards him .''[1]

He | also said,
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``Cursing a Muslim is wickedness , and killing a Muslim is [an
act of (or an act that leads to)] disbelief .''[2]

ThesearejustafewofmanyexamplesofhowtheProphet | taught
his Companions 5 how to develop the foundations of a functional,
harmonious, productive - and compassionate society. To affluent
Muslims, the Prophet | taught the importance of giving charity to
the less fortunate members of society; and to the latter group, he |
taught the importance of being content, of being patient, and of
doing one's utmost to avoid depending on others for help. That
way, the rich could show mercy to and provide financial assistance
for the poor, and the poor could be content and not begrudge the
rich their worldly prosperity. All Muslims, the Prophet | made it
clear, were bonded together by a common Faith.
Having learned all of the above-mentioned lessons from the
Prophet |, the Companions 5 formed the most decent and
caring society that mankind has ever known. This, with the
Prophet's guidance, they achieved after having lived so many
years in a state of ignorance and darkness. Surely, the positive
change that overcame them occurred firstly because of AllaÃh's
Mercy and Grace, and then because of the wise guidance of the
Prophet |. All Muslims, preachers in particular, need to look
within themselves and ask what they can do[3] to better follow the
noble way and guidance of the Prophet |.
[1]

[2]

[3]

Muslim (4/1809, 2319).
BukhaÃrõÃ (1/110) (48) and Muslim (64).
Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pg. 183).
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5) The New Constitution of Al-MadõÃ nah

Upon establishing the foundations of a stable and prosperous
country, the Messenger of AllaÃh | set down on paper the rules and
laws by which the citizens of that country were to abide. That
constitution, if you will, laid down the rights, duties, and mutual
obligationsofthe MuhaÃjiruÃn andtheAnsaÃr;furthermore,itcontained
the terms of a comprehensive peace treaty with the Jews of AlMadõÃnah. That treaty entailed both rights and duties, effectively
making the members of the Banu QainuqaÃ', Banu Nadeer, and Banu
QuraidhahtribescitizensoftheProphet'snewlyestablishedcountry.
ThosethreeJewishtribeshadtherighttofreelypracticetheirReligion,
anditwasthedutyofMuslimstobejustwiththemandtoprotectthem
from foreign enemies; meanwhile, it became the duty of all Jewish
citizens to be loyal to the Muslim leadership in Al-MadõÃnah
and to
[1]
defend their Muslim neighbors against all foreign enemies.
The constitution, which was written with a great deal of precision,
had the effect of unifying all of the inhabitants of Al-MadõÃnah,
regardless of their Religion. With that unity, they would be able to
fight off any foreign enemy that intended to do harm to them.
Building the Prophet's Masjid, inviting Jews to Islam, establishing
bonds of brotherhood between the MuhaÃjiruÃn and the AnsaÃr,
guiding Muslims to develop good manners, and writing down a
comprehensive constitution - these five steps helped establish the
foundations of a stable country, thus enabling Islam to gain a strong
foothold in Al-MadõÃnah. The seeds were now planted for Islam to
grow and prosper in Al-MadõÃnah, and to [2]then spread with
lightning-like speed to other parts of the world.
L
[1]

[2]

L

L

L

L

Refer to Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah, by Ibn KathõÃr (3/224-226), ZaÃd Al-Ma'aÃd (3/
65), and Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (2/119-123).
Refer to Ar-Raheeq Al-Makhtoom (pgs. 171, 178, 185); At-TaÃreekh Al-IslaÃmõÃ, by
MahmoodShaÃkir(2/166),(2/69,160);and Hadhal-Habeeb YaÃ Muhibb (pgs.176,174).

The Prophet's | Eloquence
In terms of eloquence, the Prophet | was doubly blessed, first with
the Qur'aÃn, the most eloquent speech of all; and second, with his
own speech, for he | was the most eloquent of all human beings.
In pre-Islamic Arabia, language mattered a great deal: People were
either respected for their eloquence or disparaged for their lack
thereof. So, it goes without saying, people were greatly impressed
by the eloquence of both the Qur'aÃn and the Prophet's sayings. Just
as people embraced Islam after becoming impressed by the
Prophet's lofty manners, so did people become Muslims, having
become enchanted by the beauty of the Qur'aÃn and of the Prophet's
sayings. Jubair ibn Mut'im 4 said, ªDuring Maghrib (Prayer), I
heard the Prophet | recite chapter `At-TuÃr.' When he | reached
the following verse, my heart almost flew out (of my body), and
that was the first time that ImaÃn (Faith) settled in my heart.
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``Were they created by nothing , or were they themselves the
creators? Or did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay , but
they have no firm Belief . Or are with them the treasures of your
Lord? Or are they the tyrants with the authority to do as they
like? .'' (Qur'aÃn 52:35-37)[1]

The Prophet's sayings represented a second form of revelation,
also having a profound effect on people's hearts - as is made
amply clear in the following examples:
Example Number One:

During the early years of the Messenger of AllaÃh's prophethood, a
man named DimaÃd Al-AzdõÃ visited Makkah and heard the false
claim that the Prophet | was mad. Since it was reputable
chieftains of the Quraish that made the claim, and not unknown
people whose veracity could not be trusted, DimaÃd Al-AzdõÃ was
convinced that the Prophet | was afflicted with some form of
insanity. DimaÃd was particularly interested in the Prophet's case
because he was a medical practitioner who treated mentally sick
patients. When he heard some people from Makkah say,
ªMuhammad is indeed mad,'' he said to himself, ªWould that I
saw this man, for AllaÃh will perhaps cure him at my hands.''
DimaÃd did end up meeting the Prophet |, and he began by
telling the Prophet | that he treated insane people and that, with
the permission of AllaÃh (, he had had some success with his
patients. After DimaÃd openly offered his services, the Messenger
of AllaÃh | said,

r n hn , o n Yp o 0n kn uoG gpJp r n r n , o o cp 9n Pr n hn goJo n Er n ,up Jn r En r G fEpz
, o n vn Lp Rn /n goJn Dr hn uoG /Ep n s Ep /n frCn Jo n Rr Cnhn , o n jnOp. n 0n kn r p Yr o
yJo cr 1n . Cn , o o Oo Qnhn goJo 2r bn GJk En o fCnhn
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``Indeed , all praise is for AllaÃh ; we praise Him and seek His help .
Verily , He whom AllaÃh guides none can misguide ; and he whom
AllaÃh leads astray none can guide . And I bear witness that none
has the right to be worshipped but AllaÃh alone , and He has no
partner , and that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger''

DimaÃd said, ªRepeat these words of yours to me,'' upon which
the Messenger of AllaÃh | repeated what he had said three times.
Very much amazed, DimaÃd said, ªI have indeed heard the speech
of soothsayers, magicians, and poets, yet I have not heard
anything that is similar to these words of yours. They reach the
deepest depths of the sea (i.e. they are very profound and
meaningful).'' The Messenger of AllaÃh | then asked him to
extend his hand and pledge allegiance upon Islam, and DimaÃd 4
did so. Next, the Messenger of AllaÃh | said, ªAnd upon your
people (i.e., make the same pledge for your people: that you will
invite them to Islam).'' DimaÃd answered, ªAnd upon my people.''
Years later, after Islam gained a strong footing in Al-MadõÃnah, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | would send various military units on
missions, some to gain information and some to engage in battle.
On one such mission, the Prophet's Companions 5 passed by
DimaÃd's tribe. The leader of the mission asked those under his
command, ªDid you gain anything from these people (i.e. in
terms of war booty)?'' ªYes,'' said one of them, ªI gained from
them a container that is used for purification.'' The leader of[1]the
mission said, ªReturn it, for these are the people of DimaÃd.''
Example Number Two:

At-Tufail ibn `Amr 4 was both a famous poet and the chief of his
tribe. On one occasion, when he visited Makkah, the leaders of the
Quraish, as was their habit, warned him not to meet with Prophet
Muhammad |. They said to At-Tufail, ªVerily, his speech is like
magic, so be wary of him; do not let him do to you and to your
[1]

SahõÃh Muslim (2/593) (868).
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people what he has done to us: He has caused division between a
man and his wife, as well as between a man and his son'' They
continued to warn him until he swore that he would not enter the
Inviolable Masjid of Makkah without first blocking his ears.
He fulfilled his oath, blocking his ears with cotton prior to
entering the Masjid. Bewildered by his own strange behavior, he
then said to himself, ªVerily, I am a person who is both calm and
collected; the reality of things do not remain hidden from me, for I
am able to discern between what is good and what is ugly. By
AllaÃh, I will hear what he has to say. If his affair is good, I will take
(and learn) from him; otherwise, I will stay away from him.'' He
then removed the cotton from his ears, and was gladly surprised
as a result, for he heard speech that was better than any other
speech he had ever heard in his lifetime. He followed the Prophet
| to his home, entered with him, and told him his story. He then
said, ªPresent your Religion to me.'' When the Prophet | finished
explaining to him some key
features of the Religion of Islam, At[1]
Tufail 4 embraced Islam.
Given the effect that verses of the Qur'aÃn and sayings of the
Prophet | have on the hearts of people, Islamic preachers and
educators would do well to remind people not just with their own
words, but with verses of the Qur'aÃn and AhaÃdõÃth as well. And
we seek help and guidance from AllaÃh (.
L

[1]

L

L

L

Siyyar `AlaÃm An-NubalaÃ, by Adh-DhahabõÃ (1/345).

L

His | Miracles
Even today, many people enter into the fold of Islam because,
after learning about the miracles and signs with which the
Prophet | came to mankind, they cannot but conclude that Islam
is the Religion of the One True God and Creator of this universe,
AllaÃh (. Certainly, the Prophet's miracles are at once many and
varied; and they are greater and more numerous than the miracles
that were granted to any other Prophet.
As far as Prophetic miracles go, they can be classified into two
general categories:
1) Miracles that came and went, and that could only have been
witnessed by those who were alive when they occurred. Under
this category of miracles are included the miracles of all past
Prophets, such as Jesus / and Moses /. For instance, when,
through AllaÃh's permission, Jesus / healed the blind, only
those that were alive at the time could appreciate that miracle.
Even some of Prophet Muhammad's miracles fall under this
category - such as when, through AllaÃh's permission, a small
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quantity of food miraculously increased in quantity, allowing
hundreds of Companions 5 to eat until they became full.
2) Miracles that can be appreciated even today. Examples of this
category of miracles include Islamic Law, which has remained
the most comprehensive and just set of laws that mankind has
known for over fourteen centuries; and smaller miracles known as KaraÃmaÃt - which occur every now and then at the
hands of righteous, God-fearing Muslims. But the clearest
example of this category of miracles is the Noble Qur'aÃn,
which continues to amaze - in its beauty and eloquence and
profoundly deep[1]meanings - all people who understand the
Arabic language.
The Prophet's miracles, if justice is done to them, provide rich
enough subject-matter to fill many volumes of books. But
because of the limited scope of this work, I will limit myself to
a brief discussion of the following two themes:
1) The miracles of the Noble Qur'aÃn.
2) Physical and tangible miracles which, by the permission of
AllaÃh (, occurred at the hands of the Prophet |.
First: The Miracles of the Noble Qur'aÃn

According to the Oxford Dictionary, a miracle is ªa marvelous
event not ascribable to human or natural agency, and therefore
attributed
to the intervention of a supernatural agent, especially
God.''[2] From an Islamic standpoint, a miracle is a marvelous
event which human beings, whether together or as individuals,
cannot reproduce, perform, copy, or repeat. It is an event that
[1]
[2]

Refer to Al-JawaÃb As-SahõÃh Liman-Baddala Deen Al-Maseeh (4/67-71).
Excerpted from Oxford Talking Dictionary. (Copyright 1998 The Learning
Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.)
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AllaÃh ( causes to occur at the hands of[1]Prophets /, in order to
prove the truthfulness of their message.
The Noble Qur'aÃn is AllaÃh's speech, which was revealed to Prophet
Muhammad |. It is the greatest of miracles,
and its effects can
continue to be appreciated until this day.[2] The Prophet | said,
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``Every single Prophet was given such signs (or miracles) as were
worthy of making people believe . Verily , the sign I have been
given is revelation that AllaÃh has revealed to me . And I hope that ,
of all Prophets , I will have the most followers on the Day of
Resurrection .''[3]
[1]

[2]

[3]

Refer to ManaÃhil Al-`IrfaÃn Fee `Uloom Al-Qur'aÃn, by Az-ZarqaÃnõÃ (1/66); Mo'jam
Al-Waseet (2/585); Al-IrshaÃd Ila-SahõÃh Al-`AitiqaÃd, by Dr. SaÃleh Al-FauzaÃn (2/

157). The general word for miracle in the Arabic language is Mu`ajizah;
however, in Islamic terminology a distinction is made between a Mo'jizah and
a KaraÃmah. A Mo'jizah is a marvelous event that is coupled by a claim of
prophethood; or in other words, a Mo'jizah occurs at the hand of a Prophet. A
KaraÃmah, on the other hand, is a marvelous event that is not accompanied by
a claim of prophethood; or in other words, a KaraÃmah occurs at the hand of a
righteous person who is not a Prophet. A KaraÃmah occurs only at the hand of
a person who is clearly righteous, and who has correct beliefs. Therefore, if an
out-of-the-ordinary event occurs at the hands of a deviant person, that event is
devilish in nature; after all, magic does exist, and strange events do occur
when an evil person is in league with evil jinns. So if an apparent miracle
occurs at the hand of an unknown person, he is judged based on the Qur'aÃn
and Sunnah. For as Imam Ash-ShaÃfi'õÃ (May Allah have mercy on him) said, ªIf
you see a man walking on water or flying in the air, do not become deceived
by him, until you first see whether (in his deeds and beliefs) he conforms to the
teachings of the Qur'aÃn and the Sunnah.'' Refer to Sharh Al-`AqõÃdah AtTahaÃwiyyah (pg. 510); Siyyar `AlaÃm An-NubalaÃ (10/23); and Al-Ajwibah AlUsooliyyah `Alal-`AqõÃdatul-WaÃsitiyyah, by As-SulmaÃn (pg. 311).
Refer to Ad-DaÃ'ee Ilal-Islam, by Al-AnbaÃrõÃ (pg. 393).
BukhaÃrõÃ (3/9) (4981) and Muslim and its wording (1/134) (152).
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This HadõÃth does not limit the Prophet's miracles to a single one that of the Qur'aÃn, for the Prophet | was blessed with many
other miracles as well. What this HadõÃth means is that the Qur'aÃn
is the greatest miracle, the miracle that was specific to the Prophet
|. Every Prophet / was blessed with a miracle that was specific
to him - and that challenged the people to whom he was sent.
Magic was widespread among the people of Fir'aun, and so
because of that reason, Moses / came with a piece of and
performed a feat that challenged the magicians of his day. And it
was deemed a miraculous feat because even the most skilled of
magicians could not reproduce or copy it.
Similarly, medical practitioners were held in high regard among the
people to whom Jesus / was sent. Consequently, his miracles were
medical in nature - bringing back the dead to life, curing the leper,
and returning sight to the blind. These feats were medical in nature,
but they were deemed miraculous because they could not be copied
or imitated by even the most skilled of doctors.
As for the Arabs of pre-Islamic Arabia, they were not known for
scientific knowledge, for medical knowledge, for skill in magic or
sorcery; they were known for their eloquent speech. And so AllaÃh
( blessed our Prophet Muhammad | with the miracle of the
Qu'an, regarding which AllaÃh ( said:

}4 3 2 1 0 / . - , + * ) ( {

``Falsehood cannot come to it from before or behind it (it is) sent down
by the All-Wise , Worthy of all praise (AllaÃh) .'' (Qur'aÃn 41:42)

As I stated earlier, the Qur'aÃn is unique among miracles because its
effects were witnessed not just by the people who lived during the
Prophet'slifetime,butalsobypeoplewhocameafterwards;andthey
can also be witnessed by people of our generation, as well as by
people of generations to come. Even today, when one listens to the
recitation of the Noble Qur'aÃn, it is as if one is hearing it from the lips
of theMessengerof AllaÃh |. AsforthemiraclesofpastProphets,we
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cannot appreciate, feel, or verify them today; we know of them only
through information that is mentioned about them in books.
The Noble Qur'aÃn is a miracle in many ways. It is a miracle of
language - of its chosen words, of the way in which its words are
beautifully joined together, and of its overall eloquence. It is a
miracle because of its profound meanings. It is a miracle by dint of
the information it gives about the unseen world - about AllaÃh,
about angels, about jinns, about the heavens, about past and
future events. But for the sake of brevity, in our discussion here I
will limit myself to a discussion of only
four of many aspects of
the miraculous nature of the Qur'aÃn.[1]
1) The Qur'aÃn's Eloquence

In its eloquence, its brilliant tone, its flawless flow, and its
impeccable wording, the Qur'aÃn fits the definition of the word
`miracle' which I mentioned earlier on: ªA miracle is a marvelous
event which human beings, whether together or as individuals,
cannot reproduce, perform, copy, or repeat. It is an event that
AllaÃh ( causes to occur at the hands of Prophets /, in order to
prove the truthfulness of their message.'' AllaÃh ( challenged
human beings to produce something similar to the Qur'aÃn, but
they of course failed to do so. AllaÃh ( said:
j i h g f e d c b a ` _ ^{
}p o n m l k

``Say : ``If the mankind and the jinns were together to produce the
like of this Qur'aÃn , they could not produce the like thereof , even if
they helped one another .'' (Qur'aÃn 17:88)

Elsewhere in the Qur'aÃn, He ( said:

}R Q P O N M

xx
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[1]

{
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Refer to Al-JawaÃb As-SahõÃh (4/74, 75); `AlaÃm An-Nubuwwah, by Al-MaÃwardee
(pgs.53-70); Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (6/54,65); Al-BurhaÃn Fee `Uloom Al-Qur'aÃn,
by Az-ZarkashõÃ (2/90-124); and ManaÃhil Al-`IrfaÃn, by Az-ZarqaÃnõÃ (2/228-308).
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``Or do they say : ``He (Muhammad) has forged it (this Qur'aÃn)?''
Nay! They believe not! Let them then produce a recital like unto it
(the Qur'aÃn) if they are truthful .'' (Qur'aÃn 52:33, 34)

Afterthischallengewasmade,notasinglepersonsteppedforwardto
accept it. Consequently, AllaÃh ( eased the terms of the challenge:

{

B A @ ? > = < ; : 9 8
IHGFEDC

}

``Or they say , ``He (Prophet Muhammad) forged it (the
Qur'aÃn) .'' Say : ``Bring you then ten forged Surahs (chapters)
like unto it , and call whomsoever you can , other than AllaÃh (to
your help) , if you speak the truth!'' (Qur'aÃn 11:13)

When no one came forward to take on this challenge, for everyone
knewthattakingitonwasimpossible,AllaÃh ( furthereasedtheterms
of the challenge - challenging human beings to produce something
that is similar to just one chapter of the Qur'aÃn. AllaÃh ( said:

{
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``Or do they say : ``He (Muhammad) has forged it?'' Say : ``Bring
then a Surah (chapter) like unto it , and call upon whomsoever
you can , besides AllaÃh , if you are truthful!'' (Qur'aÃn 10:38)

Then, after the Prophet | migrated to Al-MadõÃnah, AllaÃh (
repeated the challenge:

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 / . - ,{
DCBA@ ?>=<;:9
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``And if you (Arab pagans , Jews , and Christians) are in doubt
concerning that which We have sent down (i .e . the Qur'aÃn) to
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Our slave (Muhammad) , then produce a Surah (chapter) of the
like thereof and call your witnesses (supporters and helpers)
besides AllaÃh , if you are truthful . But if you do it not , and you
can never do it , then fear the Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and
stones , prepared for the disbelievers .'' (Qur'aÃn 2:23, 24)

Regarding this challenge, AllaÃh ( made it clear that failure was
inevitable for anyone who attempted to meet it. Failure would
also be inevitable even if all human beings came together and
worked as a group to produce something similar to the Qur'aÃn.
While the Prophet | was still in Makkah, AllaÃh ( commanded
him to convey to people the challenge that is made in the
following verse:
j i h g f e d c b a ` _ ^{
}p o n m l k

``Say : ``If mankind and the jinns were together to produce the like
of this Qur'aÃn , they could not produce the like thereof , even if
they helped one another .'' (Qur'aÃn 17:88)

The challenges mentioned in the preceding verses are made to all
human beings. The polytheists of Makkah, masters of the Arabic
language, pretended to ignore those challenges. They claimed
that the Prophet | was a liar and a magician, but they dared not
say anything about the Qur'aÃn; in fact, some of them would even
secretly listen to the Prophet | recite it. Even today, all Arabs,
whether they are Muslim, Christian, or otherwise, agree that the
Qur'aÃn is the pinnacle of the Arabic language. It is not surprising,
therefore, that no one, from the time of the Prophet | until today,
has been able to produce anything that is similar to it.
The Qur'aÃn contains in it thousands of miracles, which are found
in all one handerd fourteen of its chapters (not to mention its more
than six thousands two handerd verses). The shortest chapter of
the Qur'aÃn is chapter ªAl-Kauthar.'' It consists of three short
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verses, and yet as short as it is,[1]no one has ever been able to
produce something similar to it.
2) Information About the Unseen World

One of the miracles of the Qur'aÃn is that it contains information
about the unseen world - about matters the Prophet |, or any
other person for that matter, could not possibly have learned
about on his own. This by itself proves that the Noble Qur'aÃn is
AllaÃh's speech, for AllaÃh ( alone has knowledge of all things.
AllaÃh ( said:

:G F9E8D7 6C5B4A3 @2?1 0> =/<.;{
}L K J I H

``And with Him are the keys of the Ghaib (all that is hidden) , none
knows them but He . And He knows whatever there is in (or on)
the earth and in the sea ; not a leaf falls , but He knows it . There is
not a grain in the darkness of the earth nor anything fresh or dry ,
but is written in a Clear Record .'' (Qur'aÃn 6:59)

The Different Categories of Information About the Unseen World
a) Information about the past: In the Qur'aÃn, many wonderful
stories are told about the creation of the world, the creation of
mankind, and past nations.
b) Information about the present, what happened during the
Prophet's lifetime: Some examples of this category are things
AllaÃh ( informedhis Messenger | aboutregardingthe secretsof
thehypocritesorcertainmistakesthatMuslimsperpetrated.AllaÃh
( exposed many happenings that the Prophet | - or anyone else
for that matter - could not possibly have known about.
[1]

Refer to IstikhraÃj Al-JidaÃl Minal-Qur'aÃn Al-KarõÃm, by Ibn Najm (pg. 100); Fathul-BaÃrõÃ
(6/582); ManaÃhil Al-`IrfaÃn, by Az-ZarqaÃnõÃ (1/336, 1/231, 232).
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c) Information about the future: AllaÃh ( informed the Prophet |
about events that were to occur after his time. Those events
later came to pass, which proves beyond a shadow of a doubt
that the Qur'aÃn is AllaÃh's[1] speech and that Muhammad | is the
Messenger of AllaÃh |.
3) The Miraculous Nature of the Qur'aÃn's Laws and Legislations

The Qur'aÃn informs us about the unseen world; it teaches us
about our Creator, AllaÃh (; it tells us about our creation, about
our earliest forefather, Adam /, and about how he had to
descend from Paradise and make earth his abode; it teaches us
about history - about past Prophets / and past nations. But
beyond all of that, and much more besides, the Qur'aÃn contains a
detailed set of laws, that govern all aspects of man's life on earth,
immutable laws that are as valid and applicable today as they
were over fourteen centuries ago. Those laws are immutable
because they were revealed by the All-Knowing, the All-Wise the Creator of Mankind, and the One Who best knows what
benefits and what harms human beings. Therefore, everything
AllaÃh ( legislated is of the highest degree of wisdom:

}P O N M L K J{

``Should not He Who has created know? And He is the Most Kind and
Courteous (to His slaves) All-Aware (of everything) .'' (Qur'aÃn 67:14)

The perfect wisdom behind AllaÃh's laws can perhaps best be
appreciated by comparing them to man-made laws. Never in
history has any set of man-made laws been able to properly
address the wide array of problems that human beings face, or the
continuing societal changes that occur with the passing of time.
As such, law-makers have perennially been forced to amend laws,
add new laws, and remove out-dated laws. Tomorrow they will
cancel and discard what today they deem to be the most just of
[1]

Refer to Ad-DaÃ'ee Ilal-IslaÃm,by Al-AnbaÃrõÃ (pgs. 424-428); IdhhaÃr Al-Haqq (pgs. 65107); ManaÃhil Al-`IrfaÃn (2/623); and Ma'aÃlim Ad-Da'wah , by Ad-DailamõÃ (1/463).
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laws. This should come as no surprise, for humans are deficient
creatures, ever prone to falling into error.
The laws of the Qur'aÃn, on the other hand, are just at all times, and
in all places. AllaÃh ( said:
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 /{
}> = < ; :
``Verily , this Qur'aÃn guides to that which is most just and right and
gives glad tidings to the believers (in the Oneness of AllaÃh and His
Messenger , Muhammad , etc .) . who work deeds of righteousness ,
that they shall have a great reward (Paradise) .'' (Qur'aÃn 17:9)

In short, Islamic Law aims to do three things:
1) Ward off harm:[1] This means Islamic Law strives to protect
human beings from harm. Six things in particular are deemed
sacrosanct, and must be protected and preserved at all times:
religion, life, the mind, family, honor, and wealth.
2) Bring benefits:[2] Islamic Law strives to bring out a numerous
benefits - be they spiritual, economic, physical, or otherwise in
nature - for human beings.
3) Finally, Islamic Law aims to instill in human beings the loftiest
of manners, so as to raise to a very high and noble level their
interaction among themselves.
In the Qur'aÃn there is a solution for all of mankind's problems.
Whatever problem one can imagine, its solution or principles for
dealing with it are provided in the Noble Qur'aÃn. That is why
Muslims long for the day when, in their own
countries, Islam is
[3]
once again applied as the law of the land.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Refer to AdwaÃ Al-BayaÃn (3/448).
Refer to AdwaÃ Al-BayaÃn (3/448).
Refer to AdwaÃ Al-BayaÃn (3/409-457), who discussed the theme of the abovementioned paragraph in great detail, and with the mention of many proofs.
May Allah ( reward him and forgive him.
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4) Modern-Day Knowledge

Earlier, I mentioned that the Qur'aÃn contains a great deal of
knowledge about the unseen world - about the heavens, about the
world of angels and jinns, about past and future events. It also
contains a kind of knowledge that belonged to the unseen world
centuries ago, but that, through discovery, is now known to man.
Here I am referring to modern-day scientific knowledge. The
Qur'aÃn contains intricate details about the oceans and rivers,
plants and animals, mountains, trees, instects, and much more
besides these. Most of which has been information has been
verified only recently through scientific research. AllaÃh ( said:

A @ ? > = < ;H:G9F E8 7D C6B
}

{

``We will show them Our Signs in the universe , and in their
ownselves , until it becomes manifest to them that this (the
Qur'aÃn) is the truth . Is it not sufficient in regard to your Lord
that He is a Witness over all things?'' (Qur'aÃn 41:53)

The promise mentioned in this verse has become fulfilled more today
than ever before. Educational books and videos have been produced to
prove that a great deal of information in the Qur'aÃn has been verified by
modern-dayscientificresearch;thatinformationrelatestotopicssuchas
medicine, the formation of rain clouds, planetary objects, human
embryology, and plant-life. A famous embryologist from Toronto - a
non-Muslim, mind you -amended a textbook he wrote on embryology
when he learned that the Qur'aÃn contains a precise description of the
development of a fetus in its mother's womb. This is just one of many
examples of how the Qur'aÃn, which was revealed over fourteen
centuries ago, contains not just a small amount of information, but
many facts about science that could not possibly have been known to
anyone who lived during the sixth century. The reader would[1]do well to
refer to reputable books that have been written on this topic.
[1]

In English, books written by Harun Yahya are considered good selections. As
for Arabic sources, refer to ManaÃhil Al-`IrfaÃn Fee `Uloom Al-Qur'aÃn, by Az-
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Part Two: Physical or Tangible
Miracles of the Prophet |

Like other Prophets / that came before him, the Prophet | was
blessed with tangible miracles that were seen, felt, or heard by
those who were alive at the time. Those miracles are often
overlooked because, for the Prophet |, they were secondary
miracles, in that his greatest and most defining miracle was the
Noble Qur'aÃn. Many tangible miracles occurred by the
permission of AllaÃh (, and at the hands of the Prophet |; but
for the purposes of this discussion I will mention only nine kinds,
along with some representative examples.
First: Miracles that Had to do with Outer Space

1) One of the greatest miracles that the Prophet | came with was
the splitting of the moon, a marvelous event that is mentioned
in the Noble Qur'aÃn. When, on one occasion, the people of
Makkah asked the Messenger of AllaÃh | to show them a sign
or a miracle, he showed them the moon as it split in two halves.
At one point, the inhabitants of Makkah were able to see
Mount HiraÃ between the two [1]halves of the moon, before they
were put back together again. AllaÃh ( said:

` _ ^ ] \ [ Z Y X W{
}g f e d c b a
v
Q

w
Q

``The Hour has drawn near , and the moon has been cleft asunder
(the people of Makkah requested Prophet Muhammad to show
them a miracle , so he showed them the splitting of the moon) .
And if they see a sign , they turn away , and say : ``This is
continuous magic .'' They belied (the Verses of AllaÃh - this

[1]

ZarqaÃnõÃ (2/278-284); KitaÃb Al-ImaÃn, by `Abdul-MajõÃd Az-ZindaÃnõÃ (pgs. 55-59);
and KitaÃb At-TawhõÃd, by Az-ZindaÃnõÃ (1/74, 77).
BukhaÃrõÃ (6/631) (3636), (8/617); and Muslim (4/2159) (2800).
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Qur'aÃn) , and followed their own lusts . And every matter will be
settled [according to the kind of deeds (for the doer of good deeds ,
his deeds will take him to Paradise , and similarly evil deeds with
take their doers to Hell)] .'' (Qur'aÃn 54:1-3)

During the latter stages of the Makki phase of his biography, the
Prophet | undertook a miraculous night journey to Jerusalem and
to the heavens, after which he | returned the following morning to
Makkah. This miraculous journey - the most amazing journey
undertaken by any living human being - is described in the Qur'aÃn
as well as a number of authentic HadõÃth narrations. AllaÃh ( said:

!}~,}+|* ){(z' &y%x$w#v"{

``Glorified (and Exalted) be He (AllaÃh) (above all that (evil) they
associate with Him) Who took His slave (Muhammad) for a
journey by night from Al-Masjid-al-Haram (at Makkah) to the
farthest mosque (in Jerusalem) , the neighbourhood whereof We
have blessed , in order that We might show him (Muhammad) of
Our AyaÃt (proofs , evidences , lessons , signs , etc .) . Verily , He is
the All-Hearer , the All-Seer .'' (Qur'aÃn 17:1)

Probably in a matter of minutes, the Prophet | traveled from
Makkah to Jerusalem; but more amazing than that, he | traveled
during the very same night to the heavens, ascending his way up
to the highest heaven. He | saw Paradise, spoke to his Lord, and
returned to Makkah before morning-time. The leaders of the
Quraish did not believe him and demanded from him proofs,
which he | proceeded to give them. For one thing, on his way
back to Makkah, he | came across a traveling party that was to
arrive in Al-MadõÃnah later on. Thirsty, the Prophet | went down
and took water from a flask that belonged to the traveling party.
When the traveling party later arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, they
confirmed that, somehow, water mysteriously disappeared from
one of their flasks.
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Furthermore, the Quraish were aware of the Prophet's travels
during his youth, and as such, they knew for certain that he |
had never visited Jerusalem. A few of them had done so, and so
they asked the Prophet | to give them a description of the holy
city. AllaÃh ( made some kind of holographic image appear before
the Prophet's eyes, and as a result, the Prophet | was able to give
the leaders of the Quraish a very detailed description of
Jerusalem. The QurashõÃ leaders that had visited Jerusalem were
amazed, and could not help but confirm the truthfulness of the
Prophet's description. And yet these proofs fell on[1] deaf ears, for
the leaders of the Quraish still refused to believe.
Second: Miracles in the Sky

1) By the permission of AllaÃh (, clouds in the sky would obey the
Prophet |. Clouds would
travel away or send down rain
[2]
based on his prayers.
2) In a situation of war, AllaÃh ( granted the Prophet | victory by
sending a violent wind that instilled terror in the hearts of the
enemy. AllaÃh ( said:

}? > = < ; : 9 8 7{

``When there came against you hosts , and We sent against them a
wind and forces that you saw not (i .e . , troops of angels during
the battle of Al-AhzaÃb (the Confederates)) .'' (Qur'aÃn 33: 9)

The wind described in this verse is the easterly wind. The Prophet
| said,

yQp 1o J .1p Ol.bn :r un p r Cohn ,.2n V .1p JoLr Vp o z
6

.

[1]

[2]

!+

6

BukhaÃrõÃ (7/196) (3886) and Muslim (1/156) (170).

&

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath)
(2/413) (933) and SahõÃh Muslim (2/614) (897).
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``I have been granted victory with the easterly wind , and the
Ã d were destroyed by the westerly wind .''[1]
people of `A

Third: Miracles Pertaining to Human Beings, Animals, and Jinns

^

a) Human Beings

1) Like Prophet Jesus

/

Ãh
permission of Alla

(

before him, the Prophet

4

|

, cure those who were afflicted with

Ã lib
illness. For instance, `Ali ibn Abi Ta

(

|

once was afflicted with

Ãh
severe pain in his eyes. The Messenger of Alla
Ãh
eyes and invoked Alla

would, by the

spit in his

to cure him. In an instant, `Ali's eyes
[2]

returned to normal, and the pain completely disappeared.
2) When

a

bone

in

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

|

`Abdullah

ibn

`Ateek's

leg

broke,

the

rubbed his hand over the affected leg;

the leg then healed so completely that it was as if it had never
been broken in the first place.
3) During

the

Battle

of

[3]

Khaibar,

Salamah

ibn

Al-Akwah

Ãh
suffered a serious blow to his leg. The Messenger of Alla

4

4

4

|

spit three times on the wound; and as a result of that, Salamah
became completely healed. He

no longer felt even the
[4]

slightest amount of pain where the sword had struck him.

^

b) Jinns

1) With speech alone the Prophet

|

|

was able to subdue jinns and

force them to leave the body of a possessed man. He

Ã h; I am the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
say, ªExit, O enemy of Alla
[1]

Sahõ
Ãh Muslim (900).

[2]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/144) (3009) and Muslim (4/1872) (2406).

[3]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/340) (4039).

[4]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/475) (4206).

[5]

Musnad

Ahmad

(4/170-172).

In

Mujma'

Az-Zawa
Ã id ,

|

would

Al-HaithamõÃ

[5]

.''

said,

ªAhmad's narrators of this HadõÃth are all narrators of As-SahõÃh (i.e., SahõÃh
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã or Sahõ
Ãh Muslim).'' (9/6)
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4

Ã n ibn
2) On one occasion, an evil Jinn entered the chest of `Uthma

4

Ãs
Abul-`A

|

. Using his hand, the Prophet

on the chest three times; he

Ãn
struck `Uthma

then spat in his mouth and

Ã h.'' He
said, ªExit, O enemy of Alla

4

|

|

repeated that final step

three times, and from that occasion onwards, the Jinn never
Ãn
again attacked `Uthma

^

[1]

.

c) Animals
The Prophet

|

|

was merciful not just towards human beings,

but towards all living creatures. Sometimes, he

was even

|
|

able to communicate on a certain level with animals, which, for
instance, occurred when a bird complained to the Prophet
[2]

about two of its chicks that were taken from its nest.

And on

another occasion, a camel complained to the Prophet

,

informing him that its owner starved it and forced it to do an
[3]

unreasonable amount of work.

|

5

On yet another occasion, a camel performed prostration to the
Prophet

. The Companions

then said, ªO Messenger of

Ã h, if animals and trees perform prostration to you, we are
Alla
more worthy of doing the same.'' The Prophet

|

replied,

ªWorship your Lord, and honor your (Muslim) brother. If I
were to order someone to perform prostration to someone else,
I

would

husband''

order

a

woman

to

perform

prostration

to

her

[4]

[1]

Ibn Ma
Ã jah (2/1174) (3548). Also, refer to Sahõ
Ãh Ibn Ma
Ãjah (1/273).

[2]

Ã nõÃ
Refer to Sunan Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2675). And in Sahõ
Ãh Abu Da
Ã wu
Ã d, Imam Al-Alba
declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/146).

[3]

Refer to Ahmad (1/205) and Abu Da
Ãwu
Ã d (2549). And in Sahõ
Ãh Sunan Abu

[4]

Ã id, Al-HaithamõÃ said, ªIts chain
Musnad Ahmad (6/76). In Mujma' Az-Zawa

Ã nõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth (2/110).
Da
Ãwu
Ã d, Imam Al-Alba

is

good.''

Musnad

(9/9)

Imam

For

further

Ahmad

HaithamõÃ (9/3-12).

information

(4/170-172)

and

on
to

similar
Mujma'

miracles,

refer

Az-Zawa
Ãid,

by

to
Al-
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Fourth: Miracles Pertaining to Trees, Fruits, and Wood

^

a) Trees

Ãh
1) Once while the Messenger of Alla

|

|

was away on a journey,

Ãh
a Bedouin approached him. The Messenger of Alla

invited

him to Islam, and in response the Bedouin said, ªWho will

|

|

|

testify for you that what you say is true?'' The Messenger of
Ãh
Alla

said, ªThis As-Salamah.'' As he

said this, he

pointed to a tree, a tree that was common to the desert and that
Ãh
was known by the name, As-Salamah. The Messenger of Alla

|

|

called out to the tree, which was situated at the edge of the

valley in which the Prophet

was talking to the Bedouin. The

|

tree approached, forming cracks in the ground along the way.
Finally, when the tree stood before him, the Prophet

|

asked it

to testify three times, and all three times the tree responded by
testifying that what the Prophet

said was true. Having done
[1]

that, it returned to its original spot.
2) Once while the Prophet

|
|
|

to empty his bowels; he

5

was away on a journey, he

|

needed

was out in the open, however, and

could not find a place that would keep him out of the eyeview of
his Companions

. He

took the branch of a tree and said,

Ã h.'' It yielded just as easily
ªFollow me, by the permission of Alla
as does a camel that is bridled with a tight rope (which is tied
onto a stick that is placed on its nose).

|

[2]

Then another tree

approached, and it too submitted to the Prophet's command.
The Prophet

|

then ordered the two trees' branches to join

|

together; they did so, thus providing ample cover for the
Prophet

. When the Prophet

finished relieving himself,
[3]

both trees returned to their original positions.
[1]

Ad-Da
Ãrimõ
Ã (1/17) (16). The chain of this Hadõ
Ãth is authentic. Refer also to
Mishka
Ãt Al-Masa
Ãbõ
Ãh (3/1666) (5925).

[2]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (18/146).

[3]

Refer to SahõÃh Muslim (4/2306) (3012).
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b) Fruits

|

A Bedouin once went to the Prophet

|

and asked, ªHow can I

know for certain that you are a Prophet?'' The Prophet

said,

ªIf I can summon to me this bunch of fruits from this tree, will
Ã h?''
you bear witness that I am indeed the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
The Messenger of Alla

|

called the bunch of fruits he had

pointed to; the fruits and the branch they were on began to

|

|

descend, until they came all the way down to the level of the
Prophet

. The Prophet

then gave the command, ªReturn!''

at which point the branch and the fruits returned to their
original position. Having witnessed what

happened, the

[1]

Bedouin embraced Islam.

^

c) Wood
When the Prophet

|

first arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, he

|

would

deliver sermons from the trunk of a date-palm tree. Later on,
when an actual pulpit was built for him, and when he
ascended it, the tree-trunk cried out as a baby does (or it
Ãh
mooed as a cow moos), being sad that the Messenger of Alla

|

Ãh
no longer used it for his sermons. The Messenger of Alla

|

|

embraced the tree trank and comforted it as it moaned and
whimpered. He

continued to comfort it and pass his hand
[2]

over it until it finally calmed down.

Fifth: Miracles that Pertain to Mountains, Rocks, and Dirt

^

a) Mountains

On one occasion, the Prophet

|

accompanying him that day were Abu Bakr
[1]

4

4

climbed Mount Uhud, and
, `Umar

, and

At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (5/594) (3628); Ahmad (1/123); and Al-Ha
Ãkim (2/260). Imam Al-

Ã kim ruled that this HadõÃth is authentic and fulfills the conditions of Imam
Ha
Ã seconded his ruling.
Muslim, and Imam Adh-Dhahabõ
[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/602) (3584), and the last part of the narration is from Musnad Imam
Ahmad (2/109).
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. The mountain then shook while they were on it. The
struck the mountain with his leg and, addressing it,

yfpG n p n h l p h p n n r n n p , o o Co r o r Gz
4
8

J1,R

s0JU

6
4
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JD

:2;

``O Uhud , remain firm (and do not shake or move) , for upon you
are a Prophet , a Truthful One (i .e . , Abu Bakr

) , and two

[1]

martyrs .''

^

b) Rocks

|

o o r n Ep , n n r Co frCn n r n n n o n o fn n n n p G k n n ao r nn Epz
p
p n r~
yf G

The Prophet

said,

8
6
"2q 2!b %!P0

8
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=c1

6
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``Verily , I know of a rock in Makkah that would extend greetings
of peace to me before I was sent (as a Prophet i .e . , before I received
revelation for the first time) . Verily , even now I know that
rock .''

^

[2]

c) Dirt

|
|

When fighting intensified during the Battle of Hunain, the
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

descended from his riding mule, picked

up a handful of dirt, faced the enemy, and said, ªMay their faces
become ugly.'' He

(

then hurled the dirt in their direction. From

that single throw, dirt entered into the eye of every polytheist
Ãh
soldier. Alla
Prophet

|

then granted victory to the Muslim army, and the

proceeded to distribute the large quantity of war
[3]

booty that was won that day.

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/22, 40), (7/53) (3675).

[2]

Muslim (4/1782) (2277).

[3]

Muslim (3/1402) (1777).
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Sixth: Miracles that Pertain to Water, Food, Drink, and Fruits

^

a) Water and Drink

This

category

of

miracles

occurred
[1]

Ã h's prophethood;
Messenger of Alla

often

throughout

the

we will suffice here with

the following few examples.

|

1) On the Day of Al-Hudaibiyyah, Muslims suffered from severe
Ãh
thirst. When this happened, the Messenger of Alla

placed his

hand in a leather flask; to the amazement of all who were present,
water began to flow from between his fingers, in a manner that
was similar to how water gushes from a fountainhead. From that

4

single flask everyone that was present drank and performed
Ã bir
ablution. Ja

4

, the narrator of this story, was asked, ªHow

many were you?'' He

replied, ªHad we been one-hundred

thousand strong, there would have been enough water for us; as
[2]

things stood, there were one thousand five hundred of us.''
2) When the Prophet

|

reached Tabook, he found that its stream

had run dry; so diminished was it that, in its narrow and
winding flow, it resembled a shoestring. Little by little, water

|

was scooped out of it. When a modestly sufficient quantity had

|

been collected, the Prophet
he

washed his hands and face; and

returned the used water into the stream. The stream then

began to flow with abundant water, becoming so blessed that
[3]

that stream exists with abundant water even this day!
3) There is a famous story involving Abu Hurairah

4

in which

milk continued to flow from a container even after many
[4]

people had drank from it.
[1]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath)
(6/580) (3571-3577); SahõÃh Muslim (1/471-477) (681, 682); and Ja
Ãmai' Al-Usool,
by Ibn AthõÃr (11/334-351).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/581), (7/441, 443), (10/101) (3576); and Muslim (3/1484) (1856) (72).

[3]

Refer to SahõÃh Muslim (4/1784) (706).

[4]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (11/281) (6452).
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b) Food

5

1) During one of his military expeditions, the Prophet
accompanied by 1400 of his Companions

|

|

was

. They almost ran

out of food, and it was feared that everyone would starve. The
Prophet

then commanded every person among them to

5

bring whatever food he had with him and place it on a piece of
cloth.

When

the

Companions

|

finished

executing

the

Prophet's command, only a small quantity of food had been
gathered. The Prophet

prayed for the food to be blessed,

and as a result of his Prayer, not only did everyone eat until
they became full, but also people began filling their containers
[1]

with the excess food that was left over.

2) During the Battle of the Trenches, when the Muslims were
besieged by a confederate army that consisted of thousands of

4

soldiers, Muslim soldiers went three days without eating any
Ã bir ibn `Abdullah
food. To help out in a modest manner, Ja

|

and his wife prepared a meal that was enough for only a few

|

people. In spite of that fact, the Prophet
to partake in the meal. He

invited many people

prayed for the food to be blessed,

and as a result, one-thousand Muslims ate until they became
full. And yet still, the serving pot remained full, as if not a
[2]

single person had eaten from it.

^

c) Fruits

|

1) A man once went to the Prophet
food. The Prophet

|

and asked him for some

gave him half a Wasq of barley. A Wasq is

Ã s, and a single Sa
Ã consists of four handfuls
equivalent to sixty Sa
of something - in this case of barley. Therefore, the Prophet

|

gave him approximately one handerd twenty handfuls of

barley, certainly not an insignificant amount. In the days and
weeks that followed, the man and his family would eat from
that barley, but strangely the barley showed no signs of
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/129) (2982) and Muslim (3/1354) (1729).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/395, 396) (4101) and Muslim (3/1610) (2039).
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|

running out; in fact, it seemed as plentiful as it did the day the
man took it from the Prophet

. The man then measured the

barley, and was amazed to see that it had not decreased in
quantity. But from that moment onward, the barley was no
longer blessed as it had been beforehand; now, the more they

|
|

ate, the less was left of the barley. The man went to the Prophet
, and told him about everything that happened. The Prophet

|

replied, ªHad you not measured it, you would have been
[1]

able to continue to eat from it''

Here, the Prophet

indicated that, had the man not measured the barley, it would
have lasted both him and his wife for the rest of their lives.
Some scholars say that the man should have been thankful; and
that, in measuring the barley, he was showing a degree of greed

(

and avarice. And so because of that, the barley lost its quality of
Ãh
being blessed. And Alla

knows best.

Ã bir
2) The father of the noble Companion Ja

4

4

was deep in debt, and it

would take many years of crop from his garden to pay off his
Ã bir
creditors. Ja

4

decided to take that year's crops and use it to pay

Ã bir
off at least some amount to his father's creditors. And so Ja
Ãh
went to the Messenger of Alla

|

|

in order to make him a witness

4

over the weighing of that year's crops. The Prophet
Ã bir
around the crops and then ordered Ja

walked

to weigh it all. Much to

Ã bir's amazement, the crops weighed enough to completely pay
Ja

4

off his father's creditors. And even after he had paid them all off, a
Ã bir
large quantity of crops was left over. Ja

later said, ªMy dates

remained intact, as if they did not decrease at all in quantity (even
[2]

after much of it was used to pay off my father's creditors).''

Seventh: Help From Angels
Ãh
On a number of occasions, Alla
Prophet

|

(

sent down angels to help the

. The following are a few examples:

[1]

Muslim (4/1784) (2281).

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/587) (7/357) (3580). Refer as well to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (6/593).
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Ãh
1) Regarding the Prophet's migration to Al-MadõÃnah, Alla

said:

``Then Alla
Ãh sent down His Sakõ
Ãnah (calmness , tranquility ,
peace , etc .) upon him , and strengthened him with forces (angels)
which you saw not , and made the word of those who disbelieved
the lowermost , while it was the Word of Alla
Ã h that became the
Ã n 9:40)
uppermost .'' (Qur'a

Ãh
2) Regarding the Battle of Badr, Alla

(

said:

{

,+*)('&%$#
-

}

``(Remember)

when

you

sought

help

of

your

Lord

and

He

answered you (saying) : ``I will help you with a thousand of the
angels

each

behind

the

other

(following

Ã n 8:9)
succession .'' (Qur'a

3) During the Battle of Uhud, the angels JibrõÃl
fought alongside the Prophet
left.

[1]

|

one

/

another)

in

Ã Ãõl
and Meeka

, both to his right and to his

Ãh
4) Regarding the Battle of the Trenches, Alla

(

said:

}? > = < ; : 9 8 7{
``When there came against you hosts , and We sent against them
wind and forces that you saw not [i .e . troops of angels during the
Ã n 33:9)
battle of Al-Ahzab (the Confederates)] .'' (Qur'a

[1]

/

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7//358) (4054) and Muslim (4/1802) (2306).
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|

5) After the Battle of the Trenches ended in victory for the

/

Muslims, the Prophet
JibrõÃl

laid down his arms and took a bath.

said to him, ªHave you laid down your weapons? By

/

Ã h, we (i.e., we angels) have not laid down our weapons. So
Alla

|
|

go out to them!'' The Prophet

asked, ªTo where?'' JibrõÃl

pointed in the direction of the Banu Quraidhah district,
indicating that the Prophet

|

needed to punish the Banu

Quraidhah tribe for their betrayal and treachery. The Prophet

(

headed out towards the people of Banu Quraidhah, and

Ãh
Alla

[1]

$ # " ! ~ } | {}%
z{
granted him victory over them.

Ãh
6) And regarding the Battle of Hunain, Alla

(

said:

``And sent down forces (angels) which you saw not , and punished
Ãn
the disbelievers . Such is the recompense of disbelievers .'' (Qur'a
9:26)

(

Eighth: How AllaÃ h Guaranteed to Protect the Prophet | From
His (|) Enemies

(

In and of itself, this category of miracles is enough to make any
Ãh
rational-thinking person believe, for Alla
protect the Prophet

|

|

guaranteed to

at a time when he had few followers, and

many enemies. While in Makkah, the Prophet

was persecuted

by his own people; meanwhile, most Arabs in the Arabian
Peninsula

rejected

his

message.

When

he

migrated

to

Al-

MadõÃnah, he was opposed internally by two groups of AlMadõÃnah's inhabitants: Hypocrites and the three Jewish tribes of
Al-MadõÃnah. Externally, he

|

was opposed by most of the tribes

in the region. And on a grander scale, the two main Empires of the

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/407) (4117) and Muslim (3/1389) (1769).
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5

day - the Roman and Persian Empires - saw the Prophet
Companions

|

and his

as a ragtag group of upstarts that needed to be

taught a serious lesson.
It goes without saying, therefore, that any unbiased observer - one

|

who based his view on worldly standards - could not help but have
concluded that, if the Prophet

continued to preach the message

of Islam, he stood little chance of surviving for very long. In all

(

likelihood, one or another of his enemies would succeed in killing
Ãh
him. And yet, not only did Alla

command him to continue

preaching his message, He also guaranteed to protect him from all
of his enemies. Surely, upon hearing of this guarantee, most
polytheists at the time probably had a good laugh; for as I stated

|

earlier, all worldly indicators suggested that in all likelihood, the
Prophet

was going to be killed sooner rather than later. And that

(

! ~ } | { z y x w{

Ã h's guarantee of protection all the more amazing.
is what made Alla
Ãh
In the following verse, Alla

|

guaranteed to protect the Prophet

from those who mocked him:

}

``Theref ore

~y
Q

proclaim

openly

(Alla
Ã h's

Message

-

Islamic

Monotheism) that which you are commanded , and turn away
from Al-Mushrikõ
Ãn (polytheists , idolaters , and disbelievers , etc .) .
Ã n 15:94, 95)
Truly! We will suffice you against the scoffers .'' (Qur'a

Ãh
In another verse, Alla

(

guaranteed to protect the Prophet

from the People of the Book:

$ # " ! ~ } | { z y x w v u{
}) ( ' & %
``So if they believe in the like of that which you believe , then they

(

are rightly guided , but if they turn away , then they are only in
opposition . So Alla
Ãh

will suffice you against them . And He is

Ã n 2:137)
the All-Hearer , the All-Knower .'' (Qur'a

|
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And in yet another verse, Alla

|

(
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promised to protect the Prophet

from all of mankind - or in other words, from everyone that

k j i h g f e d c b a ` _{
}p o n m l

wanted to harm him:

``O Messenger (Muhammad)! Proclaim (the Message) which has

(

been sent down to you from your Lord . And if you do not , then
you have not conveyed His Message . Alla
Ãh
Ã n 5:67)
from mankind .'' (Qur'a

will protect you

Each of the promises from the above-mentioned verses became
fulfilled. Despite the vast number of the Prophet's enemies,

|

(

|

despite their strength and power, despite their many attempts to
kill the Prophet

Ãh
, Alla

protected the Prophet

from them.

And those that did attempt to do him harm paid a heavy price,
with many among them suffering shameful and humiliating
deaths. One such man was a Christian who embraced Islam; he
Ã l-'Imra
recited chapters ªAl-Baqarah'' and ªA
Ã n,'' and he even

worked as a scribe for the Prophet

|

. Eventually, however, he

apostatized and returned to his former faith. And he would

(

insultingly say, ªMuhammad would only know what I would
Ãh
write down for him.'' Alla

caused him to die; then, the night

his people buried him, the earth spat him out. When his people
saw his corpse above the ground, they buried him again, only this
time deeper into the earth. But when they woke up the following
morning, they saw his body lying shamefully on the ground
again. And so they reburied him, this time even deeper in the
ground, and again the earth spat him out. On the following day,
when his people saw his body lying on the ground, they knew

(

that there was something evil about him, and so they just left him
Ãh
there. And Alla
[1]

best knows what then became of his corpse.

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/624) (3617) and Muslim (4/2145) (2781).

[1]
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Ninth: His Supplications Were Answered
When the Prophet

|

would make a supplication, people could

see them being answered, just as clearly as they could see the sun
at mid-day. There are many occasions on which people witnessed
the Prophet's Prayers being answered, but, for the purposes of
this work, we will suffice with the following few examples.

4
y o n r n r Cn n p o n crQp n hn ,go n n hnhn o n n r p r Cn ! o Gz
(

1) The Prophet

|

-91\b

``O Alla
Ãh

once said about Anas

.$1k -

.1

J

- .# L<t

[1]

According to another narration, he
[2]

prolong his life and forgive him.''

4

]
6
% ,!

, increase his wealth and his children , and bless him

in that which You have given him .''

Anas

,

Ãh
later said, ªBy Alla

|

further said, ªAlso,

(

, I have a great deal of wealth. And

today I have approximately handerd children and grand[3]

children.''

4

Ã j arrived
It is further related that, by the time Al-Hajja

in Al-Basrah years later, Anas

had buried somewhere between

handerd twenty three and handerd twenty nine of his children,
grand-children, and great-grandchildren,''

[4]

which obviously

means that he was blessed with both a long life and many children.
2) Even after Abu Hurairah

|

4

Ã dõÃth)
(the famous narrator of Aha

(

embraced Islam, his mother remained a polytheist. But when
the Prophet

Ãh
prayed for her guidance, Alla

immediately

guided her to Islam. Her story is interesting, and as such, the
[5]

reader would benefit by reading it in its entirety.
[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (4/228) (11/144) (1982) and Muslim (4/1928) (2480).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (653); also refer to both Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (11/145) and Siyyar `Ala
Ãm AnNubala
Ã (2/219).

[3]

Muslim (4/1929) (2481) (143).

[4]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (4/228) (1982).

[5]

Muslim (4/1938) (2491).
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4

3) The Prophet
Ã riqõÃ
Ba

|

(

once said about `Urwah ibn Abul-Ja'ad Al-

Ãh
, ªO Alla

4

, bless him in his business dealings.''

Later on, when `Urwah

would stand in (the marketplace of)

Ã fa, he would, in a single day, earn a profit of 40000
Al-Ku
[1]

(dirhams or deenars).

And it would be said about him, ªIf he

were to buy dirt, he would still make a profit from it.''
4) On various occasions, the Prophet

|

[2]

prayed against enemies

|

who were beyond redemption. And on each of those occasions,
his Prayer was answered, in that the enemy he

prayed

against suffered a shameful and humiliating death. Examples
of such enemies are Abu Jahl, Umayyah, `Uqbah, `Utbah, and
[3]

Ã qah ibn Ma
Ã lik.
Sura

Upon reading about all of the aforementioned miracles, any
person of sound mind cannot help but stand up and firmly say: ªI
Ãh
bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ã h.''
and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Alla

L

L

L

L

L

[1]

Refer to Musnad Ahmad (4/376).

[2]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/349) (3/1418).

[3]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath)
(1/349), (7/238) (3906), (pgs. 271, 275); and SahõÃh Muslim (3/1418), (3/1384)
(1763), (3/1402) (1775).

The Universality of the Prophet's | Message
The Prophet's message is not limited to one group of people.

|

His message was directed just as much to Romans, to the Chinese,
to Indians as it was to Arabs. Furthermore, he

was a Messenger

sent not just to mankind, but to jinns as well. Just as his message
was not limited to one group of people, it was not optional: It was,

|

and still remains, the duty of every Christian, Jew, Hindu,

/

/

Buddhist, or otherwise to believe in and follow the Prophet

|

Even if Moses

(

the Prophet
said:

or Jesus

.

had been alive during the lifetime of

Ãh
, it would have been their duty to follow him. Alla

1 0 / . - , + * ) ( '{
;:98765432
GFEDCBA@?>=<

}N M L K J I H
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``And (remember) when Alla
Ãh took the Covenant of the Prophets ,
saying : ``Take whatever I gave you from the Book and Hikmah
(understanding of the Laws of Alla
Ãh , etc .) , and afterwards there will
come to you a Messenger (Muhammad) confirming what is with
you ; you must , then , believe in him and help him .'' Alla
Ãh said : ``Do
you agree (to it) and will you take up My Covenant (which I
conclude with you)?'' They said : ``We agree .'' He said : ``Then bear
witness ; and I am with you among the witnesses (for this) .'' Then
whoever turns away after this , they are the Fasiqu
Ã n (rebellious :
Ã n 3: 81, 82)
those who turn away from Alla
Ãh's obedience) .'' (Qur'a

Ãs
Ibn `Abba

4

/

(

said that a strong and binding covenant was taken

from each Prophet

Ãh
that Alla

sent to Earth. That covenant

/

was, if Muhammad is sent while you are still alive, you must
believe in him and help him. Also, each Prophet

had to take a

covenant on behalf of his people: If Muhammad is sent while they
are still alive, they must believe in him and help him.

[1]

It is for the above-mentioned reasons that the Prophet

|

once

said, ªHad Moses been alive and (had he been living) among your
midst, the only lawful option for him would have been to follow
[2]

me.''

In general, there are two kinds of people who disbelieve in the

|

(

universality of the Prophet's message. The first group believes
that the Prophet
message

was

Ãh
was sent by Alla

meant

|

only

for

Arabs.''

, but they say, ªHis
The

second

(

group

disbelieves altogether in the Prophet's message; they deny that
he was a Prophet
[1]

Ãh
and that he was sent by Alla

.

Refer to the following sources: Al-Furqa
Ã n Baina Auliya
Ã Ar-Rahma
Ãn Wa-Auliya
Ã
Ã wa Ibn Taymiyyah (9/
Ash-Shaita
Ãn, by Ibn Taymiyyah (pgs. 77, 191-200); Fata
Ãr Ibn
9-65); Al-Jawa
Ãb As-Sahõ
Ãh Liman-Baddala Deen-al-Masõ
Ãh (1/31-176); Tafsõ
KathõÃr (1/378); Adwa
Ã Al-Baya
Ãn Fee Eeda
Ãh Al-Qur'a
Ã n Bil-Qur'a
Ã n (2/334); Ma'a
Ãlim
Ad-Da'wah , by Ad-Dailamõ
Ã (1/454-456); and Al-Muna
Ãdharah Fil-Islam WanNasra
Ãniyyah (pgs. 303-309).

[2]

Musnad Ahmad (3/338). This Hadõ
Ãth is strengthened by other chains and

narrations, and Al-HaithamõÃ listed them all in Mujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (1/173, 174).
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As for the former group, it makes no sense for them to limit the

|

(

Prophet's message to Arabs. If they believe at all in the Prophet
Ãh
, then they should know that, over and over again, Alla

Ã n and the Prophet
made it clear in the Qur'a

|

made it clear in his

Sunnah that all human beings must embrace the message of Islam

/

and that Islamic Law abrogates the laws that were revealed to all
previous Prophets

.

|
|

t is true that the Prophet

|

relatives to Islam, that he
that he

began his mission by inviting his

|

then invited the rest of his tribe, and

|

then invited every other tribe in Arabia. But when he

gained a strong footing in Al-MadõÃnah, he

went beyond

Arabia, sending letters to foreign kings and emperors - such as the
Emperors of Rome and Persia, and the king of Abyssinia - inviting

|
|

them to embrace Islam as well. Then, during the next phase of his
mission, he
Islam. He

fought all polytheists that refused to embrace

|

fought against the People of the Book; he took

prisoners from among them; and he

imposed the Jizyah tax

upon those that agreed to make peace with him. All of the above
occurred as a result of polytheists refusing to enter into the fold of
Islam. Therefore, it is a pure and utter contradiction for someone
to say at once, ªI believe that Muhammad is a Prophet,'' and, ªBut
I do not believe that his message is universal.''
As for those who disbelieve altogether in the Prophet

|

, clear and

irrefutable proofs are available to them - they are proofs that
establish, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the truthfulness of the
Prophet's message. One of those proofs, the miraculous nature of
Ã n, still challenges human beings today. So proof is
the Noble Qur'a
established on any person who hears about Islam, but still refuses
to believe in it. On the Day of Resurrection, excuses will not be
accepted from people who hear the truth but, out of pride and
ignorance, refuse to believe in it.
I say this is not to put down people of other faiths. The simple fact
of the matter is that it is the responsibility of every human being to
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search out for the truth. ªI was born a Christian, and I will die a
Christian,'' ªI was born a Hindu, and I will continue to follow the
way of my forefathers,'' and, ªI do not want to tie myself down to

(

one Religion, but choose instead to take from the best parts of all
Ãh
Religions'' - these are simply not acceptable excuses. Alla

, the

Creator and Lord of mankind, will not accept them, especially not
from someone who was exposed to the true teachings of Islam,
but then still refused to believe.
Ã n, Alla
Ãh
In the Noble Qur'a

/

(

(

a Messenger to all of mankind and that he
Prophets

Ãh
. Alla

|

made it clear that Muhammad

said:

|

is the seal of all

I H G F E D C B A @ ?{
UTSRQPONMLKJ
}] \ [ Z Y X W V
``Say (O Muhammad) : ``O mankind! Verily , I am sent to you all
as the Messenger of Alla
Ã h - to Whom belongs the dominion of the
heavens and the earth . La ilaha illa Huwa (none has the right to be
worshipped but He) ; it is He Who gives life and causes death . So
believe in Alla
Ãh and His Messenger (Muhammad) , the Prophet
who can neither read nor write (i .e . Muhammad) who believes in
Alla
Ã h and His Words ((this Qur'a
Ã n) , the Taurat (Torah) and the
Injõ
Ãl (Gospel) and also Alla
Ã h's Word : ``Be!'' - and he was , i .e .
`Iesa (Jesus) son of Maryam (Mary)) , and follow him so that you
Ã n 7:158)
may be guided .'' (Qur'a

(

}x w v u t s r q p{

In another Verse, He

is

said:

``Blessed be He Who sent down the criterion (of right and wrong ,
i .e . this Qur'a
Ãn) to His slave (Muhammad) that he may be a
Ã n 25:1)
warner to the `Alamõ
Ãn (mankind and jinns) .'' (Qur'a
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And in yet another verse, Alla

|

(
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gave the following commands

}! ~ } | { z y x{

Ãh
to the Messenger of Alla

:

``This Qur'a
Ãn has been revealed to me that I may therewith warn
Ã n 6:19)
you and whomsoever it may reach .'' (Qur'a

|

(

And so that Christians and Jews cannot justifiably say that the
Prophet

Ãh
was not sent to them, Alla

said:

s r q p o n m l k j{
}{ z y x w v u t
``And say to those who were given the Scripture (Jews and
Christians) and to those who are illiterates (Arab pagans) : ``Do
you (also) submit yourselves (to Alla
Ãh in Islam)?'' If they do , they
are rightly guided ; but if they turn away , your duty is only to
convey the Message ; and Alla
Ã h is All-Seer of (His) slaves .''
Ã n 3:20)
(Qur'a

Ãh
In chapter ªAl-Ahza
Ãb,'' Alla

(

said:

}R Q P O N M L K J I H G{

``Muhammad is not the father of any man among you , but he is
the Messenger of Alla
Ãh and the last (end) of the Prophets .''
Ã n 33:40)
(Qur'a

(
}W V U T S{

Ãh
In chapter ªAl-Anbiya
Ã ,'' Alla

said:

``And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not but as a mercy for
Ã n 21:107)
the `Alamõ
Ãn (mankind , jinns and all that exists) .'' (Qur'a

Ãh
And in chapter ªSaba,'' Alla

(

said:
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K J I H G F E D C B{
}M L
``And We have not sent you (O Muhammad) except as a giver of
glad tidings and a warner to all mankind , but most of men know
Ã n 34:28)
not .'' (Qur'a

The Prophet

|

/

|

/

himself made it clear to everyone that his message

is universal and that he

is the seal of all Prophets

, which

means that no Prophet would or ever will come after him (Jesus
will of course return to earth; however, he will not return as a

Prophet with newly revealed laws, but instead as a follower of

|

Prophet Muhammad's Shariah (the set of laws that were revealed

y p r n Ap p r n G n p l n Cn o n r o r n k r n o p r Coz

Ã n and Sunnah)). The Prophet
to him in the Qur'a
2! 2 q

.12& $

6
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)# JD

said,

.P$G :1\b

``I have been given five (honors) that were not given to any other
Prophet before me .''

One of the five honors he mentioned was the following:
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``Every Prophet was sent exclusively to his people ; but , I have
been sent to all of mankind .''
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In another HadõÃth, the Prophet
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Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/533) (438) and Muslim (1/370) (521).
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``My example in relation to the Prophets who came before me is
the example of a man who built a house , doing a good job on it ,
and making it beautiful (and complete) , with the exception of a
corner that is missing a brick . People began to walk around and
admire the house , but they would all say , `Should not a brick have
been placed in this spot?'''

The Prophet

|

y n p G o n n n Cnhn , o n p G n n z

then said,
8 6
)112(

6

%8 .G .&

7(2!

.& #k

[1]

ªI am that brick, and I am the seal of all Prophets.''

Since the Prophet

|

was the last of all Prophets, and since,

therefore, revelation has ceased descending onto earth, it only
makes sense that the sole laws by which man should live are the

/

/

Ã n and the Sunnah of the
ones that were revealed in the Noble Qur'a
Prophet

|

. The laws with which Moses

and Jesus

came

were not only limited to a group of people, but were also
Ã h's final
temporary laws, laws that were later abrogated by Alla

jOp o n p
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)#
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message to mankind. The Prophet
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``By the One Who has the soul of Muhammad in His Hand , no
Jew , Christian , or member of this nation hears of me and then dies
without believing in that with which I was sent , except that he is
from the people of the Hellfire .''

[2]

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (6/558) (3535) and Muslim (4/1790) (2286).

[2]

Muslim (1/134) (153).
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Final proof has been established upon both human beings and
jinns. Now it is up to each individual to decide whether he will
believe or disbelieve, whether he will be saved or damned for
eternity.

{

DCBA@?>=<;:98
FE

}

``Verily , proofs have come to you from your Lord , so whosoever
sees , will do so for (the good of) his ownself , and whosoever blinds
himself , will do so to his own harm , and I (Muhammad) am not a
Ã n 6:104)
watcher over you .'' (Qur'a

} K J I H G F E D C B{
...

``And say : ``The truth is from your Lord .'' Then whosoever wills ,
Ãn
let him believe , and whosoever wills , let him disbelieve'' (Qur'a
18:29)

L

L

L

L

L

Some Just and Honest Jewish and
Christian Scholars Acknowledge the
Truthfulness of the Prophet's Message
Both in the past and present, Religions are like goods in an open
marketplace. Each person who goes shopping for the truth has the
opportunity to see which product, or which Religion, is better
than the rest. In such a free and open marketplace, one would
think that scholars, the most knowledgeable shoppers of all,
would opt for the best product, even if that meant switching from
one Religion to another. That being the case, the following fact is
very telling: While a good number of Jewish and Christian
scholars have embraced Islam, very few, if any, Muslim scholars
have converted to Judaism or Christianity. In the present, one
finds that the Religious debates that take place between the likes
Ã t and Christian scholars have reaped many
of Ahmad Deeda
positive results for Muslims. Some well-known priests, in North
America and Europe, have embraced Islam, and have become
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Muslim preachers themselves. They, in the Western part of the
world, might not be many in number, but the simple fact that they
embraced Islam despite being born-and-raised Christians who are
very learned in Christian Theology, speaks volumes about the
power and magnetic force of Islam's message.

|

The same occurred during the lifetime of the Prophet

. A few

Jewish scholars, who were held in very high regard by their peers,

K J I H{

embraced Islam. The meaning of the following verse applied to
such scholars:

}

Ã n 12:26)
``And a witness of her household bore witness .'' ( Qur'a

|

|

Or in other words, they were Jews who bore witness to other Jews
that Muhammad

Ãh
was truly a Messenger of Alla

sent to all of mankind.

, who was

One such scholar was the most respected and revered of all Jewish
rabbis. He was not only knowledgeable regarding the Torah, he

4

was honest, truthful, and of noble lineage. The Jews of AlÃm
MadõÃnah themselves bore witness that `Abdullah ibn Sala

possessed all of the aforementioned qualities; that is, they did so
until he told them what they despised hearing: ªI bear witness
Ã h and that
that none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ã h.''
Muhammad is the Messenger of Alla

4

Ã m heard about the arrival of the
When `Abdullah ibn Sala
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

|

in Al-MadõÃnah, he

went to him and

said, ªI will ask you about three matters, concerning which none
(i.e., no human) has knowledge save a Prophet: What is the first of
[1]

the signs of the Hour

? What is the first food that the people of

Paradise will eat? What draws a child to his father (so that he
[1]

It appears that he was not referring to the commonly known minor signs or
major signs, but to that particular sign that begins the process of this world
coming to an end.
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resembles him), and what draws a child to his uncles from his
mother's side of the family?''
Ãh
The Messenger of Alla

|

4

said, ªJibrõÃl

about these matters.'' `Abdullah

/

has just informed me

|

said, ªAmong the angels, he is

Ãh
the one who is the enemy of the Jews.'' The Messenger of Alla

proceeded to answer his questions, saying, ªAs for the first sign of

the Hour, it is a fire that gathers the people from the east to the
west. As for the first food that the people of Paradise will eat, it is
Ã dah (a separate piece that is attached within the liver) of a
Ziya
whale's liver. And as for the resemblance of a child, when a man
copulates with his wife and his water precedes hers, the child will
resemble him. If it is her water that comes first, then the child will
resemble her.''
Ãm
ªI bear witness,'' `Abdullah ibn Sala

4

4

said, ªthat you are

Ã h,'' after which he
indeed the Messenger of Alla

said, ªO

Ã h, the Jews are a people of great lies. If they
Messenger of Alla
know that I have embraced Islam before you ask them (about my

4

status among them), they will speak vulgar lies about me to you.''
The Jews (of Al-MadõÃnah) then came, and `Abdullah
the house so as to avoid being seen by them.
Ãh
When they drew near to the Messenger of Alla

entered

| |
, he

asked

Ã m to
them, ªWhat kind of man do you deem `Abdullah ibn Sala
be?'' They said, ªHe is the most knowledgeable person among us,
and the son of the most knowledgeable person among us. He is
the most learned person among us, and the son of the most
learned person among us.''

|

ªWhat would you think if `Abdullah were to embrace Islam?'' the
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

4

asked them.

Ã h protect him from that,'' they said, at which point
ªMay Alla
`Abdullah

came out to them and declared, ªI bear witness that

Ã h, and I bear witness
none has the right to be worshipped but Alla
Ã h.'' Then,
that Muhammad is indeed the Messenger of Alla
without hesitation, they said about him, ªHe is the most evil
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person among us, and the son of the most evil person among us,''

4

[1]

after which they continued to attack his honor.
Ãm
Sala

`Abdullah ibn

was not unique in this regard, for the Jews of Al-

MadõÃnah would attempt to harm and vilify any Jewish scholar
who embraced Islam.
Ãm
According to another narration, `Abdullah ibn Sala
that, when the Prophet

|

4

4

later said

arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, people went in

great numbers to welcome him. `Abdullah

said, ªI too went

with the people to see him. When I could clearly see his face, I
knew for certain that his face was not one of a liar. And the first

G o p hn n,en n n Gr G oo p r Cnhn ,en n G G o r Cn !So G n Cn n n z
yem n p n G G o r n ,el n p So Ghn p r p G n hn ,en n Qr G
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``O people , spread greetings of peace , feed food (to others) , join

ties of family relations , and pray in the night while people are
sleeping - and (if you do all of that) you will enter Paradise in
peace .''

Ãh
Alla

(

[2]

4

Ãm
praised `Abdullah ibn Sala

Ãs
ibn Waqqa

4

Ã n. Sa`d
in the Noble Qur'a

|

said, `Regarding those who walk on the earth

(today), I have never heard the Prophet

4

say about any one of
[3]

them that he is from the people of Paradise
Ãm
`Abdullah ibn Sala
about him:

- except for

. And the following verse was revealed

[1]

Refer to Bukha
Ã rõ
Ã (6/326) (3329).

[2]

Ibn Ma
Ãjah (2/1083) (3251), and the above-mentioned wording is from Ibn
Ma
Ãjah's narration of the Hadõ
Ãth; At-Tirmidhõ
Ã (4/652) (2485); and Ahmad (4/

451). Also, refer to SahõÃh Ibn Ma
Ãjah (2/222).
[3]

In fact, it is established in authentic narrations that the Prophet

4

|

gave many

people glad tidings of Paradise; among them were the famous ªTen Who
Ãs
Were Promised Paradise.'' It is said that Sa'ad ibn Waqqa

made the above-

mentioned statement later on in his life, for Sa'ad outlived most of the famous
ten who were promised Paradise. That explains Sa'ad's statement: ªRegarding those who walk on the earth (today).'' Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (7/129, 130).
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``And a witness from among the Children of Israel (`Abdullah bin
Sala
Ã m) testifies that this Qur'a
Ãn is from Alla
Ãh [like the Taura
Ãt
[1]

Ã n 46:10)
(Torah)]'' (Qur'a

Zaid ibn Sa'nah

4

Among his fellow Jews, Zaid ibn Sa'nah was deemed a great
[2]

|

rabbi and religious scholar.
Ãh
to the Messenger of Alla

of an outstanding loan. Zaid

One day, Zaid ibn Sa'nah went

4

in order to demand the repayment

shirt and robe and pulled the Prophet

|

|

roughly grabbed the Prophet's
towards him in a rude

and highly aggressive manner. Then, looking upon the Prophet
with a disparaging and angry expression, Zaid ibn Sa'nah

said,

ªO

Muhammad,

will

you

not

pay

me

back

what

is

rightfully mine. O sons of `Abdul-Muttalib, you indeed delay

4

(paying back loans).'' He continued to speak roughly, and as he
did so, `Umar

4

looked on furiously, with his eyeballs going in

circles like planets do in their orbits. When `Umar

could not

take Zaid's rude behavior any longer, he said in a threatening
Ã h, am I correctly hearing what you are
tone, ªO enemy of Alla
Ã h? And am I correctly seeing
saying to the Messenger of Alla
what you are doing (with him)? For indeed, by the One Who
has sent him with the Truth, were it not for the blame that
would result (from my actions), I would have struck your head

|

4

with my sword.'' Meanwhile, with a smile on his face, the
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

|

was calmly looking at `Umar

; and he

then said, ªO `Umar, both he and I are more in need from

you of something other than what you have said. O `Umar,
what we needed was for you to order me to pay him back in a
good manner, and for you to order him to demand payment of
[1]

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (7/128) (3812) and Muslim (4/1930) (2483).

Refer to Hadhal-Habeeb Ya-Muhibb (pg. 528) and to Hida
Ãyatul-Murshidõ
Ãn (pg.
384).
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his loan in a good manner. Go with him, O `Umar, and pay him
back what is rightfully his. And beyond that amount, give him
an additional twenty Sa'as (a single Sa'a is equivalent to four
handfuls of something) of dates.'' This incident resulted in Zaid
ibn Sa'nah embracing Islam, for his response to the abovementioned Prophet's words was, ªI bear witness that none has
Ã h, and I bear witness that
the right to be worshipped but Alla
Muhammad is His slave and Messenger.''

|

things he had said to the Prophet

|

Prophet

- to see whether he

4

4

|
|

As a matter of fact, Zaid ibn Sa'nah

did not mean any of the vile

. His intention was to test the

truly was the awaited Prophet

|

that was mentioned in the Torah. Prior to the above-mentioned

|

incident, Zaid
that he

studied the Prophet

from a distance, noticing

possessed every characteristic that was mentioned in

4

the Torah about the awaited Prophet. Only a few signs remained,
and those Zaid

4

had to test in person, and in an aggressive

manner. Those signs, as Zaid

mentioned himself, were as

follows: ªHis (i.e., the awaited Prophet's) forgiveness precedes his
anger (the literal word used is ignorance; what this phrase means
is that when confronted with two competing choices, that of
showing forgiveness and that of showing anger, it is the former
that always wins out), and the more ignorance he is faced with (by
an enemy, for instance, or by a foolish person), the more
forbearing he becomes.''

4

To ascertain whether the Prophet
Zaid

|

possessed these qualities,

|

mean, ignorant, and spiteful towards him. When Zaid
himself that the Prophet
embraced Islam.
Zaid

4

4

tested him in the above-mentioned manner - by being

said to `Umar

saw for

possessed the two said qualities, he

4

Ã h as
, ªO `Umar, I am pleased with Alla

my Lord, with Islam as my Religion, and with Muhammad as my
Prophet. And I make you bear witness that I am giving away half

|

of my wealth (and he was a very wealthy man) in charity to the
Nation of Muhammad

.'`
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Zaid

4

Prophet

|

329

became a good, practicing Muslim, accompanying the
in every military expedition he participated in. Zaid

|

even - enthusiastically, mind you, and without the least bit of

hesitation - accompanied the Prophet
tiring

Ãk
Tabu

[2]

died.

4

Expedition.

Expedition that Zaid

[1]

And

it

during the difficult and

was

during

(

Ãk
Tabu

the

Ãh
, as he marched in the way of Alla

,

Two Young Jewish Men Embrace Islam While Lying on their
Deathbeds
Ãh
One day, the Messenger of Alla

|

, Abu Bakr

4

, and `Umar

4

visited a Jewish man who, when they entered upon him, was busy
reading a copy of the Torah that was spread out before him. He
was reading it as a means of consoling himself, for his son was

|

severely ill. In fact, his son, a good and handsome young man,
Ãh
was on the verge of dying. The Messenger of Alla

asked the

man, ªI ask you by the One Who yevealed the Torah: In this Book
of yours, do you find my description and news about where I will
appear (on earth)?'' The man shook his head, as if to say, ªNo, I
find no mention of you in the Torah.''
But his son, who was lying down, contradicted him, saying, ªYes,
by the One Who revealed the Torah, in our Book, we do indeed
find your description and news about where you will appear (on

|

earth). I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped but
Ã h and that you are indeed the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
Alla
the young man then died a Muslim, the Prophet

|

.'' Since

enshrouded

[3]

him and prayed over him (the Funeral Prayer).''
[1]

[2]

Refer to Al-Isa
Ãbah Fee Tamyõ
Ãz As-Saha
Ãbah (1/566).
Al-HaithamõÃ mentioned this in Mujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (8/239, 240), and ascribed it
Ã nõÃ, who said, ªThe narrators of this story are all trustworthy.'' (8/
to At-Tabara
240)

[3]

Ãr said, ªThis HadõÃth is good and strong, for
Musnad Ahmad (5/411). Ibn Kathõ

4

narrations in As-SahõÃh (SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã or Sahõ
Ãh Muslim) attest to it; those
narrations are related by Anas
Mujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (8/234).

.'' Refer to TafsõÃr Ibn KathõÃr (2/252) and
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|

In the previous stories, we have examples of three Jewish scholars
who acknowledged that Muhammad

was truly a Messenger and

that his description was given in the Torah. In fact, so familiar were

|

|

Jews with the detailed description of the awaited Prophet (i.e.
Prophet Muhammad

) that, when Muhammad

was sent to

them, they recognized him better than they did their own children.

}K J I H G F E D C B{

``And say : ``The truth is from your Lord .'' Then whosoever wills ,
Ãn
let him believe , and whosoever wills , let him disbelieve .'' (Qur'a
18:29)

4

|

According to another HadõÃth, Anas

|

who would serve the Prophet
Prophet

said, ªA young Jewish boy

became fatally ill. When the

visited him, he sat down by his head and said,

ªEmbrace Islam.'' Meanwhile, the boy was looking at his father

|

(and waiting for his instructions). The father said, `Obey AbulÃ sim (i.e. the Prophet
Qa

).' The young boy then embraced

Ã Ãõ's narration of this story, the young
Islam.'' According to An-Nasa

|

man said, ªI bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped
Ã h and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
but Alla
the Prophet

|

yQp G n p go n n r C j p G up o r n r Gz

exited from the young boy's home, he
6
.(

|

.'' As

said,

6
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[1]

``All praise is for Alla
Ãh , Who has saved him from the Hellfire .''

Second: Christian Scholars Who Acknowledged
the Truthfulness of the Prophet's Message
Ã shõÃ, the King of Abyssinia (May Alla
Ã h have Mercy on
An-Naja
Ã h be Pleased with Him)
Him, and May Alla
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1356) (5657); also, refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã, by Ibn Hajar (3/219).
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When Ja'far ibn Abu Ta
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4

, the representative of the Muslim

pilgrims, recited the first part of chapter ªMary'' in the royal court
Ã shõÃ began to cry, and continued to do so
of Abyssinia, An-Naja
[1]

until his beard became soaked in tears.

Ã shõÃ's religious
An-Najja

Ã n, cried as well.
ministers, also recognizing the truth of the Qur'a
Ã shõÃ then asked the Muslim pilgrims, ªWhat do you say
An-Naja

4

Ã ibn Maryam (Jesus, the son Mary)?'' Ja'far ibn Abi
about `Eesa
Ã lib
Ta

said, `We say about him that which our Prophet

|

came

Ã h, His Messenger, a spirit created
with - that he is the slave of Alla
by Him and His Word (ªBe!'' - and he was), which He bestowed
Ã l (one who dedicates
on Maryam (Mary), the virgin, the Al-Batu
Ã shõÃ struck his
oneself to worship and forsakes marriage).'' An-Naja
Ã
hand on the ground and took from it a stick. He then said, ªEesa

/

ibn Maryam did not go further than what you said by even the
distance of this stick (i.e., what he
same).''

said and what you say is the

Ã shõÃ
Then, glancing at all of the Muslim delegates, An-Naja

|

4

said,

ªWelcome to you, and welcome to the one from whom you have
come (i.e., the Prophet

/

). And I bear witness that he is indeed

Ã h, and that he is the one regarding whom
the Messenger of Alla
Jesus

gave glad tidings. And were it not for my duties here as

king (and for the precarious and turbulent state of my kingdom),
[2]

I would have gone to him and kissed his shoes.''
[1]

Ã shõÃ is a title: It refers to the king of Abyssinia, just as Caesar referred to
An-Naja

4

Ã shõÃ from this story was
the Emperor of Rome. The actual name of the An-Naja

|

Ashama. He embraced Islam and became a good, practicing Muslim. He
deemed a Companion of the Messenger of Allah

is

even though he never

5

migrated to Al-MadõÃnah. In one respect, he is a Companion; and in another

|

4

Ã bi'õÃ, for he met with Companions
respect, he is a Ta

|

Messenger of Allah
Allah

. He

, but not with the

|

died during the lifetime of the Messenger of

. It is established in strong narrations that the Prophet

performed

|

Ã shõÃ's funeral Prayer in absentia; this was an honor for An-Naja
Ã shõÃ, for
An-Naja
it is not established in any other strong narration that the Prophet

ever

performed the Funeral Prayer in absentia for any other person. Refer to Siyyar
`Ala
Ãm An-Nubala
Ã (1/428-443).
[2]

Refer to Siyyar `Ala
Ã m An-Nubala
Ã (1/438).
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SalmaÃn Al-FaÃ risee

4

Ãn
Of all non-Muslims who embraced Islam, Salma

4

stands out,

in that his story and journey to the truth is perhaps the most
inspirational

and

moving

of

all.

His

journey

to

and

after

conversion to Islam is full of lessons and morals a brief sketch
well help us to appreciate this Noble Companion.
Ãn
Salma

4

was a young Persian man who belonged to a family of

fire-worshippers. His father, who was deemed a high priest,
loved him so much, and to such an extreme, that he would tie him
up in his room, fearful that he would go out into the world and
Ã n was allowed to go out, and on his
hurt himself. One day, Salma
way to performing an errand for his father, he passed by a church.
When he saw how Christians worshipped, he became impressed
and wanted to learn more about their religion. He would then
frequent that church, but when his father found out, he became
stricter and more protective than ever before, tying his son down
in his room and forbidding him from ever leaving. One day,
Ã n managed to escape, and with help from his
however, Salma
friends in the church, he managed to join a traveling party that
was headed towards Christian lands.
Upon

arriving

in

Christian

territory,

Ãn
Salma

4

became

an

assistant to a priest. That particular priest turned out to be a
wicked man. He would take donations from his congregation,
and rather than give the money to the poor, he would hoard it

4

Ã n, was greatly disappointed by the
away for himself. Salma
Ãn
priest's behavior. The priest soon died, and Salma

told the

congregation about the priest's evil activities and even told them

4

where he hid the charity wealth that he had collected from them.
Ãn
They found a huge buried treasure where Salma

had told

them to look. Afterwards, they decided to be more careful, and so
when they appointed a new priest, they chose a man who was
known for his honesty and trustworthiness. Spending a great deal
Ã n realized that he was the exact
of time with the new priest, Salma
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opposite of his predecessor: He was honest, faithful, and a prolific

/

worshipper. Moreover, he was a true monotheist: He believed
that Jesus

4

Ã h's Prophets, and not God or the son
was one of Alla

Ãn
of God. Salma

learned a lot from him, and was greatly

4

impressed by his character, but only a short while passed before

4

Ãn
the priest died, leaving Salma
Ãn
died, the priest told Salma

/

all alone again. But before he

that he should go to another priest,

for he was, as far as the priest knew, the last true monotheistic

/
4

follower of Jesus
Jesus

; or in other words, he was the last follower of

who was still a true Muslim.

Ãn
Salma

traveled to the other priest and was happy to find that

4

he too was a righteous and sincere believer; however, this new
Ãn
priest died a short while later, and he too told Salma

4

to go to

another priest. This happened a few times, and finally when
Ãn
Salma

4

was with the last priest that he meet, the priest, upon his

Ãn
deathbed, did not recommend that Salma

/

should go to another

Ã n that he was the last true monotheist
priest. Instead, he told Salma
from the followers of Jesus

Ã n that he
. He further told Salma

should go to a place near Makkah, for a Prophet was due to appear
Ã n that that Prophet
in that region of the earth. He informed Salma
would migrate to a land that is filled with date-palm trees, and that
is sandwiched in between two strips of land that are rocky and
Ã n about the seal of prophethood that
barren. Next, he told Salma
could be found between the shoulders of that awaited Prophet.
Ã n that the awaited Prophet would not eat
And finally, he told Salma
from charity but from gifts that were preseated to him. The priest
Ã n, ªIf you are able to travel to that land,
ended by saying to Salma
then do so, for his time to appear has come.''
Ãn
Salma

4

paid a group of business travelers to take him to Arabia.

They accepted his payment, but later they betrayed him and turned

4

him into a slave. They sold him to a Jewish businessman in Yathrib,
Ãn
but Salma

, as bad as their treachery was, did not mind too much,

for Yathrib met the description that the priest gave to him of the land
to which the awaited Prophet would migrate. And true enough,

334
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4

soon heard news that the non-Jewish inhabitants of

Yathrib, or Al-MadõÃnah, were awaiting the arrival of a man who said
he was a Prophet.
After the Prophet

|

Ãn
arrived in Al-MadõÃnah, Salma

4

4

visited him;

Ãn
and while in Al-BaqõÃ', the graveyard of Al-MadõÃnah, Salma

4

looked for and found the seal of Prophethood between the

4

Ãn
Prophet's shoulders. ªThat's one of the signs,'' Salma
Ãn
himself. Then, having saved up some dates, Salma
Prophet

|

5

5
4

gave the dates to his Companions

Ãn
Salma

went to the

|

, gave him the dates, and said that he was giving him the

dates as charity for him and his Companions

himself.

said to

4

ªThat's

two,''

Ãn
Salma

. The Prophet

, but did not eat any of them
said

to

himself.

Later

|

on,

returned with more dates, but this time around, he

said, ªThese are gifts (from me to you).'' The Prophet

|

the dates, and then gave the rest to his Companions
ascertained for certain the identity of the Prophet

4

5

ate from

4

. Having

Ãn
, Salma

|

embraced Islam, thus bringing to an end his long and arduous
Ãn
journey to the truth. Salma

then told his story to the Prophet

,

who upon hearing it, was at once pleased and impressed by
Ã n's determination to seek out the truth.
Salma

[1]

Hiraql, the Emperor of Rome
On an international level, the tribe of the Quraish was not exactly
what one would call a formidable military power. In fact, vis-a-vis
the great empires of the day, the Quraish, and all Arabs for that
matter, were all but insignificant on the world stage. That being
said, the people of the Quraish were respected businessmen,
whose trade extended far beyond their borders into foreign lands.
As such, they did, at least to some degree, have dealings with
foreign rulers, governors, kings, and emperors. For instance, they
Ã shõÃ, the King of Abyssinia, which
had good dealings with An-Naja
is
[1]

why

they

had

good

reason

to

believe

Refer to Siyyar `Ala
Ã m An-Nubala
Ã (1/509, 510).

that

they

could
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successfully convince him to hand over to them the Muslims that
migrated to his realm.
Ã n in particular had good dealings with foreign leaders;
Abu Sufya
in fact, on his journeys abroad, he often played the role of a
goodwill ambassador. On one such journey, he met with Haraql,

|

the Emperor of Rome. It was a meeting that took place after the
Ãh
Messenger of Alla

declared his prophethood in Makkah.

|

During the course of their meeting, Haraql asked a great many
questions about the Prophet

. Notwithstanding his pride,

Ã n was an honest man,
disbelief, and other moral flaws, Abu Sufya
and

therefore

|

provided

regarding the Prophet

Haraql

with

truthful

information

.

At the end of their meeting, Haraql said, ªI asked you, is he
treacherous? You answered, no. Similarly, the Messengers (of

(

Ã h) are not treacherous. I asked you, what does he order you to
Alla
Ãh
do? You mentioned that he orders you to worship Alla

,

without associating any partners with Him in worship; that he
forbids you from worshiping idols; and that he orders you to
pray, to be truthful, and to be chaste. If what you say is true, then
he will rule over this land underneath these two feet of mine. I
knew that he (i.e. the awaited Prophet that is mentioned and
described in revealed scriptures) was to appear around this time,
but I did not think that he would be one of you (i.e. I did not think
that he would be an Arab). If I were to know for certain that I
could reach him, I would take it upon myself to (go and) meet
[1]

him. And if I were with him, I would wash his feet.''

Afterwards, Hiraql, while addressing his ministers, said, ªO
people of Rome, would you like to achieve success? Would you
like to follow what is correct an upright? Do you want your
Empire to achieve a good degree of stability? Then pledge
[2]

allegiance to this Prophet (that has appeared in Arabia).''
[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1/32) (7) and Muslim (3/1396) (1773).

[2]

Refer to SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath
(1/33) (7).
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Sadly, however, Hiraql's initial enthusiasm did not last for long.
His reluctance to give up his throne proved to be his downfall,
and was the reason why, in the end, he didn't embrace Islam.

|

|

Many Christian scholars and priests embraced Islam, testifying
that Muhammad

Ãh
was indeed the Messenger of Alla

, and

was sent to all of mankind. Even today, throughout the world one

(

/ . - , + * ) ({

finds many examples of Christian scholars accepting the truth and
Ãh
embracing Islam. It is for that reason that Alla

}

said:

``That is because amongst them are priests and monks , and they
Ã n 5:82)
are not proud .'' (Qur'a

L

L

L

L

L

His (|) Best Deeds Were His (|) Final Deeds
In exhorting Muslims to perform good deeds, the Prophet
mentioned

two

performer

of

important

good

points:

deeds

is

First,

better

being

than

a

being

|

consistent
a

prolific

performer of good deeds; and second, the good deeds that
count most are the ones one performs at the end of one's life.

|

y n frEphn o o p n p r n n enhnGOn n s n n uG n Ep dp n r rn G n Cn fEpz

The Prophet
6
"q

said,

-2D .U -1!b

.# / .c8

/

.$b $

6
3D

6

``Verily , the most beloved of deeds to Alla
Ã h - the Most-High - are
the ones one performs consistently , even if they are few in
[1]

number .''

The

Prophet

consistently
[1]

|

was

perform

a

consistent

the

same

worshiper:

number

of

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (9/43) (4998), (4/213) and Muslim (2/811) (782).

He

daily

|

would

voluntary
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prayers; he would choose certain days and consistently fast on
those days throughout his life; he consistently gave charity; and

|
|

so on. But, as the following narration indicates, beyond being
consistent the Prophet

4

strove to end his life on a high note,

making his best deeds his last deeds. Abu Hurairah
ªEvery year, the Prophet

said,

would seclude himself in the Masjid

during the last 10 days of Ramadan. But in the year during which

/

he died, he secluded himself in the Masjid for 20 days. And once a
year, (JibrõÃl

[1]

him twice.''
`Aaisha

6

/

Ã n with him. But in the year
) would revise the Qur'a

in which the Prophet

|

died, (JibrõÃl

Ã n with
) revised the Qur'a

reported that, prior to dying, the Prophet

y n r n Ep Ho o Cnhn cn o p r n r Cn ,cn p r n p hn n n n r o z

frequently say,

v1

.8

Llf9O

J$E1

|

would

v& .E2O

``How perfect and glorified are You , O Alla
Ãh! I praise you , ask for
Your forgiveness , and repent to you .''

`Aaisha

6

said to the Prophet

|

Ã h, what are
, ªO Messenger of Alla

these words I now hear you say?'' The Prophet

|

|

said, ªA sign

was given to me. When I saw it, I began to say those words.''
Here, the sign that the Prophet
the chapter:

referred to was the revelation of

}k j i h g{

``When comes the Help of Alla
Ãh (to you , O Muhammad

|

against your enemies) and the conquest (of Makkah) (chapter 110
[2]

Ã n).''
of the Noble Qur'a

Ãh
from Alla

|

(

The Prophet

|

said this because chapter ªAn-Nasr'' was a sign

, indicating the imminent death of the Prophet

[1]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (4433) and Muslim (2450).

[2]

Muslim (1/351) (484).

.
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When `Umar

4

339

4

Ãs
asked Ibn `Abba

4

about the meaning of the

Ãs
first Verse of chapter ªAn-Nasr,'' Ibn `Abba

|

4

told him that it

was alluding to the imminent death of the Prophet

. `Umar

then said, ªWhat you understand from this verse and what I
[1]

understand from it is one and the same thing.''

Ã nõÃ's narration of this story, Ibn `Abba
Ãs
At-Tabara

|

4

|

According to
said, ªWith

the revelation of this verse, the announcement of the Prophet's
death was made to the Prophet

himself. He

then worked
[2]

harder than ever before to perform deeds for the Hereafter.''

It has been said that chapter ªAn-Nasr'' was revealed on the Day

|

of An-Nahr, at Mina, during the farewell pilgrimage of the
Prophet

[3]

According to another opinion, however, it was

.

|

revealed during the days of At-Tashreeq, but still during the
farewell pilgrimage of the Prophet
`Aaisha

[4]

.

6
|
y p r p r G ! o G ,cn p r n p hn ! n Qn o G n n n r o z

said that during the bowing and prostrating positions of

Ãh
Prayer, the Messenger of Alla
Lle

2

]
6
% ,!

would frequently say,

J$E1

6
.(1

]
6
% ,!

v& .E2O

``How perfect and glorified You are , O Alla
Ã h! O our Lord , all
praise belongs to You . O Alla
Ãh , forgive me .''

`Aaisha

6

6

said that, in doing so, the Prophet
[5]

Ã n.''
the Qur'a

|

What she

that the Prophet

|

(

was ªinterpreting

explained by that last statement was

Ãh
was doing what Alla

do in the latter part of chapter ªAn-Nasr'':

commanded him to

[1]

Ã zõÃ (4430).
Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã, the Book of Al-Magha

[2]

Ãr and Al-Ausat, by At-Tabara
Ã nõÃ.
Refer to Mujma' Az-Zawa
Ãid (9/26); to Al-Kabõ
Ã nõÃ's narrations of this HadõÃth contains narrators who were all
One of At-Tabara
narrators of As-SahõÃh (Of Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã or Muslim).

[3]

|

Refer to Al-Fath (8/734), to the explanation of HadõÃth numbers: 4967-4970. It is
said that, after the revelation of chapter ªAn-Nasr,'' the Prophet
to live for 81 more days. Refer to Al-Fath (8/734).

[4]

Refer to Al-Fath (8/130).

[5]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (794) and Muslim (484).
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}y x w v u t s{
``So glorify the Praises of your Lord , and ask for His Forgiveness .
Verily , He is the One Who accepts the repentance and forgives .''
Ã n 110: 3)
(Qur'a

Some Lessons and Morals from this Section:
1) A few good deeds that are performed consistently are better
than a great many deeds that one performs for a short while,
but

then

abandons

them.

A

consistent

worshipper

will,

throughout his life, continue to be in a state of remembrance
of and obedience to his Lord. Consider a man who every week
puts away fifty dollars in the bank, and compare him to a man
who, for two consecutive weeks puts thousand dollars in the
bank, but afterwards never again deposits a single penny.
Over a period of 5 or 10 years, the former will have stored
away a great deal more money. So it goes the same with deeds
[1]

in Islam.

2) One who recently embraced Islam or who suddenly becomes
ªReligious''

risks

overburdening

himself

if

he

goes

to

extremes. Such a person might neglect his financial duties
and spend all of his days fasting, and all of his nights praying.
Of a surely, those are noble deeds, but two things need to be
taken into consideration: First, one should strike a balance
between his religious and worldly duties. So if one can work
for a living, one should do so, and then spend the rest of his
time performing acts of worship. And second, one must work
one's way up to performing many good deeds. One cannot
wake up one morning and say, ªFor the rest of my life, I will
pray many units of prayer every night,'' when, in the past, one
has had no experience in performing late-night prayers. When
[1]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (1/103) and Sharh An-Nawawõ
Ã (6/318).
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a person goes
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to extremes,

suddenly and without

prior

experience performing many good deeds, it is likely that he
she will overburden himself and get bored, forsaking not just
the

many

good

deeds

he

performs,

but

also

becoming

negligent regarding obligatory acts of worship, such as the
[1]

five daily prayers.

3) When a Muslim performs good deeds consistently, and when

(

he slowly but surely progresses to a higher level of worship, he
Ãh
is likely - by the permission and guidance of Alla

- to end

his life on a high note, reaching a level of worship that he never
reached before. This is of great significance because, when it
comes to deeds in Islam, the most important deeds are the ones
[2]

performed at the end of a person's lifetime.

L

L

[1]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (4/215).

[2]

Refer to Fathul-Ba
Ãrõ
Ã (4/285) (9/46).

L

L

L
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His (|) Farewell to His (|) Nation
1) He | Announces His Intention to Perform Hajj (The Greater
Pilgrimage to Makkah)

|
|

Following thirteen years of preaching the message of Islam to the
Ãh
inhabitants of Makkah, the Messenger of Alla

continued to

fulfill the duties of his prophethood in Al-MadõÃnah. During his

5

first nine years in Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet
Companions

educated his

, invited a great ple to embrace the truth, struggled

to further the cause of Islam, and fought in battles against his
enemies.
Then, in the tenth year of his stay in Al-MadõÃnah, the Prophet

|

announced his intentions to perform Hajj. It would be his first
Hajj, and it would also be his last Hajj. Prior to that year, he never

|

had the opportunity to perform Hajj. Makkah had been under the

4

control of his staunchest enemies, and after the Prophet
conquered Makkah, he ordered Abu Bakr

to go on his behalf
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4

and lead Muslims in their pilgrimage, and, with the help of `Ali
Ã lib
ibn Abu Ta

, to announce to all Arabs important rules about

the following year's pilgrimage - for instance, from the following
year onwards it would be forbidden for anyone to walk around
the Ka'bah naked, a custom that had been practiced for many
years during the pre-Islamic days of ignorance. Therefore, Abu
Bakr's pilgrimage set the stage for the Prophet's pilgrimage the
following year.
Ã bir
Ja

4

said,

|

ªVerily,

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

for

nine

years

(in

Al-MadõÃnah)

the

did not perform Hajj. Then during the

tenth year (of his stay in Al-MadõÃnah), he announced his intention
to perform it. Having heard that news, great multitude of people
poured into Al-MadõÃnah, with each individual among them
Ãh
hoping to follow the Messenger of Alla

|

said, ªWhen the Prophet

|

4

and to do as he did

Ã bir
(during his pilgrimage).'' Later on in the same narration, Ja

was seated on his riding animal in the

open desert, as far as I could see in front of him I saw riders and
people walking on foot. When I looked to his right and to his left, I
saw the same thing. And when I looked behind him, I saw the
same thing.'' It is said that there was a total of ninty thousand of

4

them; however, according to another opinion, they were handerd
thirty

thousand

|

strong.

Ãh
Messenger of Alla

[1]

Ã bir
Ja

also

said,

ªWhile

the

was in our midst (during his farewell

Ã n was being revealed to him. He knew the
pilgrimage), the Qur'a
meaning of what was being revealed to him, and whatever deeds
he performed, we performed as well.''

2) His (|) Farewell Advice to Muslims in ArafaÃt
It is famously held that the Prophet

|

delivered a single farewell

sermon during Hajj, but the fact is that he delivered a few

|

sermons, each with a similar meaning, and sometimes with the
same wording. He

[1]

did so in order to stress the importance of

Refer to Fathul-Malik Al-Ma'bood (2/9).
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|

|

was conveying to the people of his

Ã t, the Prophet
Nation. While in Arafa

delivered this sermon to
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``Verily , your blood and your wealth are sacred upon you , like
the sacredness of this day , of this month , and of this city .
Verily , all of the practices of the pre-Islamic days of ignorance
are under my feet and shall be forsaken henceforward . Any blood
revenge from the pre-Islamic days of ignorance is now remitted ,
and the first blood revenge that I will remit is the blood of Ibn
Rabõ
Ã'ah ibn Al-Ha
Ãrith , who was being nursed among the Banu
Sa`d tribe , and was then killed by the Hudhail tribe . And all
usury from the pre-Islamic days of ignorance is now remitted ,
and I will begin by remitting our usury (not his personally , of
course , but that which was owed to one of his relatives) : all of
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the usury that is owed to Al-'Abba
Ã s ibn `Abdul-Muttalib ; it is
indeed all cancelled . And fear Alla
Ãh regarding women , for you
indeed took them (to be your wives) by the security of Alla
Ã h , and
you have made lawful their private parts by the word of Alla
Ãh .
One of the rights you have over them is that they may not admit
anyone into your homes that you dislike ; if they do that , you
may strike them , but not severely . And one of their rights over
you is that you provide their provision and clothing based on AlMa`ru
Ã f (i .e . , based on what is customary for someone among
you to spend , given his level of wealth and the norms of society) .
And I have left among you something which , if you cling to it ,
will have this effect on you : You will not go astray . And that
something is the Book of Alla
Ã h . And you will be asked about me ;
what then will you say (about me)?''

The Companions

5

said, ªWe will bear witness that you have

indeed conveyed, fulfilled your duty, and sincerely advised us.''

|

Raising his finger to the sky and then moving it towards the

y r n r G ! o G , r n r G ! o G , r n r G ! o Gz

people - doing this back and forth - he
J ,R

]
6
% ,!

J,R

]
6
% ,!

said,

J,R

]
6
%,!

``O Alla
Ãh , bear witness . O Alla
Ãh , bear witness . O Alla
Ãh , bear
witness .''

[1]

The Prophet's pilgrimage is known by various names, such as the

|

`Conveyance Pilgrimage' and the `Farewell pilgrimage'; the latter
was given for obvious reasons: the Prophet

was bidding

farewell to his Companions, since the appointed time of his death

|

was approaching. The former was given because, during the
farewell pilgrimage, the Prophet

, after about twenty-three

|

years of hard work, completed the mission of conveying the
message of Islam to mankind in its entirety. After the Prophet

[1]

Refer to SahõÃh As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah (Pg. 661) and to Muslim, the Book of
Hajj, HadõÃth number: 1218.
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(

|

clarified to the people the rites and rules of Hajj, and while he

X W V U T S R Q P O{
}Y

Ã t, Alla
Ãh
was standing at Arafa

revealed this verse to him:

``This day , I have perfected your religion for you , completed My
Favor upon you , and have chosen for you Islam as your religion .''
Ã n 5: 3)
(Qur'a

When this verse was revealed, the Companions

|

4

5

began to cry;

4

they understood the fact that it signaled the imminent death of the
Prophet

. When `Umar

was asked why he was crying, he

said, ªWhen something has gone up and has reached the point of

4

completion, there is nowhere to go but down.'' With his profound
understanding of the religion, `Umar

knew that Islam had

reached its highest point; perhaps Muslims could maintain that
high level of completion for a while, but then things would
inevitably take a downward turn: trials and tribulations would
beset the Muslim Nation. And true to `Umar's foreboding, the

4

door to trials and tribulations was opened after a short while - to
be exact, that door opened when his caliphate ended and he
died.

5

On the one hand, the revelation of the above-mentioned verse
saddened

the

Companions

(

,

who

understood

from

it

the

nearness of the Prophet's death; on the other hand, it signaled
Ãh
the greatest blessing Alla

has bestowed upon this nation. He

|

perfected and completed for Muslims their religion. Therefore,
Muslims do not need any other religion or any other Prophet

Ãh
Any problem they ever face has its solution in the Book of Alla

(

Ãh
and the Sunnah of the Messenger of Alla
Ãh
a great blessing from Alla

|

(

.

. Truly, that is indeed

. With the Religion of Islam

completed that day, the lawful and the unlawful in human life
Ã n and Sunnah.
became clearly established in the Qur'a
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}

``And the Word of your Lord has been fulfilled in truth and in
Ã n 6:115)
justice .'' (Qur'a

3) His (|) Speech at Al-JamaraÃt

4

Ã bir
Ja

said, ªOn the Day of An-Nahr, I saw the Prophet

|

Ã t) while he was seated on his
throwing (pebbles at the Jamara

|

ygp p s p n n r n o Cn n n n jQpOrCn n p n , r o n p n n Gh o o r n p z

riding animal; and all the while he
6
7
K+ 29?D Jc1 @D

was saying,

8

8

/ 2!c

/ 2&(k

%uuO .(#

KG #9

``Take your rites (of Hajj) from me ; for indeed , I do not know :
perhaps I will not perform another Hajj after this one .''

|

Umm Al-Husain
Ãh
Alla

6

[1]

said, ªI performed Hajj with the Messenger of

|

. I saw him when he threw (pebbles) at Jamaratul-

'Aqabah. Mounted on his riding animal, he

|

then left, and with

Ã l and Usa
Ã mah. The Messenger of Alla
Ãh
him were Bila

said

, s n n n upG Hp n p p r o Oo o n ,Oo n r Cn Yl n o l r n r o r n n n Co frEpz
yG o p Cnhn o n G o n r n

many things, after which I heard him say,
/ . c8

.9u1

%t .r0

.O

6
J?#

J2b

%u1!b

.c1[

-

8
L#

.c$O .k

``If a black slave with a severed extremity (nose , ear , etc .) is

(

appointed leader over you , and if he leads you by the Book of Alla
Ãh
[2]

, then listen to him and obey (him) .''

Or in other words, a leader's race, color, or status in society does
not matter; what truly matters is whether or not he rules by the
laws of Islam.

[1]

Muslim (1297).

[2]

Muslim (1298).
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4) His (|) Farewell Advice on the Day of An-Nahr
Ã t, the Prophet
After the Jamara
and there he
sermon,

he

|
|

|

returned to Mina once again;

delivered a heartfelt sermon to the pilgrims. In his
informed

them

|

|

about

inviolability of the Day of An-Nahr; he

the

superiority

and

reminded them about

the sacredness of Makkah and about its superiority over all other
lands; and he

|

told them about the importance of obeying those

that were put in authority over them. Furthermore, he

|

ordered

them not to apostatize after his death and not to fight against one
another. And finally, he

ordered them to convey what he had
[1]

told them to those who were absent.
Abu Bakrah

|

4

reported that the Prophet

|

sat on his riding

animal and that someone then took hold of the animal's reins. The
Prophet

then delivered a sermon to the people.

At one point during his sermon, the Prophet

|

asked them, ªDo

Ã h and
you know what day it is today?'' The people said, ªAlla

|
|
|
|

His Messenger know best.'' The Prophet

remained silent for a

short while, which made people think that he
give that day a new name. But then he

was going to

said, ªIs not today the

Day of An-Nahr?'' They said, ªYes.'' He

said, ªWhich month

Ã h and His Messenger know best.''
is this?'' The people said, ªAlla
The Prophet

|

|

again remained silent for a short while, and

again people thought that he

|

|

asked the question because he

was going to give the month a new name. But instead he

said,

ªAre we not in (the month of) Dhil-Hijjah?'' They said, ªYes.'' He
said,

ªWhich

city

|

is

this?''

They

Messenger know best.'' And again he

|

they thought that he
But he

Ãh
ªAlla

and

His

remained silent until

was going to give Makkah a new name.

|

then said, ªIs this not the Inviolable City?'' They said,

Ã h.'' He
ªYes, O Messenger of Alla

[1]

|

said,

said,

Refer to SahõÃh As-Seerah An-Nabwiyyah, by An-NadawõÃ (Pg. 390).
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``Then verily your blood and your wealth and your honorare
sacred upon you like the sacredness of this day in this month and
in this city . (You will meet your Lord , and He will ask you about
your deeds ; so after I am gone , do not return to disbelief , with

|

some of you striking the necks of others among you (here the
Prophet

was perhaps referring to those who apostatized during

the early stages of Abu Bakr's caliphate) . And let the one who is
present here convey (this message) to the one who is absent . For
among those to whom my message is conveyed , there may be some

|

who will understand (what I say) better than those who hear
(what I say firsthand) .) He

then said , ``Have I conveyed?'' The

People said , ``Yes . Then he turned towards two speckled black
[1]

and white rams and sacrificed them .''

Ibn `Umar

4

said, ªOn the Day of An-Nahr, the Prophet

|

stood

Ã t and said, `This is the day of the Greater Hajj.'
between the Jamara

|

The Prophet
Prophet

|

Ã h, bear witness.' The
then began to say, `O Alla

bid farewell to the people, which is why they said,
[2]

`This is the Farewell Pilgrimage.'''

[1]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (11/183); SahõÃh Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (3/26) (67, 105, 1741, 3197,
4406, 4662, 5550, 7078, 447); SahõÃh Muslim (1679). The above-mentioned
wording is taken from these narrations.

[2]

Bukha
Ãrõ
Ã (1742).
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While at Mina, another one of the Prophet's miracles occurred.
Tens of thousands of people were with the Prophet |, with some
of them near him, and others separated from him by a sizeable
distance. And yet, no matter where pilgrims were at Mina, AllaÃh
( opened their ears so that they could all hear the Prophet's
sermon. `Abdur-RahmaÃn ibn Mu'aÃdh At-TeemõÃ 4 said, ªWhile
we were at Mina, the Messenger of AllaÃh | delivered a sermon to
us. Our ears were opened, so that, even from[1] where we had made
camp, we could hear everything he said.''
|

5) His ( ) Farewell Advice in the Middle of the Days of At-TashrõÃq

The Prophet | delivered another sermon on the 12th day of DhilHijjah; i.e., on the second day of the days of At-TashrõÃq. Abu
Najeeh (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) related that two of the
Prophet's Companions 5 from the Banu Bakr tribe said, ªWe saw
the Messenger of AllaÃh | deliver a sermon on the middle day of
the days of At-TashrõÃq (i.e. on the second day of At-TashrõÃq; it is
called the middle day because there are a total of three days of AtTashrõÃq); we were (with him) beside his riding animal. And this
was the (same) sermon he delivered at Mina.[2]
Abu Nudrah (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) reported that
someone who was present when the Prophet | delivered a
sermon during the days of At-TashrõÃq, related to him the content
of that sermon:
[1]

[2]

Abu DaÃwuÃd (1957). The ending of the narration, which I did not include above,

contains a phrase which indicates that the speech `Abdur-RahmaÃn 4 referred
to took place on the Day of An-Nahr. And in SahõÃh Sunan Abu DaÃwuÃd, AlAlbaÃnõÃ declared the authenticity of the HadõÃth (1/368) (1724).
ªAnd this was the (same) sermon he delivered at Mina'' means that it
resembled the sermon he | delivered on the day of An-Nahr. The wording of
the two sermons - the one delivered on the Day of An-Nahr and the one
delivered during the Days of At-TashrõÃq - might not have been an exact match,
but the content of both sermons was the same. Refer to `Aun Al-Ma'bood (5/
431) and to Fathul-Malik Al-Ma'bood (2/100).
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``O people, your Lord is One, and your father is one (i.e. you are
all descended from Adam /). Lo! An Arab is not superior to a
non-Arab, and a non-Arab is not superior to an Arab. A redskinned person is not superior to a black-skinned person, and a
black-skinned person is not superior to a red-skinned person - none
of these are superior to one another except through At-Taqwa
(piety, righteousness, the fear of AllaÃh (). Have I conveyed?''

TheProphet|thensaid,ªWhichmonthisthis?''Thepeoplesaid,
ªThe Inviolable Month.'' He | said, ªWhich city is this?'' They
said, ªThe Inviolable City.'' He | said,
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``Then verily AllaÃh has made sacred among you your blood and
your wealth and your honor, making them sacred like the
sacredness of this day in this month and in this city. Have I
conveyed? Then said : Yes, he conveyed.''

The Prophet | also said,
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``And let the one who is present here convey (this message) to the
one who is absent.''[1]

[1]

Musnad Ahmad (12/226). After he mentioned this narration in Mujma' AzZawaÃid, Al-HaithamõÃ said, ªAhmad related it, and his narrators (for this
HadõÃth) are all narrators of As-SahõÃh (SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ or SahõÃh Muslim) (3/266).
Refer also Musnad Ahmad (5/72).
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As stated earlier, the Prophet | delivered sermons throughout
his Farewell Pilgrimage; however, some important advice he |
gave is not mentioned in the aforementioned narrations. Perhaps
such advice was given not in some of his longer sermons at
`Arafah or Minah, but in impromptu talks he | gave throughout
the various stages of his pilgrimage. The following are examples
of such advice. Ibn `AbbaÃs 4 reported that, during the Farewell
Pilgrimage, the Messenger of AllaÃh | said to the people,
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``Verily, the ShaitaÃn (The Devil) has lost all hope of being
worshipped in your land ; nonetheless, he is satisfied to be obeyed
in other matters - in deeds that you deem insignificant. So
beware! Verily, I have left among you (two) things ; if you cling to
them, you will never go astray : The Book of AllaÃh, and the
Sunnah of His Prophet.''[1]

Abu UmaÃmah 4 reported that, while the Messenger of AllaÃh |
was mounted on his riding camel during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
he | said,
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``O people, obey your Lord ; perform your five daily Prayers ; pay
ZakaÃt (obligatory charity) from the wealth you own ; pray your
[1]

Al-MundhirõÃ mentioned it in At-Targheeb and ascribed it to Al-HaÃkim. In SahõÃh

At-Targheeb, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ ruled that it is authentic (1/21) (36). Furthermore, this

HadõÃth has a basis for it in SahõÃh Muslim. Refer to SahõÃh Muslim (2812), Musnad
Ahmad (2/368), and Al-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah (472).
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month (of Ramadan) ; obey the one who has authority over your
affairs. If you do all of the above, you will enter the Paradise of
your Lord.''[1]

The Lessons and Morals of this Section

1) Everyone who went to Al-MadõÃnah in response to the
Prophet's announcement, actually went ahead and
performed Hajj alongside the Prophet |. We know this
because JaÃbir 4 said about them, ªMany people came to AlMadõÃnah, and each one of them was looking to follow the
Messenger of AllaÃh |, and to do what he did (during his
Farewell Pilgrimage).''
2) It is recommended for a pilgrim to make camp at ArafaÃt after
midday, if doing so is possible.
3) It is recommended for the leader of pilgrims to deliver a
sermon at ArafaÃt. In that sermon, he should tell people what
they need to know regarding their pilgrimage. Also, he should
focus his talk on the topics of TawhõÃd (Islamic Monotheism)
and the basic fundamentals of Islam; furthermore, he should
give a strong warning against committing sins, especially the
sins of Shirk (associating partners with AllaÃh ( in worship)
and innovations. And finally, he should advise people to
adhere closely to the teachings of the Qur'aÃn and Sunnah.
Through authentic narrations, we know that the Prophet |
delivered at least three sermons during his Farewell
Pilgrimage: One on the Day of ArafaÃt, one on the Day of AnNahr, and one on the 12th of Dhil-Hijjah. According to the
Jurisprudential school of Imam Ash-ShaÃfi'õÃ, the Imam, or
leader of the pilgrims, should also deliver a sermon on the 7th
[1]

Al-HaÃkim (1/473). Al-HaÃkim ruled that it is authentic and that it fulfills the
conditions of Imam Muslim, and Adh-DhahabõÃ seconded his ruling.
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of Dhil-Hijjah.[1] In each sermon, the Imam should discuss
those topics about Hajj that pilgrims will need to know about
until the following sermon.
4) In his farewell sermons, the Prophet | made it clear that, for
Muslims,thelives,honor,andwealthof theirfellowMuslimsare
sacrosanct. Therefore, more than making money and getting
ahead in life, Muslims should care about the welfare of their
brothers and sisters in faith. How perfect AllaÃh is indeed! And
how relevant is the Prophet's farewell advice in the lives of
Muslims today! One need not look any further than most
Muslim lands today, for in those lands a great deal of the
following are observed on a widespread scale: Greed, ambition,
corruption, brutality, and, perhaps most of all, a lack of regard
for the sanctity of human life - the very thing the Prophet |, in
his farewell advice, commandedus to honor and to deem sacred.
Indeed we belong to AllaÃh (, and to Him is our return!
5) In his farewell sermons, the Prophet | cancelled and forbade
for once and for all, every practice that was particular to the
days of pre-Islamic ignorance. One such practice was usury.
Also, the Prophet | decreed that there should be no
retribution for murders that were perpetrated during the
pre-Islamic days of ignorance; therefore, with the advent of
Islam everyone was given a clean slate.
6) When enjoining good and forbidding evil, Preachers and
Muslim leaders need to begin with themselves and their
families. It is for this reason that the Prophet | announcedthat
all interest that was owed to his uncle was cancelled and
therefore did not have to be paid.
7) Regarding usury, the Prophet | cancelled only the accrued
interest, and not the principal sum or capital that was owed in
the first place.

[1]

Refer to Fathul-Malik Al-Ma'bood Fee Takmilatul-Manhal Al-Maurood (2/20).
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8) In his farewell sermons, the Prophet | stressedthe importance
of fulfilling the rights of women, particularly of wives. The
Prophet | gave similar advice throughout his life; much of it
Imam An-NawawõÃ (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) gathered
in his famous compilation RiyaÃd As-SaÃlihõÃn.
9) A husband and his wife have rights over one another. For
instance, one of the rights of a wife is for her husband to
provide her with adequate clothing and spending money. But
if she is disobedient, her husband has the right to discipline
her, in a wise manner, and not in a manner that is crude or that
will result in a greater harm.
10) In these confused times, Muslims often ask themselves what
they should do to improve not only their lot, but the lot of the
entire nation. They wonder how they can avoid leading a
misguided life. The Prophet | answered these and similar
questions in his farewell sermons, pointing out that if
Muslims adhere closely to and follow thoroughly two
sources of guidance, they will never go astray. Those
sources are the Book of AllaÃh ( and the Sunnah of Prophet
Muhammad |.
11) Regarding the guidelines of performing Hajj, one cannot
understate the importance of the Prophet's statement, ªTake
from me your rites (of Hajj).'' This statement is in fact an
order, tantamount in meaning to the following: In
performing Hajj, follow everything I say and do. Memorize
all my actions during Hajj, apply them yourselves, and teach
them to others. If I stop to supplicate at a certain spot, you
must do the same. If I pray at a certain spot, you must do the
same. If I worship beside the Ka'bah in a certain manner, you
must worship in the very same manner. And so on.
Therefore, just as:
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ªPray as you see me pray''[1]

12)
13)

14)
15)

[1]
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puts in a nutshell the manner in which we are to pray, so too
does ªTake from me your rites (of Hajj)'' sum up in a few
words the manner in which we are to perform Hajj.
When the Prophet | said, ªPerhaps I will not perform Hajj
after this Hajj of mine,'' he | was signaling to his fellow
pilgrims the nearness of his death; and so, in a sense, he |
was, in an indirect manner, bidding farewell to his
Companions 5.
In at least one of his farewell sermons, the Prophet | said,
ªAnd letthe one whois presenthere convey(this message)to
the one who is absent. For among those to whom my
message is conveyed, there may be some who will
understand (what I say) better than those who hear (what I
say firsthand).'' Here, the Messenger of AllaÃh | stressed the
importance of spreading knowledge. He | further
highlighted the point that, if one memorizes a lesson
accurately, but does not understand that lesson's meaning,
he should still convey what he memorized to others. For
there might be others who can understand and put into
practice what he was only able to memorize.
A person who delivers a sermon should be physically
elevated above his audience, certainly not to indicate his
superiority over them, but simply to make it easier for them
to both see and hear him.
Muslims must follow and obey their leader as long as he
rules over them by the Book of AllaÃh (. If he sins or
perpetrates certain evil actions, he should be advised and
reminded and warned about the consequences of his actions,
but all of that should be done in a wise manner.

BukhaÃrõÃ (7246).
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16) Racism has no place in Islam. A person rises or sinks in
ranking, based on one simple criterion: To what degree does
he fear AllaÃh (? That is the only thing that differentiates one
Muslim from another.
17) AllaÃh ( bestowed a marvelous miracle upon the Prophet |
during his Farewell Pilgrimage. For, as the Prophet | stood
before tens of thousands of people on the Day of An-Nahrmany among whom were, under normal circumstances, way
too far away to hear the Prophet | - AllaÃh ( opened up the
ears of all pilgrims, so that each pilgrim, no matter how far
away he was from the Prophet | that day, heard every word
spoke the during his sermon.
L

L

L

L

L

The Prophet's (|) Farewell to
Both the Living and the Dead

`Aaisha 6 reported that whenever it was her turn to spend the
night with him, the Prophet | would go to Al-BaqõÃ' during the
last part of the night. Al-BaqõÃ', or BaqõÃ' Al-Gharqad, was AlMadõÃnah's graveyard. And when the Prophet | went there late
in the night, he | would say,
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``Peace be upon you, O believing dwellers of this abode. May you
receive what you have been promised, tomorrow, as a delayed
(payment for your deeds). And, AllaÃh willing, we will indeed be
joining up with you. O AllaÃh, forgive the dwellers of BaqõÃ' AlGharqad.''[1]
[1]

Refer to both Sharh An-NawawõÃ (7/46) and Sharh Al-Ubbee (3/390), both of
which are commentaries of SahõÃh Muslim.
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According to one particular narration, the Prophet | said,
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``Verily,JibrõÃlcametomeandsaid,`IndeedyourLordcommandsyou
to go to the dwellers of Al-BaqõÃ' and to ask that they be forgiven.'''

`Aaisha 6 said, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, what should I say to them
(i.e. to the people of Al-BaqõÃ')?'' The Prophet | replied,
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``Say : Peace be upon you, O Muslim and believing dwellers of
these abodes. May AllaÃh have mercy on both those of us who have
come to these abodes early and those of us who will come to them
later on. Indeed we will, AllaÃh willing, join up with you.''[1]

According to one narration, `Aaisha 6 said,
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``I followed him until he reached Al-BaqõÃ'. Once inside (the
graveyard of Al-BaqõÃ'), he | remained standing for a long time.
Then he | raised his hands three times (to supplicate for the
dwellers of Al-BaqõÃ'), and then he left.''[2]

Imam Al-UbbõÃ (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) mentioned that it
was at the end of[3]the Prophet's life that he | would visit Al-BaqõÃ'
late in the night. This indicates that, at the end of his life, the
[1]

[2]
[3]

Muslim (974).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (3/210), (7/349).
Muslim (974).
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Prophet | bid farewell not just to the living, but to the dead as
well. He | did the same with the martyrs of Uhud, who were
buried on the battlefield upon which they died.
`Uqbah ibn `AÃmir Al-JuhanõÃ 4 reported that the Messenger of AllaÃh
| prayed
over those that died at Uhud, eight years after (their
[1]
deaths); thisfurtherprovesthathe|wasintheprocessofbidding
farewell to both the living and the dead. Having prayed over the
martyrs of Uhud, the Prophet | climbed the pulpit and said,
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``Verily, I am a predecessor before you, and I am a witness over
you. Verily, your appointment (with me) is the Basin (the basin of
the Prophet | on the Day of Resurrection ; believers will go to it on
that Day and drink from it ; and we ask AllaÃh to make us among
those who drink from it on that Day). Verily, I am looking at it (at
the Basin) while I am standing right here . And verily, I do not fear
for you the possibility that you will associate partners with AllaÃh in
worship after I am gone ;[2] rather, I fear for you in another sense :
[1]

[2]

Authenticnarrationsindicatethatoneshouldnotprayoverthemartyrsofabattle.
As for the above-mentioned HadõÃth, it seems as if the Prophet | prayed over the
martyrsofUhudbecauseheknewaboutthenearnessofhisdeath,andbecausehe
wantedtobidfarewelltothem,justashe|haddonewiththedwellersoftheAlBaqõÃ'graveyard.Referto Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (3/210,7/349).TheexplanationImentioned
here was championed by the eminent scholar Shaikh Ibn BaÃz (May Allah have
mercyonhim),inhiscommentaryon Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (6/611).
i.e., I do not fear that you, as a group, will associate partners with Allah in
worship. So the above-mentioned saying of the Prophet | does not mean that
all individual Muslims will be innocent of the crime of associating partners
with Allah ( in worship; it only means that Muslims as a group will not be
guilty of that crime. Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (3/211).
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that you will compete with one another for the world (its pleasures
and riches) (and that you will kill one another and become
destroyed, just as those before you became destroyed).''
`Uqbah 4, the narrator of this HadõÃth, later said, ªAnd that was

the last time I looked upon the Messenger of AllaÃh |.''[1]
That the Prophet | bid farewell to the living is an easily
understood concept. But what does it mean when one says, ªThe
Prophet | bid farewell to the dead''? It means that, for the last
time, he physically visited their graves; and that, while in the
state
of being alive on earth, he prayed for them one last time.[2]
Lessons and Morals of this Section

1) The Prophet| strove to benefit the people of his Nation. He |
was sincere and faithful to them, not just when they were
living, but also after they died. As for the living, the Prophet |
was faithful to them by guiding them to the truth, by enjoining
them to do good, and by forbidding them from doing evil. As
for the dead, he | was faithful to them by visiting their graves
and praying for them.
2) If one achieves a degree of worldly success,one should become
extremely careful of the temptations of this world. Never
should one trust to one's wealth and success, by gaining a false
sense of security. One should have control over one's wealth,
and not vice-versa. In order to do that, and in order to purify
one's wealth, one should spend generously[3]on good and noble
causes that lead to AllaÃh's Good Pleasure.
L
[1]

[2]

[3]

L

L

L

L

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (1344, 3596, 4042, 4085, 2426, 2590) and Muslim (2296). The
last part between brackets is from Imam Muslim's narration of the HadõÃth.
Al-Fath (7/349).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (11/245).

The Early Days of the Prophet's (|) Illness

Upon returning from Hajj in the month of Dhil-Hijjah, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | remained in Al-MadõÃnah for the rest of the
month and for the months of Al-Muharram and Safar of the year
10 H. He | quickly began to mobilize a huge army, and he |
appointed UsaÃmah ibn Zaid ibn HaÃrithah 4 to be its leader,
ordering him to lead his army to the lands of Al-BalqaÃ and
Palestine. It was around that time that the Prophet's final illness
began. It is related that the first signs of his illness appeared at the
end of the month of Safar. Some scholars set the exact date of the
beginning of his illness as the 22nd of Safar; others believe it was
the 29th; and yet others said that he first became ill in the
beginning of the month of RabõÃ'ul-Awwal.
At any rate, the Prophet | knew about the nearness of his death,
that is why he | bid farewell to the martyrs of Uhud and to the
Muslims that were buried in Al-BaqõÃ', Al-MadõÃnah's graveyard.
On one of the days he | returned from Al-BaqõÃ', he | entered
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upon `Aaisha 6, who, at the time, was suffering from a severe
headache. She 6 said, ªO my head!'' The Prophet | responded,
ªBy AllaÃh, O `Aaisha, it is I who should say, `O my head!'' For the
Prophet | was also experiencing a great deal of pain in his head.
The Prophet | then said to `Aaisha 6, ªAnd what harm would it
do you if you died before me, and if I then stood over you,
enshrouded you, prayed over you, and buried you?'' `Aaisha 6
playfully replied, ªBy AllaÃh, it is if I can see you having done all of
that, after which you return to my home and consummate your
marriage[1] with one of your (newest) wives.'' The Prophet | then
smiled.
Shortly thereafter, the Prophet's pain became unbearable. At the
time, he | was in Maimoonah's house. He | then summoned his
wives and asked
their permission to be taken care of in `Aaisha's
apartment.[2] They of course acquiesced to the Prophet's request.
The Prophet | then went out, dragging his feet on the ground,
while two men, one on each side, helped him get to `Aaisha's
apartment.It is related that one of the[3]two men was `AbbaÃs 4 and
the other was `Ali ibn Abi TaÃlib 4.
After the Prophet | entered `Aaisha's apartment, his pain
worsened, and he | said, ªPour seven canteens (of water) over
me, and use canteenswhose seals have not been broken.Perhaps I
[1]

[2]

[3]

Refer to Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (4/320); Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah, by Ibn KathõÃr (5/
224); Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/129, 130); Ahmad (6/144, 228); Ibn MaÃjah; and Al-BaihaqõÃ.
Shaikh Al-AlbaÃnõÃ (May Allah have mercy on him) said, ªIn Ibn HishaÃm's
narration, Ibn IshaÃq explicitly stated that he heard this HadõÃth (from the
narrator that preceded him in the chain of the narration). Therefore, the HadõÃth
is established (as being authentic or acceptable), and all praise is for Allah.''
Refer to AhkaÃm Al-JanaÃiz (pg. 50).
Refer to Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (4/320) and Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah, by Ibn
KathõÃr (5/223-231). It has been said that what is mentioned above took
place on Wednesday, the 29th of Safar, which means that his illness lasted
for thirteen days. This view is up held the majority of scholars. And Allah
( knows best.
Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (677) and SahõÃh Muslim (418).
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will (go out and) advise the people.'' He | was then helped into a
makeshift bathtub that belonged to Hafsah 6, after which water
was poured onto him from those canteens. The Prophet | then
went out to the[1]people, led them in Prayer, and delivered a
sermon to them.
Accordingtoanarrationthatisrelatedby`Aaisha 6,oneday,while
the Prophet | was feeling weak and heavy, he | asked, ªHave the
people prayed?'' He | was told, ªNo, they are waiting for you, O
Messenger of AllaÃh.'' The Prophet | said, ªPut water for me in a
bucket.'' The Prophet | took a bath, after which he got up,
intendingtogoouttothepeople.Butnosoonerdidhegetupthanhe
| fainted. When he | regained consciousness, he | again asked,
ªHavethepeopleperformedPrayer?''He|wastold,ªNo,theyare
waitingforyou,OMessengerofAllaÃh.''He|said,ªPutsomewater
inabucketforme.''Whenwaterwaspouredforhim,he|satdown
and took a bath, after which he tried to get up and go out to the
people. But once again he | passed out. When he | regained
consciousness, he | again asked, ªHave the people performed
Prayer?''Andagain,he|wastold,ªNo,theyarewaitingforyou,O
MessengerofAllaÃh.''He|said,ªPoursomewaterintoabucketfor
me.'' When the bucket was filled for him, he sat down and took
another bath. When he tried to go out, he passed out yet another
time. When he regained consciousness, he | asked, ªHave the
people performed Prayer?'' He | was told, ªNo, they are waiting
foryou,OMessengerofAllaÃh.''Theywere,as`Aaisha 6 mentioned,
waiting for the Prophet | to lead them in the `Eesha Prayer. Rather
than try and go out again, the Messenger of AllaÃh | sent word to
Abu Bakr 4, ordering him to lead the people in Prayer in his place.
When the Prophet's messenger was face-to-face with Abu Bakr 4,
he said, ªVerily, the Messenger of AllaÃh | orders you to lead the
people in Prayer.'' Abu Bakr 4, who was a soft-hearted man, said,
ªO `Umar, lead the people in Prayer,'' to which `Umar 4 replied,
ªYou are more deserving of that (honor than I am).''
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (198) and Muslim (418); refer also to Mukhtasar Al-BukhaÃrõÃ (1/170).
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In the days that followed, Abu Bakr 4 led the people in Prayer.
Then, one day, the Messenger of AllaÃh | felt a renewed sense of
vigor and energy, and so he | went out with the help of two men
- one of them was Al-`AbbaÃs 4, and the other was `Ali ibn Abu
TaÃlib 4. This took place at the time of the Dhuhr Prayer.
The Prayer had already commenced, and Abu Bakr 4 was in the
middle of leading people in their Prayer. When Abu Bakr 4 saw
the Prophet | approaching, he 4 began to move back, so as to
continue his Prayer not as the Imam, but as a follower behind the
Prophet |.
TheMessengerofAllaÃh|,however,indicatedtoAbuBakr 4 thathe
shouldstaywherehewas.ThentheProphet|saidtoAl-`AbbaÃs 4
and`Ali 4,ªHelpmesitdownbesidehim.''WiththeProphet|then
seated,AbuBakr 4 prayedstandingupbehindtheProphet|.Orin
other words, Abu Bakr 4 was following the Prophet's[1]Prayer.
Meanwhile,thepeoplewerefollowingAbuBakr'sPrayer.
The Prophet | was determined to have Abu Bakr 4 take his
place as the Imam for Prayers; in fact, he | repeatedly issued the
command that Abu Bakr 4 should lead the people in Prayer.
One day, the Prophet | became so ill that, when it was time for
Prayer, and when BilaÃl 4 made the call to Prayer, the Prophet |
said, ªOrder Abu Bakr to lead the Prayer.'' It was said, ªVerily, Abu
Bakrisasoft-heartedpersonwhoispronetoextremesadness.Soifhe
standsinyourplace,hewillnotbeabletoleadthepeopleinPrayer.''
The Prophet | repeated the command, and they repeated the same
answer; and then for a third time, the Prophet | repeated the
command, and they still gave him the same response. The people
whogavehimtheabove-mentionedresponsewereallwomen;he|
said to them, ªVerily, you are like the female companions of Yusuf!
Order Abu Bakr to lead the people in Prayer.''
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (687) and Muslim (417). The above-mentioned wording is taken from
both BukhaÃrõÃ's and Muslim's narration of the HadõÃth.
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After Abu Bakr 4 went out to lead the Prayer, the Prophet |
regained a feeling of liveliness, and so he | went out to attend the
congregational Prayer; and he walked to the Prayer with the help
of two men, one to his right and the other to his left. The narrator of
this story said, ªIt was as if I saw his legs dragging along on the
ground as a result of the extreme weakness he was feeling.'' Abu
Bakr 4 wanted to step back, so that the Prophet | could lead the
people in Prayer; but the Prophet | signaled to him that he should
remain where he was. The Prophet | was still being helped along
until he | sat down beside Abu Bakr 4. Al-`Amash, one of the
narrators of this story, was asked, ªSo the Prophet | was praying,
Abu Bakr 4 was following his Prayer, and the people were
following the Prayer of Abu Bakr?'' Al-`Amash nodded his head,
indicating that, yes: that is exactly how it happened.
In another narration, `Aaisha 6 explained why she had asked the
Prophet | to choose someone other than Abu Bakr 4 to take his
place as the Imam for Congregational Prayers:
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``I gave the Messenger of AllaÃh | a suggestion contrary to his
command, and I did that over and over again only because I felt in
my heart that the people would never love a man who, after the
Prophet's death, stood in the Prophet's place. I felt that people
would have evil premonitions about someone who stood in the
Prophet's place, so I wanted the Messenger of AllaÃh | to make
that (unfortunate) man someone other than Abu Bakr 4 .''[1]

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (198) (4445) and Muslim (418) (93).
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Ibn KathõÃr (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) said, ªAmong the
things that every Muslim should know is the fact that the Prophet
| put Abu Bakr 4 forward (ahead of all other people). This
proves that Abu Bakr 4 was the most knowledgeable of all
Companions 5, as well as the one who was the most well-versed
regarding the Qur'aÃn. For, as is established in As-SahõÃh (SahõÃh
BukhaÃrõÃ or SahõÃh Muslim),
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``The one who leads the people in Prayer should be the one among
them who is the most well-versed in the Book of AllaÃh.''[1] ,[2]
The Lessons and Morals of this Section

1) In Islam, it is recommended (Mustahabb) to visit the graves of
the martyrs of Uhud and of the dwellers of Al-BaqõÃ', AlMadõÃnah's graveyard that is still in use today. However, one
needs to keep in mind a few conditions: One may not embark
on a journey whose main purpose it is to visit the abovementioned graveyards. Only if a person happens to be in AlMadõÃnah, or is visiting it in order to see the Prophet's Masjid
may one visit Al-BaqõÃ' or the martyrs of Uhud. And, while
visiting these grave-sites, a person may not perform any acts
Religious innovation.
2) When a man dies, it is permissible for his wife to wash his
body; and a man may do the same if his wife dies.
[1]

[2]

Muslim (673).
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (5/234). The esteemed scholar Shaikh Ibn BaÃz (May

Allah have mercy on him) championed the view that the only person the
Prophet | prayed behind from the people of his Nation was `Abdur-RahmaÃn
ibn `Auf 4. As for his Prayers with Abu Bakr 4 at the end of his life, he |
was the Imam: Abu Bakr 4 followed his Prayer, and the people followed Abu
Bakr's Prayer because the Prophet | was too weak to stand up and recite out
loud; therefore, in reality, the people were, via Abu Bakr 4, following the
Prophet's Prayer. And Allah ( knows best.
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3) If a man becomes sick, and if it is difficult for him to move
around, he may ask his wives permission to convalesce in one of
theirhomes.Iftheydonotgranthimpermission,heshoulddraw
straws among them as a means of choosing one of their homes.
4) Even Prophets / became sick and sometimes fainted. Such
hardships occurred for various reasons: To increase their
rewards; to raise them in rankings; and to console people who
suffered hardships of their own. Another important reason
was to prevent people from becoming tempted to worship
Prophets /. Such a temptation occurred when people would
see miracles occur at the hands of Prophets /. So when
Prophets / became sick or suffered other hardships, people
should have learned the lessons that Prophets /, as close as
they are to AllaÃh (, cannot ward off harm or benefit
themselves without AllaÃh's help and permission.
5) When one faints, it is recommended for one to take a bath, for
doing so invigorates one's mind and body.
6) When an Imam is just a little late for Prayer, his congregation
should wait for him; but if doing so is difficult, they should
choose the most knowledgeable person among them to lead
the Prayer.
7) Abu Bakr 4 is superior to all other Companions 5;
furthermore, he 4 was the most deserving of the caliphate.
The Companions 5 said, ªWe are pleased to choose for our
worldly affairs the one the Messenger of AllaÃh | chose for our
religious affairs (i.e., Abu Bakr 4).''
8) If the Imam is unable to attend congregational Prayers in his
Masjid, he should choose someone to lead Prayer in his place;
and the person he chooses should be the best member of his
congregation.
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9) Among the Prophet's Companions 5, `Umar 4, in terms of
superiority, was second only to Abu Bakr 4. For among all of
the Prophet's Companions 5, Abu Bakr 4 trusted `Umar 4 to
lead Prayers instead of him. That is why `Umar 4 was the only
person he asked to lead Prayer.
10) When `Umar 4 said to Abu Bakr 4, ªYou are more worthy
than I am of leading the people in Prayer,'' he 4 showed that
it is permissible to praise someone to his face, as long as that
person, because of his noble character, is not likely to
respond to praise by developing a large ego.
11) People of noble character prefer it when others take on a
leadership role, as long as there are others that are worthy
and that can adequately carry out the duties that a given
leadership role entails.
12) If one is appointed by the Imam to lead Prayer or to carry out
another duty, one may in turn appoint someone else to
perform that duty in his place, as long as that someone else is
trustworthy and qualified. The evidence for this ruling is
AbuBakr's saying,ªLead the peoplein Prayer, O `Umar,'' for
he 4 said this after the Prophet | had appointed him to lead
the Prayer.
13) Prayer is one of the most important of religious duties
regarding which one will be asked about on the Day of
Judgment.
14) `Aaisha 6 was superior to all of the Prophet's wives that
were alive at that time; in total, there were nine of them, of
which `Aaisha 6 was one.
15) When a leader or Imam makes a decision, one may suggest
another course of action, as long as there is a benefit in doing
so, and as long as one presents one's point of view in a
respectful manner.
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16) It is permissible for a worshipper to stand beside the Imam,
as long as there is a need to do so - such as when other
worshippers cannot hear the Imam, and someone has to
stand beside him in order to hear what he says and then to
repeat it to everyoneelse; when there is no space in any of the
rows of worshippers; when a woman leads other women in
Prayer; or when congregational Prayer consists of only two
people, the Imam and someone to pray with him.
17) In Congregational Prayer, it is permissible for someone to
speak certain parts of Prayer out loud, especially when a
group of worshippers cannot hear the Imam.
18) One should attend congregational Prayers and miss them
only when one is absolutely not able to attend them.
19) If someone is a good Muslim and is knowledgeable, and if he
is part of the same congregation as someone who is a better
Muslim and is more knowledgeable, despite the adequate
qualifications of the former, the latter should lead Prayer.
20) One may cry during Prayer if one becomes overwhelmed by
a feeling of spirituality and closeness to AllaÃh (; however,
one should not pretend to[1]cry or force tears that do not come
out of their own accord.
L

[1]

L

L

L

L

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (4/379-386), Sharh Al-Ubbee (2/301, 302), and
Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (2/151, 152, 164, 166, 173, 203, and 206).
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A Sermon of Paramount Importance

On Thursday, five days before he | died, the Prophet |
delivered an important sermon to his Companions 5. In it, he |
extolled the superior character of Abu Bakr As-SiddõÃq 4 and
reiterated his command that Abu Bakr 4 should lead the rest of
his Companions 5 in Congregational Prayers. At first, the
Prophet | had wanted to write an important document, one
that would contain important final commands. When he |
decided not to write that document,perhaps he | decidedto give
a sermon in its stead.
Prior to delivering it, the Prophet | took a bath. Seven canteens
whose seals had not been broken were poured onto him.
Afterwards, he | went out to the people and delivered his
sermon. Jundub 4 said, ªFive days before the Messenger of AllaÃh
| died, I heard him say,
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``Verily, I declare before AllaÃh that I have no Khaleel from among
you (Al-Khullah, from which the word Khaleel is derived, refers
to a bond of pure love - to the highest form of love possible ;
therefore, a Khaleel is a pure and sincere friend. The Prophet |
made the aforementioned statement to announce that he reserved
that highest and purest form of love for AllaÃh, without AllaÃh
having any partner in that highest level of love.''[1] The Prophet
| then said, ``For indeed, AllaÃh, the Most-High, has taken me as
a Khaleel, just as He took IbraÃhõÃm as a Khaleel. And were I to take
a Khaleel from the people of my nation, I would have taken Abu
Bakr as a Khaleel. Lo! Indeed those who came before you would
transform the graves of their Prophets and righteous people into
Masjids. Lo! Do not transform graves into Masjids (places of
worship), for I indeed forbid you from doing that.''[2]

Abu Sa`eed Al-KhudrõÃ 4 gave an account of a sermon that the
Prophet | delivered during the illness that ended in his death. In
that sermon, the Prophet | said,
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and what He has with him (in terms of rewards), and that servant
chose what is with AllaÃh.''

Almost no one in the audience recognized the fact that the
Prophet | was referring to himself: he | was the servant in the
[1]

[2]

Refer to An-NihaÃyah Fee Ghareeb Al-HadõÃth (2/72), Al-MasaÃbaih Al-Muneer (1/
180), Sharh An-NawawõÃ (5/16), and Sharh Al-Ubbee (2/426).
Muslim (532).
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story. The phrase ªalmost no one'' indicates that there was one
person who did understand the implications of the story, and that
was Abu Bakr 4. When the Prophet | said that the servant chose
what is with AllaÃh, Abu Bakr 4 began to cry. And everyone
around him couldn't understand why he 4 had suddenly
become so dishearted. Abu Sa`eed 4 later reflected, ªThe
Messenger of AllaÃh | was the one who was being given the
choice, and Abu Bakr 4 was the most knowledgeable person
among us.'' The Messenger of AllaÃh | said,
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``(O Abu Bakr, do not cry.) Verily, one of the people who have
done me the greatest service with their companionship and their
wealth is Abu Bakr. Were I take a Khaleel from the people of my
Nation , I would have taken Abu Bakr as my Khaleel ;
nonetheless, what remains between us is the brotherhood of
Islam, and love I feel for him. Block every door that connects to
the Masjid, except for the door of Abu Bakr.''[1]
The Lessons and Morals of this Section

1) The Prophet | did not explicitly say, ªI decree that the
KhalõÃfah after me should be Abu Bakr''; nonetheless, he | said
everything short of that. For one thing, he | appointed Abu
Bakr 4 to lead the pilgrims in Hajj the year before his farewell
pilgrimage. Perhaps most tellingly he | appointed Abu
Bakr 4 to lead all Congregational Prayers in his place, a task
that is reserved for the leader of the Muslim Nation. And yet
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (466) (3654, 3905) and Muslim (2382).
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another proof which indicated the Prophet's wish for Abu
Bakr 4 to lead the Nation after him was his announcement
that all doors connected to the Masjid should be blocked,
except for the door of Abu Bakr 4.
2) Abu Bakr 4 was indeed the most knowledgeable of the
Prophet's Companions 5; he 4 had the deepest understanding
of the Faith; and furthermore, he 4 was the most beloved of
Companions 5 to the Messenger of AllaÃh |.
3) When given a choice between the Hereafter and this world,
one should always choose the former, for it is everlasting,
while the latter is only a temporary abode. Even if one wishes
to stay in this world for some time, that wish should be
prompted by a desire to perform many good deeds.
4) Just as the Prophet | expressed thankfulness for Abu Bakr's
favors, so should each one of us be thankful to those that have
been good to us. For indeed, if one is not thankful to people,
one will not be thankful to AllaÃh, the Most High.
5) Neither should graves be turned into Masjids nor should
graves be incorporated into Masjids. Also, pictures should not
beplacedinsideof Masjids.Cursedarethepeoplewhodosuch
things; such people are considered by AllaÃh ( to be the worst
of people, no matter who they are[1]or how much power they
claim to yield in this temporal life.
6) The Companions 5 had complete Faith, for they loved the
Messenger of AllaÃh | more than they loved their children,
their parents, all people, and even their own selves.
L
[1]
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Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (1/559), (7/14, 16) and Sharh An-NawawõÃ (15/16).

His (|) Illness Takes a Turn for the Worse,
and Some of the Things He (|) Said
During the Difficult Days that Followed

`Aaisha 6 related that, whenever the Prophet | became sick, he
| would recite Al-Mu'awwidhaÃt, spit on his hands, and then wipe
his hands over[1]himself. Al-Mu'awwidhaÃt are the three last chapters
of the Qur'aÃn.
During the Prophet's final illness, when his health deteriorated,
`Aaisha 6 would recite those chapters and use his hands to wipe
over him. In a narration that is related in SahõÃh Muslim, `Aaisha 6
said,
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``When someone from his family would get sick, the Messenger of
AllaÃh | would spit (and wipe) over him with Al-Mu'awwidhaÃt
(i.e. after reciting the last three chapters of the Qur'aÃn). When he
became sick with the illness that led to his death, I would spit on
(his hand) and then use his hand to wipe over himself. I did that
because, of course, his hand was more blessed than my hand.''[1]

`Aaisha 6 said, ªI and the rest of the Prophet's wives stayed with
the Prophet |, and not a single one of us left him. FaÃtimah then
approached (us), and by AllaÃh! the manner in which she walked
was no different from the manner in which the Prophet |
walked. When the Prophet | saw her, he | welcomed her,
saying, `Welcome, O my daughter.' He seated her to his right - or
to his left - and then proceeded to whisper a secret to her; she
began to cry. He | then whispered another secret to her, and she
began to laugh. I said to her, `Out of all people, the Prophet |
chose to impart a secret specifically to you, and yet you are
crying!' When she stood up (to leave), I said to her, `Inform me
about the secret he told you.' She said, `I will not divulge the
secret of the Messenger of AllaÃh |.' When he | died, I said to
her, `Based upon the right I have over you, I am asking you to
inform me (about the secret he | told you).' FaÃtimah said, `As for
now (i.e. since he | is now dead), yes (I will inform you about it).
As for the first secret, he | said to me:
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``Verily, JibrõÃl would review the Qur'aÃn with me once a year, but this
year he has gone over it with me twice. That, in my view, can only
mean the nearness of my death. So fear AllaÃh and be patient, for I am
indeed an excellent predecessor for you. That is when I cried.''
[1]

Muslim (2192).
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He | then told me another secret, saying:
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female believers, or the female chieftain of all of the female
believers of this Nation? And that is when I laughed.'''[1]

According to another narration, FaÃtimah 6 said,
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``He told me that I would be the first from his family to follow him
(the first to die after his death), and so I laughed.''[2]

Scholars agree that, among the people of the Prophet's household,
including the Prophet's wives,[3] FaÃtimah 6 was the first to die after
the death of the Prophet |.
During his final illness, the Prophet | suffered a great deal of
pain. `Aaisha 6 said,
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``I have never seen a man who was in as much pain as was the
Messenger of AllaÃh | .''[4]

`Abdullah ibn Mas`uÃd 4 said, ªI entered upon the Messenger of
AllaÃh | at a time when he | was experiencing a great deal of
pain as a result of his illness. Touching him with my hand, I said,
`O Messenger of AllaÃh, you are made to suffer a great deal of pain
during your illness.'
ofo Allao Ã hq | said, `Yes,
o
o The
n Messenger
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[3]

[4]
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Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4433, 4434) and SahõÃh Muslim (2450).
BukhaÃrõÃ (4433, 4434) and Muslim (2450).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/136).
BukhaÃrõÃ (5646) and Muslim (2570).
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``I am made to suffer as much pain as two men among you are
made to suffer.''

I said, `That is because you are rewarded twice (for the pain you
experience).' The Messenger of AllaÃh | said, `Yes,' and he | then
said, n
k
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``Whenever any Muslim is afflicted with harm, whether it be an
illness or anything else, AllaÃh sets down from him his sins, just
as a tree sheds its leaves.''[1]

`Aaisha 6 and `AbdullaÃh ibn `AbbaÃs 4 reported that, when death
began to descend upon the Messenger of AllaÃh |, he | took a
garment and placed it over his face. Then, when his temperature
became raised to a very high level, he removed the garment. And
he | said,
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``May AllaÃh curse the Jews and Christians : They turned the
graves of their Prophets into Masjids (places of worship).''

The Prophet | feared that his people would do the same, and so,
in the final throes of his life, he[2] | warned them not to turn his
grave into a place of worship.
`Aaisha 6 reported that, during the Prophet's final illness, Umm
Salamah 6 and Umm HabõÃbah 6 mentioned a church that they
had once seen in Abyssinia; and they described the pictures they
saw inside. The Messenger of AllaÃh | then said,
[1]

[2]

Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (10/111) (5647, 5648, 5660, 5661, and 5667) and SahõÃh
Muslim (4/1991) (2571).
BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (8/140) (4443,
4444) and Muslim (531).
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``Verily, if a righteous man among them dies, they are a people
who then build a Masjid (a place of worship) over his grave and
place inside of it pictures they make. On the Day of Resurrection,
with AllaÃh, they will be judged the most evil of created beings.'[1]

Abu Hurairah 4 reported that the Prophet | said,
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``Do not turn your homes into graves (i.e. pray in them) ; do not
turn my grave into a place of celebration (by making it a point to
visit it in a ritualistic manner, on a monthly or yearly basis). And
send prayers upon me (i.e., invoke AllaÃh to mention me in a good
way in the highest company of angels), for indeed, no matter
where you are, your prayers reach me.''[2]

When it became apparent that the Prophet's pain increased in
intensity, FaÃtimah 6 said, ªO my distressed father!,'' to which the
Prophet | replied,
ªYour father will never again suffer distress
after this day.''[3] And when the Prophet | was being buried,
FaÃtimah 6 said to Anas 4, ªHow [4]can you all be content to pour
dirt over the Messenger of AllaÃh!''
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

BukhaÃrõÃ (427, 434, 1341, 3878) and Muslim (528).
Abu DaÃwuÃd (2/218) (2042) and Musnad Ahmad (2/367). Refer also to SahõÃh Abu
DaÃwuÃd (1/383).
Refer to Al-Fath (8/149).
BukhaÃrõÃ (4462).
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The Lessons and Morals of This Section

1) It is recommended to use Verses of the Qur'aÃn and certain
invocations as a means of seeking remedy from an ailment. In
this regard, one should especially read the last three chapters
of the Qur'aÃn; they contain mention of many evils, both
general and specific, from which every Muslim needs to seek
refuge - such as the evil that AllaÃh has created, the evil of
Ã n's (the
witchcraft, the evil of magicians, the evil of Shaita
Devil's) whispers, and the evil of jealous people.[1]
2) The Prophet | loved FaÃtimah 6 a great deal, as is indicated in
one of the above-mentioned narrations in which, during his
final illness, the Prophet | enthusiastically and lovingly
welcomed her, saying, ªWelcome,O my daughter!''According
to other narrations, when FaÃtimah 6 would enter, the Prophet
| would get up, kiss her, and make room for her to sit down;
and when he | would enter upon her, she 6 would do the
same. And when she 6 would enter upon him during
his final
illness, she 6 would hurry to him and kiss him.[2]
3) FaÃtimah's story indicates that fathers should show special love
and care and kindness to their daughters; at the same time,
they should provide them with a good, Islamic upbringing;
and, as did the Prophet | with his daughters, they should find
good and righteous husbands for their daughters.
4) As FaÃtimah 6 did with the Prophet |, every child should be
dutiful with his or her parents and take good care of them.
5) In this section we find yet another one of the Prophet's many
miracles. He | told FaÃtimah 6 that, of all of his family
members, she 6 would be the first to die and join up with him
[1]

[2]

Refer to Sharh An-NawawõÃ (14/433) and Sharh Al-Ubbee (7/375).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/135, 136).
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in the afterlife. And that, based on the consensus of all scholars
and historians, is exactly what happened later on.
6) People of strong Faith are happy and content to move on from
this life to the next one; in fact, desiring to meet AllaÃh (, they
prefer the Hereafter to this life. And yet, when they fall ill, they
donotwishfordeath,insteadhopingto livelongersothatthey
can perform more good deeds;after all, when a person dies, his
good deeds come to an end, with the exception of three kinds
of deeds that the Prophet | mentioned in one of his sayings.
7) When a sick person senses that his end is near at hand, he
should advise his family members to be patient, which is
exactly what the Prophet | did when he | said to FaÃtimah 6,
ªFear AllaÃh and be patient.''
8) FaÃtimah's superiority over other female believers is an
established fact, for the Prophet | informed her that, in
Paradise, she will be the chieftainess of all female believers.
9) When a Muslim patiently endures an illness, hoping to receive
rewards from AllaÃh, his sins are atoned for, he is raised in
rankings, and his good deeds are multiplied. This applies to
sickness, diseases, and any kind of calamity or hardship. No
one suffered more hardships than AllaÃh's Prophets /; after
them, people suffered hardships in proportion to their Faith,
with the people of strongest Faith being afflicted with the most
hardships. That is because for righteous people, hardships lead
to them receiving more rewards - rewards they are deserving
of because of their patience and contentedness with AllaÃh's
Divine Pre-ordainment.
The secret in this matter - and AllaÃh ( knows best - is that one
suffers hardships in accordance to the level of one's blessings.
Therefore, the more blessings one receives (and the greatest
blessing of all is strong Faith), the more hardships one will have to
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face. That explains why, in Islamic Law, a free person is punished
twice as severely as is a slave. AllaÃh ( said:

+ * ) ( ' & % $ #}",{
``O wives of the Prophet! Whoever of you commits an open illegal
sexual intercourse, the torment for her will be doubled.'' (Qur'aÃn

33:30)

In Islam, a strong person is made to bear a burden that he can bear,
and a weak person is shown kindness and mercy and gentleness.
That is fine because, the stronger one's Faith becomes, the easier it
becomes for one to patiently endure hardships. People of strong
Faith look not at a hardship, but at the reward they will receive if
theypatientlyandcontentedlyendureahardship;tobesure,sucha
positive attitude makes it easier for them to bear the hardships they
face.AndthepeopleofexceptionallystrongFaithmakeitapoint to
understand and appreciate the fact that the hardships they face
occuraccordingtothewillofAllaÃh (;consequently,they submitto
AllaÃh's decree and are pleased with it; and they definitely
don't
object to it or complain about it in an unthankful manner.[1]
10) It is strictly forbidden in Islam to build places of worship
over graves or to place graves or pictures in Masjids. People
who do these evil deeds are cursed, and on the Day of
Resurrection, AllaÃh ( will judge them to be the most evil of
His created beings. This topic should not be taken lightly, for
it is one the Prophet | discussed repeatedly during the last
five days of his life.[2]
L
[1]

[2]

L

L

L

Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/136), (10/112), and (3/208).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/136), (10/112), (3/208).
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Advice the Prophet | Gave
Just Prior to His Death

Ã s 7 said, ªThursday: And what a day Thursday
Ibn `Abba
[1]
was!'' For it was on Thursday that the Prophet's pain
worsened; and yet, concerned more about the welfare of his
Nation than his own suffering, the Prophet | said, ªBring me
(something to write upon): I will write for you a book, and with it,
you will never go astray.'' The Companions 5 argued among
themselves regarding the book, and of course arguing in the
Prophet's presence was not the least bit appropriate. Some of
them said, ªPain has overwhelmed the Messenger of AllaÃh |;
you have the Qur'aÃn, and therefore the Book of AllaÃh is sufficient
[1]

Ibn `AbbaÃs 4 said this as an expression of grief and sadness. According to
another narration, Ibn `AbbaÃs 4 gave the above-mentioned exclamation, and
then proceeded to cry, until the ground underneath him became soaked in
tears; and according to Imam Muslim's narration, ªHe began to cry until I
could see tears flowing down his cheeks.'' Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/132) and
Sharh An-NawawõÃ.
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for us.'' Even the members of the Prophet's household disagreed
among themselves, with some of them saying, ªBring [a scroll (or
something similar to write upon)], so that he can write for you a
book, one that will result in you never becoming misguided
again''; and with others among them disagreeing with that
viewpoint. When their argument showed no signs of ending, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | said, ªStand up (and leave me).''
According to another narration, he | said, ªLeave me, for the
state that I am[1]in is better than what you are inviting me to
participate in.''
The Prophet | decided that, instead of writing a letter, he |
would impart three important commands to the people of his
Nation. The narrator of the HadõÃth remembered only two out of
those three commands, and they are as follows:
Expel all polytheists from the Arabian Peninsula.
ªAllow foreign delegates, regardless of whether they are Muslims
or non-Muslims,
to visit Arabia, just as I have always allowed
them to do so.[2]
The Prophet | wanted to write a letter containing important
advice, but was not commanded to do so. The Religion was
already completed; the Prophet | merely wanted to add a few
final touches and leave behind comprehensive words of advice
for his people to follow. For had the Prophet | been commanded
to write a final letter or document, and had he been prevented
from doing so, AllaÃh ( would have punished those that
[1]

[2]

i.e., Leave me out of the argument you have started among yourselves, for the
state I am in - the state of remembering Allah ( and preparing to meet with
Him - is better than what you are busy doing among yourselves. Or perhaps
the Prophet | meant the following: What Allah ( has prepared for me once I
depart from this world is better than what I am experiencing here in this
world. Other interpretations have also been given for the above-mentioned
saying, and Allah ( knows best. Reffer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/134) and Sharh AnNawawõÃ .
Refer to SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (3053, 4431) and SahõÃh Muslim (1637).
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discouraged him from writing it. As matters stood, the Prophet |
deemed it sufficient - considering the arguing that was taking
place - to leave behind verbal commands.
After the above-mentioned incident took place, the Prophet |
remained alive for a few more days - days during which he |
continued to leave behind final orders and advice. Perhaps what
he | said during those days, when put together, represented the
gist of what he | wanted to record in the book
or letter he had
intended to write. And AllaÃh ( knows best.[1]
As for the third command that the narrator of the abovementioned HadõÃth could not remember, perhaps it was a
command to follow and adhere to the teachings of the Noble
Qur'aÃn; perhaps it was a command to send out UsaÃmah's army;
perhaps it was a command to Pray, to be kind to slaves, and to
give charity; and finally, perhaps it was a command not to take
his grave as a place of worship, or as an object of worship.
Whatever the case may be, we do know for certain that the
Prophet | gave all [2]of the aforementioned commands during the
last days of his life.
When `Abdullah ibn Abi AufaÃ 4 was asked, ªDid the Messenger of
AllaÃh | impart final orders?'' he 4 replied, ªHe ordered us to
adheretotheBookofAllaÃh,thePossessorofMightandMajesty.''[3]
ªTo adhere to the Book of AllaÃh'' means the following: Memorizing
it; honoring it; following its teachings; applying its commands;
staying away from its prohibitions; consistently
reciting it, learning
its meanings, and teaching it to others.[4]
The Messenger of AllaÃh | exhorted his followers to adhere to the
Qur'aÃn on various occasions, such as during his sermons at ArafaÃt
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/134).
Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/135).
Muslim (1634) and BukhaÃrõÃ (2740, 4460, 5022).
Refer to Al-Fath (9/67).
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and Mina. For instance, on his way back from Makkah, at Gadeer
Kham, the Prophet | said,
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``I am leaving among you two (important) things : The first of the
two is the Book of AllaÃh : In it is guidance and light. (It is AllaÃh's
Rope : Whoever follows (and clings to) it is upon guidance.
Whoever abandons it is upon misguidance. Take hold of the Book
of AllaÃh and cling to it.''

The Prophet | then reminded his Companions 5 to fulfill the
rights of the members[1]of his household, and he | repeated that
reminder three times.
As for the Book of AllaÃh, the Prophet |, during the moments that
preceded his death, again repeated the command to cling to it.[2]
During the final days of his blessed life, the Prophet | focused
also on military matters - or more specifically, the task of
preparing to send an army to attack the Romans. The final
preparations for that army took place on Saturday, two days
beforetheProphet|died.Isay thefinalpreparationsbecausethe
Prophet | had exhorted Muslims to prepare to attack Rome prior
to his illness, during the final days of the month of Safar.
The Prophet| appointed UsaÃmah 4 to lead the invasion; he |
summoned for UsaÃmah 4 to come to him and then said to him,
ªTravel towards the place where your father was killed, and
overrun them (the enemy) with (your) horses. Indeed, I am
placing you in charge of this army.''
[1]

[2]

SahõÃh Muslim (2408).
BukhaÃrõÃ (2740) and Muslim (1634, 2408).
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Although UsaÃmah's army did not in fact depart until after the
Prophet'sdeath,theProphet|did,in thelastdaysof hislife,give
the army's banner to UsaÃmah 4.
Within the ranks of UsaÃmah's army were some of the most
eminentmembersof the MuhaÃjiruÃn and the AnsaÃr. Some people in
the army took issue with the Prophet's appointment of
UsaÃmah 4 as their leader; at the time, UsaÃmah 4 was only
eighteen years old. They were not content that such a young and
inexperienced person - not to mention the fact that he was the son
of a freed slave, which was still an issue for some who had only
recently embraced Islam - was leading them, when more
prominent members of the MuhaÃjiruÃn and AnsaÃr would be
common troops under his command. In regard to their
complaining, it should be noted that the likes of Abu Bakr 4
and `Umar 4 were also members of the army.
The Prophet | did not accept their arguments, explaining to
them that their complaints were unfounded. He | said,
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``If they call into question his leadership, then they had previously
called into question the leadership of his father : And by AllaÃh, he
was most worthy and deserving of assuming his role as leader ;
and he was among the most beloved of people to me. And verily,
with him gone (for Zaid 4 had died in the Battle of Mo'tah), his
son is now among the most beloved of people to me.''[1]
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ, the Book of the Virtues of the Prophet's Companions, chapter, ªThe
Virtues of Zaid ibn HaÃrithah,'' HadõÃth number: 3730; and Muslim, the Virtues

of the Companions, chapter, ªThe Virtues of Zaid ibn HaÃrithah 4 and
UsaÃmah ibn Zaid 4.
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When the Prophet's pain worsened, he | ordered for UsaÃmah's
army to depart from Al-MadõÃnah. Since the Prophet | died
shortly after he gave that command, Abu Bakr 4 took the final
step of giving UsaÃmah 4 the go-ahead to begin his expedition.
UsaÃmah 4 then traveled for twenty-days, until he reached the
place he was commanded to attack. In the fighting that followed,
UsaÃmah 4 killed the man who had killed his father. And in the
end, the expedition was a success: UsaÃmah's army not only
returned safely to Al-MadõÃnah, but[1]also brought back with them a
significant quantity of war booty.
Anas 4 said, ªWhen the moment of death had arrived for the
Messenger of AllaÃh |, this is the advice that he | gave:
`Prayer (i.e., adhere to it, pray it on time) and that which your
right hand possesses.' And when these words could no longer
flow forth from his tongue, he |[2] continued to utter them with
a gargling sound in his chest.'' In this HadõÃth, ªPrayer'' has
an obvious meaning: The Prophet | was advising Muslims to
adhere to Prayer, and to perform it on time. ªAnd that which
your right hand possesses,'' however, has two possible
meanings. It can mean: Pay ZakaÃt (the obligatory charity) on
the wealth you own. This is a very plausible meaning, since, in
revealed texts, the command to pray is frequently coupled with
the command to pay ZakaÃt. This is the other possible meaning:
Be kind to the slaves you own, and fulfill all of their rights. This
too is a plausible meaning, since, in the Arabic language, when
the phrase `what your right hand possesses' is spoken, the first
meaning that comes to mind are male and female slaves. And
AllaÃh ( knows best.
[1]

[2]

Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/152) and Seerah Ibn HishaÃm (4/328).
Refer to Musnad Ahmad (3/117) (585), and the chain of his narration is
authentic; to Ibn MaÃjah (2/900, 901) (1625); and to SahõÃh Ibn MaÃjah (2/
109).
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The Lessons and Morals of this Section

1) With the death of the Prophet |, it became obligatory upon
Muslims to expel all polytheists from the Arabian Peninsula.
Abu Bakr 4 was unable to do so, since, during the brief time of
his caliphate, he had to focus most of his energies on dealing
withtheapostates.Andsoitwas`Umar 4,duringtheearlydays
of his caliphate, who expelled all polytheists from the region.
2) Even though polytheists were not to reside in the Arabian
Peninsula, it still remained the duty of the KhalõÃfah to
welcome, honor, and treat hospitably foreign delegates, just
as the Prophet | would do during his lifetime.
3) Muslims must honor the Book of AllaÃh, both literally, by
honoring copies of the Qur'aÃn, and otherwise, by following its
teachings, obeying its commands, avoiding its prohibitions,
reciting it, learning it, and teaching it to others.
4) With some of his last words, the Prophet | ordered his people
to strictly observe their obligatory Prayers, thus indicating the
importance of Prayer in Islam.
5) Along with Prayer, the Prophet | ordered his people to be
observant regarding that which their right hands possessed,
which, as I stated above, has two possible meanings. One of
those two meanings points to the importance of paying
obligatory charity upon one's wealth.
6) UsaÃmah ibn Zaid 4 was a noble and eminent Companion, as
was indicated by the Prophet's command that UsaÃmah 4 lead
the Muslim invasion of Rome, even though UsaÃmah 4 was
only 18 years old at the time, and even though more eminent
Companions - such as Abu Bakr 4 and `Umar 4 - were
enlisted as common soldiers under UsaÃmah's command.[1]
[1]

Refer to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/134, 135), (9/67).
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7) Abu Bakr 4 proved that he was deserving of the caliphate
when, contrary to the view of many eminent Companions 5,
he 4 executed one of the Prophet's final commands - namely,
that of sending out UsaÃmah's army. He 4 did so, fearing the
warning that AllaÃh ( gave in the following Verse:

X W V U T S R Q P O N}Y{

``And let those who oppose the Messenger's (Muhammad)
commandment (i.e. his Sunnah - legal ways, orders, acts of
worship, statements, etc.) (among the sects) beware, lest some
Fitnah (disbelief , trials , afflictions , earthquakes , killing ,
overpowered by a tyrant, etc.) befall them or painful torment be
inflicted on them.'' (Qur'aÃn 24:63)
L

L

L

L

L

When Given the Choice Between
this World and the Hereafter, the
Prophet | Chose the Latter

`Aaisha 6 said, ªOn more than one occasion, I heard that a
Prophet does not die until he is given a choice between this world
and the Hereafter. When the Prophet's voice became hoarse
during the illness that led to his death, I heard him say:
_ ^ ] \ [ Z Y X W V{
}b a `

``In the company of those on whom AllaÃh has bestowed His Grace,
of the Prophets, the SiddiquÃn (those followers of the Prophets who
were first and foremost to believe in them, like Abu Bakr AsSiddõÃq), the martyrs, and the righteous and how excellent these
companions are!.'' (Qur'aÃn 4:69)
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`Aaisha 6 went on to say, ªIt was then, I think, that he was being
given a choice (betweenthis world and the next (and his recitation
of the above-mentioned Verse was his response; i.e., he chose to
move on to the Hereafter,
and to join the company of righteous
[1]
people in Paradise).''
In another narration, `Aaisha 6 said, ªWhile he was healthy, the
Messenger of AllaÃh | would say,
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``A Prophet's life would not be taken until he was shown his seat
in Paradise, and until he was then given a choice (between this
world and the Hereafter).''

She 6 went on to say, ªThen when a final illness befell the
Messenger of AllaÃh |, and while his head was on my leg, he
passed out for an hour. He then regained consciousness and began
to fix his gaze upon the roof, after which he | said, `The most
exalted companionship on high.' I then said, `Hence he has not
chosen us (but has instead chosen the highest level of companions
in the Hereafter).' And I knew that what had just happened was
what he | used to speak to us about when he was healthy.''
`Aaisha 6 furthersaid, ªThelast wordsthat theMessengerof [2]AllaÃh
| spoke were: `The most exalted companionship on high.'''
According to yet another narration, `Aaisha 6 said, ªI heard the
Prophet | say while he was resting on his back,
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``O AllaÃh, forgive me, have mercy on me, and make me join the
most exalted companionship on high.''[3]
[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ (4436, 4437, 4586, 6348, 6509) and Muslim (2444).
BukhaÃrõÃ (4437, 4464) and Muslim (2444).
BukhaÃrõÃ (4440, 5664).
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The Prophet | desired to meet his Lord, and he | loved that
which AllaÃh ( loved, as was exemplified by his desire to clean his
teeth with a SiwaÃk stick during the last moments of his life; this
was significant because the use of a SiwaÃk stick is something that
AllaÃh ( loves for his slaves. In the final moments of the Prophet's
life, `Aaisha 6 took hold of the Prophet | and made him rest his
head below her neck. `Abdur-RahmaÃn ibn Abu Bakr 4 then
entered with a SiwaÃk stick in his hand. Noticing that the Prophet
| was looking at the SiwaÃk stick, `Aaisha 6 asked, ªShall I take it
for you,'' and the Prophet | nodded, indicating that, yes, he
wanted it. `Aaisha 6 took it from her brother and began to chew
on it in order to soften it, and she 6 then gave it to the Prophet |,
who began to clean his teeth with it in a very complete and
beautiful manner. And he | continued[1]to repeat the words, ªThe
most exalted companionship on high.''
While he | lay there, with his head resting on `Aaisha 6, he |
would insert his hand in a container of water and then wipe his
wet hand over his face, all the while saying, ªNone has the
right to be worshipped but AllaÃh. Verily, death has its agonies.''
Then, raising and extending his hands to supplicate, he |
would say, ªThe most
exalted companionship on high,'' until
his soul was taken.[2] According to one account, the Prophet |
would say,
ªO AllaÃh, help me (patiently) endure the agonies of
death.''[3]
And according to another account, `Aaisha 6 listened carefully,
trying to catch the final words of the Prophet | as he died; and
she 6 heard him say, ªO AllaÃh, forgive me, have mercy on me,
and admit me into the[4] company of the most exalted
companionship on high.''
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4437)
SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4437)
At-TirmidhõÃ (978).
SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4440).
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The Lessons and Morals of This Section

1) ªThe most exalted companionship on high'' refers to the group
of people that are mentioned in the saying of AllaÃh (:
\ [ Z Y X W V U T S R Q{
}b a ` _ ^ ]

``And whoso obeys AllaÃh and the Messenger (Muhammad), then
they will be in the company of those on whom AllaÃh has bestowed
His Grace, of the Prophets, the SiddiquÃn (those followers of the
Prophets who were first and foremost to believe in them, like Abu
Bakr As-SiddõÃq), the martyrs, and the righteous. And how
excellent these companions are!'' (Qur'aÃn 4:69)

The correct viewin the matter -the one thatis held bythe majority
of scholars - is that ªthe most exalted companionship on high''
refers specifically to the Prophets that inhabit the highest abodes
in Paradise. The Arabic word ªRafeeq (which is used to mean
`companionship' in the above-mentioned narrations)'' can be
used to refer both to an individual and to a group of people. For at
the end of the above-mentioned Verse, AllaÃh ( used the word
ªRafeeq'' to refer to a group of people:

}b a `{

ªAnd how excellent these companions are!''

2) The Prophet | chose the Hereafter over continued life on
earth, first because he ardently desired to meet AllaÃh (, and
then because he wanted to join the company of Prophets / in
Paradise. After all, it was the Prophet | who said,
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``When a person loves to meet AllaÃh, AllaÃh loves to meet him.''[1]

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (6507) and Muslim (2683).
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3) `Aaisha 6 was superior to all of the Mothers of the Believers
that were alive at the time of the Prophet's death. She proved
hersuperioritybyspreadinga greatdealof knowledgeshehad
learned from the Prophet |. And AllaÃh ( honored her at the
time of the Prophet's death, for `Aaisha 6 said, ªVerily, the
following were among AllaÃh's favors upon me: The Messenger
of AllaÃh | died in my house, on my day, and (with his head
resting) on my neck.''
4) Throughout his life, the Prophet | consistently cleaned his teeth
withSiwaÃk(afamoussmallbranchthatisusedforteeth-cleaning);
he|didsoevenwhenhewassufferingthefinalagoniesofdeath,
anactthatprovestheimportanceofusingSiwaÃk.Whenoneusesa
SiwaÃk stick to clean one's mouth, one purifies one's mouth and
performs an action that is pleasing to one's Lord.
5) While experiencing the pangs of death, the Prophet | said,
ªNonehastherighttobeworshippedbutAllaÃh.Verily,deathhas
itsagonies.''OneshouldrepeattheTestimonyofFaithfrequently
throughoutone'slife,andevenmoresoatthetimeofone'sdeath.
The Prophet | said, ªWhoever's last words are `None has the
right to be worshipped but AllaÃh' enters Paradise.''
6) As much as he loved his Companions 5, the Prophet |
desired to be admitted into the company of Prophets /; he |
even invoked AllaÃh ( to fulfill for him that desire. This proves
that every Muslim should ask AllaÃh ( to make him join their
illustrious company in the Gardens of Paradise. O AllaÃh, make
us join their company by Your Mercy, O Most-Merciful One.
7) Even though AllaÃh ( forgave all of his sins, the Prophet | still
had to endure the agonies of death. So what then will be the
case for the rest of us!
L

L

L

L

L
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The Prophet | Died a Martyr

During the Khaibar Expedition, a Jewish woman poisoned the
Prophet |. Abu Salamah 4 said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh |
would accept a gift, but would not eat from something that was
given as charity.'' Upon learning about that, a Jewish woman in
Khaibar presented cooked sheep to the Prophet | as a gift; and
beforegivingittohim,shepoisonedit.TheProphet|andsomeof
hisCompanions 5 atefromthepoisonedsheep,butuponchewing
someofthemeat,theProphet|said,ªRaiseyourhands,forit(i.e.,
the meat) has informed me that it has been poisoned.''
The author of Buloogh Al-AmaÃnõÃ said that it was specifically a
Jewish woman named Zainab bint Al-HaÃrith - who was the wife
of SalaÃm ibn Mishkam - who had placed poison in the sheep. First
she asked what part of a sheep the Prophet | liked best, and
when she was told that he | liked the shoulder best, she placed
extra poison on it.
When the shoulder piece of the sheep was presented to him, the
Prophet | chewed a piece of it but did not swallow. Bishr ibn Al-
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BaraÃ 4[1] did swallow a piece however, and he 4 died as a
result.
Ibn Al-Qayyim wrote, ªThe woman was brought to the
Messenger of AllaÃh |, and she confessed, saying, `I wanted to
kill you.' The Prophet | said, `AllaÃh would never allow you to
have that power over me.' The Companions 5 asked, `Will you
not kill her?' He | replied, `No.' He | did not punish her. He |
had theprocedureof cupping(a minoroperationthatinvolvesthe
extraction of blood) applied to his upper back, and he | ordered
for all the same[2]for all to those who ate with him. In the end, some
of them died.'' This indicates that the woman was not killed.
This was perhaps true in the beginning, but then when Bishr 4
actually[3] died, the Prophet | ordered for the woman to be
killed.
Even though the Prophet | did not immediately die as a result of
the poison, its effects continued to bother him until he | died.
`Aaisha 6 said, ªDuring the sickness in which he | died, the
Prophet | would say, `O `Aaisha, I have continued to feel the
pain of the food I ate at Khaibar (until this moment). And now is
the time that I feel the breaking of my Abhur (a deep vein in the
back that is connected to the heart;
if it breaks, a person dies),
[4]
which is a result of that poison.''
Imam Ibn KathõÃr (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) stated with
certainty that, because of the prolonged[5]effect of the poison, the
Prophet | did indeed die a martyr. And `Abdullah ibn
Mas`uÃd 4 said, ªFor me to swear nine times that the Messenger
of AllaÃh | was killed is more beloved to me than for me to
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Buloogh Al-AmaÃnõÃ Bi-HaÃshiyatul-Fathul-RabbaÃnõÃ (21/123).
ZaÃd Al-Ma'ad (3/336).
ZaÃd Al-Ma'ad (3/336).
Fathul-BaÃrõÃ, the explanation of HadõÃth number: 5777.
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (4/210, 211), (4/210-212), and (5/223-244).
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swear once that he was not killed (but instead died a natural
death). That is because AllaÃh took him as a Prophet and as a
[1]

martyr.''

4 reported that, during the Prophet's final illness, Abu
Bakr 4 led the people in Congregational Prayers. That continued
until Monday, when, during Fajr Prayer, the Prophet | surprised
his Companions 5. For while they were praying and standing in
Anas

rows, the curtain of `Aaisha's apartment was lifted. The Prophet

|,

his face exceptionally clear and handsome, stood behind the
curtain, smiling as he l ooked on at his Companions
so happy to see the Prophet

5. They were

| look so vibrant and healthy that they

were tempted to turn their attention away from Prayer. Abu
Bakr

4 began moving backwards, so that he could join the first

| to lead them all in Prayer. As
healthy as he looked, however, the Prophet | was actually very
sick, and was unable to lead his Companions 5 in Prayer. And so
he | signaled to them with his hand, indicating that they should
complete their Prayer. He | then re-entered `Aaisha's apartment,
after which the curtain was lowered again. And that was the very
day upon which the Messenger of AllaÃh | died. According to one
narration, ªHe | died at the end of that day.''
row and make way for the Prophet

[2]

The Lessons and Morals of This Section
1) The Prophet

| died a martyr.

2) Jews showed great enmity towards Islam. While in AlMadõÃnah, the Prophet
tried to improve ties with them, but

|

they betrayed him, trying at least on one occasion to
assassinate him. And in Khaibar, one of them successfully
poisoned him.
[1]

[2]

Ibn KathõÃr mentioned this narration, and then ascribed its chain to Imam
. Refer to
(5/227).

BaihaqõÃ
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
Al-Fath (8/143, 144).

Al-
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| did not seek revenge for harm that was done to
| pardoned the Jewish woman that
poisoned him. It was only when Bishr ibn Al-BaraÃ 4 died as a
result of the poison that the Prophet | decided to punish her.

3) The Prophet

him; for at first, he

4) The story discussed in this section contains yet another miracle
that occurred at the Prophet's hands: The meat communicated
with the Prophet
poisoned.
5) AllaÃh

|, alerting him to the fact that it had been

( blessed mankind by taking the life of the Prophet |

only after he had completely conveyed the teachings of Islam,

leaving people with a clear and comprehensive set of
teachings.
6) The Companions

5 loved the Prophet | a great deal, a love

they exemplified when, upon seeing the Prophet

| almost

come out on the day of his death, they were overcome by
feelings of joy and happiness.
7) The Prophet
Companions

| was greatly pleased when he | saw his

5 perform Fajr Prayer on the day of his death. He

| saw that, even with him absent, they continued to perform
their Religious duties. This greatly comforted the Prophet |,

who appreciated the fact that his work on earth was
completed.

L

L

L

L

L

ªWhoever Worships AllaÃh, then AllaÃh is
Alive (Ever-Living) and does not Die

In each of the following verses, AllaÃh

(

either explicitly

mentioned or alluded to the Prophet's inevitable death:

}- , + *{

``Verily, you (O Muhammad) will die and verily, they (too) will
die.'' (Qur'aÃn 39:30)

}N M L K J I H G F E{

``And We granted not to any human being immortality before you
(O Muhammad), then if you die, would they live forever?''
(Qur'aÃn 21:34)

H G F E D C B A @ ? >{
}T S R Q P O N M L K J I
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``Everyone shall taste death. And only on the Day of Resurrection
shall you be paid your wages in full. And whoever is removed
away from the Fire and admitted to Paradise, he indeed is
successful. The life of this world is only the enjoyment of
deception (a deceiving thing).'' (Qur'aÃn 3:185)

}? > = < ; : Q 9 8 7 6 {
w{

``Whatsoever is on it (the earth) will perish. And the Face of your
Lord full of Majesty and Honour will abide forever.'' (Qur'aÃn
55:26, 27)

|

/

Muhammad ibn `Abdullah
, the best of all Prophets
and
Messengers
, died. While he
was on his deathbed, his head
was resting on `Aaisha , and he
would insert his hand in a
container of water and then wipe his wet hand over his face, all
the while saying, ªNone has the right to be worshipped but AllaÃh.
Verily, death has its agonies.'' And his final words were, ªThe
Most Exalted companionship on high.''

/

6

|

|

Ibn Rajab (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) said, ªWhen the
Messenger of AllaÃh
died, the Muslims became shocked,
bewildered, and confused. Some of them were stunned and
became confused; others sat down and were not even able to stand
up; others lost their ability to speak; and yet others were in complete
denial, refusing to believe that the Prophet
had really died (and
[1]
among this last group was `Umar ibn Al-KhattaÃb ).''

|

|

4

Perhaps no one was in more denial than was `Umar ibn AlKhattaÃb . He
began to threaten anyone who claimed that the
Prophet

4

4

| had died. He 4 said, ªHe has not died, but rather he has

Ã saÃ ibn `UmraÃn
gone to his Lord, just as Mu

/ went, remaining
/

absent from his people for forty nights, after which he
returned to
Ã
Ã
them. By Allah, the Messenger of Allah
will indeed return (to us),
Ã saÃ
just as Mu

|

/ returned (to his people), and he | will cut off the

hands and legs of those men who claimed that he
[1]
[2]

LataÃif Al-Ma'aÃrif (Pg. 114).
As-Seerah An-Nabawiyyah, by Abu Shohbah (2/594).

| had died.''

[2]
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4 heard about the news of the Prophet's death, he
without saying a single word to anyone, Abu Bakr 4 entered the
Masjid, and then entered upon `Aaisha 6 in her apartment. He |
When Abu Bakr

mounted his horse and rode from his house to the Masjid. And

then headed straight for the Messenger of AllaÃh

|, who was

covered in a garment. Removing the part of the garment that
covered the Prophet's face, Abu Bakr
Prophet

4 leaned down, kissed the

|, and began to cry. He 4 then said, ªMay my father and

mother be sacrificed for you. By AllaÃh, AllaÃh will not combine two
deaths upon you. As for the death that was decreed for you, you
[1]
When Abu Bakr
said, ªAllaÃh will not
have just died it.''

4

| was refuting `Umar 4, who
was claiming that the Prophet | would come back to life. Abu
Bakr 4 knew that, even if that was the case, the Prophet | would
still have to die again, which meant that he | would have to die a
total of two deaths; and Abu Bakr 4 understood that the Prophet |
combine two deaths upon you,'' he

( for that to happen to him.
As Abu Bakr 4 came out of the Masjid, `Umar 4 was speaking to
the people, and was still in a fit of rage. Abu Bakr 4 said, ªO
`Umar, sit down,'' after which he 4 stood up to deliver a sermon
to the people. He 4 praised AllaÃh, glorified Him, and then said,
enjoyed too high of a ranking with AllaÃh

ªTo proceed: Whosoever used to worship Muhammad, then
indeed Muhammad has died. And whosoever worships AllaÃh,

then AllaÃh is alive and does not die.'' He
of the Noble Qur'aÃn:

4 then recited this verse

Q P O N M L K J I H G F E{
]\ [ Z Y X W V U T S R
}_ ^
``Muhammad |) is no more than a Messenger, and indeed
(many) Messengers have passed away before him. If he dies or is

[1]

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4452).
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killed, will you then turn back on your heels (as disbelievers)?
And he who turns back on his heels, not the least harm will he do
to AllaÃh, and AllaÃh will give reward to those who are grateful.''
(Qur'aÃn 3: 144)

`Umar

4 later said, ªBy AllaÃh, no sooner did I hear Abu Bakr

recite that verse, than I fell down to the ground, for my two legs

could no longer carry me. And I came to know that the Messenger
[1]
of AllaÃh
had indeed died.''

|

Imam Al-Qurtubee (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) said, ªThis
Verse (as well as this incident) is the strongest proof of Abu Bakr's
bravery, if bravery is defined as having a firm and steadfast heart
during times of hardships and calamities. And there was no

|

calamity that was greater than the death of the Prophet
. The
people said, `The Messenger of AllaÃh
has not died,' and among
them was `Umar . `UthmaÃn
lost the ability to speak, and `Ali

4

4

|

4

went into seclusion. Utter chaos was on the verge of breaking out,

4 brought calm to the situation with this verse.''
May AllaÃh have mercy on Abu Bakr As-SiddõÃq 4, who helped
[2]

but Abu Bakr

save this Nation from many hardships, who solved many of the
problems that afflicted Muslims, and who understood the truth

4. As
4 deserves,

on occasions when no one else did - not even `Umar
Muslims, we should know the status that Abu Bakr

and we should love him dearly, for loving him is a characteristic
[3]

of faith, and hating him is a characteristic of hypocrisy.
With the Prophet

| dead, one of the main duties that rested on

the shoulders of Muslims was choosing a KhalõÃfah - a leader who

would guide the Muslim Nation based on the teachings of the
Qur'aÃn and
. As such, the people of the AnsaÃr gathered in
the courtyard of Banu SaÃ'idah in order to choose a leader from

Sunnah

[1]

[2]

[3]

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (4454).
TafsõÃr Al-Qurtubee (4/222).
Maradun-NabõÃ | Wa-WafaÃtihi (Pg. 24).
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among their own ranks. They were wrong in doing so, for the
Prophet

| made it clear that the leader of the Muslim Nation

should be from the Quraish.

Before the AnsaÃr could arrive at a final decision, Abu Bakr
`Umar ibn Al-KhattaÃb , and Abu `Ubaidah ibn Al-JarraÃh

4

4,
4

4 intended to speak first, but Abu
4 silenced him, after which he proceeded to speak himself.
`Umar 4 later said, ªBy AllaÃh, I wanted to speak only because I
had prepared a talk that I liked, and I feared that Abu Bakr 4
arrived at their meeting. `Umar
Bakr

would not be able to convey our message in a similar manner. But

when Abu Bakr spoke, I realized that the most eloquent of people
(after the Prophet

|) was speaking.'' Among the things Abu

4 said to the AnsaÃr was, ªWe are the leaders, and you are
(our) ministers.'' HubaÃb ibn Al-Mundhir 4, a member of the
Bakr

AnsaÃr, said, ªNo, by AllaÃh, we will not do so (i.e. we will not choose
one of you as our leader); rather, there should be a leader from
among us, and a leader from among you.'' Abu Bakr

4 remained

steadfast, replying, ªNo, we are the leaders, and you are (our)
ministers,'' after which he

4 mentioned the elevated status of the
[1]

Quraish among the tribes of Arabia.

4 then said, ªSo pledge allegiance to either `Umar or Abu
`Ubaidah.'' But before anyone could do anything, `Umar 4
Abu Bakr

interjected, ªRather, we will pledge allegiance to you, for you are

our chief, the best person among us, and the most beloved of us to the
Messenger of AllaÃh
.'' `Umar
immediately took hold of Abu

|

4

Bakr's hand and pledged allegiance to him; and without any further
hesitation, everyone else that was present in the meeting did the same.
On that very same day, `Umar
sermons. As for `Umar

4 and Abu Bakr 4 delivered

4, his sermon instilled fear in the hearts of

hypocrites who, prior to `Umar's talk, were likely planning to take

advantage of the Prophet's death by sowing dissension among
the ranks of Muslim. And as for Abu Bakr
[1]

Al-Fath (7/30).

4, his talk had the
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effect of pointing out the truth to his audience, so that after his
speech ended, people departed from the gathering, all the while
reciting the following verse of the Qur'aÃn:

Q P O N M L K J I H G F E{
]\ [ Z Y X W V U T S R
}_ ^

``Muhammad is no more than a Messenger, and indeed (many)
Messengers have passed away before him. If he dies or is killed, will
you then turn back on your heels (as disbelievers)? And he who
turns back on his heels, not the least harm will he do to AllaÃh, and
AllaÃh will give reward to those who are grateful.'' (Qur'aÃn 3:144)

4

Then, on the day after, which was a Tuesday, `Umar
and Abu
Bakr
delivered two more sermons. `Umar's sermon introduced
the nation to their new leader, and Abu Bakr's sermon
highlighted Abu Bakr's main policies as the new leader of the
Muslim Nation.

4

4

(

`Umar
praised and glorified AllaÃh , and then said, ªO people,
I said something yesterday (i.e. his saying of the previous day,
ªThe Prophet
has not died'') which I did not find in the Book of
AllaÃh; nor was it something that the Messenger of AllaÃh
had
informed me about. It was simply a matter of me feeling that the
Messenger of AllaÃh
would be the last of us. Nonetheless, AllaÃh
has left among you His Book, which the Messenger of AllaÃh
used to guide (others). If you cling to it, AllaÃh will guide you. And
verily, AllaÃh has united your affair around the best person among
you, the (close) Companion of the Messenger of AllaÃh, and the
second of two when they both (i.e., when the Prophet
and Abu
Bakr ) were (hiding) in the cave. So stand up and pledge
allegiance to him.'' The general masses of Muslims then pledged
allegiance to him, which was similar to how a smaller group of
people had pledged allegiance to him in the courtyard of Banu
SaÃ'idah the day before.

|

|

|

4

|

|
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4 spoke. And as `Umar 4 did before him, Abu
4 began by praising and glorifying AllaÃh (. He 4 then said,

Next, Abu Bakr
Bakr

ªTo proceed: O people, I have indeed been appointed over you,
though I am not the best among you. If I do well, then help me; and if I

act wrongly, then correct me. Truthfulness is synonymous with
fulfilling the trust, and lying is tantamount to treachery. The weak
among you is deemed strong by me, until I return to them that which
is rightfully theirs,
(AllaÃh willing). And the strong among

In Sha AllaÃh

you is deemed weak by me, until I take from them what is rightfully
(someone else's),
. No group of people abandons JihaÃd in

In Sha AllaÃh

the path of AllaÃh, except that AllaÃh makes them suffer humiliation.
And wickedness does not become widespread among a people,
except that AllaÃh inflicts them with widespread calamity. Obey me
so long as I obey AllaÃh and His Messenger. And if I disobey AllaÃh and
His Messenger, then I have no right to your obedience. Stand up now
[1]
to pray, may AllaÃh have mercy on you.''

| was formally commissioned as a Prophet, he
| remained in Makkah for thirteen years, inviting people to
embrace Islamic Monotheism. He | then migrated to AlMadõÃnah, and went on to spend the last ten years of his life
there. Upon his death, the Prophet | was sixty three years old. O
After the Prophet

[2]
AllaÃh, send prayers and salutations upon him and his family.

Imam Ibn KathõÃr (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) defended the

| performed with his
Companions 5 was Dhuhr Prayer, on Thursday. He | was then
view that the last Prayer the Prophet

unable to perform Congregational Prayers on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday - the three days that preceded his death.

|

On the day the Prophet
died - which was Monday - the
Companions
were busy choosing a KhalõÃfah, and the process of
formalizing the appointment of a KhalõÃfah continued on Tuesday,

5

[1]

[2]

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (6/305, 306), and the chain of this HadõÃth is authentic.
SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (8/15)
(4466); to Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/151); and to Mukhtasar Ash-ShamaÃil Lit-TirmidhõÃ, by

Al-AlbaÃnõÃ (pg. 192).
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when the masses of Muslims pledged to follow and obey Abu
Bakr . It was only then that the Companions
began to make
final preparations for the Prophet's funeral.

4

5

The preparations for his funeral began with the washing of his body.
`Aaisha

6 said, ªWhen they wanted to wash the Prophet |, they

said, `We do not know whether we should remove his garments

(while we wash him) in the same manner as we remove the garments
of those who die among us, or whether we should wash him while he
is attired in his clothing.' When they disagreed with one another
regarding what they should do, AllaÃh
sent a slumber upon them,

(

so that every single one of them had his chin resting on his chest. Then
someone spoke to them from the side of the house, though no one
knew who he was; he said, `Wash the Messenger of AllaÃh
while he

|

is attired in his clothing.' And so they washed him while he

| was

wearing his shirt. They poured water over his shirt, and rubbed him
clean with his shirt and not with their hands. Had I known then what
[1]

I know now, only his wives would have washed him.''

|

The Prophet
was enshrouded in three SuhoolõÃ garments - and
SuhoolõÃ here means that they were made in Suhool, which was a
[2]

city in Yemen; his shroud included neither a shirt nor a turban.
The Muslims then prayed over him. Ibn `AbbaÃs
said, ªWhen
the Messenger of AllaÃh

4

| died, men were admitted inside, and

they prayed over him, one after another, and without an Imam.
When they had finished praying over him, the women were
admitted inside, and they also prayed over him. Then children
were admitted inside, and they too prayed over him. And then
finally slaves were admitted inside, and they too prayed over
him, one after the other (without an Imam). No one led anyone
[1]

[2]

Al-Mustadrak, by Al-HaÃkim (3/59, 60), who said, ªThe IsnaÃd of this HadõÃth is
authentic and fulfills the conditions of Muslim, though neither BukhaÃrõÃ nor
Muslim related it.'' Adh-DhahabõÃ concurred, and Ibn HibbaÃn declared it to be
authentic. Abu DaÃwu
Ã d related it as well in his Sunan, in the Book of Funerals.
And Abu DaÃwu
Ã d said, ªThere is some strangeness in this HadõÃth.''
Mukhtasar Seeratur-Rasool | (pg. 37); to TahdhõÃb Al-AsmaÃ , by An-NawawõÃ
(Pg. 23); to Muslim (2/650), the Book of Funerals, HadõÃth number: 45).
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else in the Funeral Prayer of the Messenger of AllaÃh; rather,
[1]

everyone prayed individually.''

Ibn KathõÃr (May AllaÃh have mercy on him) said, ªThat they
prayed individually without any of them leading others among
[2]

them is a matter that is agreed upon.''
The Prophet

| was buried in the Lahd (the side compartment) of

his grave, and bricks were placed over the Lahd. It has been said
that seven bricks were used. Having covered the Lahd with
bricks, they

4 then began to pour dirt down into the grave.

It should be noted here that there are two kinds of graves that are
permissible in Islam: The Lahd and the Shiq. A Lahd is a side
compartment that is dug out inside of a grave, and then the
deceased is placed in that side compartment. And a Shiq is a
compartment that is dug out from the middle, bottom part of the
grave. Scholars unanimously agree that both the Lahd and the
Shiq are permissible in Islam; the Prophet's grave contained a
Lahd. Al-AlbaÃnõÃ, may AllaÃh have mercy on him, said, ªBoth the
Lahd and the Shiq are permissible since both were used during
[3]
for AllaÃh
the lifetime of the Prophet , but the former is better,
always chose the best for the Prophet . And the Prophet's grave
[4]
was slightly raised above the level of the ground.

|

|
As for those who buried the Prophet |, Ibn IshaÃq (May AllaÃh
have mercy on him) said, ªThose who descended into the grave of
the Messenger of AllaÃh | were `Ali ibn Abi TaÃlib 4; Al-Fadl ibn
`AbbaÃs 4; Qutham ibn `AbbaÃs 4; and ShuqraÃn 4, the freed slave
of the Messenger of AllaÃh |. Imam An-NawawõÃ
and Imam Al[5]

[6]

Maqdasee

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

(May AllaÃh have mercy on them) included Al-

DalaÃil An-Nubuwwah (7/250) and to Sunan Ibn MaÃjah (1628), and there is some
weakness in this HadõÃth.
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (5/232).
AhkaÃm Al-JanaÃiz (Pg. 144).
TahdhõÃb As-Sunan, by Ibn Al-Qayyim.
TahdhõÃb Al-AsmaÃ (Pg. 23).
Mukhtasar As-Seerah (Pg. 35).
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4

`AbbaÃs
in that list. And An-NawawõÃ said, ªIt has been said that
UsaÃmah ibn Zaid
and Aus ibn KhaulõÃ
were with them.''

4

4

It is a matter of consensus among scholars that the Prophet
buried in the apartment of `Aaisha

| was

6, which was situated to the

east of the Prophet's Masjid. In the year 86H, Al-WalõÃd ibn
`Abdul-Malik expanded the Masjid; his governor in Al-MadõÃnah

was `Umar ibn `Abdul-`AzõÃz. Al-WalõÃd ordered `Umar to expand
the Masjid. `Umar then did so, even towards the eastern side of
the Masjid; thus it was that `Aaisha's apartment ended up inside
[1]

the expanded part of the Propeht's Masjid.

The Lessons and Morals of This Section

/

are the most beloved of created beings
1) Even though Prophets
to AllaÃh , they were made to die. This is because AllaÃh
has

(

(

decreed death for all created beings, a reality that should increase
our appreciation of the fact that the world is a temporary and
fleeting abode. The only things human beings take with them into
the Hereafter are their deeds; everything else perishes.
2) The Prophet

| longed to join the company of Prophets /,

which is why, just prior to his death, he repeatedly asked AllaÃh

( to bless him with their company.

3) It is recommended to supplicate for the dead, for when one
Ã mõÃn (Amen).'' It is for
does so, Angels respond by saying, ªA
this reason that, following the Prophet's death, Abu Bakr
addressed the Prophet

4

|, saying, ªMay you be good and pure

both in life and in death.'

4) When a Muslim is afflicted with a calamity, he should say,
ªVerily, we belong to AllaÃh, and to Him we are returning. O
AllaÃh, reward me for my calamity, and provide me with
something that is better than that which I have lost.''
[1]

Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (5/271) and Fathul-BaÃrõÃ (8/129, 130).
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5) It is permissible to cry and to feel sadness in one's heart
when one is afflicted with a calamity; however, it is
forbidden to wail, to tear apart one's clothing, to shave
one's hair, or to do anything that is unbecoming of a Muslim
or that suggests one's dissatisfaction with AllaÃh's Divine
Preordainment.
6) Even if a man is very knowledgeable and is recognized as an
eminent scholar, he still might err on occasion. As
knowledgeable as he was, `Umar

4 was wrong about the

Prophet's death, and only realized the truth of the matter when

4 delivered a short talk to the Prophet's
5.
7) Abu Bakr 4 was the most knowledgeable of all the Prophet's
Companions 5; for in a moment of chaos, when all
Companions 5 were grief-stricken by the Prophet's death,
Abu Bakr 4 brought them back to their senses when he said to
Abu

Bakr

Companions

them, ªWhoever used to worship Muhammad, then
Muhammad is dead. And whoever worships AllaÃh, then
AllaÃh is alive and never dies (i.e., He is Ever-Living).''

8) Notwithstanding his incorrect assessment of the situation

4 should be praised for
his good manners. He 4 recognized Abu Bakr's superiority
and became silent and respectful, allowing Abu Bakr 4 to
address the Prophet's Companions 5 without disturbing him.
So even though `Umar 4 was at once furious and confused, he
politely sat down with the rest of the Prophet's Companions
5 and listened attentively to Abu Bakr's talk.
9) `Umar 4 showed great wisdom when he ended the debate
that was taking place in Banu SaÃ'idah's courtyard; he 4 did so
by taking the initiative of taking Abu Bakr 4 by his hand and
following the Prophet's death, `Umar

pledging allegiance to him.
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|

4

10) After the Prophet
, Abu Bakr
was the most eloquent of
people, a point `Umar
came to realize when Abu Bakr
spoke to the AnsaÃr during the meeting they convened in the
courtyard of Banu SaÃ'idah.

4

4

4

11) The sermon that Abu Bakr
delivered on Tuesday is one of
the most remembered and important speeches that have ever
been given during the history of Islam. It, despite its brevity,
is full of wisdom and profound meanings. It, in fact, is
considered the blueprint by which every Muslim leader
should govern his people.
12) When one makes a mistake, one should not become proud
and obstinate; rather, one should admit one's mistake. And
the bravest of people are those that openly admit their
mistakes, as did `Umar
on Tuesday, when he
delivered
a speech in which he retracted what he had said the day
before about the Prophet's death. After apologizing, he
went on to praise Abu Bakr , making certain people knew
that Abu Bakr
deserved to be the KhalõÃfah more than
anyone else.

4

4

4

4

4

13) It is recommended that the shroud that is used for a deceased
person should be white; furthermore, it should consist of
three garments, none of which should be a shirt or a turban.
14) The grave of a deceased person should be only slightly
elevated, and the preferred grave for a Muslim is a Lahd
grave (which is described earlier on in this section).

L

L

L

L

L

The Calamity of the Prophet's

One of the highest levels of sincere
Prophet

| Death

ImaÃn (Faith) is to love the

| more than one loves all other human beings, including
| said,

Sp.(6 Ghn gpJp p Ghnhn gpJp n hn )r #p -p 1r n Ep 36 Dn Cn fn.to Cn /96 Dn %r to Jo Dn Cn )o #p &r 0o /n zn
y)n 1cp $n >r C

one's own self. The Prophet

``One of you does not believe until I become more beloved to him
than his children, his father, and all people.''
[1]

Whenever one loses a loved-one - a father, mother, son, daughter,
wife, etc. - one certainly feels the pain of that loss. The death of a
loved-one is one of the greatest of worldly calamities. Now
imagine the pain one feels when one loses one's entire family; and
yet still, one should love the Prophet

| more than all of them put

together. Of a reality the Companions did so, with that in mind, a
[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (along with
Muslim (1/67) (44).

Ibn Hajar's famous commentary,

Al-Fath)

(1/58) and
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|) death became

person can now contemplate how the Prophet (

a calamity for the Muslims. Then with that in mind, contemplate
the calamity of the Prophet's death.

6

|
|
|

`Aaisha
reported that, during his final illness, the Prophet
opened a door that separated him from his Companions . He
then watched as the people prayed behind Abu Bakr , and he
praised AllaÃh
upon seeing that, even with him absent, his
Companions
were still fulfilling their Religious duties. The
Prophet
then said,

|

4

(
5

5

o r n .(6 G )n # JDn Cn .$n 07Cn ,So.(6 G .,n 07Cn .0n z
3n 1Up C )n 1(p #p &r $o G )n #p hr C ,S
6f(p kn @jLp 1r fn 1p -o 2o 1Vp 8o 29p 6 G 7p 2n 1Vpp $o r G )p bn p ,2m 1p -p 9p 2n 1Vp $o 1p ,M6 cn 9n 1n !r kn 7m 2n 1Vp $o 1p
y29p 2n 1Vp #o )r #p -p 1r !n bn J6 Rn Cn ,jJp cr 1n 7m 2n 1Vp $o 1p Hn.Vn 0o )r n 29p #6Co )r #p GkJDn Cn

``O people, let any person - or any believer - who has been afflicted
with a calamity remember his calamity by me and hence find
solace in his calamity by any other person (or occurrence), for no
one from my Nation will be afflicted by a calamity after me that is
more severe upon him than my calamity.''
[1]

4

|

Anas
said, ªOn the day that the Messenger of AllaÃh
entered
Al-MadõÃnah, all things inside of it became illuminated. But on the
day that he
died, all things in it became darkened. And no
sooner did we leave the Prophet
and bury him than we
reproached our hearts (i.e., they did not find their hearts to be
upon the same degree of purity as before the Prophet's death,
when revelation was still being revealed to him, and when he was
[2]
still teaching them).''
[1]

[2]

|

Ibn MaÃjah

|

SahõÃh Ibn MaÃjah, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared
HadõÃth
Al-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah
Al-BidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah
Abu DaÃwuÃd (864, 866), Ahmad (3/67) (6483, 26684), and Ibn MaÃjah (1631). In AlBidaÃyah Wan-NihaÃyah (5/274), Ibn KathõÃr said, ªIts chain is authentic and
fulfills the conditions of both SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ and SahõÃh Muslim.'' Also, refer to
SahõÃh Ibn MaÃjah (1/273).

Related by
(1599) and others. In
the authenticity of this
(1/267). Refer also to
(1106) and
(5/276).
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4 said, ªAfter the Messenger of AllaÃh | died, Abu Bakr 4
4, `Come with us to Umm Aiyman; we shall visit
her as the Messenger of AllaÃh | used to visit her.' When we
reached her, she was crying, so they (Abu Bakr 4 and `Umar 4)
said, `What makes you cry? Is not what AllaÃh has with Him better
for the Messenger of AllaÃh |?' She 6 said, `I do not cry being

Anas

said to `Umar

ignorant of the fact that that which is with AllaÃh is better for the

Messenger of AllaÃh

|; rather, I cry because revelation has ceased

to come down from the sky.' She

6 moved the two of them so
[1]

much (with her words) that they began to cry with her.''

Some Morals and Lessons from this Section
1) Without a doubt, the death of the Prophet
calamity that Muslims have ever suffered.
2) All Companions

| was the greatest

5 felt in their hearts the effect of the Prophet's

absence from among their midst.

3) With the immense grief they felt, the Companions
that the Prophet

5 proved

| was more beloved to them than their

children, their parents, and, for that matter, all human beings.
4) The Companions
Prophet

5

strove to follow the example of the

| in every aspect of his life. It was in that light that

a small group of eminent Companions
woman named Umm Aiyman
Prophet

5

visited an old

for they knew that the

| would visit her during his lifetime.
L

[1]

6,

L

L

L

L

Muslim (2454) and Ibn MaÃjah (1635), and the above-mentioned wording is
taken from both sources. Refer also to Imam An-NawawõÃ's commentary of
this

HadõÃth in Sharh An-NawawõÃ (16/242).
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The Prophet's

When the Messenger of AllaÃh

| Inheritance

| parted from this world, he ruled

over the entire Arabian Peninsula, and the kings and rulers of
foreign lands feared him. His Companions

5, who numbered in

the high thousands, were willing to sacrifice themselves, their
children, and their wealth for his cause - the cause of Islam. One

| left behind many assets that had to
from the truth. The Prophet | parted from this world, without
might suppose then that he

be distributed among his inheritors, but nothing could be further
leaving behind even a single Deenar or Dirham, or a male or female

servant. In fact, the complete list of his assets was short indeed: his
white mule, his weapons, and a piece of land that he had given
[1]
`Aaisha said, ªThe Messenger of AllaÃh
did
away as charity.
not leave behind any DõÃnaÃrs, Dirhams, sheep, or camels. And he

|

6

[2]

did not bequeath any wealth.
[1]

[2]

[3]

'

[3]

|

BukhaÃrõÃ, the Book of Al-MaghaÃzõÃ (4461).

|

i.e., he
did not bequeath one-third of his wealth, or any other amount for
that matter. What he
left behind was knowledge, in addition to the final
commands he
gave during the final days of his life. Refer to
(11/97).

NawawõÃ
Muslim (1635).

|

|

Sharh An-
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Regarding Prophets

| said,

Prophet

/ in general, and himself in particular, the

y7l qn Jn Un .n ,o kn .(n tr Ln 8n .#n ,KoQn.&o /n z

``We are not inherited from ; what we leave behind is charity.''

[1]

| was not sent to mankind in order to collect and
hoard away taxes. Instead, he | was sent as a guide; as a giver of

The Prophet

glad tidings; as a warner; as an inviter unto AllaÃh

(, by His

Permission; and as a bright lamp (to lead the people to the light of

|
n
n
nr 6
o
n
6
r
r
o
/hn GQk .(n 0Op G.;Q8 .n 0o %r An .1n 2p & $ G fEphn ,Ap .1n 2p & $ G 7;Qnhn An .$n !co G fEpz
yLm kp Ghn a5 En 1p Kn Gn Cn goKn Gn Cn )r $n kn ,%n !r cp r G G.;o Q6 hn ,.$k +n QrOp

the Truth). In an authentic narration, the Prophet

said,

``Verily, the scholars are the inheritors of Prophets. Indeed
Prophets do not leave behind DõÃnaÃrs or Dirhams as inheritance,
but instead they leave behind knowledge (as inheritance). Whoever
takes it has indeed taken a plentiful share (of goodness).''
[2]

5 understood the implications of this
Ãd 4
MaihraÃn reported that, one day, while `Abdullah ibn Mas`u
The Prophet's Companions

HadõÃth, as is exemplified by the following narration. SulaimaÃn ibn
was with some companions, a Bedouin came and asked, ªFor what
reason have these people gathered (around you)?'' `Abdullah ibn
Ãd
Mas`u
replied, ªThey have gathered to distribute among

4

themselves the estate of Muhammad

|.''

[3]

Or in other words,

they have gathered together in order to gain knowledge.

[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ

Muslim

(3093, 3712, 4036, 4240, 5358, 6726, 7305) and
(1757, 1758, 1759,
1761). `Aaisha's wording of the above-mentioned saying is from Imam
's narration.

Muslim
Abu DaÃwuÃd (3/317) (3641), At-TirmidhõÃ (5/49) (2682), and Ibn MaÃjah (1/80)
(223). And in SahõÃh Sunan Ibn MaÃjah (1/43), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the
authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Al-KhatõÃb Al-BaghdaÃdõÃ related this narration in Sharaf AshaÃbul-HadõÃth (pg. 45).

The Prophet's Inheritance

The ªestate'' of the Prophet
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| consists of the Book of AllaÃh and his

Sunnah (his guidance). And, as `Aaisha 6 reported, his armor was
left as collateral with a Jewish man from whom he was forced to

borrow thirty Sa'as (a single Sa'a is equal to eight handfuls of
[1]

something) of barley in order to feed his family.

That was how

| died, even though he could have, had he wanted,
ordered for castles to be built for him and for huge quantities of
wealth to be given to him from the Muslim treasury. Had he |
asked for any of those things, his Companions 5 would have been
more than happy to give him. But the Prophet | was not seeking
this world or its trifling things; no, he | longed only for the
Hereafter. As matters stood, the Prophet | would suffer hunger,

the Prophet

and days and weeks would pass by without a fire being ignited in

his home for cooking. Regarding those long periods of time during

4
6, ªThen what would nourish you?'' She 6 replied,

which nothing would be cooked in the Prophet's home, `Urwah
asked `Aaisha

[2]

ªThe two black ones: dates and water.''
The Prophet

| did not want to be dependent upon others; he |

5 for a loan, they
him. So rather than place a burden upon his Companions 5 - who
knew that, had he asked his Companions

would not have taken his collateral or accepted repayment from
would have given him all of their wealth, if they knew he
would accept that from them - he
man by taking a loan from him.

|

| decided to deal with a Jewish

| would say,

em.r 0n 2kp Qn.On 3m tp GLn tn /6 Ep .1n &r J7 G "n <n #n hn 2!p <n #n .#n ,.1n &r J7 ! p hn 2 p .#n z
MnGQn %6;o Qm.,n &n )r #p 7k bn .On ImLn ?n Rn :n Er 8n "6_n 9n Or .kn ,mm Fp.Un
y.,n tn Ln 8n hn

The Prophet

SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (2068) and SahõÃh Muslim (1603).
SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath)

[1]

Refer to

[2]

Refer to
(11/283) (6459).
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``What do I have to do with this world? The example of me and
this world is nothing more than the example of a rider who
traveled on a hot day, who sought shade underneath a tree for an
hour, and who then got up and left it (the tree).''
[1]

The Lessons and Morals of This Section
1) Prophets

/ came not to gather wealth or gain power, but to

guide people to the Truth - to take them out of darkness and to
bring them into the light.

| could have had as much wealth as he
| took from this world nothing more than his
basic needs.
3) The Prophet | did not depend on other human beings for
help, which is why, rather than go to his Companions 5 for
help, he | took out a loan from a Jewish man and gave him his
armor as collateral.
4) The Prophet | endured many hardships, such as when, for
two months straight, he | and his family 5 survived on dates
2) Although the Prophet
wanted, he

and water, since they had nothing to cook.

O AllaÃh, send prayers and salutations on Muhammad as long as
night follows day, and day follows night. And I ask AllaÃh, the MostHigh, the All-Mighty, to make us from among the Prophet's sincere
followers, and to make us join his company in the Hereafter.

L

[1]

L

L

L

L

MusnadAhmad (6/154). In Al-BidaÃyahWan-NihaÃyah (5/284), Ibn KathõÃr wrote, ªIts
chain is good.'' At-TirmidhõÃ (1377) and IbnMaÃjah (4109) related it as well. Refer also
to Al-AhaÃdõÃth As-SahõÃhah (439) and SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ (2/280).

His

| Rights Over the People of His | Nation

As Muslims, it is our duty to know about the numerous rights the

| has over us. He came to this world in order to do his
best to save all of us from the Hellfire. Day and night, he |
invited people to embrace the truth; with every breath he took, he
| tried to further the cause of Islam; and in all of his dealings
with Muslims, he | showed mercy to them, always doing what
was in their best interests. Since he | fulfilled the rights Muslims
Prophet

have over him, it only makes sense that we as Muslims must
strive to fulfill the rights he has over us.
Among the rights he

| has over us are the following: We must
| came with; we must obey him; we

believe in everything he

must not only turn to him in our disputes, we must also accept
and be pleased with his final judgment; we must give him his due
respect, without exaggerating his qualities and without giving
him anything less than the respect he

| deserves; we must follow

him, by taking him as an ideal role model in all of our affairs; we
must support his Religion and defend his
send Prayers upon him. The Prophet

Sunnah; and we must

| said,
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``Verily, among the best of your days is Friday : On it Adam was
created ; and on it the horn will be sounded . So send many
prayers upon me on Friday, for indeed, the prayers you send are
presented to me.''

A man then asked, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, how can our prayers
be presented to you when your body will be decomposed?'' The
Prophet
replied,

|

yAp.1n 2p &r $n G On.Pn >r Cn "n to #r 8n frCn VpQr$n G /!n bn enL6 Dn unG f6 Epz

``Verily, AllaÃh has made it unlawful for the earth to eat the bodies
of Prophets.''
[1]

In the following pages, we will briefly discuss, one at a time, the
rights the Prophet
has over us:

|

1) We Must Believe in Everything He | Came With
AllaÃh

( said:

}n m l k j i h g f e{

``Therefore, believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger (Muhammad),
and in the Light (this Qur'aÃn) which We have sent down. And
AllaÃh is All-Aware of what you do.'' (Qur'aÃn 64:8)

[1]

Z Y X W V }U]T\S R[{

Abu DaÃwuÃd (1/275) (1047); Ibn MaÃjah (1/524) (1636); and An-NasaÃÃõ (3/91). And
in SahõÃh An-NasaÃÃõ, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth (1/197).
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``So believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger (Muhammad), the Prophet
who can neither read nor write (i.e. Muhammad) who believes in
AllaÃhandHisWords((thisQur'aÃn),theTaurat(Torah)andtheInjeel
(Gospel) and also AllaÃh's Word : ``Be!'' - and he was i.e. AllaÃh's
Word : ``Be!'' - and he was, i.e. `Iesa (Jesus) son of Maryam (Mary)),
and follow him so that you may be guided.'' (Qur'aÃn 7:158)

g f e d c b a ` _ ^ ]{
}q p o n m l k j i h

``O you who believe in Musa (Moses) (i.e. Jews) and `Iesa (Jesus)
(i.e. Christians))! Fear AllaÃh, and believe too in His Messenger
(Muhammad), He will give you a double portion of His Mercy,
and He will give you a light by which you shall walk (straight),
and He will forgive you. And AllaÃh is Oft-Forgiving, Most
Merciful.'' (Qur'aÃn 57:28)

% $ # " ! ~ } | {{

}

``And whosoever does not believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger
(Muhammad), then verily, We have prepared for the disbelievers
a blazing Fire.'' (Qur'aÃn 48:13)

|
o
n
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The Prophet

said,

``I have been commanded to fight against people until they bear
witness that none has the right to be worshipped but AllaÃh, and
until they believe in me and in what I came with.''
[1]

|

To believe in the Prophet
means to believe in his prophethood
and in the fact that AllaÃh
sent him to both human beings and
jinns; to believe in everything he
said and brought with him; to
confirm the belief one has in one's heart with testimony that one

(

[1]

Muslim (1/52) (21).

|
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gives with a person tongue. Therefore, a person truly and
completely believes in the Prophet
when he believes in him
with his heart, confirms that inner belief with testimony he gives
[1]
with his tongue and then follows it up with actions.

|

2) We Must Obey Him

|

|

Obeying the Prophet
obviously implies not disobeying him . In
the following verse, AllaÃh first commanded us to believe, and then
He
commanded us to obey both Him and His Prophet :

(

(

|

}~ } | { z y x w v u t{

``O you who believe! Obey AllaÃh and His Messenger, and turn
not away from him (i.e. Messenger Muhammad) while you are
hearing.'' (Qur'aÃn 8:20)
In another verse, He

( said:

}_ ^ ] \ [ Z Y X{

``And whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad) gives you, take it,
and whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it), and fear AllaÃh.''
(Qur'aÃn 59:7)

In another Verse, He

( said:

G F E D C B A @ ? > = < ;{
}KJIH
Say : ``Obey AllaÃh and obey the Messenger, but if you turn away,
he (Messenger Muhammad) is only responsible for the duty
placed on him (i.e. to convey AllaÃh's Message) and you for that
placed on you. If you obey him, you shall be on the right
guidance.'' (Qu'ran 24:54)

Y X W V U T S R Q P O N{

And AllaÃh

}

[1]

( gave a similar message in the following verses:

Ash-ShifaÃ Bi-Ta'reef Huqooq Al-MustafaÃ, by QaÃdõÃ `IyaÃdh (2/539).
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``And let those who oppose the Messenger's (Muhammad)
commandment (i.e. his Sunnah - legal ways, orders, acts of
worship, statements, etc.) (among the sects) beware, lest some
Fitnah (disbelief, trials, afflictions, earthquakes, killings,
overpowered by a tyrant, etc.) befall them or a painful torment
be inflicted on them.'' (Qur'aÃn 24:63)

}~ } | { z y x w{

``And whosoever obeys AllaÃh and His Messenger he has indeed
achieved a great achievement (i.e. he will be saved from the
Hellfire and made to enter Paradise).'' (Qur'aÃn 33:71)

}Q P O N M L K J{

``And whoever disobeys AllaÃh and His Messenger, he has indeed
strayed in a plain error.'' (Qur'aÃn 33:36)

AJ I@H?Q G> F=E<D;C: HB{
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``And whosoever obeys AllaÃh and His Messenger (Muhammad)
will be admitted to Gardens under which rivers flow (in Paradise),
to abide therein, and that will be the great success. And whosoever
disobeys AllaÃh and His Messenger (Muhammad, and transgresses
His limits, He will cast him into the Fire, to abide therein ; and he
shall have a disgraceful torment.'' (Qur'aÃn 4:13, 14)

4 reported that the Messenger of AllaÃh | said,

yunG /Vn bn Jr rn kn 2&p .Vn bn )r #n hn ,unG Yn.[n C Jr rn kn 2(p bn .[n Cn )r #n z

Abu Hurairah

``Whoever obeys me has indeed obeyed AllaÃh. Whoever disobeys
me has indeed disobeyed AllaÃh.''
[1]

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (13/11) (7137).
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Abu Hurairah

4 also related that the Messenger of AllaÃh | said,

y/s 1Cn )r #n /6 E 7n (6?n r G fn.!o Go Jr 0n 29p #6Co "7to z

``All people will enter Paradise except for those who refuse.''
His Companions

5

asked, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, and who

|
n
n
y/s 1C Jr rn k 2&p .Vn bn )r #n hn ,7n (6?n r G "n Gn On 2(p bn .[C )r #n z

refuses?'' The Prophet

replied,

``Whoever obeys me enters Paradise. And whoever disobeys me
has indeed refused.''
[1]

4 reported that the Messenger of AllaÃh | said,

,-o n vn n 0Lp Rn /n goJn Dr hn 7 uo7 G Jn 2nn cr 0o /96 Dn mp 1r P6 .1p 87p bn .P6 n G jnp Jn 0n )n r 1r 1n :n o <r cp 1o z
)r #n /!bn Qo.fV6 Ghn dK G "r cop >r o hn n ,o n 2Ep r #rn Qo n "6 n^p n :r n En r 8 2qp RQr p "n cp >n o hn n
y%,(#p .,k em.r1p -2S8 )#h ,jLp #C m .G
``Just before the Hour (i.e., the end of this world), I have been

Ibn `Umar

sent with the sword, so that AllaÃh alone is worshiped, without
any partners being associated with Him. My sustenance has been
placed underneath the shade of my spear. Meanwhile, shame and
humiliation have been decreed for those who disobey my
command. And whoever imitates a people is from them.''
[2]

3) We Must Follow Him
In every aspect of our lives, in every thing we say and do, and in
all of our dealings, we must follow the example of the Prophet
AllaÃh
said:

(

|.

}7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 / . - , + * {

[1]
[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (249) (7280).
Musnad Ahmad (1/92). BukhaÃrõÃ also related it as a Mu'allaq narration; refer to
SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (6/98).
And Al-`AllaÃmah Shaikh Ibn BaÃz ruled that this narration is Hasan
(acceptable); refer to SahõÃh Al-JaÃmai' HadõÃth no. 2831.
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``Say (O Muhammad to mankind) : ``If you (really) love AllaÃh then
follow me (i.e. accept Islamic Monotheism, follow the Qur'aÃn and
the Sunnah), AllaÃh will love you and forgive you of your sins. And
AllaÃh is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.'' (Qur'aÃn 3:31)
Elsewhere in the Qur'aÃn, AllaÃh

( said:

[ Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O{
}_ ^ ] \

``Indeed in the Messenger of AllaÃh (Muhammad) you have a good
example to follow for him who hopes in (the Meeting with) AllaÃh
and the Last Day and remembers AllaÃh much.'' (Qur'aÃn 33:21)

}

] \ [{

``And follow him so that you may be guided.'' (Qur'aÃn 7:158)
And in a HadõÃth that is related in SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ, the Prophet |

said,

y2(8#p Qn 1r !n kn 29p (6Oo )r bn 3n ep Qn )r $n kn z

``Whoever turns away from my Sunnah (i.e., my guidance, my
way) is not from me.''
[1]

|

4) We Must Love Him More than We Love Our Wives, Our
Children, and All People

( said:
B A @ ? > = < ; :{
JIHGFEDC
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AllaÃh

[1]

BukhaÃrõÃ (9/104) (5063).
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``Say : If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, your
kindred, the wealth that you have gained, the commerce in which
you fear a decline, and the dwellings in which you delight are
dearer to you than AllaÃh and His Messenger, and striving hard
and fighting in His Cause, then wait until AllaÃh brings about His
Decision (torment). And AllaÃh guides not the people who are AlFasiquÃn (the rebellious, disobedient to AllaÃh).'' (Qur'aÃn 9:24)

4 related that the Messenger of AllaÃh | said,

y)n 1cp $n >r Cn Sp.(6 Ghn gpJp p Ghnhn gpJp n hn )r #p -p 1r n Ep 36 Dn Cn fn.to Cn /96 Dn %r to Jo Dn Cn )o #p &r 0o /n z

Anas

``Not a single one of you believes until I become more beloved to
him than his children, his father, and all human beings.''
[1]

|

If we truly love the Prophet , we will be rewarded by being with
the Prophet
in Paradise. For in an authentic
, a man
asked about the Hour - the end of this world and the Day of
Judgment. The Prophet
replied with a question of his own:
ªAnd what preparation have you made for it (i.e., the Hour)?''
The man said, ªO Messenger of AllaÃh, I have not prepared much
in terms of fasting, prayer, or charity; but (I can say this for
certain:) I love both AllaÃh and His Messenger.'' The Prophet
[2]
Anas ,
said, ªThen you will be with those whom you love.''
the narrator of this
, said, ªAfter our happiness with Islam,
we have never been happier than with the saying of the Prophet
, `Then you will be with those whom you love.' For indeed, I
love AllaÃh and His Messenger, and I love Abu Bakr
and
`Umar ; and I hope to be with them even though I have not
[3]
performed the same deeds that they have performed.''

|

HadõÃth

|

|

4

HadõÃth

|

4

4

4

On another occasion, when `Umar ibn Al-KhattaÃb
said, ªO
Ã
Messenger of Allah, you are indeed more beloved to me than all

[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ (1/58) (15) and Muslim (1/67) (44).
BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (1/557) (61686171), (13/131); and Muslim (3/2032) (2639).
Muslim (3/2032) (2639).
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|

things, except, that is, for my own self,'' The Prophet
replied,
ªNo, by the One Who has my soul in His Hand, not until I become
more beloved to you than your own self (will your Faith be
complete).'' `Umar
said,

nyvPp lr &n )r #p vn 41r n E 36 Dn C fn.to Cn /96 Dn gpJp 1n 1 2Pp lr &n jKp 6 Ghn /n z
p

``Then indeed, by AllaÃh, now you are more beloved to me than my
own self.''
The Prophet

| said, ªNow, O `Umar, (is your Faith complete).''

[1]

4

|

Ãd
Ibn Mas`u
said, ªA man went to the Messenger of AllaÃh
and said, `O Messenger of AllaÃh, what would you say about a
man who loves a people, but is not able to catch up to them (in the
Hereafter, because his deeds are inferior to theirs)?'' The
Messenger of AllaÃh
said,

|

y36 Dn C )r #n dn #n AoLr $n Gz

ªA man will be with those whom he loves.''
Al-`AbbaÃs ibn `Abdul-Muttalib
Messenger of AllaÃh
say,

|

4

[2]

reported that he heard the

$m 6 n $o p hn ,.(k 0Op ep0n Or )rp .1p hn ,.13 Qn up.1p 2n Xp Qn )r #n ,fp.$n 0)rp G %n k cr [n o nbnGPnz
y/.OQ |

JE1

``One has tasted the flavor of ImaÃn (Faith) if one is pleased with
AllaÃh as his Lord, with Islam as his Religion, and with
Muhammad as his Messenger.''
And according to a HadõÃth that is related in both SahõÃh BukhaÃrõÃ and
SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet | said,
O
.t
. ) 0D 1 J> k t
0;
[3]

-o o . o Qnhn uoG fn n )r #n ,fp $n 0 rp G Inhn n n )6,p p n n hn -p 1 p )6 o )r #n Kl n n z

[1]

[2]

[3]

BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (11/523) (6632).
BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (10/557) (6168).
SahõÃh Muslim (1/62) (34).
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``As for three particular qualities, if one finds them in his self,
then, through them, he has tasted the sweetness of ImaÃn (Faith) :
AllaÃh and His Messenger are more beloved to him than all else ;
He loves someone for the sake of AllaÃh, and for no other reason ; he
hates returning to disbelief after AllaÃh saved him from it, just as
he hates being thrown into the Hellfire.''
[1]

|

All Muslims say they love the Prophet
; however, true love of
the Prophet
must be accompanied by obedience to him.
Therefore, one is not honest when one says, ªI love the Prophet,''
and yet disobeys him all the time, performing acts of innovation,
and perpetrating a wide array of vile deeds. It is for this reason
that an Arab poet once wrote,

|

ªYou disobey God while you outwardly claim to love Him,
That, by AllaÃh, is the strangest of paradoxes,
If your love was true, you would have obeyed Him,
[2]

For a lover obeys the object of his love.''

And the eminent scholar Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim (May AllaÃh have
mercy on him) wrote:
ªThe stipulation of love is to be in agreement with the one you love,
To be in agreement with what he loves, without disobedience.
If you claim to love him while you oppose
What he loves, then you are a liar.

[1]

[2]

BukhaÃrõÃ (along with Ibn Hajar's famous commentary, Al-Fath) (1/72) (21) and
Muslim (1/66) (43).
Ash-ShifaÃ Bi-Ta'reef Huqooq Al-MustafaÃ (2/549, 2/563).
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Do you love the enemies of the object of your love, and yet claim,
Love for him, for that is impossible.
And similarly do you show open hostility to the ones He loves,
[1]
Where is your love, O brother of the ShaitaÃn (The Devil).''

|

If we truly love AllaÃh and His Messenger
, we must also love
what AllaÃh and His Messenger
love. The Prophet
said,

|

|

yfn.$n 0)G "n $n ur 9n Or G Jp rn kn up dn (n #n hn ,up /\n br Ch ,up Zn fn 1r Chn ,up 36 Dn C )r #n z

``Whoever loves for the sake of AllaÃh, hates for the sake of AllaÃh,
gives for the sake of AllaÃh, and withholds for the sake of AllaÃh has indeed reached a complete level of ImaÃn (Faith).''
[2]

Therefore, if we want to test ourselves in order to find out
whether we truly love the Prophet

|, we have to ask ourselves

some very serious questions. To what degree do we follow the

|? To what degree do we follow the
| prohibited? Have
we truly adopted the Prophet's manners in our day-to-day lives?
Do we follow the Sunnah of the Prophet | only when doing so is
Sunnah

of the Prophet

Prophet's commands and avoid the things he

easy, or at all times, and in all situations, no matter what obstacles
stand in our way? AllaÃh
said:

(

{

6543210/.-,+*
7

}

``Say (O Muhammad to mankind) : ``If you (really) love AllaÃh then
follow me (i.e. accept Islamic Monotheism, follow the Qur'aÃn and
the Sunnah), AllaÃh will love you and forgive you of your sins. And
AllaÃh is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.'' (Qur'aÃn 3:31)
[1]

[2]

An-NuÃniyyah, by Ibn Al-Qayyim, with commentary by Al-HarraÃs (2/134).
Abu DaÃwuÃd (4681). And in SahõÃh Abu DaÃwuÃd, Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the
authenticity of this HadõÃth (3/886).
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(

This verse is called ªThe Exam Verse,'' because in it, AllaÃh
puts
the Faith of believers to the test. Those that pass that test obey and
follow the
of the Prophet
; all others, notwithstanding
their professed love for the Prophet
, fail. That is the simple
truth of the matter, so let each one of us honestly ask ourselves the
questions, do we truly love the Prophet ? Or do we only profess
to love him?

|

Sunnah

|
|

|; one such
| said,

There are signs that point to one's love of the Prophet

y7o En 1Vp (6 G )o 0J8 Gz

sign is being sincere towards him. The Prophet

ªReligion is sincerity.''

5 asked, ªSincerity towards whom?'' He | said,

y%r ,p 9p #6.bn hn )n 1$p !p Pr $o r G 7p $6Fp$n hn -p p .Oo Ln p hn -p 1p .9n up p hn upz

The Companions

``Sincerity to AllaÃh, to His Book, to His Messenger, to the Imams
of Muslims, and to the general masses of Muslims.''
In this HadõÃth, the term `sincerity' conveys different meanings:
[1]

(

Sincerity to AllaÃh
means one thing, and sincerity to the general
masses of Muslims means something else. Sincerity to the
Messenger of AllaÃh
means believing in his prophethood,
obeying his commands, avoiding the things he
prohibited,
supporting him, defending him, reviving his
, teaching his
[2]
, and adopting his noble characteristics.

Sunnah

|

|

Sunnah

5) Honoring the Prophet |
AllaÃh

( said:

}% $ # " !{

``In order that you (O mankind) may believe in AllaÃh and His
Messenger, and that you assist and honor him.'' (Qur'aÃn 48:9)
[1]

[2]

Muslim (1/74) (55).
Ash-ShifaÃ Bi-Ta'reef Huqooq Al-MustafaÃ |, by QaÃdõÃ `IyaÃdh (2/582-584).
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provided examples of how

|:

}) ( ' & % $ # " ! ~ } | { z y{

Muslims should honor the Prophet

``O you who believe! Do not put (yourselves) forward before AllaÃh
and His Messenger, and fear AllaÃh, Verily! AllaÃh is AllHearing, All-Knowing.'' (Qur'aÃn 49:1)

F E D C B A @ ?{

}

``Make not the calling of the Messenger (Muhammad) among you
as your calling of one another.'' (Qur'aÃn 24:63)
Honoring the Prophet

| applies both to when he | was alive, and

after his death. There are many ways in which we should honor the
Prophet

|. For instance, we should be respectful when we speak

about him; when we hear his name being mentioned; we should
send salutation upon him, by studying study his biography; and his

Sunnah; and by inviting others to follow his guidance.

[1]

6) We Must Support the Prophet's | Cause (i.e., the Cause of
Islam); also, the Islamic Ruling Regarding One Who Curses the
Prophet | (And we seek refuge with AllaÃh ()
As is made clear in the following verse, we must assist the Prophet

|; or in other words, we must strive to further the cause of Islam.

# " ! Q ~ } | { z{
}% $
}

``Verily, We have sent you (O Muhammad) as a witness, as a
bearer of glad tidings, and as a warner. In order that you (O
mankind) may believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger, and that you
assist and honor him.'' (Qur'aÃn 48:8, 9)
[1]

Ash-ShifaÃ (2/595, 612).
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And in chapter ª

Al-`AraÃf,'' AllaÃh ( said:

``So those who believe in him (Muhammad), honor him, help
him, and follow the light (the Qur'aÃn) which has been sent down
with him, it is they who will be successful.'' (Qur'aÃn 7:157)
Some of the most successful people in the Hereafter are those who
honor and help the Prophet
; conversely, some of the most
punished people are those who harm, mock, and curse the
Prophet
. AllaÃh
said:

|

|

(
5 4 3 2 1 0 / . - , + *{
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``Verily, those who annoy AllaÃh and His Messenger - AllaÃh has
cursed them in this world, and in the Hereafter, and has prepared
for them a humiliating torment.'' (Qur'aÃn 33:57)

}K J I H G F E{

``And he whom AllaÃh curses, you will not find for him (any)
helper,'' (Qur'aÃn 4:52)

|
|

Without a doubt, a person who mocks or derides the Prophet
deserves to be cursed by AllaÃh . In fact, cursing the Prophet
is
one of the most heinous crimes a person can commit. In Islamic
Law, if a Muslim curses the Prophet
, he is considered an
apostate. Even if he repents, and even if AllaÃh , through His
Mercy and Forgiveness, accepts his repentance in the Hereafter,
his repentance should not be accepted by the Muslim leader of a
country. AllaÃh
said:

(

|

(
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``Say : ``Was it at AllaÃh, and His AyaÃt (proofs, evidences, Verses,
lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) and His Messenger that you
were mocking?'' Make no excuse ; you have disbelieved after you
had believed.'' (Qur'aÃn 9:65, 66)
So according to Islamic Law, the ruler of a Muslim country should
order for the execution of someone who curses the Prophet
; in
fact, according to the correct view in the matter, the ruler should
not even take the initial step of asking him to repent - a step that is
taken with other apostates; rather, he should just go ahead and
order for his execution.

|

Now, in Islamic Law, if that person is a non-Muslim who, by
agreement, lives in Muslim lands, his agreement is deemed null
and void. He, having blatantly breached the terms of his
agreement to reside peacefully in Muslim lands, should be
killed. It is not permissible for the KhalõÃfah (the ruler of the
Muslim Nation) to pardon him or to accept ransom money in
return for his freedom. Shaikh Al-Islam wrote extensively on this
issue in

As-SaÃrim Al-MasluÃl `Ala ShaÃtim Ar-RasuÃl |.

[1]

| is not a thrivial matter; after

mx wlvkujtis rhQgqfpeo n

Fulfilling the rights of the Prophet

all, the rewards for doing so are greater than any other rewards
one can possibly achieve. AllaÃh
said:

(

{
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[1]

As-SaÃrim Al-MasluÃl `Ala ShaÃtim Ar-RasuÃl

|.
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``And My Mercy embraces all things. That (Mercy) I shall ordain for
those who are the MuttaquÃn (pious), and give ZakaÃt ; and those who
believe in Our AyaÃt (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs and
revelations, etc.) ; those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet who
can neither write (i.e. Muhammad) whom they find written with
them in the Taurat (Torah) (Deut, xviii, 15) and the Injeel (Gospel)
(John xiv, 16), - he commands them for Al-Ma`ruÃf (i.e. Islamic
Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) ; and forbids them from
Al-Munkar (i.e. disbelief, polytheism of all kinds, and all that Islam
has forbidden) ; he allows for them as lawful At-TayibaÃt ((i.e. all good
and lawful) as regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods, etc.),
and prohibits for them as unlawful as regards things, deeds, beliefs,
persons, foods, etc.), he releases them from their heavy burdens (of
AllaÃh's Covenant), and from the fetters (bindings) that were upon
them. So those who believe in him (Muhammad), honor him, help
him, and followthe light(the Qur'aÃn) whichhas been sent down with
him, it is they who will be successful. Say (O Muhammad) : ``O
mankind! Verily, I am sent to you all as the Messenger of AllaÃh - to
Whombelongsthedominionoftheheavensandtheearth.Lailahailla
Huwa(nonehastherighttobeworshippedbutHe) ;itisHeWhogives
life and causes death. So believe in AllaÃh and His Messenger
(Muhammad), the Prophet who can neither read nor write (i.e.
Muhammad)whobelievesinAllaÃhandHisWords((thisQur'aÃn),the
Taurat(Torah)andtheInjeel(Gospel)andalsoAllaÃh'sWord :``Be!''andhewasi.e.`Iesa(Jesus)sonofMaryam(Mary)),andfollowhimso
that you may be guided.'' (Qur'aÃn 7:156-158)

AllaÃh

( sent the Prophet | as a mercy to mankind, and as a seal

of all Prophets:

}W V U T S{
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``And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not but as a mercy for
the `AlamõÃn (mankind, jinns and all that exists).'' (Qur'aÃn 21:107)

}R Q P O N M L K J I H G{

``Muhammad is not the father of any man among you, but he is
the Messenger of AllaÃh and the last (end) of the Prophets.''
(Qur'aÃn 33:40)

There is no Prophet after him; he invited us to all that is good, and
forbade us from all that is evil.
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``O Prophet (Muhammad)! Verily, We have sent you as witness,
and a bearer of glad tidings, and a warner, -and as one who invites
to AllaÃh (Islamic Monotheism, i.e. to worship none but AllaÃh
(Alone)) by His Leave, and as a lamp spreading light (through
your instructions from the Qur'aÃn and the Sunnah - the legal ways
of the Prophet). And announce to the believers (in the Oneness of
AllaÃh and in His Messenger Muhammad) the glad tidings, that
they will have from AllaÃh a Great Bounty. And obey not the
disbelievers and the hypocrites, and harm them not (till you are
ordered). And put your trust in AllaÃh, and Sufficient is AllaÃh as a
Wakeel (Trustee, or Disposer of affairs).'' (Qur'aÃn 33:45-48)
In chapter ªAl-MaÃidah,'' AllaÃh ( said:
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``O people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians)! Now has come
to you Our Messenger (Muhammad) explaining to you much of
that which you used to hide from the Scripture and passing over
(i.e. leaving out without explaining) much. Indeed, there has
come to you from AllaÃh a light (Prophet Muhammad) and a plain
Book (this Qur'aÃn). Wherewith AllaÃh guides all those who seek
His Good Pleasure to ways of peace, and He brings them out of
darkness by His Will unto light and guides them to a Straight
Way (Islamic Monotheism).'' (Qur'aÃn 5:15, 16)

The Prophet

| is a great blessing for believers in particular:
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``Indeed AllaÃh conferred a great favor on the believers when He
sent among them a Messenger (Muhammad) from among
themselves, reciting unto them His Verses (the Qur'aÃn), and
purifying them (from sins by their following him), and
instructing them (in) the Book (the Qur'aÃn) and Al-Hikmah
(the wisdom and the Sunnah of the Prophet [i.e. his legal ways,
statements, acts of worship, etc.)], while before that they had
been in manifest error.'' (Qur'aÃn 3:164)

As for disbelievers and people who mocked the teachings of Islam,
AllaÃh
guaranteed to protect the Prophet
from their evil:

(

|

k j i h g f e d c b a ` _{
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``OMessenger(Muhammad)!Proclaim(theMessage)whichhasbeen
sentdowntoyoufromyourLord.Andifyoudonot,thenyouhavenot
conveyed His Message. AllaÃh will protect you from mankind. Verily,
AllaÃh guides not the people who disbelieve.'' (Qur'aÃn 5:67)
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``Therefore proclaim openly (AllaÃh's Message - Islamic
Monotheism) that which you are commanded, and turn away
from Al-MushrikõÃn (polytheists, idolaters, and disbelievers,
etc.). Truly! We will suffice you against the scoffers. Who set
up along with AllaÃh another ilah (god), they will come to know.
Indeed, We know that your breast is straitened at what they say.
So glorify the praises of your Lord and be of those who prostrate
themselves (to Him). And worship your Lord until there comes
unto you the certainty (i.e. death).'' (Qur'aÃn 15:94-99)

So, reader, be of those who follow the guidance of the Prophet

|;

and do not be of those who imitate and follow the guidance of

|

disbelievers. For indeed, the Prophet
said, ªWhoever imitates a
people is from them.'' And AllaÃh
said:

(

}( ' & % $ # " ! ~ } | { z{

``And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it will never be
accepted of him, and in the Hereafter he will be one of the losers.''
(Qur'aÃn 3:85)

HadõÃth that is related in SahõÃh Muslim, the Prophet | said,
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``By the One Who has my soul in His Hand, anyone who hears of
me, whether he be from my Nation, a Jew, or a Christian, and
then dies without believing in that which I have been sent with,
becomes one of the dwellers of the Hellfire.''
[1]

The Prophet's message is universal, embracing all humans and
jinns until the Day of Resurrection. Therefore, if anyone curses
him, AllaÃh will Himself punish him in this world and in the
Hereafter. AllaÃh
said:

(
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``Verily, those who annoy AllaÃh and His Messenger - AllaÃh has
cursed them in this world, and in the Hereafter, and has prepared
for them a humiliating torment.'' (Qur'aÃn 33:57)

And in another verse, AllaÃh

( said:

}K J I H G F E{

``They are those whom AllaÃh has cursed, and he whom AllaÃh
curses, you will not find for him (any) helper,'' (Qur'aÃn 4:52)
7) We Must Turn to Him for Judgment in Our Disputes
Beyond turning to the Prophet

| for judgment in our disputes,

we must both accept and be pleased with all of his final rulings.
AllaÃh
said:

(

l k j i h g f e d c b a `{
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``(And) if you differ in anything amongst yourselves, refer it to
AllaÃh and His Messenger (|) if you believe in AllaÃh and in the

[1]

Muslim (153).
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Last Day . That is better and more suitable for final
determination,'' (Qur'aÃn 4:59)

( made it clear that, regarding our

$ # "}!, + * ) ( ' & %{

And in the following verse, AllaÃh

disputes, we should fully submit to the Prophet's final judgment:

~}|{zyx

``But no, by your Lord, they can have no Faith, until they make
you (O Muhammad) judge in all disputes between them, and find
in themselves no resistance against your decisions, and accept
(them) with full submission.'' (Qur'aÃn 4:65)

| was alive, people actually went to him to
| died, making the Prophet | a
ªjudge in all disputes'' meant - and still continues to mean - seeking
a final judgment in his Sunnah and in the Shariah he | came with.
While the Prophet

resolve their disputes. After he

8) We Must Respect the Prophet |, without Exaggerating His
Qualities and without Giving Him | Anything Less than the
Respect He | Deserves
The Prophet

| is the slave of AllaÃh and His Messenger |; he | is

the best of all Prophets

/ and Messengers /; he is the chief of all

of mankind; he will be blessed with the ªStation of Praise'' on the

Day of Resurrection, and he will have a basin which his followers
will come to drink from on a day when many will be thirsty (and we
ask AllaÃh
to make us among those who will drink from the

(

| is still a human
| was alive, or even after his death, he | has

Prophet's basin). And yet in spite of all of that, he
being. While he

never, without AllaÃh's permission, been able to ward off harm from
himself or from others, or benefit himself or others. AllaÃh
said:

(
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``Say (O Muhammad) : ``I don't tell you that with me are the
treasures of AllaÃh, nor (that) I know the unseen ; nor I tell
you that I am an angel. I but follow what is revealed to me.''
(Qur'aÃn 6:50)

And in another Verse, AllaÃh

( said:
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``Say (O Muhammad |) : ``I possess no power of benefit or hurt to
myself except as AllaÃh wills. If I had the knowledge of the Ghaib
(unseen), I should have secured for myself an abundance of wealth,
and no evil should have touched me. I am but a warner, and a
bringer of glad tidings unto people who believe.'' (Qur'aÃn 7: 188)
In the chapter ªAl-Jinn,'' AllaÃh ( further pointed out some of the
Prophet's limitations:
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Say : ``It is not in my power to cause you harm, or to bring you to
the Right Path.'' Say (O Muhammad) : ``None can protect me
from AllaÃh's Punishment (if I were to disobey Him), nor should I
find refuge except in Him.'' (Qur'aÃn 72:21, 22)

/, the Prophet | died; but unlike all other
/, his Religion will remain alive until the Day of Resurrection.

Like all other Prophets
Prophets

}- , + *{

``Verily, you (O Muhammad) will die and verily, they (too) will
die.'' (Qur'aÃn 39:30)
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``And We granted not to any human being immortality before you
(O Muhammad), then if you die, would they live forever?
Everyone is going to taste death.'' (Qur'aÃn 21:34, 35)

| was, even he | had his
limits; and even he | was nothing more than a slave and
Messenger | of his Lord. And whatever the Prophet | did, he

Therefore, as noble as the Prophet

did not for his own self, but for his Lord, AllaÃh
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``Say (O Muhammad) : ``Verily, my SalaÃt (prayer), my sacrifice,
my living, and my dying are for AllaÃh, the Lord of the `AlamõÃn
(mankind, jinns, and all that exists). He has no partner. And of
this I have been commanded, and I am the first of the Muslims.''
(Qur'aÃn 6:162, 163)

9) We Must Send SalaÃ t Upon the Prophet |; or in Other Words,
We Must ask AllaÃh ( to Bless Him

( said:
' & % $ # " ! ~ } | {{
}) (

AllaÃh

``AllaÃh sends His SalaÃt (Graces, Honours, Blessings, Mercy,
etc.) on the Prophet (Muhammad) and also His angels too (ask
AllaÃh to bless and forgive him). O you who believe! Send your
SalaÃt on (ask AllaÃh to bless) him (Muhammad), and (you should)
greet (salute) him with the Islamic way of greeting (salutation i.e.
As-SalaÃmu `Alaikum).'' (Qur'aÃn 33:56)

| said,
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``Whosover sends a prayer upon me (i.e., whoever invokes AllaÃh to
mention me in a good way in the highest company of angels), then
AllaÃh will, because of that, send SalaÃt upon him (i.e., will show
mercy to him, will increase his rewards, or will mention him in a
good way in the highest company of angels) ten times.''
In another HadõÃth, the Prophet | said,
[1]

26!n bn G.!7Un hn ,GJk 1bp jLp 2r qn G.!o cn ?r 8n /hn ,Go Qk.2o qo %r uo 8on .1o 1o Go.!o cn n?r 8n /6 n z
y%r 9o (r to =1r Dn 2(p fo !2r 8n %r u8n 0Un f(p k

``Do not turn your homes into graves (i.e. pray in them) ; do not
turn my grave into a place of celebration (by making it a point to
visit it in a ritualistic manner, on a monthly or yearly basis). And
send prayers upon me (i.e. invoke AllaÃh to mention me in a good
way in the highest of company of angels), for indeed, no matter
where you are, your prayers reach me.''
[2]

| also said,

y26!n bn "8Vn 0o %r !n kn goJn (r bp JoLr tp Po )r #n jKp 6 G "o 1Hp 2n Gz

The Prophet

``The miserly person is he in whose company I am mentioned, but
does not send prayers upon me.''
[3]

| said,

6 Ep %r ,p 182p &n /!n bn G.!7Vn 0o %r n hn ,-p 1kp uG GhLo to Kr 0n %r n .Pk !p ?r #n el.r qn Qn !n >n .#n z
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According to another narration, the Prophet

/

``Whenever a people gather together without mentioning AllaÃh in
[1]

[2]

[3]

Muslim (1/288) (384).
Abu DaÃwuÃd (2/218) (2042) and Musnad Ahmad (2/367). Refer also to SahõÃh Abu
DaÃwuÃd (1/383).
Related in At-TirmidhõÃ (5/551) (3546) and elsewhere. Refer to SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ
(3/177).
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their gathering, and without sending prayers upon their Prophet,
their gathering will be a cause of regret for them (i.e. it will be
held against them). If AllaÃh wills, He will punish them. And if
AllaÃh wills, He will forgive them.''
[1]

| also said,

yen0n P6 G 29p #6Co )r #p 2&8.fo !82n 0o VpQr$rn G 2kp )n 1Dp .16On 7k un Fp0n #n -p !6 p f6 Ez

The Prophet

``Verily, AllaÃh has angels that travel throughout the earth and
convey to me greetings of peace from the people of my Nation.''
[2]

JibrõÃl

/ once said to the Prophet |, ªShaÃme on the person (the

literal wording is ªMay his nose be rubbed in dirt'') in whose
presence you are mentioned, but who does not then send prayers
upon you.'' The Prophet

| replied, ªAÃmõÃn (Amen).''

[3]

4 reported that the Messenger of AllaÃh | said,

yen0n P6 G -p 1r !n bn O6 QoCn /96 Dn 2DhQo 26!n bn uoG O6 Qn /6 Ep 26!n bn %o !8Pn 0o Jm Dn Cn )r #p .#n z

Abu Hurairah

``Whenever any person sends greetings of peace to me, AllaÃh
returns to me my soul so that I can return that person's greetings
of peace.''
[4]

There are many occasions on which we should make it a point to
send prayers on the Prophet
. In JalaÃ Al-AfhaÃm Fis-SalaÃt WasSalaÃm `Ala Khairil-AnaÃm
, Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim (May AllaÃh

|

|

have mercy on him) mentioned forty-one such occasions, some
examples of which are as follows: When we enter the Masjid;
when we leave the Masjid; after the call to Prayer is made; during
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

At-TirmidhõÃ (3380); refer to SahõÃh At-TirmidhõÃ (3/140).
An-NasaÃÃõ (3/43) (1282); and in SahõÃh An-NasaÃÃõ (1/274), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ declared the
authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Ibn Khuzaimah (3/192) and Ahmad (2/254). And in Al-AfhaÃm, Al-ArnaÃoot
declared the authenticity of this HadõÃth.
Abu DaÃwuÃd (2/218) (2041); and in SahõÃh Abu DaÃwuÃd (1/283), Al-AlbaÃnõÃ ruled
that this HadõÃth is Hasan (i.e., acceptable).
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the seated position of Prayer; when we perform the Funeral
Prayer; when we recite our morning and evening invocations; on
Fridays; during a gathering, when those present are about to part
ways; during sermons, such as the Friday Sermon; when we write
his name; during the two yearly `Eed Prayers, between
(i.e., the saying, ªAllaÃh is the Greatest''); when we are standing on
the As-Safa and Al-Marwa mountains during Hajj; when we
stand beside the Prophet's grave; when we are afflicted with a
calamity; while we are asking for forgiveness from AllaÃh ; after
[1]
we perpetrate a sin, as a means of atonement; and so on.

TakbõÃrs

(

If, regarding the topic at hand, we knew only about the following

HadõÃth, it would be enough to teach us about the importance of

|

sending prayers upon the Prophet
: ªWhosoever sends a prayer
Ã
upon me (i.e. whoever invokes Allah to mention me in a good way in
the highest company of angels), then AllaÃh will send SalaÃt upon him
(i.e. will show mercy to him, will increase his rewards, or will
mention him in a good way in the highest company of angels) ten
times. (And AllaÃh will, because of that, record for him ten good
[2]

deeds)

and will, because of that, remove from him ten evil deeds;
[3]

also because of that, AllaÃh will raise him by ten rankings.''
O AllaÃh, send blessings on Prophet Muhammad

|. O AllaÃh, send

prayers and salutations upon Prophet Muhammad - Your
Messenger, the best of all created beings, the one whom You
entrusted with revelation, our chief and Prophet, Muhammad ibn
`Abdullah - upon his family, upon his Companions, and upon all
who follow them upon goodness until the Day of Resurrection.

L

L

L
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JalaÃ Al-AfhaÃm Fis-SalaÃt Was-SalaÃm `Ala Khairil-AnaÃm |, by Imam Ibn

[1]

Refer to
Al-Qayyim (May Allah have mercy on him).

[2]

This addition is from the

[3]

L

Ahmad

(3/261),
commentary of
(pg. 65).

HadõÃth

HadõÃth of Talhah, in Musnad Ahmad (4/29).
Ibn HibbaÃn (2390), and Al-HaÃkim (1/551). And in his
JalaÃ Al-AfhaÃm, Al-Arnaoot declared the authenticity of this

